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Abstract 

 

Presidential rule, closely related to personal rule, is a prominent feature of African studies. 

Nevertheless, the making of presidents has for a long time remained an untold story: few 

biographies or monographs have explored the political negotiations and imagination 

surrounding the making of presidential powers in postcolonial Africa. This dissertation 

reconstructs the political rise of Jomo Kenyatta, first president of Kenya, and the first decade 

of his presidential rule after independence. I show that the creation of the “father of the 

nation” was a contingent process, revealing that Kenyatta always lacked firm control over 

national politics. His major political asset was the popularity he owed to his unclear 

connection to the Mau Mau movement: he was simultaneously believed to be a leader and an 

opponent of the freedom fighters. As decolonization opened up an institutional vacuum, the 

burning issue of the decolonization of land institutions set a precedent for the creation of a 

centralized government, even before the debate over regionalism was settled during the 

independence negotiations. It set up Jomo Kenyatta as the most moderate politician to 

preserve British economic interests, and gave him substantial powers over land resources: 

upon independence, the Kenyan nationalist elite had to support the presidentialisation of the 

constitution to ensure its access to land. I argue that presidential rule is a postcolonial 

construction tailor-made to fit Kenyatta’s charismatic persona, even before he achieved 

political prominence. After independence, Kenyatta had little choice but to remain a distant 

and discreet president, while employing repressive politics, whether against resilient Mau 

Mau fighters or political opponents. I show that the negotiations and construction of 

Kenyatta’s presidential powers amounted neither to centralization, nor to regionalisation, but 

instead, institutionalized informal powers, weakening all state institutions: the party, the 

national assembly and even the provincial administration. 
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Introduction 
 

The 20 October, Mashujaa Day (Heroes’ Day), celebrates Kenya’s heroes who 

contributed to the struggle for independence. It commemorates the declaration of the 

Emergency by the British colonial government in 1952, in the midst of the Mau Mau violent 

uprising, and the arrest of Mzee Jomo Kenyatta, who was accused of leading the Mau Mau 

movement. Some sixty years later, on 20 October 2015, as I sat in a local canteen in 

Makutano town, Meru district, an old television high up on the wall was showing the British 

documentary “End of Empire. Chapter 12: Kenya”.1 One could hear the late politicians Bildad 

Kaggia and Fred Kubai, who were arrested alongside Kenyatta on 20 October 1952, affirming 

in an interview that Jomo Kenyatta was no Mau Mau, and knew nothing about the movement. 

Due perhaps to the poor quality of sound and image, the programme did not arouse much 

curiosity in the restaurant. No one seemed to care about the documentary: a disinterest that 

tempered this surprising choice of film to be broadcast on Mashujaa Day.  

Less than thirty kilometres away from Makutano is the Mau Mau Veteran Centre of 

Muthara, still in Meru District. There, the well-known photograph of President Mzee Jomo 

Kenyatta embracing the Mau Mau leader Field Marshall Mwariama (when the two met 

immediately after independence in 1964) is proudly exhibited on the picture wall of this 

humble museum. It has been placed prominently in between pictures of M’Iminuki Linyiru, 

Meru’s first paramount chief, and of Mwariama himself shortly before his death in 1989, his 

hair cut short and wearing a Western-style beige suit with a black tie. Below is a series of 

pictures of aged Mau Mau veterans, facing the camera with expressionless faces. This famous 

picture of Kenyatta can be found displayed in various publications, on internet websites and 

in museums.2 To historians, the ambiguity that defined Kenyatta’s relationship to Mau Mau 

fighters is no longer doubted. Research has shown how Kenyatta failed to acknowledge the 

painful sacrifices the Mau Mau war brought to those involved, willingly or not, in the 

                                                 

1 “End of Empire”, a Granada Television production.  
2 For further insights on visual construction of these national narratives, see Chloé Josse-Durand, “Le ‘Temps 

des Musées’: Bâtir les Mémoires Locales, Donner Corps au Récit National. L’Hybridation de l’Institution 

Muséale au Prisme des Appropriations Contemporaines du Passé au Kenya et en Ethiopie” (Ph.D. diss., 

Université de Bordeaux, 2016), chapter 4. 
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movement.3 Even so, many veterans continue to affirm that Kenyatta was “the owner of Mau 

Mau”. 

This picture confirmed the endurance of Kenyatta’s ambiguity to this day. It showed, 

once again, that asking after his “true” relationship to the Mau Mau war was continues to 

produce very different answers in very different settings. The odd combination of 

photographs, that of a paramount colonial chief, of Kenyatta embracing Mwariama during the 

crucial meeting that brought together the president and the Mau Mau fighters, and of 

Mwariama’s polished appearance some twenty-five years later, far away from any Mau Mau 

symbolism, seeks to portray a different narrative. It suggests of course a clear continuity 

between the Mau Mau war and independence. Most importantly, the Mau Mau narrative 

seems to have overshadowed that of the transition from colony to post-colony. The president 

is not pictured as a nationalist fighter: he is pictured as a friend of the Mau Mau. 

The photograph of Kenyatta and Mwariama is unique. No other nationalist leader is 

pictured, at least in public Kenyan institutions, embracing Mau Mau leaders. To what extent 

can this singularity explain how Kenyatta became the first president of independent Kenya? 

This question goes beyond the findings of historical studies that showed how a new 

independent state was built to tame the Mau Mau movement, emphasizing in particular the 

creation of a loyalist government and administration in the wake of the Mau Mau war. It asks, 

instead, why such a political system functioned with Mzee Jomo Kenyatta as its “sole 

spokesman”.4 In other words, why Kenyatta?  

 

1. Jomo Kenyatta: biographical background  

Jomo Kenyatta’s life must be read in the light of two central and intrinsically 

connected historical elements. Firstly, he was born at a time when British colonization was 

still at its early stages in Kenya. This transitional period left a long-lasting mark on his early-

life, his political career and his intellectual journey. Secondly, we should keep in mind that 

“Jomo Kenyatta” was the name he himself invented when he needed to equip his nascent 

                                                 

3 See for example the work of Caroline Elkins, Britain’s Gulag: The Brutal End of Empire in Kenya (London: 

The Bodley Head, 2014). 
4 I borrow the idea of the “sole spokesman” from Ayesha Jalal’s The Sole Spokesman: Jinnah, the Muslim 

League and the Demand for Pakistan (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994).  
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political career with a reinvented public personality. Hence he was a complex and 

multifaceted character, and his personal reinvention reflected the intricacies of both 

colonisation and decolonisation.  

Kenyatta was born around 1895, a few years after establishment of the East Africa 

Protectorate that formalized the process of colonization initiated in 1888 under the auspices of 

the (private) Imperial British East African Company.5 At the heart of the development of the 

protectorate was the construction of a railway that was to link today’s Kenyan coast with 

Uganda, facilitating colonial expansion, European settlement and commerce.6 By 1899, ever 

more Europeans had arrived, acquiring and claiming ever more land for agricultural and 

ranching purposes. In total, roughly 7 million acres of African land will be alienated during 

colonization – 20% of its best land. Nevertheless, Kenya never officially became a settlers’ 

colony, where colonial immigration implies the displacement and even elimination of natives, 

in constrast to exploitation colonies that focused on the extraction of production surplus. 

White settlers and British administrators differed strongly about the politics of immigration 

and of land alienation to be adopted. White settlers aspired to turn Kenya into a “white man’s 

country”, following the South African model. Yet, British government officials were still 

undecided about the type of colonization they wanted to promote in Kenya, seeking also to 

protect the indigenous rights over land.7 

British indecisiveness regarding the colony’s legal status became an urgent issue as 

land alienation progressed rapidly. The situation was particularly tense in Kikuyu country, 

where Kenyatta was from – he was born in Ngenda, in a district later known as Kiambu. The 

Kikuyu country was located at the center of the territory conquered by the British: it 

encompassed the most fertile lands (later known as the White Highlands), and quickly became 

a stronghold of colonial occupation. Legal conflicts multiplied over the definition and 

regulation of land tenure, opposing European formal laws to Kikuyu tribal practices. In 1902, 

the Crown Land Ordinance was passed: where land was occupied, indigenous rights should be 

                                                 

5 His exact birthday is unknown, Jeremy Murray-Brown, Kenyatta (London: George Allen& Unwin, 1972), 33. 
6  See John Lonsdale, “The Conquest of the Kenya State, 1895-1905” and Bruce Berman, “Coping with 

Contradictions: The Development of the Colonial State, 1895-1914,” in Unhappy Valley: Clan, Class and State 

in Colonial Kenya (London: James Currey, 1992), 13-44 and 77-100. 
7 Maurice P. K. Sorrenson, Origins of European Settlement in Kenya (London: Oxford University Press, 1968), 

1-5. 
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protected, whereas unoccupied land would become the property of the Crown. The ordinance 

allowed Europeans to own land previously occupied by the Kikuyu, themselves reduced to the 

status of workers. A year later, the first Kikuyu reserves were created and filled with a new 

class of indigenous “squatters” who had to sell their labour to cultivate land.8 In 1905, the 

Colonial Office took over the administration of the protectorate. By then, land alienation had 

halted in Kikuyu country, but a new socio-economic problems were emerging in the reserves. 

The political and economic confusion of the early years of colonization and land 

alienation produced a fragile status quo. Settler agriculture was developing radidly (through 

the export of tea, tobacco, wattle and soda ash) and as ever more land was alienated, European 

colonizers found it more profitable to force Africans to sell their labour, imposing taxes, low 

wages, coercion and bans on cash crops growing.9 At first, they allowed Africans to “squat”, 

i.e. to reside on their land in exchange for cultivation. Yet, the squatters’ rights to land 

became restricted too, as the need for forced labour increased and Europeans became 

increasingly concerned about securing land ownership. Already in the early 1910s, the 

dramatic increase in the number of squatters showed the limits of this compromise. The 

opportunities within the squatter economy (rapid improvement of their living conditions and a 

subsequent demographic increase) could not be boundless in an imperial economy. The next 

decade of European economic expansion was accompanied by even more restrictive economic 

policies limiting their rights to own land, to accumulate livestock and to grow foodcrops. A 

stronger state control was established too. More importantly, as land shortage increased, so 

did conflicts about land and labour rights.10 This was a particularly disruptive situation for 

Kikuyu political, economic and social organization.  

The Kikuyu were the largest ethnic group in Kenya, followed by the Luo (second 

largest ethnic group), Luhya, Kamba, Kalenjin, the Masai people and number of smaller 

ethnic minorities.11 They were also the most affected by colonial land alienation.12  Land 

                                                 

8 Ibid., 53 and 176-186. 
9 Charles Hornsby, Kenya: A History Since Independence (London: IB Tauris, 2013), 32. 
10 See Thabitha Kanogo, Squatters and the Roots of Mau Mau (London : James Currey, 1987), chapters 1 and 2.  
11 The geography of these ethnic groups corresponds roughly with the Kenya provinces after independence: 

Kikuyu: Central Province; Luo, Luyha and Kamba: Western Province; Kalenjin and Masai: Rift Valley; other 

minorities, Arab and Somali minorities: Coast and Eastern Provinces. Hornsby recalls that in 1962, the Kikuyu 

represented 19% of the Kenyan population. See Hornsby, Kenya, 21-24. For an in-depth discussion of the notion 

of “tribe”, its history and the distinction with that of “ethnicity”, see John Lonsdale, “The Moral Economy of 
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played a central role in defining the Kikuyu people: land tenure and labour forged and 

structured Kikuyu social relationships. Precolonial Kikuyu were not a politically unified tribal 

people, but a complex hierarchical society brought together by a common ethnic identity and 

strong, law-making institutions.13 They were a self-regulated group in which authority and 

power were civic virtues acquired through wealth, itself interpreted as a moral virtue.14 Power 

and authority were the result of individual achievement and private accumulation that knew 

no institutional limitations other than those determined by social interaction. 15  With 

colonization and land alienation, more was at stake than mere economic or even geographical 

change: the very social organization of the Kikuyu people was disrupted. 

Kenyatta’s concern for land issues came rather late. Born under the name of “Kamau 

wa Ngengi” (“Kamau, son of Ngengi”) to ordinary peasants, he enjoyed a peaceful childhood 

in a traditional village. Kamau was still a young boy, when they died. He went to live with his 

grandfather, a traditional witchdoctor. In 1909, he encountered a white man for the first time, 

and, according to his biographer Jeremy Murray-Brown, was so fascinated by the stranger’s 

act of writing that he decided to join the Thogotho mission, where Scottish missionaries 

would educate him for the next five years. There, he converted to Christianity and was 

baptised Johnstone Kamau. He was also circumcised, purportedly according to Kikuyu tribal 

customs, yet the circumcision was performed by a mission-trained nurse, Samuel Njoroge.16 

When Kenya became a British colony in 1920, Kenyatta had just completed his 

primary education with the Scottish missionaries and he was about to leave village life to 

work in the colonial capital, Nairobi, to the despair of his missionary mentors. The outbreak 

                                                                                                                                                         

Mau Mau, Wealth, Poverty and Civic Virtue in Kikuyu Political Thought”, in Unhappy Valley: Conflict in 

Kenya & Africa, eds. Bruce Berman and John Lonsdale (London: James Currey, 1992), 315-504.  
12 J. Overton, “The Origins of the Kikuyu Land Problem: Land Alienation and Land Use in Kiambu, 1895-

1920”, African Studies Review 31, no. 2 (1988): 112-122. For a history of the development of colonial 

administration and economy see Bruce Berman, Control and Crisis in Colonial Kenya: The Dialectic of 

Domination (Nairobi: East African Publishers, 1990).  
13 Lonsdale, “The Moral Economy of Mau Mau,” 341. Lonsdale insists that “Kikuyu politics were smaller than 

ethnicity”, ibid. 
14 As John Lonsdale wrote: “To call up authority that one had not earned by local reputation was clearly 

illegitimate”, in “The Moral Economy of Mau Mau”, 334. See also, J. Lonsdale, “Soil, Work, Civilisation, and 

Citizenship in Kenya,” Journal of Eastern African Studies 2, no. 2 (2008): 305-314. 
15 A.-M. Peatrik, “Un Système Composite : L’Organisation D’Age et de Génération Des Kikuyu Précoloniaux,” 

Journal Des Africanistes 64, no. 1 (1994): 3–36; Greet Kershaw, Mau Mau From Below (Oxford: James Currey, 

1997); Y. Droz, “L’Ethos Du Mûramati Kikuyu: Schème Migratoire, Différenciation Sociale et Individualisation 

Au Kenya,” Anthropos 95, no. 1 (2000): 87–98. 
16 Murray-Brown, Kenyatta, chapter 3. I thank Professor John Lonsdale for this useful piece of information.  
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of the First World War delayed his plans.17 A few years later, in the early 1920s, Kenyatta 

was recruited by the Nairobi Municipal Council as store-clerk and water-reader. With the 

good salary he earned, he was now “one of the recognized figures of Nairobi”, and led the life 

of a dandy, a privilege few natives enjoyed. 18 He did not show any particular interest in the 

nascent nationalist politics. Meanwhile, dissent was growing among the colonized population: 

living conditions worsened; land alienation expanded; landless people were squeezed into the 

reserves. Because of the pressing issue of land alienation, the Kikuyu were the first to 

organize politically. The early 1920s saw the birth of a Kikuyu nationalist association. In 

1922, the Kikuyu Central Association (KCA) was established to defend historical Kikuyu 

rights over land; it was to become the most influential political party.19  

Chance and opportunism led Kenyatta to join the KCA. Because of his good 

knowledge of English, he first helped the party as a translator in 1925-1926. When, in 1927, 

the KCA had the opportunity to send a representative overseas, Kenyatta’s language skills and 

urbane manners tipped the scales in his favour. He might have seen an opportunity to further 

upgrade his lifestyle and to pursue education, for which he had been longing for.20 Leaving 

behind his first wife and child, he sailed for London. There, he struggled to meet Colonial 

Office officials, and had only few contacts within the small political and intellectual circles 

interested in African affairs. In 1930, he returned to Kenya, yet only briefly, for the KCA 

decided to send him again to press for the Kikuyu cause at the Colonial Office a year later.21 

Some KCA leaders doubted his ability to fully represent the Kikuyu (perhaps because his 

rebellious life had become seen as decadent) so he was accompanied by another Kikuyu, an 

                                                 

17 To avoid forced enrolment, Kenyatta found refuge in Masailand from 1916 to 1919. This is where he earned 

the nickname of Kinyatta, the Masai word for the beaded belt he would wear. See Murray-Brown, Kenyatta, 53, 

75 and chapter 6. 
18 Ibid., 95. 
19 G. Bennett, “The Development of Political Organizations in Kenya,” Political Studies 5, no. 2 (1957): 113-

130; M. L. Jr. Kilson, “Land and Politics in Kenya: An Analysis of African Politics in a Plural Society,” The 

Western Political Quarterly 10, no. 3 (1957), 559-58; J. Lonsdale, “Some origins of nationalism in East Africa,” 

The Journal of African History 9, no. 1 (1968): 119-146; J. Spencer, “The Kikuyu Central Association and the 

Genesis of Kenya African Union,” Kenya Historical Review 2, no. 1 (1974): 67-69; M. S. Coray, “The Kenya 

Land Commission and the Kikuyu of Kiambu,” Agricultural History 52, no. 1 (1978): 179-193; Elisha S. 

Atieno-Odhiambo, Siasa: Politics and Nationalism in East Africa, 1905-1939 (Nairobi: Kenya Literature 

Bureau, 1981).  
20 Murray-Brown, Kenyatta, 106.  
21 Murray-Brown, Kenyatta, chapters 10, 11 and 12.  
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Anglican from the Murang’a (then Fort Hall) district, Parmenas Githendu Mukiri.22 Once in 

England, Kenyatta realized, again, that the British authorities showed neither interest in him, 

nor in the grievances of the Kikuyu, and he was quick to understand that he needed to build 

an authoritative voice, together with a stronger intellectual project before taking on the role of 

nationalist politician.23 

Kenyatta’s years abroad were that of a solitary figure navigating between political and 

intellectual mentors. He polished his political ideas through interaction with his few Labour 

friends, and sharpened his political language with the Panafricanist George Padmore he met 

during his first stay in London, and with whom he travelled to Moscow. Their trip eventually 

gained the attention of British intelligence, which suspected Kenyatta had communist 

sympathies.24 The high point of Kenyatta’s intellectual journey was reached in the form of a 

fortuitous encounter in 1934 with the well-known LSE professor of anthropology, Bronislaw 

Malinowski.25 Kenyatta realized that anthropology could become a “miraculous weapon” to 

defend Kikuyu land.26 Under Malinowski’s supervision, he completed a history of Kikuyu 

tribal culture, later published as Facing Mount Kenya, for which he was awarded a non-

                                                 

22 This is an important detail, for it highlights the nascent competition between two Kikuyu districts: Murang'a 

and Kiambu. See John Lonsdale, “Henry Muoria, Public Moralist” in Writing for Kenya: The Life and Works of 

Henry Muoria, eds. Wangari Muoria-Sal, Bodil F. Frederiksen, John M. Lonsdale and Derek R. Peterson 

(Leiden: Brill 2009), 36 and endnote 56.  
23 B. Berman and J. Lonsdale, “The Labors of Muigwuithania: Jomo Kenyatta as authors, 1928-45,” Research in 

African Literatures 29, no. 1 (1998): 16-17.  
24 Murray-Brown, Kenyatta, chapters 10-18. On British intelligence reports on Kenyatta, see Calder Walton, 

Empire of Secrets: British Intelligence, the Cold War and the Twilight of Empire (London: HarperPress, 2013), 

258-273 and chapter 6 more generally. Two other biographies were dedicated to Kenyatta, but lack the 

thoroughness of Murray-Brown's, see George Delf, Jomo Kenyatta: Towards Truth about The Light of Kenya 

(Westport: Greenwood Press, 1961) and Guy Arnold, Kenyatta and the Politics of Kenya (Nairobi: Transafrican 

Publishers, 1974).  
25  See Berman’s and Lonsdale’s exhaustive research articles on Kenyatta’s encounter and writing of 

anthropology: B. Bruce and J. Lonsdale, “Louis Leakey’s Mau Mau: a Study in the Politics of Knowledge,” 

History and Anthropology 5, no. 2 (1991): 143-204; “The Labors of Muigwuithania: Jomo Kenyatta as authors, 

1928-45”; “Custom, Modernity, and the Search for Kihooto: Kenyatta, Malinowski, and the Making of Facing 

Mount Kenya,” in Anthropology, European Imperialism and the Ordering of Africa, ed. Robert J. Gordon and H. 

Tilley (Manchester: Manchester University Press 2007), 176. See also B. Berman, “Ethnography as Politics, 

Politics as Ethnography: Kenyatta, Malinowski, and the Making of Facing Mount Kenya,” Canadian Journal of 

African Studies 30, no. 3 (1996): 313-344, and J. Lonsdale, “The Prayers of Waiyaki; Political Uses of the 

Kikuyu Past,” in Revealing Prophets: Prophecy in Eastern African History, ed. David M. Anderson and Douglas 

H. Johnson (London: James Currey, 1995): 240–91, and “‘Listen While I read’: the Orality of Christian Literacy 

in the Young Kenyatta's Making of the Kikuyu,” in Ethnicity in Africa: Roots, Meanings & Implications, ed. 

Louise de la Gorgendiere and al. (Edinburgh: University of Edimburgh, 1996), 17-53. 
26 “The miraculous weapons” is the title of a collection of poems by Aimé Césaire, Les Armes Miraculeuses 

(Paris: NRF Gallimard, 1946). 
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degree diploma in anthropological studies. It gave him the expert knowledge with which to 

advance his political arguments in colonial institutions, and to claim to represent his people as 

a traditional African leader. With the publication of his thesis in 1938, Kenyatta swapped his 

dandy outfit for a monkey fur and a hunting spear he found in a London costume shop. He 

signed himself for the first time under the name Jomo Kenyatta.27 He was no longer just a 

nationalist: he was a “man of science” and a “Kikuyu”.28 When he returned to Kenya in 1946, 

he had achieved very little concretely, but was full of political hope. Although few people had 

read his book, he was seen as a writer who possessed the white man’s magic, and so he was 

welcomed by a joyful crowd.29 Shortly after, Kenyatta married his third wife, the daughter of 

the influential Kikuyu Senior Chief Koinange, a critical step in becoming, as he described in 

his thesis, a Kikuyu leader.30  

In 1952, the outbreak of the Mau Mau war brutally halted Kenyatta’s ambitions. The 

Mau Mau advanced a more radical version of Kikuyu nationalism, convinced that alienated 

land could only be taken back through violence, a stance from which Kenyatta always 

disassociated himself.31 His relationship to the Mau Mau movement and more particularly its 

                                                 

27 Kenyatta is wearing a fur one of his friends found in a shop selling carnival costumes in London. He grew a 

beard in solidarity with Hailé Sélassié who, at the time, had to flee from an invaded Ethiopia. He has long hair, 

another difference from the shaved head typical of the traditional Kikuyu chief. Yet, as the anthropologist Anne-

Marie Peatrik noted, no elder would wear such a spear, reserved to warriors. Far from the dandy, he was in the 

1930s (see the photographs in Murray-Brown’s biography), this construction of authority has no ethnographic 

foundations. A.-M. Peatrik, “Le Singulier Destin de Facing Mount Kenya. The Tribal Life of the Gikuyu (1938) 

de Jomo Kenyatta. Une Contribution à l’Anthropologie des Savoirs.” L’Homme 4, no. 212 (2014): 71-108. For a 

recollection of Kenyatta's posing for Facing Mount Kenya see the testimony of his friend Mbiyu Koinange: 

“Jomo Colleague in the Struggle for Freedom and Independence,” in Struggle to Release Jomo and his 

Colleagues, ed. Ambu H. Patel (Kenya New Publishers, 1963), 21-22. 
28 John Lonsdale, “Jomo Kenyatta, God and the Modern World,” in African Modernities, ed. Jan-Georg Deutsch, 

P. Probst, and H. Schmidt (London: Heinemann, 2002), 33. 
29 Lonsdale, “Henry Muoria, Public Moralist,” 271. 
30 See chapter 2 for a more detailed introduction on Kenyatta's activity in the 1940s and 1950s. 
31 J. Lonsdale, “KAU's Cultures: Imaginations of Community and Constructions of Leadership in Kenya after the 

Second World War,” Journal of African Cultural Studies 13, no. 1 (2000): 107-124. On interpretations of the 

Mau Mau outbreak see in particular Carl G. Rosberg and John C. Nottingham, The Myth of ‘Mau Mau’: 

Nationalism in Kenya (New York: Praeger, 1966); Don Barnett and Karari Njama, Mau Mau From Within: 

Autobiography and Analysis of Kenya’s Peasant Revolt (New York: Modern Reader Paperbacks, 1970); Tabitha 

Kanogo, Squatters and the Roots of Mau Mau, 1905-63 (London: James Currey, 1987); David Throup, 

Economic & Social Origins of Mau Mau 1945-53 (London: James Currey, 1987); Frank Furedi, The Mau Mau 

War in Perspective (London: James Currey, 1989); Marshall S. Clough, Mau Mau Memoirs: History, Memory, 

and Politics (Boulder: L. Rienner Publishers, 1998); Wynyabari O. Maloba, Mau Mau and Kenya: An Analysis 

of a Peasant Revolt (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1998); Kershaw, Mau Mau From Below; Elisha S. 

Atieno-Odhiambo and John Lonsdale, Mau Mau & Nationhood: Arms, Authority & Narration (Oxford: James 

Currey, 2003). 
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central committee was unclear. Kenyatta attempted to disassociate himself from the 

movement and condemned the Mau Mau in public speeches, asserting that “He who has ears 

should now hear that KAU claims this land as its own gift from God (…). He who calls us the 

MAU MAU is not truthful. We do now know this thing MAU MAU.”32 At a time when the 

British extreme fear of Mau Mau violence developed into a generalized paranoia against all 

Kikuyu, Kenyatta’s idiosyncratic phrasing failed to convince. The British colonial authorities 

believed him to be a Mau Mau leader. He was arrested on 20 October 1952, and convicted on 

8 April 1953: after a rigged trial, he was condemned to seven years of imprisonment and 

indefinite restriction.33 As this thesis will show, his release in 1961 was mainly a political 

operation stage-managed by his fellow politicians in search of a political symbol. Most of his 

political contemporaries belonged to a much younger generation, carefully promoted by the 

British. They hoped that Kenyettan would be their pawn, and did not expect that a mere 

political symbol could turn into a powerful politician.  

The Mau Mau war and the British declaration of Emergency, combined with the 

destructive effects of colonization, left an open wound, when Kenya gained independence in 

1964. President Kenyatta would inherit a scarred Kikuyu community. The estimated number 

of 30,000 Mau Mau fighters or supporters stands in sharp contrast with the estimated statistics 

on the numbers of detainees in British camps: according to Caroline Elkins, close to 1,5 

million Kikuyus were detained either in camps or villages during the Emergency, while 

100,000 Kikuyu died in detention.34 John Blaker’s demographic study argues, however, that 

50,000 Kikuyu died during the Emergency.35 David Anderson further added that close to 

10,000 Mau Mau died in conflict. 36  During colonization, 7,5 million of acres had been 

alienated in the White Highlands – mostly in Rift Valley and Central Province – with 20% of 

the best lands declared Crown property, without proper compensation – or no compensation at 

                                                 

32 Kenyatta’s speech at a meeting at Nyeri on 26 July 1952 is quoted by Murray-Brown, Kenyatta, 244.  
33 See the records of his trial in Montagu Slater, The Trial of Jomo Kenyatta (London: Secker & Warburg, 1955) 

and J. Lonsdale, “Les Procès de Jomo Kenyatta. Destruction et Construction d'un Nationaliste Africain,” Politix 

17, no. 66 (2004): 190. 
34 Elkins, Britain’s Gulag, Preface. 
35 J. Blaker, The Demography of Mau Mau: Fertility and Mortality in Kenya in the 1950s: A Demographer's 

Viewpoint,” African Affairs 106, no. 423 (2007): 205-227. 
36  D. Anderson, “Burying the Bones of the Past,” History Today 55, no. 2 (2005) 

http://www.historytoday.com/david-anderson/burying-bones-past (las visited 19 May 2016). 

http://www.historytoday.com/david-anderson/burying-bones-past
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all – provided to the dispossessed African families.37  

Kenyatta would also inherit an economically, socially and politically divided country 

torn apart by the land issue. In the last decades of colonisation, the European elite had 

favoured a small, landed African bourgeoisie, tying economic favors and support to political 

interests, a critical step to conclude an independence deal favourable to the Europeans 

themselves.38 As the independence negotiations established that land properties would not be 

redistributed for free, the squatters and landless Africans, those who had neither land rights, 

means to recover or acquire land, nor access to plots of land through traditional land sharing 

practice, were fundamentally excluded from Kenya’s agricultural economy. The number of 

squatters rose at an alarming rate.39 In 1948, they were estimated to be 220,000, roughly one 

quarter of the Kikuyu population, an this number continued to grow under the Emergency. 40 

At independence, 92% of the Kenyan population still lived in rural areas, and land ownership 

was mostly familial, communal or collective.41 Statistical studies nonetheless leave us only 

with either incompatible or incomplete data that prevent us from having a comprehensive 

understanding of how many squatters remained throughout Kenya after independence: while 

an official government document estimated the remaining squatters at 75,000 families 1965, 

Leys noted that numbers were often underestimated. 42  Despite these divisions, none of 

Kenyatta’s political comrades and competitors was able to challenge his presidential seat 

during the fourteen years of his rule. This open question emphasizes the necessity to review 

and balance the multiple historical variables influencing the making of Kenyatta as a 

president that of the individual and his biography, that of the political context, and that of 

historical legacies. 

 

 

                                                 

37 Charles Hornsby, Kenya: A History Since Independence (London: I.B. Tauris, 2013), 26. 
38 Colin Leys, Underdevelopment in Kenya (London: Heinemann Educational Books Ltd, 1975), chapter 2.  
39 On the making of a landed bourgeoisie see Christopher Leo, “Who Benefited from the Million-Acre Scheme? 

Toward a Class Analysis of Kenya’s Transition to Independence,” Canadian Journal of African Studies 15, no. 2 

(1981): 210-212 and for a more general interpretation on a landed bourgeoisie and the rise of neocolonialism see 

Leys, Underdevelopment in Kenya, chapter 3. 
40Hornsby, Kenya, 37 and Leys, Underdevelopment in Kenya, 47. 
41 Hornsby, Kenya., 21 
42 See the1965 “Precis of the Report on the Squatter Problem by the Special Commissioner for Squatters,” 

Kenya National Archives (KNA), BN/7/93. See also Leys, Underdevelopment in Kenya, 63 footnote 1. 
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2. Tribal leader, prince or autocrat? Persisting uncertainties about 

Kenyatta’s presidential leadership 

Studying Kenyatta’s leadership, biographers and historians have been confronted with 

a central contradiction. He seemingly lacked control over crucial political events, yet had a 

formidable ability to survive political crises without achieving anything at all. 43  Such 

contradiction helped to produce rather vague descriptions of his leadership, depicting 

Kenyatta as an “enigmatic” leader, an oligarchic “prince”, stretching as far as to stating that 

“as both charismatic leader and founding father, [he] needed no philosophy to rule”.44 The 

historian John Lonsdale made a clear plea against such clichés, dedicating large parts of his 

work to unveiling Kenyatta’s political imagination. 45  Despite such prominent attention, 

Kenyatta’s postcolonial politics remain understudied. Central questions endure, such as how 

Kenyatta came to power, and eventually shaped presidential rule in Kenya. The assumption of 

tribal politics and sporadic use of repression does not explain how he managed to maintain 

stability among an ethnically, regionally and ideologically divided political class. 

Two features of Kenyatta’s rule complicate the study of his leadership. On the one 

hand, his decision-making was an inherently secret and informal process, rarely transcribed 

into written correspondence. Once president, he would receive privately various delegations 

set up by local citizens, politicians or MPs.46 Yet, very little is known of the politics in 

Nairobi state house, or in his home in Gatundu in Kiambu district, in Nakuru in the Rift 

Valley Province, or even in Mombasa, on the Kenyan coast.47 When it came to making a 

decision, the influence of his inner circle of advisers – the cabinet ministers Mbiyu Koinange, 

James Gichuru, Njoroge Mungai and the Attorney General Charles Njonjo – has been widely 

                                                 

43 Kershaw, Mau Mau From Below. 
44 M. Tamarkin, “The Roots of Political Stability in Kenya,” African Affairs 77, no. 308 (1978): 298; Robert H. 

Jr. Jackson and Carl G. Rosberg, Personal rule in Black Africa: Prince, Autocrat, Prophet, Tyrant (Berkley: 

University of California Press, 1982), 98-112; Hornsby, Kenya, 107. 
45 Lonsdale, “Jomo Kenyatta, God & the Modern World”.  
46 Daniel Branch, Kenya: Between Hope and Despair 1963-2011 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2011), 73. 
47 Two articles stand out. Ben Knighton wrote an insightful article on oath ceremonies organized in Kenyatta’s 

home following the murder of the prominent Luo politician, Tom Mboya, see “Going for Cai at Gatiindu, 1968-

9: Reversion to a Kikuyu Ethnic Past or Building a Kenyan National Future?’” in Our Turn to Eat: Politics in 

Kenya since 1950, ed. Daniel Branch, Nic Cheeseman, and Leigh Gardner (Münster: Lit, 2010), 107–28. Richard 

Stren’s article on Coast politics in the 1960s also sheds light on Kenyatta’s personal rule and his way of settling 

local conflicts, see “Factional Politics and Central Control in Mombasa, 1960–1969,” Canadian Journal of 

African Studies 4, no. 1 (1970): 33–56. 
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acknowledged. As Charles Njonjo expressed in a press interview in May 2015, power under 

Kenyatta’s regime was literally that of a “rungu (club)”.48 To what an extent this influence 

meant power to make decisions for Kenyatta is still unclear.49  

In contrast to other leaders of his generation, Kenyatta did not seek to distinguish 

himself through monumental national or ideological achievement. Unlike the leaders who 

built their names with well-defined ideological theories, like the Ghanaian Kwame Nkrumah 

(and his plea for pan-Africanism), the Tanzanian Julius Nyerere (who theorized the idea of 

ujamaa or the African family), the Senegalese Léopold Sédar Senghor (who formulated the 

concepts of negritude and the civilization of the universal) or even the Guinean Sékou Touré 

(who defended a strict vision of African socialism), Jomo Kenyatta remained estranged from 

any of the grand ideologies of the 1960s.50 He had little interest in international politics, 

disliked travel, and hence delegated foreign affairs to his most trusted ministers, in particular 

to Joseph Murumbi (a career diplomat who alternately served as Kenya’s representative at the 

United Nations, as second vice president, and as minister of foreign affairs) and his brother-

in-law and close cabinet minister, Mbiyu Koinange. 51  Even the 10th Sessional Paper on 

                                                 

48 Njonjo continued: “...but at least we were united. I could go to North Eastern and come back. You try and do 

that today, you’ll be back a corpse.” in Jackson Biko, “I Miss the Power to Do Good, Former AG Njonjo Says,” 

Daily Nation, 22 May 2015, http://www.nation.co.ke/lifestyle/I-miss-the-power-to-do-good/-/1190/2725274/-

/crwbxs/-/index.html (last visited 27 May 2015).  
49 For insightful research on Kenyatta’s regime see in particular Joseph Karimi and Philip Ochieng, The Kenyatta 

Succession (Nairobi: Transafrica, 1980); Gene Dauch and Denis Martin, L’Héritage de Kenyatta: la Transition 

Politique au Kenya, 1975-1982 (Paris: L’Harmattan, 1985); D. W. Throup, “The Construction and 

Deconstruction of the Kenyatta State,” in The Political Economy of Kenya, ed. M. G. Schatzberg (New-York: 

Praeger, 1987), 33–75; P. Anyang’ Nyong’o, “State and Society in Kenya: The Disintegration of the Nationalist 

Coalitions and the Rise of Presidential Authoritarianism 1963-78,” African Affairs 88, no. 351 (1989): 229–251; 

Hornsby, Kenya, chapters 2-6; Branch, Kenya, chapters 1 to 3. 
50 During his London years, Kenyatta became close to panafricanist intellectuals, in particular George Padmore 

with whom he travelled to the USSR. He also participated in the organization of the 5th Pan-African Congress in 

Manchester in 1945. His contribution remained fairly non-committal, however, contrary to Kenneth O. 

Nyangena who stretches Kenyatta’s Kikuyu ethics to some vague pan-African horizon, see “Jomo Kenyatta: An 

Epitome of Indigenous Pan-Africanism, Nationalism and Intellectual Production in Kenya,” African Journal of 

International Affairs 6, no. 1-2 (2003): 1-18. For a more thorough discussion of Kenyatta’s panafrican ideas, see 

S. Gikandi, “Pan-Africanism and Cosmopolitanism: The Case of Jomo Kenyatta,” English Studies in Africa 43, 

no. 1 (2000): 3-27. The biographies of C. L. R. James and George Padomre offer unsful insight as to the minor 

role Kenyatta played in the panafricanist movement, see Kent Worcester, C.L.R. James: A Political Biography 

(Albany: State University of New York Press, 1996) and Leslie James, George Padmore and Decolonization 

from Below: Pan-Africanism, the Cold War, and the End of Empire (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2014). 
51 A Path Not Taken. The Story of Joseph Murmbi (Nairobi: The Murumbi Trust, 2015). On Kenya’s foreign 

policy see, J. J. Okumu, “Some thoughts on Kenya's Foreign Policy,” The African Review 3, no. 2 (1973): 263-

90; S. M. Makinda, “From Quiet Diplomacy to Cold War Politics: Kenya’s Foreign Policy,” Third World 

Quarterly 5, no. 2 (1983): 300–319; J. Howell, “An Analysis of Kenyan Foreign Policy,” The Journal of Modern 

http://www.nation.co.ke/lifestyle/I-miss-the-power-to-do-good/-/1190/2725274/-/crwbxs/-/index.html
http://www.nation.co.ke/lifestyle/I-miss-the-power-to-do-good/-/1190/2725274/-/crwbxs/-/index.html
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African Socialism, well publicized by the Kenyan government in 1965, did not come with any 

serious political or economic re-orientation. 52  It was an ideological smokescreen few 

countries could do without at a time when the cold war was raging.53 Kenyatta’s ideology as 

president was, in fact, the complete opposite of a nationalizing campaign: he revived the long 

African tradition of self-help, “Harambee” in Swahili, and this became his rallying cry 

concluding each of his public speeches.   

Literally meaning “let’s pull together”, harambee could be defined as communal self-

help organizations set up on an ad-hoc basis to provide social services and infrastructures 

locally.54 Upon independence in 1963, harambee projects provided Kenyatta with a pragmatic 

tool to shape and impose his authority throughout the country, while more modern institutions 

like his party or the national assembly remained profoundly divided.55 More importantly, 

harambee politics allowed Kenyatta to act as a unique arbitrator, supreme yet close to the 

people, a quality and image he cultivated throughout his rule.56 Although the government 

would sponsor certain projects, at no point did harambee suggest a transfer of power from the 

state down to the local level, even if the political instrumentalization of harambee 

ceremonies, as well as the political use of the economic resources it fostered, stirred local 

political competition.57 Harambee, along with the public assemblies known as baraza, is part 

of Kenya’s “culture of politics”.58 Nevertheless, the dearth of recent historical scholarship on 

                                                                                                                                                         

African Studies 6, no. 1 (1968): 29–48; H. Ododa, “Continuity and Change in Kenya’s Foreign Policy from the 

Kenyatta to the Moi Government,” Journal of African Studies 13, no. 2 (1986): 47–57; A. Naim, “Perspectives-

Jomo Kenyatta and Israel,” Jewish Political Studies Review 17, no. 3/4 (2005): 75–80. 
52 See chapter 5 for further insights on Kenyatta’s politics at that time. 
53 See chapter 5 for more details. See in particular Matthew Connelly, A Diplomatic Revolution: Algeria’s Fight 

for Independence and the Origins of the Post–Cold War Era (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), Robert J. 

McMahon (ed.), The Cold War In the Third World (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013).  
54 J. D. Barkan and F. W. Holmquist, “Peasant-State Relations and the Social Base of Self-Help in Kenya,” 

World Politics 41, no. 3 (1989): 359-380. 
55 Njuguna Ng'ethe, Harambee and Development Participation in Kenya (Ottawa: Carleton University, 1979). 
56 F. Holmquist, “Self-Help: The State and Peasant Leverage in Kenya,” Africa 54, no. 3 (1984): 72-91. 
57 E. M. Godfrey and G. C. Mutiso, “The Political Economy of Self-Help: Kenya’s ‘Harambee’ Institutes of 

Technology,” Canadian Journal of African Studies 8, no. 1 (1974): 109–133; Philip M. Mbithi and Rasmus 

Rasmusson, Self Reliance in Kenya: The Case of Harambee (Uppsala: The Scandinavian Institute of African 

Studies, 1977); P. M. Ngau, “Tensions in Empowerment: The Experience of the ‘Harambe’ (Self-Help) 

Movement in Kenya,” Economic Development and Cultural Change 35, no. 3 (1987): 523–538; B. P. Thomas, 

“Development through Harambee: Who Wins and Who Loses? Rural Self-Help Projects in Kenya,” World 

Development 15, no. 4 (1987): 463–481.  
58  Haugerud provided an insightful analysis of the practice of “barazas” in Kenya, but did not study 

systematically Kenyatta’s use of these public assemblies. See Angelique Haugerud, The Culture of Politics in 

Modern Kenya, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997). 
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the crucial politics of harambee or barazas is surprising.59 Most importantly, the political 

bargains that constitute harambee remain understudied.  

Kenyatta’s harambee philosophy should not overpower specific concerns about his 

leadership that have remained unanswered by the existing historiography, and which call into 

question the general interpretation of Kenyatta as an enigmatic tribalist, autocratic prince. 60 

As mentioned above, Kenyatta’s ambiguous and fairly negative relationship to the Mau Mau 

movement is acknowledged by most historians. Given the traumatic history of the movement, 

and its dramatic consequences, a fundamental question remains: how did the president 

succeed in maintaining this ambiguity after independence? This is all the more intriguing as 

Kenyatta retained a loyalist administration and persistently refused to redistribute land for free 

to the landless – the key demand of the Mau Mau movement. The statement, in the recently 

reedited autobiography of the former governor of the Central Bank of Kenya and former head 

of the Civil Service, Duncan Ndegwa, that Kenyatta always disliked the Mau Mau, yet used 

many of them as personal bodyguards, also suggests that there was more than meets the eye 

behind Kenyatta’s public calls to “forgive and forget” the past, and the general collective 

amnesia that such discourses fostered.61
 

The ever-growing scholarship on the politics of land in Kenya, largely driven by 

political scientists, does not shed more light on Kenyatta’s stand either. The literature of the 

1970s and early 1980s studied the economic aspects of land buying (and even land grabbing) 

by the Kenyan elite and government after independence, in great detail. But its analysis is 

                                                 

59 Most of the literature previously mentioned was produced by political scientists and anthropologists in the 

1960s, 1970s and 1980s, who naturally focused on the sociological and ethnographic aspects of harambee. The 

gap is all the more surprising when we see the development of research on harambee in other African countries, 

Tanzania in particular, with the following recent publications: P. Lal, “Self-Reliance and the State: The Multiple 

Meaning of Development in Early Post-Colonial Tanzania,” Africa 82, no. 2 (2012): 212–234; K. D. Phillips, 

“Dividing the Labor of Development: Education and Participation in Rural Tanzania,” Comparative Education 

Review 57, no. 4 (2013): 637–661; E. Hunter, “Voluntarism, Virtuous Citizenship, and Nation-Building in Late 

Colonial and Early Postcolonial Tanzania,” African Studies Review 58, no. 2 (2015): 43–61.  
60 For practical reasons, I chose to discuss the literature of each of these issues in the introductions of the 

following chapters.  
61 Duncan Ndgewa, Walking in Kenyatta Struggles: My Story (Nairobi: Kenya Leadership Institute 2011), 275. 

Ndegwa’s account is quite outstanding given the fact that other leaders use their autobiographies to prove at all 

costs that they too were Mau Mau fighters, in spite of their prominent functions in a loyalist government and 

administration. See in particular the autobiography of Jeremiah Gitau Kiereini, A Daunting Journey (Nairobi: 

Kenway Publications, 2014). Kiereini took specific care to deny, not necessarily convincingly, Caroline Elkins’ 

allegations in her book Britain’s Gulag that he was a ruthless participant in torture in Mau Mau detainees’ camp, 

see pages 97, 105, 109. On Kenyatta’s call to forget and forgive the past, see Atieno-Odhiambo and Lonsdale, 

Mau Mau & Nationhood. 
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dominated by the neo-colonial paradigm typical of the time (see below for further insights). 

Kenyatta’s decisions are merged with that of the Kenyan government, providing little 

historical evidence to support the argument. 62  Furthermore, excessive emphasis on the 

traditional divide between the elite (or the state) and the people can be misleading. In an 

enlightening article, Kara Moskowitz demonstrates not only the extent to which Kenyatta was 

unaware of the intricate complexity of land politics, but how his political decisions were at 

odds with the required administrative procedure, eventually fuelling fierce ministerial 

infighting.63  How such practice fits within a larger narrative of state building remains to be 

explored.  

Finally, the importance given to the role of the provincial administration dominated by 

Kikuyu civil servants hand-picked by Kenyatta (hence described as a tribalist leader) calls for 

closer examination. Political scientists and historians all agree that after independence, 

Kenyatta used the provincial administration, and the provincial commissioners in particular, 

to assert his authority throughout the territory. 64  The fact that virtually all provincial 

commissioners were prominent Kikuyus is testament to Kenyatta’s heavy reliance on the this 

part of the administration.65 How he combined and balanced the powers of the provincial 

                                                 

62 J. W. Harbeson, “Land Reforms and Politics in Kenya, 1954–70,” The Journal of Modern African Studies 9, 

no. 2 (1971): 231–51; Leys, Underdevelopment in Kenya; Gary Wasserman, Politics of Decolonization: Kenya 

Europeans and the Land Issue, 1960-1965 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1976); S. Coldham, “Land 

Control in Kenya,” Journal of African Law 22, no. 1 (1978): 63–77; Nicola Swainson, The Development of 
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administration with that of his inner circle of cabinet ministers has gone unobserved, 

however. Duncan Ndgewa’s autobiography, again, hints at the competition between the civil 

service and cabinet ministers, targeting Kenyatta’s general attorney, Charles Njonjo.66 These 

tensions suggests that more thorough exploration is needed to understand how Kenyatta ruled 

over, and perhaps even used the disputes between these two state organs to his own benefit.  

The scholarship dedicated to Kenyatta’s leadership remains fundamentally 

fragmented. Large chronological gaps remain. Historians have noted that Kenyatta’s 

reinvention from Mau Mau convict to father of the nation was not his own, but very little is 

known about the political negotiations that reinvented Kenyatta as a national symbol.67 On top 

of that, Kenyatta’s political thinking and actions after his release from jail and throughout the 

independence conferences from 1961 to 1963 remain virtually unknown.68 Finally, analyses 

of Kenyatta’s decision-making after independence are at best sporadic, at worse anecdotal 

(see below for further details), and reveal a much wider analytical gap. The three core issues 

of Kenyan postcolonial history, i.e. the aftermath of the Mau Mau movement, land politics, 

and the distribution of political and economic resources to the state institutions, are generally 

treated as separate political issues, and hence studied as distinct histories. They can however 

be used to form a common narrative: that of the disregard for the landless masses, the political 

accumulation of land by the governmental elite, and the excessive centralization of power 

within the Office of the President. What holds these differing political issues together, 

                                                                                                                                                         

Wrong, It’s Our Turn to Eat: The Story of a Kenyan Whistle Blower (London: Fourth Estate, 2009); D. Branch 
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however, remains unknown too.  

Writing Jomo Kenyatta’s biography is a key to understanding the connections between 

these different issues. The point is not to analyse the presidency in isolation from the 

peripheries of power, but to understand the nature of the connections between the two. This 

perspective must be seen in light of a wider gap in the historiography of presidential rule in 

postcolonial Africa. As I show in the following pages, although presidential rule is a 

prominent feature of African studies, the making of the president has for a long time remained 

an untold story. Few biographies or monographs have explored the political negotiations and 

imagination surrounding the making of presidential powers. 

 

3. African leaders, African biography: a review of the historiography   

The historiography of African presidents and presidential systems of government is 

intrinsically hybrid. Not only has it fluctuated wildly with the political mood of the continent, 

flourishing with the hopes of independence, and receding with the first signs of growing 

authoritarianism, but it also lies at the crossroads of political science, history and the more 

popular genre of literary biography. Concepts like neo-colonialism, personal rule, or the 

African “big man”, often used by political scientists, have skewed the critical interpretation of 

African politics, eventually compelling historians to emphasize the complexities and 

sometimes inherent contradictions of historical contexts, but comforting biographers that 

“good” African presidents can be separated from the “bad” ones. 

This debate can be seen as progressing in four distinct phases. Biographies of African 

presidents first emerged with the original wave of independence in the 1960s and an 

enthusiasm for the “fathers of the nation” who freed their nations from colonial oppression. 

The biographical genre provided useful narratives to legitimate and to strengthen new and still 

fragile native leadership. 69  In fact, early African biographies are largely hagiographic 

accounts. National history was merged with the lives of the first presidents, while the latter 

were clothed in the myth of the visionary hero.70 From a historical point of view, national and 

                                                 

69 See for example David Birmingham, Kwame Nkrumah: The Father of African Nationalism (Athens: Ohio 

University Press, 1998), Ernest Milcent and Monique Sordet, Léopold Sédar Senghor et la Naissance de 

l'Afrique Moderne (Paris: Seghers, 1969). 
70  See for example H. Charton, “Jomo Kenyatta et les Méandres de la Mémoire de l'Indépendance du 
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personal narratives were flattened to serve a continuous, linear, and predictable narrative.71  

Paradoxically, perhaps, this glorifying of state leaders was also an attempt to defend African 

subjectivity against what was seen as dehumanizing colonial histories, and to respond to those 

who claimed that the African personality was a mere “invention”.72 Two biographical trends 

emerged in tandem: that of the anxiety about African identity, and that of teleological 

narratives fostering an increasingly obsessional control over national memory.73 

The enthusiasm of independence was short-lived. With the on-going cold war, the late 

1960s and early 1970s also saw the rise of new paradigms like neo-colonial dependency, 

colonial or imperial legacy, which suggested that formal independence hid the fact that the 

new states remained plagued by the political, economic, social and cultural disruptions of 

colonial rule. 74  Neocolonial arguments also confirmed the early suspicions of Afro-

pessimism, while a new wave of political scientists sought to explain the increasing instability 
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Past in Zimbabwe,” Journal of Southern African Studies 30, no. 2 (2004): 215-234. 
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African History (New York: Vintage Books, 1961), J. Suret-Canale, “Difficulties of French Neo-Colonialism in 
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and authoritarianism on the continent.75 It is not surprising, therefore, Robert Jackson and 

Carl’s very influential book on African leadership, fittingly entitled Personal Rule in Black 

Africa: Prince, Autocrat, Prophet, Tyrant, was published at the end of the 1970s. This study 

formalized the long-lasting concept of “personal rule” and argued that African politics were, 

almost by definition, a matter of private individuals, not of public institutions. Although the 

authors provided virtually no historical evidence to contextualize their argument, presidential 

rule was deemed typically African.76 

Prominent among the mushrooming of authoritarian regimes in the 1970s and 1980s 

were internationally infamous dictators like Idi Amin Dada (Uganda) Jean-Bedel Bokassa 

(Central Africa), Mobutu Sese Seko (Congo), Daniel arap Moi (Kenya), Omar Bongo 

(Gabon), or Gnassimbe Eyadéma (Togo). At the same time, the acceptance by most African 

countries of the much-criticized World Bank structural adjustment programmes further 

stimulated the development of the studies on personal rule. A whole new branch of political 

scientists further explored the issue in the 1990s. Jean-François Médard popularized the idea 

of the African “big man”, a new figure of authority whose political power was defined by the 

concentration and accumulation of economic resources.77 The “politics of the belly”, as Jean-

François Bayart put it, was the essence of African politics: consumption (or the “eating of 

political and economic resources”) became the symbol of authority and domination. 78 

Nevertheless, the emphasis on economic structures and networks tended to obscure the 

                                                 

75 Afro-pessimism emerged with René Dumont’s L’Afrique Noire Est Mal Partie (Paris: Editions du Seuil, 1962) 
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historical development of the personalization of African leadership, which was portrayed as a 

generic and inevitable phenomenon, personal rulers appearing as all being one and the same.  

These questions remained not only unanswered, but were soon dismissed by the 

growing field of subaltern studies. Reacting against allegedly homogeneous and elitist 

narratives of the nation, these studies defended the voiceless people, and attempted to make 

visible “resistance from below” and strategies of popular empowerment. 79  The subaltern 

critique of nationalist elites cast an even greater shadow on nationalist leaders’ biographies. 

While the myth of the father of the nation was consigned to the past and therefore remained 

unchallenged, historical attention to indigenous elites was completely discarded.80 By 1991, 

Richard Rathbone could only lament that “one of the greatest frustrations of African studies”, 

was how little was known of the nationalist leaders’ “less-public thoughts and feelings [that] 

have all too often been either laundered and refined or muddied and trashed.”81 Rathbone was 

referring to the general tendency of approaching African history by asking “what has gone 

wrong since independence?”, in many ways a mere continuation of the colonial way of 

appreciating African politics.82 “Good” leaders became the exception that proved the rule – 

that of a rule of state failure brought about by ethnic patrimonialism and personal corruption, 

as opposed to the striving aspiration to nation building and pan-African solidarity.83
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June Milne,” International Journal of African Historical Studies 24, no. 2 (1991): 472. 
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Critics,” African identities 4, no. 2 (2006): 147-178. 
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L. Mhando, Julius K. Nyerere, Africa's Titan on a Global Stage: Perspectives from Arusha to Obama (Durham: 
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In turn, the notion of subalternity became increasingly criticized in the 1990s and a 

reconsideration of its theoretical, historical and conceptual foundations revealed a number of 

academic blind spots. The core of the critique emphasized the necessity to situate political 

leadership within a more complex political machinery, and within a longer social history that 

could be accounted for neither by studies of the materiality of power, nor by structuralist 

arguments (like the “big man” or the neo-colonial dependency). The American historian 

Frederick Cooper has repeatedly warned against the risk of erasing leaders’ agency and 

intentions from the picture, and negating processes of “reformulations” inherent to political 

mobilization.84 The Indian historian Partha Chatterjee similarly underlined the process of 

imagination by which indigenous elites gain moral sovereignty.85  We ought to understand, as 

the British historian John Lonsdale asserted, that “all authority has to be socially (which 

means, first, imaginatively) constructed.”86  

With the turn of the century, the development of postcolonial African philosophy 

produced refreshing avenues into the study of African leadership. Philosophers, historians and 

essayists drew attention to the need to decolonize African history and its knowledge.87 Achille 

Mbembe’s On The Postcolony stands out as the most politically loaded philosophical 

argument, focusing on African contemporary politics. Written in ‘Fanonian’ prose, it 

describes what it sees as the exuberant, carnivalesque and grotesque practice of power. Rulers 

express their power and domination through sexual metaphors of power (Mbembe depicts 

power as an erect phallus), while the ruled find in the interstices of this representation ways to 

express their counter-power. Domination and resistance are both part of a sensory expression 

of power, while the elite and the people share a common imagination of power (defined as the 
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‘ethics of neighbours’). Nevertheless, Mbembe’s analytical and chronological framework 

lacked precision. In spite of his claim to decipher the colonial legacy, the core of the essay 

focuses mainly on the 1980s. More importantly perhaps, Mbembe remained silent on the 

power politics structuring the postcolony, which virtually disempowered the masses.88 Power 

became, once again, synonymous with the exclusive state, or the rulers.  

The bulk of these philosophical studies was preoccupied with the recovering of 

African identity and subjectivity, and did not challenge negative visions of African leadership. 

More generally speaking, it is unclear how this postcolonial philosophy has enhanced our 

concrete understanding of the postcolony itself. Mbembe described postcolonial change as a 

“triple movement of breaking, erasing and rewriting of oneself”, and defined postcolonial 

identities as hybrid and ambiguous.89 It is now common to speak of postcolonial identities in 

terms of “hybridity” (Bhabha), “subjectivity” (Mbembe), “individuality” and the 

autonomization of the “private self” (Chakrabarty), or to distinguish between the “material” 

and “spiritual” processes of appropriation by elites in a situation of “middleness” 

(Chatterjee).90 Merely acknowledging the complexity of individual identities is not entirely 

satisfactory. Such concepts remain profoundly ahistorical and apolitical: why and when (or 

rather, in which situations) does a political actor juggle different social, political, cultural 

identities? In other words, the tension between subjectivity (how does someone define 

him/herself?) and political contingencies (to what extent is such identity entrenched in a 

constellation of political interests?) remains unexplored.  

More recent trends in the historiography tend to signal a renewed interest in the history 

of presidentialism in Africa: a system of government in which presidents concentrate 

sweeping executive and constitutional powers over the state institutions, administration and 

government. Such interest corresponded with more recent political developments, which have 

seen the question of presidential mandate and constitutional changes passionately discussed 
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and contested. 91  In a recent issue of the Vingtième Siècle. Revue d'Histoire, the French 

historians Hélène Charton and Marie-Aude Fouéré questioned the longevity of the myth of 

the “father of the nation”. Whether they are lauded or resented, sub-Saharan state builders 

remain the key protagonists in narratives of nation building. Their popularity has dramatically 

changed over time, especially with the rapid spread of authoritarian regimes that followed 

independences. Nevertheless, the (re)construction of their memory, and its political uses, 

remains a constant political preoccupation, just as it has been for fifty years. The “father of 

the nation” became a “scarce” though unchallenged discursive resource for legitimating 

authority, a symbol easily invented and reinvented for different political purposes and by 

different actors: the state builders themselves, their successors, or even their political 

adversaries.92  

The public interest in short portraits of African leaders persists too, and several new 

political biographies of African leaders, as well as new publications on African leadership and 

state making, have been published recently. 93  More generally, decolonization has been 

                                                 

91 President Mugabe’s seemingly endless presidency since he arrived in power in 1987 continues to stir regular 
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reviewed in works showing the complexity of actors and discourses playing part in it.94 Going 

beyond the old dichotomy of transfer of power versus genuine independence, they shed light 

on the political disputes between African nationalist leaders that prevented imagined 

alternatives from becoming reality. Frederick Cooper’s latest book Citizenship between 

Empire and Nation: Remaking France and French Africa, 1945–1960 stands out, as it sheds 

light, in an original and refreshing way, on African leaders’ power of imagination and 

political agency during the decolonization process. His archival research revealed how dispute 

and competition between West-African nationalist politicians sabotaged more innovative 

forms of national sovereignty and postcolonial citizenship. This refined narrative has 

enhanced the existing literature that described decolonization as a hazardous, often poorly 

anticipated and barely controlled chain of events.95
 

All in all, historical narratives of postcolonial African leaders are fraught with 

contradictory notions. Although the myth of father of the nation certainly risks reducing 

complex historical processes of state building into linear narratives, its persistent political use 

and symbolic value suggests that it is more than a superficial issue. Similarly, the colonial 

legacy and neo-colonial dependency remain important notions in questioning the frontiers of 

independence, while the personalization of power is a useful concept to describe certain 

patterns of political domination. The problem, therefore, is to know how to link and balance 

these three concepts, to refine our understanding of the making of presidential rule in 

postcolonial Africa. And it is this problem that lies at the core of the production and 

conceptualization of African biography.   

 

 The pitfalls of African political biographies  

Why have historians or political scientists not considered political biography writing, 

                                                 

94  For studies on international or universal discourses breaking colonial rhetorics see Erez Manela, The 

Wilsonian Moment: Self-Determination and the International Origins of Anticolonial Nationalism (Oxford: 

Oxford University Press, 2007); Samuel Moyn, The Last Utopia: Human Rights in History (Cambridge, Mass.: 

Belknap, 2010) and Gary Wilder, Freedom Time: Negritude, Decolonization, and the Future of the World 

(Durham: Duke University Press, 2015). 
95 J. Darwin, “What was the Late Colonial State,” Itinerario 22, nos. 3–4 (1999): 73–82; R. Pearce, “The 

Colonial Office and Planned Decolonisation,” African Affairs 83 no. 330 (1984): 77–93; C. A. Babou, 

“Decolonization or National Liberation: Debating the End of British Colonial Rule in Africa,” Annals of the 

American Academy of Political and Social Science 632 no. 1 (2010): 41-54. 
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when examining the roots of personalization, or patrimonialization of power? 96  This 

disinterest could be related to a general suspicion towards biography-writing itself – not in 

itself an African problem. Interestingly, existing biographies of sub-Saharan African leaders 

have been mostly written by Africans politicians and journalists, few by Western journalists, 

and it is rarer still to find biographies written by Western historians. Just as each nation cares 

for its own heroes, the memory of the father of the nation is probably more vividly entrenched 

in African sensitivity.97 It could also be due to a more practical concern: the scarcity of 

available archival material, as we will see later, or the politics influencing biographies, and 

sometimes even deterring biographers.98 These explanations not only highlight the caution 

necessary when writing, as well as reading biographies; more generally, they reveal the 

absence of a debate about African biographies.  

This academic aversion to biography is regrettable because the genre can  enhance our 

understanding of postcolonial politics. Critical or review articles about African biographies 

have either discussed specific case studies or tackled the problem on such an abstract level 

that we lose sight of concrete historical and political questions. In fact, there has not been any 

attempt to contrast and compare existing biographies of African nationalist leaders, or to 

reflect on what postcolonial African biographies really entail. The paucity of “good 

biographies” is regrettable. More damagingly, it leaves us with few models of how African 

political biographies should and could be written, and of which sets of questions should be 

answered.  

                                                 

96 When it comes to sub-Saharan African leaders, the historiography remains clearly subdivided into disciplines 

that do not always communicate with each other. Historical monographs either focus on the political history of a 

state, or are confined to the analysis of political and structural mechanisms specific to a regime. The leader, his 

personal history and his political career appear only as one pawn on the political chessboard. Political science 

has taken over the comparative field of research on African leaders. But if some studies draw a primal portrait of 

the African statesmen, their scope is limited as they generally focus on the leadership itself and not on the 

leader's trajectory prior to the presidency, excluding the historical determinants of biographical trajectories: their 

social background, their political, professional and intellectual education, the evolution of their career as 

politicians. Finally, the biographies of state leaders remain a heterogeneous field, at the crossroads between 

“romanticized” narratives and historical evidence. 
97 This is a recurrent theme in the articles dedicated to nationalist leaders in Vingtième Siècle. Revue d'histoire 2, 

no. 118 (2013). Ramachandra Guha describes and explains the same phenomenon in the South Asian 

historiography, see “Why South Asians don't write good biographies, and why they should,” in The Last Liberal 

& Other Essays (Delhi: Permanent Black, 2004), 247-257. 
98 John Llyod Lwanda recalls that Philip Short, who wrote a biography of Hastings Banda, “had to change 

publishers and three thousand copies of the first print were destroyed after Dr. Banda had made it impossible for 

his first publisher, to publish his book” in Kamuzu Banda of Malawi: A Study in Promise, Power, and Paralysis 

(1961 to 1993) (Zomba: Dudu Nsomba Publications, 1993), 11. 
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 A much broader historiography on biography writing must be considered. The role of 

individuals in historical processes has nourished a continuing and extensive debate. Two 

broad conceptions of history have opposed each other: a predictable succession of events 

(history can only repeat itself, and determines actors accordingly) versus a vision of historical 

processes constantly recreated by human actions (history becomes the conscious experience 

of time expressed by particular individuals). A key historiographical change crystallized this 

opposition at the turn of the twentieth century: a turn in approach from that of ancient history 

and its Magistra Vitae, which used individuals to build larger and absolute models and 

postulated continuity between past, present and future, to what the German historian Reinhart 

Koselleck famously described as “futures past”: a conscious distance from time and between 

times.99 Simultaneously, biographies were compromised by the scientific appeal of the social 

sciences, in particular with the French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu's famous statement as to 

the “illusion of biography”.100 Bourdieu was not criticizing biography itself, but rather its uses 

in social history, pointing out that life stories were at best artificial constructions, at worst 

narcissist accounts of illusionary facts. 101  Biographers searched for new methodologies. 

Enthusiasm for or aversion to biography fluctuated around four axes: the controversial role of 

historical actors in history making; their alleged historical representativeness; heroic qualities 

en vogue in a particular time; and available archival material. A common belief was shared, 

that of the incompleteness of the individual self and the necessity to use biography as a tool 

rather than an end in itself.102  

The question “what made such life possible?” and the search for an intimate 

connection between an individual life and its historical context, characterized most twentieth 

                                                 

99 On the ancient approach to biography see François Dosse, Le Pari Biographique: Ecrire une Vie (Paris: La 

Découverte, 2005) chapter 2. On the biographical turn, see also Revel, “La Biographie Comme Problème 

Historiographique.” Reinhart Koselleck, Futures Past: On the Semantics of Historical Time (New York: 

Columbia University Press, 2004). 
100 P. Bourdieu, “L'Illusion Biographique,” Actes de la Recherche en Sciences Sociales 62, no.1 (1986): 69-72.  
101  See the constructive critique of Bourdieu’s article by N. Heinich, “Pour en Finir avec l'Illusion 

Biographique,”  L'Homme 3, no. 195-196 (2010): 421-430. 
102 As David Nasaw emphasized, “the larger objective is not simply to tell a life story […] but to deploy the 

individual in the study of the world outside that individual and to explore how the private informs the public and 

vice versa” in D. Nasaw, “Introduction,” The American Historical Review 114, no. 3 (2009): 574. See on this 

point the “AHR Roundtable: Historians and Biography” in The American Historical Review 114, no. 3 (2009) 

and Heinich, “Pour en Finir avec l'Illusion Biographique.” 
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century biographies.103 In the early 2000s, historians pushed the reflection further and found 

in biography another way to write history: investigating a life is no longer a purpose in itself; 

it must be driven by wider historical investigation. It is about questioning the dialectical 

relationship between an actor and his own time in order to understand why an anonymous 

character progressively emerges as a political frontman, and how the myth of the leader 

transforms its supporters into what the British historian Ian Kershaw described as “a mere 

functional élite, serving a political master who was taking it into uncharted territory.”104 The 

idea of an autonomous personality that would embody popular passions, while being detached 

from the masses, faded away. Rather, the individual must be situated within wider social, 

political, relational networks. The aim of a biography was now to investigate how an 

individual merged with the myth. Biography writing is not only about reinterpreting a life, but 

tracks the invention of heroic cults.  

Biographical narratives can be a frame-within-a-frame, opening perspectives towards 

larger histories.105 When it comes to the father of the nation, as the historian Lucy Riall noted, 

one must be aware of the contingent and “intricate process of negotiation between actor and 

audience where the author (or source of authority) is difficult to discover.”106 Questioning 

convergence between the leader and his nation is all the more necessary to unravel the 

discrepancy between the political project of the leader, his initial aims, his values, and the 

outcome of his political acts. It is not only about “heroic failures”: it is about historicizing 

                                                 

103 Revel, “La Biographie comme Problème.” Mark Gevisser, author of a biography on the South African leader 

Thabo Mbeki, recounts that he “got involved in profile-writing because describing a life, and someone's 

subjectivity through the South African transition, seemed to [him] the richest way  ̶  actually, the only way  ̶  to 

make sense of the otherwise-indescribable time we were going through in the ‘90s” in S. Nuttall, “Writing 

Biography: An interview with Jon Hyslop, John Matshikiza and Mark Gevisser,” Social Dynamics 30, no.1 

(2004): 106. 
104 Ian Kershaw, Hitler (London: Penguin Books, 2010), 310. Ian Kershaw's monumental biography of Hitler is 

representative of the historiographical change which significantly affected biography in the twenty-first century. 

His lace-like factual narration is the opposite of the principles of selection and brevity summoned by the New 

Biographers. Similarly, his rejection of the autonomous actor cuts short the debates over multi-layered, 

multifaceted, shifting or avant-gardist, great or exceptional personality. The meticulous narration of Hitler's 

career situates the individual within a web of events over which he has only a partial control and influence. 
105 This was the explicit objectives of Kershaw's Hitler, even if life-writing seems to have struck him like Mr. 

Jourdain since he was not originally interested in writing a biography. Although Kershaw had long been 

preoccupied with the political and social manufacture of political myths and life-writing, this certainly helped 

giving shape to the process. See Ian Kershaw, The Hitler Myth: Image and Reality in the Third Reich (Oxford: 

Oxford University Press, 1987). 
106 L. Riall, “The Shallow End of History?: The Substance and Future of Political Biography,” Journal of 

Interdisciplinary History 40, no. 3 (2010): 392. 
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carefully the negotiation of political ideas.107 Personalities matter here only if they exemplify 

or enhance our comprehensive understanding of broader historical events.108 In other words, 

biography should not be over-personalized; neither should it be on the verge of transforming 

into an historical monograph.109  

So far, these historiographical debates about biography writing remained outside of the 

study of African history.110 The case of biography sparked little interest, besides the few 

articles that have been already mentioned. When the South African historian Ciraj Rassool 

called for a break with “chronological narrative”, to find “new ways” to approach political 

biography, his critique stirred only a banal discussion over the utility (or not) of biography 

and did not expand beyond South African academia.111 Instead, postcolonial studies have 

become overly focused on interpreting autobiographies, which are seized by literary 

commentators and theoreticians obsessed with the “decolonization of the mind”, and the 

definition of a postcolonial identity. Questions about biography are ignored.112 As historians 

deserted the debates over postcolonial autobiographies, the gap between concepts like 

hybridity, subjectivity, postcoloniality and their historicity is left wide open. This has 

amounted to a dialogue of the deaf, which stumbles over a crude question: do postcolonial 

(auto-)biographies exist?113  

 

4. Argument and outline of the thesis  

My research was inspired by the discrepancy between the enduring concepts of 

personal or presidential rule in Africa, and the lack of historical evidence for them. Writing 

                                                 

107 This is the perspective taken by Ayesha Jalal in her biography of Ali Jinnah. See The Sole Spokesman. 
108 Philippe Paquet's biography of Chiang Kai-shek’s wife is a fully-fledged example, see Madame Chiang Kai-

shek: Constitution d'un Mythe dans l'Histoire de la Chine au XXe siècle (Paris: Gallimard, 2010). 
109 David Macey's recent biography of Franz Fanon did not manage to find this balance. The long developments 

on the history of  the Algerian war overshadow our understanding of Fanon himself. See David Macey, Frantz 

Fanon: A Life (London: Granta Books, 2000).  
110 Along with Cooper, one should underline the extent to which the structural difficulties of African universities 

directly affected their academic publications. See “Conflict and Connection: Rethinking Colonial African 

History,” 1519.  
111 Rassool, “Rethinking Documentary History and South African Political Biography,” 49 and J. Hyslop, “On 

Biography: a Response to Ciraj Rassool,” South African Review of Sociology 41, no. 2 (2010): 104-115. 
112 Gilbert Bart-Moore's essay on Postcolonial Life-Writing does not even consider the problem of biography 

writing and its historiographical debates. Significantly, his book compiles different problems of interpretation of 

postcolonial subjectivity and selfhood, but concludes systematically on their contingency and volatility. See 

Postcolonial Life-Writing: Culture, Politics, and Self-Representation (New York: Routledge, 2009). 
113 Ibid., xvi. 
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Jomo Kenyatta’s political biography entails more than tracing how the myth of the father of 

the nation matured into supreme presidential power. It is necessary to explore how the myth 

eventually turned into a concrete political asset: both the myth and the man must be situated 

within a more complex political machine. How can we explain how the constitutional fate of a 

country became so entangled with the leader himself? Turning away from individuality as the 

sole explanation, political biographyexplores how a personality is shaped by a contingent 

historical context, and vice-versa. At the same time, the making of one president should not 

obscure the making of the presidency as such, an institution new to all post-colonial African 

states. Choosing to write the biography of the first president of a newly independent country, I 

seek weave together the historical contingency and structural developments of both the man 

and the institution. Put differently, I attempt to show how Kenyatta forged the presidency.  

Three main research questions guided my reflection. Firstly, what political ideas drove 

Kenyatta’s politics? The point here is not to introduce Jomo Kenyatta as a political thinker or 

theoretician, which, in any case, he was not.114 Rather, I wish to unravel Kenyatta’s political 

imagination as a tool to illuminate the coherence, or lack thereof, of his postcolonial politics. 

It is necessary to ask to what an extent Kenyatta might have had to compromise with his 

ideas, and at what cost, in order to measure how he eventually shaped the state to his taste. 

Secondly, I wish to examine the making of Kenyatta as the father of the nation. Did the 

emergence of this overarching political figure alter the political scene, and perhaps even lay 

the foundations of presidential rule? Examining the construction of the Kenyatta myth, its 

protagonists and its unexpected effects will, I hope, refresh the narrative of a purportedly 

linear decolonization process. Thirdly, how did Kenyatta build and strengthen his presidential 

powers after independence? This encompasses a more complex set of questions, stretching 

from how Kenyatta took his decisions, how he responded to popular contests and political 

                                                 

114 In this regard, a political biography goes beyond intellectual biography, which rarely assesses ideas in light of 

politics. See for example the nonetheless excellent intellectual biographies of Léopold Sédar Senghor by 

Souleymane Bachir Diagne: African Art as Philosophy: Senghor, Bergson and the Idea of Negritude (London: 

Seagull Books, 2011) and Bergson Postcolonial: l'Elan Vital dans la Pensée de Léopold Sédar Senghor et de 

Mohamed Iqbal (Paris: CNRS, 2011).  
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divisions, to how he dealt with international pressures, whether from the former British 

colonizer, or from the competing Soviet bloc.  

I argue that Kenyatta was a distant and discreet president. This not only suited his idea 

of leadership, which he at no point imagined as an exemplary authority for all; it was also a 

political necessity. When he was released from jail, and just as his early politics in the United 

Kingdom had demonstrated, Kenyatta quickly realized that he could not rely on any formal 

institutions to promote his own agenda. He had virtually no control over the nationalist party, 

KANU, and always felt at a loss with the formal codes and institutional order of the new state, 

which he consequently disregarded. This was specifically the case with the parliament: 

Kenyatta always avoided confronting the bulk of contesting MPs with rhetoric, with which he 

never got to grips. To overcome these weaknesses, he concentrated his efforts on maintaining 

a personal character that no other politician had. His Kikuyu people believed he was a Mau 

Mau, and being able to control the Kikuyu vote was a significant political asset many 

politicians competed for. At the same time, he was also believed not to be a Mau Mau, 

whether by the loyalist elite who occupied the highest ranks in the government and the 

administration, or the British government (although the switch of perspective came rather 

late), which would muster all its political weight to back up Kenyatta’s leadership during the 

independence conferences. This unique position enabled him to fulfil the almost impossible 

task of pursuing unpopular politics (in particular his refusal to redistribute land for free), 

while distributing ever more personal promises and favours whenever he needed to.  

This strategy alone cannot explain how Kenyatta strengthened his presidency, nor does 

it explain how he remained aloof from political divisions that gnawed the party, the state 

institutions, and sometimes even his own circle of cabinet ministers. Jomo Kenyatta’s 

political biography may serve as a point of entry by which to examine a structural 

phenomenon: the roots of presidentialism in postcolonial Kenya. I argue that at independence, 

presidential powers were tailor-made for the forceful and charismatic persona Kenyatta 

represented. But the constitutional negotiations of a presidential republic should not get lost in 

the myth. A closer look at the decolonization of the land institutions, the independence 

conferences, and the ever stricter disciplining of national politics show that presidentialism 

(the concentration of extensive executive powers in the hands of the president) originated as a 

hazy constitutional principle that gradually hardened into a supreme, untouchable rule most 
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political contenders had failed to anticipate. I argue that this was an inherently contingent 

process, built less on the political strength and assets of one actor (Kenyatta had virtually 

none, besides the fame of his name) than on the shared weaknesses of an elite divided by its 

personal ambitions, interests, and resources. I attempt to show that Kenyatta was certainly 

aware of this contingency, and consequently refrained from revealing his hand – hence the 

distant and discreet president. At the same time, he understood that he could strengthen his 

already significant powers and even use presidential favours, as long as the multiple divisions 

were maintained and tamed within a subtle political, tribal and administrative (im)balance.  

All in all, this political biography highlights a fundamental characteristic of Kenyatta’s 

presidential politics. An unravelling of the president’s distant and discreet politics reveals the 

limits of his central authority. Yet, the boundaries where his central power stopped were not 

compensated for by strengthened regional powers. Kenyatta’s presidential power amounted 

neither to centralization, nor to regionalization. Instead, it created a form of disempowered 

regionalism. This construction of presidential rule could only go unremarked because it fit the 

core features of the Kenyan culture of politics, in particular that of harambee and barazas. It 

showed, perhaps, the decisive supremacy of Kenyatta’s Kikuyu ethics: that of moral and 

individual self-help. This political biography should not be confused with an exhaustive 

history of state institutions, however, or with a history of the office of the president. My aim 

is more modest; as I merely seek to unravel Kenyatta’s views and uses of nascent presidential 

functions.  

The following chapters are organized chronologically, and will cover the first decade 

of independence, the 1960s. They will start in 1958, the year Kenyatta’s political name was 

revived by his comrades, who demanded he be released from jail as a condition sine qua non 

of the on-going negotiations for independence. I will then explore the negotiation of 

presidential power, from 1961 up until the accession to independence in 1964. Finally, I will 

analyse the strengthening of Kenyatta’s presidential rule, from 1965 to 1969. By 1968, 

Kenyatta’s health was deteriorating. In May, he had suffered a heart attack that weakened his 

decision-making. A year later, the assassination of the prominent minister and nationalist 

politician Tom Mboya, marked the beginning of a new phase of political activity. Tribal 

alliances and business making became the prominent features of a political game in which 

Kenyatta appeared more as an arbitrator than a front-runner.   
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In the first chapter, I explore how Kenyatta imagined state power and authority in a 

postcolonial society. I show that none of his fellow nationalist politicians imagined the post-

colonial state stricto sensu, yet all considered the state as an instrument of law and order, not 

of political change and certainly not of redistribution. For Kenyatta, leadership was a matter 

of individuals; at no point did he imagine the state as an authority for all.  

The second chapter captures the politics that underpinned the campaign to release 

Kenyatta from jail, and turned him into a nationalist figure. I show that the political rise of the 

“father of the nation” was a contingent and uncertain process. Although Kenyatta’s liberation 

was stage-managed by his political comrades, none of them seriously imagined that the “Old 

Man” would come back to, and even dominate, Kenyan politics. If the so-called “Kenyatta 

campaign” eventually provided the latter with a nationalist audience, it also revealed that 

Kenyatta had no control over the nationalist organization to secure his release.   

Chapter 3 traces the making of presidential rule in Kenya. I draw attention to the ways 

in which the decolonization and reinvention of land institutions laid the groundwork for 

Kenyatta’s presidential powers, as the principle of centralized institutions was settled on, and 

the British government realized that backing up Kenyatta was the safest political bet. Upon 

independence, Kenyatta lacked any reliable political base, but the cursory negotiations for the 

presidential seat opened the door for totalizing executive powers. Exploring how Kenyatta 

negotiated and institutionalized these so far uncertain, blurred and contingent presidential 

prerogatives, I hope to show how the making of Kenyatta’s career merged with the making of 

presidentialism, outgrowing weaker state institutions.  

The following chapters cover the post-independence year. The fourth chapter explores 

how Kenyatta dealt with resilient Mau Mau fighters, and eventually succeeded in gaining firm 

control over sensitive areas, while preserving his Mau Mau aura. I attempt to unravel the 

complex relationship between the government’s repression against the  resilient Mau Mau, the 

land issue and the necessity to control local politics. Focusing on the Meru district, I show 

how the hunt for the last Mau Mau leaders, Field Marshal Baimungi and General Chui, must 

be read in parallel to the making of one of Kenyatta’s most powerful ministers, Jackson 

Harvester Angaine, minister for lands and settlement.  

The fifth chapter provides a deeper insight into Kenyatta and his politics of land. I 

show that Kenyatta preferred to delegate the negotiations of land politics to his most trusted 
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ministers, and was, to a certain extent, even ignorant of the details involved. This 

constellation contributed to a way of ruling that Kenyatta wanted to be discreet and distant. 

Whether it concerned local political disputes or institutional infighting between the provincial 

administration and his cabinet ministers, Kenyatta always avoided committing himself, and 

confined his public appearances to sporadic interventions. Behind this lack of commitment, 

however, was a clear strategy of deregulating and bypassing state institutions by distributing 

his personal favours so as to strengthen presidential power. At the same time, this lack of 

commitment was in tune with Kenyatta’s political imagination, which was built on the clear 

absence of any responsive duty, whether to state institutions, personal promises, or people’s 

hopes.  

The last and sixth chapter (1965-1969) explores the period that started after 1965, 

characterized not only by greater repression against dissident politicians, but also by the 

governing elites’ attempts to buy more land throughout the country and secure their land 

titles. Exploring the debates over the africanization of land ownership in Kenya, I show that 

the early politicization of the land resources reached a new level with continuous attemps to 

either alter or circumvent the existing legal framework governing the land market. This 

change marked a shift in power relations, as cabinet ministers became ever more influential. 

The advent of a form of “ministerial presidentialism” revealed the fragmented nature of 

Kenyatta’s powers: he played the role of a “reconciler” among an inherently divided political 

elite, abusing his political and economic powers to increase his personal wealth or to 

strengthen loyalties. Meanwhile, Kenyatta’s health was declining arousing presidential 

ambitions among several key Kenyan politicians. This chapter ends in 1969 when the struggle 

for succession took an ugly turn with the assassination of the Luo nationalist politician Tom 

Mboya. Mboya’s death signalled the rise of a new type of political tribalism, with Kenyatta’s 

arbitrary role gradually transforming into a more tribal Kikuyu conception of leadership. 

 

5. Presentation of sources  

The greatest difficulty with writing Kenyatta’s political biography was to overcome 

his dislike for protocol and formal correspondence.115 Kenyatta rarely signed a document.116 

                                                 

115 According to the British High Commissioner and friend Malcolm MacDonald, Kenyatta disliked protocol. 
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Even the most “Top Secret” documents transmitting his orders to provincial commissioners 

were generally issued by one of his top ministers (see chapter 5). The absence of first-hand 

archives considerably impacted both the research and writing of this political biography, 

preventing me from producing an exhaustive account of his political doings. Just as the trail 

of decision-making implied various intermediaries, each confined to a specific range of tasks, 

potential archives were similarly scattered between various institutional bodies. Reviewing 

each of them would have been practically difficult, probably ineffective, and would have led 

me conclude what we already know: that Kenyatta held private meetings, gave secret orders 

or made personal promises. Rather than retracing day-do-day decision-making, I reflected on 

why Kenyatta did not (and perhaps did not want to) leave any trace of his actions. This 

eventually helped me to unmask him as a distant and discreet president: a recurrent theme 

throughout this thesis. This also explains the necessary detours through selected institutions, 

ministers and localities in the following chapters. The political biography that thereby took 

shape attempted to make sense of the political system that Kenyatta designed, and to expose 

both his well-calculated passivity and the institutional palliatives that compensated for it.  

In the Kenya National Archives, virtually no information was found about Kenyatta’s 

early political career, besides the translated articles he wrote for his newspaper Muigwithania 

in the 1930s. His private papers have disappeared.117 To trace his ascension to power from his 

release from jail to his appointment as the president of KANU, I relied on two types of 

archives. Firstly, I used the administrative reports written by the district commissioners from 

the various locations where Kenyatta was jailed. These very descriptive and factual 

documents revealed the colonial authorities’ relative sympathy for Kenyatta, whom they 

considered a model detainee. However, once Kenyatta was released in 1961, no report 

(whether from the district commissioner or intelligence services) was found. I therefore relied 

on the recently released files from the British “migrated archives”.118 Issued by the Colonial 

                                                                                                                                                         

See Malcolm MacDonald to Mrs David Hardy for the Ford Foundation, 16 August 1963, Durham University 

Special Collections, MacDonald Papers, 47/2/50. Reproduced by kind permission of the Trustees of the Malcolm 

MacDonald Papers, and of the University of Durham. 
116 During the independence conference, for example, Kenyatta delegated his correspondence and party affairs to 

Joseph Murumbi, see Murumbi, A Path Not Taken: The Story of Joseph Murumbi, 85. 
117  J. Lonsdale, “Ornamental Constitutionalism in Africa: Kenyatta and the Two Queens,” The Journal of 

Imperial and Commonwealth History 34, no. 1 (2006), endnote 37.  
118 These were recently released by the Foreign Commonwealth Office, in the wake of the appeal by Mau Mau 
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Office, these files were, of course, infused with British interests. Nevertheless, the British 

government made contacts with nationalist leaders (mostly former KAU members) 

supposedly better fit to foresee Kenyatta’s ideas and acts. Their account of discussions led to 

the realization of something previously overlooked by the historiography: Kenyatta’s return 

was very much unexpected, and perhaps even undesired by his political comrades.  

Post-colonial archives, as Caroline Elkins rightfully observed, are biased relics of a 

past, left behind by political elites who skilfully reviewed and rewrote their historic roles.119 

The blatant incompleteness of so many inventories in the Kenya National Archives perfectly 

illustrates this point. The “Office of the President” files contain only Kenyatta’s speeches (and 

much irrelevant information). Yet, many of these speeches are missing dates and signatures, 

which raises the question whether they were always drafted by Kenyatta himself. The 

Murumbi Africana Collection, perhaps the most complete collection, provided useful files on 

party politics, but, overall, contained very little information on Kenyatta’s postcolonial rule, 

perhaps because the former minister and vice-president Joseph Murumbi distanced himself 

from Kenyatta after 1966. I had to compromise between browsing all ministerial and regional 

archives, or selecting the most influential institutions and political actors to which Kenyatta 

granted his trust. I focused on the Eastern region archives and on the files of the Ministry of 

Land, because they are the most complete archival collections. The Eastern region files 

disclosed important and useful information on how Kenyatta’s regime dealt with one of the 

main political threats after independence: Mau Mau resilience. They were also a rich source 

of information concerning Kenyatta’s relationships with provincial and district 

commissioners. The land files, from the Ministry of Lands and Settlement, enabled me to 

further place these politics in perspective. These files ranged from governmental meetings, 

land purchase accounts by the government, loan repayments, politics of the landless, reports 

on the land in the districts, to the complaints about land sent either by politicians or civil 

servants to the office of the president. They were a useful source with which to map the 

political dynamics involving various actors in the land negotiations, while probing the 

                                                                                                                                                         

veterans against the British government. See Ian Cobain and Richard Norton-Taylor, “Sins of Colonialists Lay 

Concealed for Decades in Secret Archive,” The Guardian, 18 April 2012. 
119 C. Elkins, “Looking Beyond Mau Mau: Archiving Violence in the Era of Decolonization,” The American 

Historical Review 120, no. 3 (2015): 865. 
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potential gap between the government’s private doings and publicized intentions.  

British archives also provided a substantial source of information, all the more 

important since Kenyatta, as well as his most influential ministers, were regularly in touch 

with the representatives of the British High Commission in Kenya, and of the Commonwealth 

Relations Office in London. Most importantly, these two bodies maintained a dense 

correspondence with the British officers who remained in Kenya as part of the post-

independence technical assistance. Reports of discussions circulating between these three 

institutional bodies proved very helpful in giving a sense of Kenyatta’s main concerns, while 

guiding his logics of action. Most importantly perhaps, the British account of the negotiations 

over land politics with the Kenyan government not only showed the diverging strategies of 

British and Kenyan land administrators, but also pointed to infighting within Kenyan 

ministries and administration, further helping to situate Kenyatta within the convoluted 

process of political negotiations. 

Finally, a note on the missing voices and numbers of the landless masses, squatters 

and resilient Mau Mau fighters is needed. Their absence highlights that the government took 

very little interest in their welfare. As this thesis attempts to show, Kenyatta did not 

understand the complexity of the technicalities involved when settling landless masses, and, 

what is more, only cared about the issue when he considered that the landless were a potential 

threat to his authority. This lack of interest was palpable in the archive material I used: the 

landless are invisible. The hundreds of letters of complaint sent to the president remained, for 

the most part, unanswered and my intuition is that Kenyatta did not even know about them – 

since he would meet delegations of landless people only privately. Alternative sources such as 

the newspapers also proved inconclusive, as they only offered biased or partial accounts of 

the government’s politics. A study of Kenyatta’s public meetings for example would have 

amounted to a list of public donations to various local projects, with very few other sources to 

put it into perspective. Similarly, popular tales of Jomo Kenyatta are often nothing more than 

rumours, at best banal, at worst highly improbable.120 Even those who visited Kenyatta at his 

                                                 

120 For an analysis of the politics of rumours and their connection with political memory, see Joost Fontein, The 

Politics of the Dead and the Power of Uncertainty: Rumours, Materiality and Human Remains in post-2000 

Zimbabwe (Forthcoming). For comparative insights of the politics of the dead, see A. Etkind, “A Parable of 

Misrecognition: Anagnorisis and the Return of the Repressed from the Gulag,” Russian Review 68 (2009): 623–

40. 
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Gatundu house recalled that he either stayed silent, or replied with a vague “yes” to every 

request. Less than a myth that no one dared to criticize, however, Kenyatta’s political aura 

remains tantalizingly mysterious. This dissertation thus attempts to explain why the president 

had to keep political distance from the landless.  
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Chapter 1. Jomo Kenyatta’s political imagination: Virtue 

for all, state for no one?1 
 

Introduction 

Two recurrent themes in Jomo Kenyatta’s writings were the recovery of moral dignity 

for his Kikuyu people to free themselves from the yoke of colonization, and an acute sense of 

political realism. Although moral resistance, i.e. the affirmation of his people’s history and 

culture, was indispensable to guarantee an independent and even decolonized state of mind, 

political realism was unavoidable: as Kenyatta claimed in 1965, “it would always be unwise 

to start by demolishing the whole structure created by the Colonial Government in favour of 

some untried experiment”. 2  Independence could not be imagined ex nihilo: it had to be 

considered in the midst of the contradictions produced by colonization. Although ideas 

mattered in the struggle for decolonization, possibilities were ultimately determined by 

political constraints. As Frederick Cooper suggested, political imagination cannot be 

boundless, as it cannot be totally free of its own time and space.3 

The Kikuyu had a long tradition of debate over moral and social values. It is precisely 

this practice of debate that unified them, and enabled them to put up a united front to face the 

colonizer's divisive political arguments.4 In his seminal essay entitled “The Moral Economy 

of Mau Mau. Wealth, Poverty and Civic Virtue in Kikuyu Political Thought”, John Lonsdale 

showed how the practice of “moral debate”, i.e. the exchange of ideas about social and 

cultural relationships, not to be confused with arguments about what constitutes morally good 

or evil, made the Kikuyu one cohesive people.5 Lonsdale explains that although colonization 

created the “exterior architecture of tribe”, moral values relating to wealth, poverty, authority 

                                                 

1 An earlier version of this chapter has been published as “Virtues For All, State For No One?: Jomo Kenyatta’s 

Postcolonial Political Imagination,” in African Thoughts on Colonial and Neo-Colonial Worlds: Facets of an 

Intellectual History of Africa, ed. Arno Sonderegger (Berlin: Neofelis Verlag, 2015), 67-86. 
2 Jomo Kenyatta, “University Ceremony”, 26 March 1965, Suffering Without Bitterness: The Founding of the 

Kenya Nation (Nairobi: East African Publishing House, 1968), 269. 
3 Frederick Cooper, Colonialism in Question : Theory, Knowledge, History (Berkeley: University of California 

Press, 2005), 19. 
4 See John Lonsdale, “The Moral Economy of Mau Mau, Wealth, Poverty and Civic Virtue in Kikuyu Political 

Thought,” in Unhappy Valley: Conflict in Kenya & Africa, ed. John Lonsdale and Bruce Berman (Oxford: James 

Currey, 1992), 315–504. 
5 John Lonsdale, “Moral Ethnicity, Ethnic Nationalism and Political Tribalism: the Case of the Kikuyu,” in Staat 

und Gesellschaft in Afrika, ed. Peter Meyns (Hamburg: Lit, 1996), 93-106, and D. Connan and J. Siméant, “John 

Lonsdale, le Nationalisme, l’Ethnicité et l'Economie Morale: Parcours d’un Pionnier de l’Histoire Africaine,” 

Genèses, no. 83 (2001): 133-54. 
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and civic virtue were subjected to fierce and divisive internal debate.6 Colonization disturbed 

the traditional structure of the Kikuyu polity. Tradionally, while political participation was 

reserved to adult men, and as manhood and adulthood depended on socio-economic capital, 

more precisely on the access to property and labour. The introduction of colonial rural 

capitalism disrupted the traditional market economy. Outside the virtuous circle of the moral 

economy, where men accomplished themselves through acquiring property and fulfilling 

social duties, “being a Kikuyu” was meaningless, and political order impossible. Hence 

colonization forced the Kikuyu to change traditions so that they could remain the same, so to 

speak. The scope of the economic, social and cultural disruptions was too great for the 

Kikuyu to radically reinvent their political organization: rather, they had to alter their “moral 

imagination” to adapt to new worlds and survive.7  

Kenyatta belonged to a generation of leaders who emancipated themselves from the 

power of the elders through literacy (that of the colonial masters). Yet, he knew well that he 

could not disconnect his claim to leadership from the moral and civic virtues his Kikuyu 

people acknowledged. When living in Great Britain, Kenyatta took on the task of writing 

Kikuyu history and culture. Besides Facing Mount Kenya, a historical anthropology of the 

Kikuyu published in 1938, he wrote two other pamphlets: My People of Kikuyu and the Life 

of Chief Wangombe (1942) and Kenya: The Land of Conflicts (1945). This literary production 

showed that Kenyatta was an “organic” intellectual: he was telling the story of a selected past 

that would support his own political aspirations, expressed in the Kikuyu language of moral 

virtues. Although he defended a conservative view of the past, he claimed an authority 

defined by a generational transfer of power (as opposed to a dynastic one). After 1945, 

however, that is to say just a year before his return to Kenya, he no longer published anything, 

except, much later, a collection of speeches.8  

Almost twenty years separate Kenyatta’s literary production from his accession to 

power at independence. The new president had never been a postcolonial thinker: he even 

doubted at one point that he would live long enough to see the fruits of the struggle for 

independence, and never made use of the term either.9 When Kenya became independent, 

                                                 

6 Lonsdale, “The Moral Economy of Mau Mau, Wealth, Poverty and Civic Virtue in Kikuyu Political Thought,” 

330. 
7 Ibid., 409. 
8 Jomo Kenyatta, Facing Mount Kenya (New York: Vintage books, 1965), My People of Gikuyu and the Life of 

Chief Wangombe (London: Luttersworth Press, 1942), The Land of Conflict (London: Panaf Service Limited, 

1945), and Suffering Without Bitterness. 
9 Malcolm MacDonald, Transcript of interview with Dame Margery Perham given to the Oxford University 

Colonial Records Project at Queen Elisabeth House in Oxford on 25th June 1970, BRIT. EMP. S. 533, Oxford 
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Kenyatta was believed to be 73 years old, and had been away from the cradle of nationalist 

politics for twenty-five years. To many of his political contemporaries, he was an ageing man 

whose ideas seemed to come from another era. The vision of politics he defended was bound 

to a Kikuyu past few of his younger fellow-politicians could make sense of. Yet, he remained 

in power for the next fourteen years. To historians, there seems to be a missing link between 

his becoming Doctor Jomo Kenyatta and his late, but rapid rise to power, as if nothing could 

have altered the ideas he had laid down some nineteen years before. Ironically, few historians 

have deemed his political imagination worthy of study.10 Although Kenyatta’s private papers 

disappeared, either confiscated and/or destroyed by the colonial authorities, striking 

consistency appears between the ideas he expressed in his early publications and those in his 

later political speeches. We ought to link the president’s biography with his political theology, 

so as to understand which ideas guided his actions.11 

Analysing Kenyatta’s writings and speeches, this chapter attempts to unveil the rich 

and complex interaction of his imagination of what we now call postcolonial society, with his 

understanding of the constraints of realpolitik. Building on Lonsdale’s article “Jomo 

Kenyatta, God & the Modern World”, dedicated to Kenyatta’s political imagination, I argue 

that Kenyatta’s conception of authority (infused with conservative moral values) and of 

leadership (which he considered less important than moral autonomy), led him to erect the 

family as the ultimate base and limit of his politics of state building. After some opening 

observations on the vocabulary of decolonization Kenyatta used (1), I attempt to situate the 

“family” in his early writings (2), Then, I explore the intellectual legacy of his writings after 

independence, and show how Kenyatta was at pains to enlarge and adapt his moral discourse 

to the new Kenyan nation (3). After examining how the discourse of moral virtues eventually 

                                                                                                                                                         

University Archives.  
10 See the references discussed in the introductions of chapter 6. Paradoxically, his early writings have caught 

scholars’ attention. Kenyatta's equivocal, and almost evasive stance in favour of clitoridectomy in the 1930s was 

nonetheless a direct answer to such threats. On this issue see Jeremy Murray-Brown, Kenyatta (London: George 

Allen & Unwin Ldt, 1972), 301; B. F. Frederiksen, “Jomo Kenyatta, Marie Bonaparte and Bronislaw 

Malinowski on Clitoridectomy and Female Sexuality,” History Workshop Journal 65, no. 1 (2008): 23–48 and 

“The Present Battle Is the Brain Battle. Writing and Publishing a Kikuyu Newspaper in the Pre-Mau Mau Period 

in Kenya,” in Africa’s Hidden Histories: Everyday Literacy and Making the Self, ed. Karin Barber 

(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2006), 278–313. This must be read in the context of Kikuyu precolonial 

thought, which is also well studied, see in particular John Lonsdale, “Contest of Time: Kikuyu Historiography, 

Old and New,” in A Place in the World: New Local Historiographies from Africa and South Asia, ed. Axel 

Harneit-Sievers (Leiden: Brill, 2002); Yvan Droz, Migrations Kikuyus Des Pratiques Sociales à l’Imaginaire 

(Paris: Editions MSH, 1999); Derek R. Peterson, Creative Writing: Translation, Bookkeeping, and the Work of 

Imagination in Colonial Kenya (Portsmouth: Heinemann, 2004). 
11 John Lonsdale, “Jomo Kenyatta, God & the Modern World,” in African Modernities: Entangled Meanings in 

Current Debate, ed. Peter Probst, Heike Schmidt, and Jan-Georg Deutsch (Oxford: James Currey, 2002), 34. 
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taints the logics of state-building (4), I attempt to locate the transfer of the “family” into the 

politics of state building (5).12 

It should be noted that working with Kenyatta’s speeches and specifically their 

English version, presents natural limitations: Kenyatta’s public addresses to (especially rural) 

Africans were commonly made in Swahili, and sometimes in Kikuyu. His speeches were 

often impromptu and unscripted, colored with local metaphors, tales or proverbs suggesting 

subtext often difficult to understand for an outsider, and even more difficult to render 

faithfully into English. Press or diplomatic reports offered sometimes inaccurate translations 

of such messages, while no original version in Swahili or Kikuyu was kept in the national 

archives. Furthermore, Kenyatta was notoriously good at using different registers of 

languages, and even different languages, to suit varying political purposes, masquerading as 

different characters for different audiences – as when he portrayed himself as an ancient tribal 

leader on the cover of Facing Mount Kenya. All of these potential hurdles should neither 

make us accept him as just an enigmatic figure, nor should they distract us from trying to 

understand his politics as a coherent, yet reactive performance whose meaning can be 

decifered through a more global interpretation. Hence I have taken great care to situate these 

speeches in their proper historical context, to cross-read them with his earlier writings, and to 

uncover their political motivations. What has emerged is a description of Kenyatta’s political 

ideas not seen exclusively through the lens of reported political speech, but one which weaves 

different fragments together (archives, early writings, and published speeches) to reconstruct 

the core-ideas that defined Kenyatta’s political career.   

 

1. A note on Kenyatta’s vocabulary: decolonization and the limits of the 

past 

I pointed out in the introduction that the term “postcolony” still lacks a clear 

definition. It is descriptive (the postcolony corresponds, de facto, to what came after 

colonization) but not qualitative, since no one would read “independence” as a synonym. The 

conceptualization of the term, as well as its antonym, the neocolony, relies on an attempt to 

define the prefixes “post” (what came after and replaced the colony), or “neo” (what negated 

or hindered its transformation). Change is expected, as if it were a historical, and even moral 

necessity. What change meant at the time of independence, as well as for the nationalist 

                                                 

12 I thank Yvan Droz for his helpful insights on this question. 
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leaders, is never fully questioned, however.13  

In Kikuyu historiography, to paraphrase John Lonsdale once again, concepts of time 

and history had always been contested.14 So it was to Kenyatta: history was linear, but could 

be manipulated. Calling for a return to past (Kikuyu) customs, Kenyatta was not looking for 

authenticity. He was looking for moral guidance, which appeared to him as the condition sine 

qua non for political unity.15 Writing Facing Mount Kenya, he nonetheless left unresolved the 

contradictions between his acknowledgement of irreversible colonial disruptions, his striving 

for the respect of past customs, and his urge to adapt so as not to disappear. Many years 

earlier he admonished his Muigwithania readers that they should get prepared, for “Many 

changes are coming... let us go with the tide”, and that Kikuyu should not “desire to 

retrogress”. 16  Kenyatta was a pragmatist: he liked to repeat that there is “no society of 

angels”.17 The moral guidance he was looking for was not about immovable maxims of life.18 

Although Kenyatta’s understanding of decolonization reflected the contradictions of 

his colonial present, he tended, once in power, to portray colonial legacy as irreversible, and 

emphasized that change could only be personal and intimate. Addressing the nation in 1964, 

he called on the population “to erase from our minds all the hatreds and the difficulties of 

those years which now belong to history”.19 This was to be understood in the context of the 

post-Mau Mau war, in which Kenyatta repeatedly urged white and black citizens to forgive 

and forget the past. That did not mean, however, that the past could simply be swept away. As 

Kenyatta carefully reminded his audience, “even with the assistance of miracles, it would be 

impossible to eliminate all past imperfections and injustices, and to meet all modern 

                                                 

13 On the question of change and decolonization see also Prasenjit Duara, “Introduction: The Decolonization of 

Asia and Africa in the Twentieth Century”, in Decolonization. Perspectives From Now and Then, ed. Prasenjit 

Duara (London: Routledge, 2004). 
14 See Lonsdale, “Contest of Time: Kikuyu Historiography, Old and New.” 
15 Kenyatta wrote: “try hard to seek out (trace) the Kikuyu customs that are good and hold on to them firmly, so 

that you may be able to take your stand alongside the customs of the other nation” in Muigwithania, July-August 

1929. Vol. 2. no. 2, Kenya National Archives (KNA), DC/MKS/10B/13/1, Machakos District. I relied on the 

English translation by A. R. Barlow, Church of Scotland lay missionary, and kept Barlow's own hesitations 

regarding the translation, which explains the words in parenthesis (as for the subsequent references). 
16 Muigwithania, May 1929. Vol. 1 no. 12 and December 1928-January 1929 Vol. 1. no.8, DC/MKS/10B/13/1, 

KNA. 
17 Kenyatta, Facing Mount Kenya, 115 and Montagu Slater, The Trial of Jomo Kenyatta (London: Secker & 

Warburg, 1955), 149.  
18 According to John Lonsdale, this quest for moral guidance is crucial to an understanding of Kenyatta's 

political theology: “[the] stereotype of any old peasant, anywhere, may well be true of Kenyatta but misses the 

point. It was the aspiration to eldership which gave moral shape to the Kikuyu peasant world. To find the 

connection between implicit ambition and explicitly creative action, or inaction, remains the challenge” in  

“Jomo Kenyatta, God & the Modern World,” 37.  
19 Jomo Kenyatta, “Kenyatta Day,” 20 October 1964, Suffering Without Bitterness, 241.  
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aspirations and needs, in such a short time. But a great deal has in fact been done.”20  

The term “decolonization” is not to be found in Kenyatta’s early writings, perhaps 

because they were politically oriented, building on oppositions such as colonization versus 

independence. His understanding of Kenya’s independence clearly displayed pessimism: “We 

have nobody else to rely on. Therefore, every contribution counts.”21 Kenyatta often repeated 

that the fruits of independence could only be harvested through work and effort.22 Kenya was 

about to “to break the last links which chained us to a longer past” but “[w]ith the sunrise 

tomorrow, there will be no sudden fulfilment of all our ambitions and needs.”23 He repeatedly 

warned against economic dependency: “we in Kenya see no point in having freed ourselves 

from the shackles of Colonialism, only to find ourselves in economic or political bondage of 

some more subtle kind.”24 Decolonization ought to be, first and foremost, a decolonization of 

the mind:  

 

Countrymen, I want to remind you that we fought for independence to free 

ourselves from foreign rule. Having done so, we must also liberate our minds 

and souls from foreign ideas and thought. In our own country here, Colonial 

mentality persists. I should like you to be vigilant, and to re-dedicate 

yourselves today to building a nation deeply rooted in our own thoughts and 

ideas.25  

 

Decolonization alone could bring no change: one had to work for it.  

Such a vision of decolonization also entailed the idea that no single national leader 

could ever bring change alone. In fact, Kenyatta shared an equally negative understanding of 

heroic figures. His repeated statements that he himself was no hero are countless: “We 

ourselves can save us, but nobody else. […] These are not the words of Kenyatta. God 

Himself told the human race. He said He had closed the door with a lock, and had thrown the 

key into the ocean; that the door would never open again and there would be no more manna 

in the world”; he often repeated that “you must know that Kenyatta alone cannot give you 

                                                 

20 Ibid., 242. 
21 Kenyatta, “Inauguration Ceremony,” Suffering Without Bitterness, 258 
22 Kenyatta, “Independence Day,” 12 December 1963, Suffering Without Bitterness, 216.  
23 Kenyatta, “Farewell to the Governor-General,” 3 January 1964, Suffering Without Bitterness, 250. 
24 “Speech by His Excellency the President at Degree ceremony – Makerere College March 26 1965,” KNA, 

Office of the President, Kenyatta Speeches, KA/4/9.  
25 Kenyatta, “O.A.U. Day,” 25 May 1964, Suffering Without Bitterness, 218.  
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everything.” 26  The postcolony started with an individual and moral commitment. To 

Kenyatta, moral recovery was an individual process, over which the state had no 

responsibility.  

 

2. Kenyatta's pre-independence writings: the family between social 

relations and authority 

In 1929, recalling his amazement at watching the opening of the British Parliament in 

London, Jomo Kenyatta urged his readers to “learn well to trust or rely upon one another 

among your own selves, so that you may be trusted and respected ('feared') by other 

nations.”27 Calling for trust, Kenyatta was not simply pushing for moral and political unity: he 

was establishing trust as the pre-condition for a community to exist. Nevertheless, trust could 

not be institutionalized, just as it could not be given or negotiated: it could, instead, only be 

achieved through self-reliance. During his London years, Kenyatta was as impressed by the 

British art of parliamentary debate, as he was appalled by their readiness to break 

commitments. He hence saw in the colonization of Kikuyu land a crisis of trusteeship.28 For a 

stateless society like the Kikuyus, trust was the key to surviving and maintaining dignity.29 It 

was not just a functional ornament of social relationships: it drew the boundaries of inclusion 

and exclusion in a community. As such, Kenyatta had to define social cohesion and authority 

in ways that mutual trust would not be impaired. This was a tricky task, for the Kikuyu moral 

economy rested, primarily, on the supremacy of individual achievement.  

Kenyatta was confronted with a problem that haunted Kikuyu politics: how to define 

an (individual) authority that would not weaken mutual (and collective) trust?30 He took great 

pains to situate individualism in a larger reflection on social cohesion. To him, individualism 

erected as a social and behavioural maxim was without doubt a product of colonial decadence. 

With the publication of Facing Mount Kenya, his academic supervisor, the social 

anthropologist Bronislaw Malinowski, reflected he “might have been tempted to advise the 

writer to be more careful in using such antitheses as ‘collective’ vs. ‘individual,’ in 

contrasting the native outlook as ‘essentially social’ to the European as 'essentially 

                                                 

26 Kenyatta, “Independence Day (1963),” Suffering Without Bitterness, 216 and 217. 
27 Quoted in Muigwithania, July-August 1929, Vol. 2, Nr. 2, p. 8, KNA, DC/MKS/10B/13/1. 
28 John Lonsdale, “Ornamental Constitutionalism in Africa: Kenyatta and the Two Queens,” The Journal of 

Imperial and Commonwealth History 34, no. 1 (2006): 87–103.  
29 Ibid. 
30 Lonsdale, “The Moral Economy of Mau Mau, Wealth, Poverty and Civic Virtue in Kikuyu Political Thought,” 

400. 
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personal.'”31 In Kikuyu society, Kenyatta explained, individuality was subsumed under “three 

governing principles”: the family group (mbari, or nyomba), the clan (moherega), and the 

age-grading system (riika).32 At the same time, individuals were the ultimate owners of land. 

That did not entail, however, any right to claim authoritative status.33 Kenyatta was endorsing 

a specific trait of Kikuyu thought that Lonsdale described as “possessive individualism in the 

service of the community”.34 This was carefully underlined throughout Kenyatta’s thesis: 

individual land ownership should not be confused with individual right over land. No 

individuality could express itself outside of tribal authorities, namely the authority of the 

council of elders (kiama), and this was paramount, to ensure that the well-being of the family 

(once the individual owner has built a family) is not jeopardized.35 Translated in the politics 

of the time, individual ownership was necessary to protect the rights of a minority, the 

Kikuyu, against the white settlers. But the elders’ supreme right and discretionary control 

over land ownership (that traditional authority Kenyatta was competing for) had to be 

safeguarded.36  

Kenyatta further substantiated his distinction between individual and tribal authority. 

He not only denied individual rights, but condemned individualist behaviour. As he 

explained: “Let each person take his own road, that is the way by which we shall lose (throw 

away) our country.” 37  A year earlier, in 1928, he implored his Muigwithania readers to 

“remember that 'Members of the same family do not lose their identity'.”38 Society could only 

survive through the household, and individual property through the family. A prosperous 

society was a prosperous family, itself the guardian of a prosperous land. Society, family and 

                                                 

31 Bronislaw Malinowski, “Introduction”, in Kenyatta: Facing Mount Kenya, p. xi. Bronislaw Malinowki taught 

anthropology in the United Kingdom (London School of Economics) and in the United State. He was the 

founder and defender of anthropological functionalism, which considers society as a living organism, where 

social relationships are regulated by institutions; each institution playing a particular function that maintains 

society as a coherent body. Functionalism aims at uncovering regular patters of behaviours, while myths and 

beliefs are seen as malleable and changing ornaments. 
32 Kenyatta, Facing Mount Kenya, 1-2. 
33 Ibid., 21-22, 98. On Kikuyu culture and individualism, see Droz, Migrations Kikuyus, 154 and “L’Ethos Du 

Mûramati Kikuyu: Schème Migratoire, Différenciation Sociale et Individualisation Au Kenya,” Anthropos 95, 

no. 1 (2000): 87–98. 
34 Lonsdale, “The Moral Economy of Mau Mau, Wealth, Poverty and Civic Virtue in Kikuyu Political Thought,” 

374. 
35 Kenyatta, Facing Mount Kenya, 31. 
36 Lonsdale, “The Moral Economy of Mau Mau, Wealth, Poverty and Civic Virtue in Kikuyu Political Thought,” 

376. See also Fr. C. Cagnolo, The Agĩkũyũ: Their Customs, Traditions and Folklore (Nairobi: Wisdom Graphic 

Place, 2006). 
37 Kenyatta, “Our Land,” in: Muigwithania, May 1929, Vol. 1, Nr. 12, KNA, DC/MKS/10B/13/1. 
38 Kenyatta: “Let us agree among ourselves and exalt the Kikuyu,” Muigwithania, November 1928, Vol. 1, Nr. 7, 

KNA, DC/MKS/10B/13/1. 
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land depended on each other.39 Only the nature and source of authority was left to be defined. 

To do so, Kenyatta distinguished ownership from use of land: he drew a line between private 

ownership and collective boundaries. More significantly, he distinguished the family both 

from the collectivity and from the tribe.  

He stressed that the family, vested with land rights, would ultimately prevail over the 

collectivity, which only demarcated territorial boundaries.40  A collectivity embodying the 

general good, yet made up of atomized voices, was a European invention; it had no relevance 

when deciding over land issues. Kenyatta set the family apart from the tribe: “the Gikuyu 

system of land tenure was never tribal tenure, nor was there any customary law which gave 

any particular chief or group of chiefs any power over lands other than the lands of their own 

family groups.”41 There could be no collectivity further than the supreme authority of the 

family: “Realise that there is nothing equal to a man’s home, for it is it that leads him (i.e. 

actuates, impels him?) and is also his base” he wrote in Muigwhitania. Only the family could 

be the fertile soil of political and economic social relations. Furthermore, it only could ensure 

trust among individuals by providing trust within society, in contrast to European commerce, 

which “serve[s the] interest of their party which rob all the other [sic].”42 Kenyatta contrasted 

the cohesion of Gikuyu customs with the Europeans’ “good jobs and good money”.43 He 

warned that the “time of being helped is coming to end”, for were a man to leave his good 

job, he would be left with unreliable friends quick to forget the glory of his past. His ancestry 

too would fade away, and “HE WILL BE REDUCED TO EATING THE VERY SKIN OF 

HIS BODY”.44 Individual autonomy and dignity relied on home and land. Writing My People 

Kikuyu, Kenyatta insisted: “[a] good name, rather than material reward, was what every 

warrior looked for.”45 Trust was an internal and almost intimate process that no alien or 

superseding social or authoritative structure other than the family could ensure.  

Accession to independence, together with the formation of a Kenyan independent state 

                                                 

39 For detailed anthropological studies of the relationship between land and generational organization see A.-M. 
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challenged the boundaries of Kenyatta’s political imagination: what, and who was to be the 

“family” in a postcolonial Kenyan nation? Furthermore, could the language of Kikuyu ethos 

and morality speak for all? Becoming president, Kenyatta met the difficult task of enlarging, 

without diminishing, his Kikuyu thought.  

 

3. From precolonial Kikuyu moral debate to the Kenyan nation 

Kenyatta’s distrust of individuals proved to be an enduring political dynamic that 

survived after independence. British High Commissioner and friend Malcolm MacDonald 

wrote to the new president in 1964: “I know that you think (quite rightly) that individuals are 

unimportant [...]” and “[...] agree with you about the unimportance of individuals – except for 

the rare few, and Mzee Jomo Kenyatta is one of those few.”46 We touch here on an important 

aspect of Kenyatta’s political imagination: politics are not a matter of individuals; they are a 

matter of families. In other words, individuals alone, i.e. isolated from tribal institutions, have 

no power or any political relevance. Trust too remained a relevant feature of his speeches. 

Speaking at a KANU seminar on 29 June 1962, not even a year after his release from 

restriction, he bluntly denounced corrupt political behaviour: “If a person can buy another, he 

too can be bought. If a person can offer himself to be bought by a leader, he is no better than a 

prostitute and cannot be trusted.”47 Trust had to remain rooted in a moral community. 

The accession to independence nonetheless challenged the boundaries of his imagined 

moral community. It forced him to readjust the scope of his discourse to the now independent 

Kenyan state, and to adopt the nationalist vocabulary of the time, largely dominated by 

notions that accompanied African decolonization, such as African socialism, African culture 

and traditions, parliamentary democracy, or even human rights. 48  Kenyatta knew this 

vocabulary, since he participated in the Fifth Pan-African congress of 1945 in Manchester, 

and visited Comintern school in Russia. Although his commitment to and interest in Pan-

Africanism remains poorly studied, he made no secret of his stance against communism and 

socialism, ideologies he thought negated the tribal past he valued.49  
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Therefore, Kenyatta did use, more or less willingly, Africanist notions, though 

systematically connecting them to his earlier writings on Kikuyu history. Speaking in 1964 

about the one-party system, he acknowledged the rising “momentum” of “Africanism” but 

was keen on distinguishing his own understanding from those for whom “Africanism means 

negritude.”50 As he explained, 

 

I submit that the Africanism to which we aspire in this country is the 

Africanism which combines the best from the past, present and future: the 

Africanism which seeks to fulfil what our people want to be, to do and to have. 

Indeed, this is the Africanism to which I dedicated my book [...] in my early 

days in the political field, when I said that: ‘The dead, the living and the 

unborn will unite to rebuild the destroyed shrines’.51 

 

This definition directly echoed Facing Mount Kenya. The connection with his earlier writings 

is all the more obvious when it comes to land and tribal issues. During the 1964 independence 

celebrations, Kenyatta reasserted that land was not only the “greatest asset” for economic 

development in Kenya, but also ensured “our survival and salvation.” 52  Although he 

reaffirmed that “all tribal land is entrenched in the tribal authority”, he quickly added that the 

tribe should not replace the state, for “[a]t no time did the African tribes, or groups of tribes, 

see the State in the same way as the Greek City States. At no time did African tribes see 

themselves as tinpot ‘nations’.”53 In fact, Kenyatta invoked an “African” past that was just as 

malleable as it was in Facing Mount Kenya, and that was tailored, once again, to serve his 

own political interests.54  

The glow of the precolonial past could mask, justify or decry, depending on 

convenience, the contradictions of a postcolonial Kenyan nation. One contradiction that had 

to be tackled at independence was the breach between the freedom fighters (ex-Mau Mau) and 

the loyalists. Kenyatta’s calls to “forget and forgive” the past have been widely noted by 

historians, who pointed out that this was a convenient strategy to conceal his ambiguous 
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relationship to the Mau Mau movement, while subsuming the freedom fighters’ cause in the 

larger struggle for independence.55 Forgetting the past was justified by the need for national 

unity: “all [a long history of setbacks and sufferings, of failure and humiliation] can be 

forgotten, when its outcome is the foundation on which a future can be built.”56  

Nevertheless, Kenyatta’s notion of unity was as instrumental as it was confused, 

especially when it came to situating tribalism within the new nation. On the one hand, 

Kenyatta claimed that unity depended on the constant dedication to nation-building: “Whether 

this age of African opportunity becomes in fact the age of African achievement, depends on 

how we move, as one united team, towards a common goal.”57 Consequently, he vilified 

tribalism: “unity cannot be taken for granted. [...] There are some people who remain tribalists 

at heart, and who regard unity as their enemy.”58 On the other hand, unity did not dethrone 

tribalism. Instead, Kenyatta juggled with concepts. He was quick to admit that the colonial 

past could not be wiped away – just as he had done in Facing Mount Kenya, certainly because 

he knew the colonizers were part of his audience. He acknowledged that tribal politics 

mattered, under the cover of a culturalist argument: “Every man has the right to take a pride 

and interest in his tribe – its history, its culture and its customs.”59 He appealed for tribal 

feeling clothed in terms of a more democratic representation. 60  Yet again, when tribal 

animosities risked damaging his politics, he argued for unity. An “aide mémoire” preparing 

his forthcoming tour of Western province in April 1964 advised him: 

 

[...] Western Region people consider themselves neglected by government. 

They urge redistribution of portfolios to give them an additional Minister. Your 

underlying theme, therefore, might be on UNITY, and that the strength of the 

State and Government depends on the loyalty of the people to their laws and 

respect for Human Rights and property.61 
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Kenyatta was taking advantage of the unsettled status of African traditions in a newly 

established republican context (Kenya became a republic in December 1964; see chapter 3 for 

further details). Nevertheless, his use of concepts foreign to his own lexicon barely concealed 

patchy rhetorical constructions. 

Given the sensitive and divisive nature of the issue of tribalism, Kenyatta used 

culturalist arguments to legitimate the remnants of tribal politics in the new, decolonized state 

institutions. Setting aside his assertion that tribes should not be states, he compared Kenya’s 

state institutions to tribal authorities. The parliament “must give full modern expression to the 

traditional African custom, by serving as the place where the Elders and the spokesmen of the 

people are expected and enabled to confer.”62 When it came to the justification of the one-

party state in 1964, he argued that just as tribes had, from time immemorial, united against 

crises, the tribal council “was at once a Government and an expression of the very personality 

of each and every citizen.” 63  The connection between tribal council and the state was 

“justified on the grounds that only therein could people find peace and security.”64  

The frontiers between the nation and the tribe were fuzzy, and Kenyatta was, once 

again, at pains to reconcile ancestral tribes with the modern nation. Picking up on the en 

vogue concept of “ujamaa” (“familyhood” in Swahili, “sharing” by extension) popularized by 

the Tanzanian president Julius Nyerere, Kenyatta barely clarified the distinction, asserting 

“we have our own concept of Ujamaa, springing from our own culture here.”65 This was 

vague enough a formulation for Kenyatta to publicly hint at his anti-socialist feelings.66 

Nevertheless, at a time when African socialism was defined through its neo-colonial 

antithesis, liberal capitalism, Kenyatta could not politically afford not to take a position on 

this issue. Confronted with the accusation that his “African socialism” meant nothing at all, 

Kenyatta replied: “The essential of our African socialism can be defined as inspiration. We 

are seeking to inspire dedication, not in pursuit of an ideology or in search for power, but for 

the welfare of humanity.”67 

Kenyatta had never been a man of ideology, and the political consequences of his 
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insistence on values must be seriously explored. He was part of a movement of moral re-

foundation that was not limited to Kikuyu politics. At the time of his encounter with 

Bronislaw Malinowski, indeed, colonial doctrine was undergoing change, becoming 

increasingly self-reflective as well as more critical. Colonial administrators, with the help of 

anthropologists who saw an opportunity to promote their own research agenda, started to 

rethink colonization, its progress, its techniques and its legitimacy. This “second 

colonization” aimed at rationalizing and modernizing colonization by fostering scientific 

knowledge, and promoting, as a result, “a colonial science”. 68  Yet this science was no 

ideology, entailing too moralizing a discourse. Moral virtues occupied a special place in 

Kenyatta’s speeches. Comparing the notes prepared for his speeches, generally by an assistant 

minister or the attorney general, with the publicly delivered version, they were almost his 

personal signature. Just as he had done in Facing Mount Kenya, he continued to warn against 

the pervasiveness of “colonial mentality” and advised people “to be vigilant, and to re-

dedicate yourselves today to building a nation deeply rooted in our own thoughts and ideas 

[so as to preserve] in many arts the African traditional forms and culture.”69  

Making politics an affair of civic virtue, law and order became a matter of individual 

behaviour – not of collective action. Kenyatta’s definitions of political loyalty and obedience 

to state authority were confined to the cradle of moral virtues; more precisely, to the family. 

Addressing administrative officers in March 1965, the president did not mince his words: 

“Those of you who fail to give your best are not only betraying yourselves and a shame to 

your families, but you are also failing in the trust which I as Head of the Republic of Kenya 

have placed in you.”70 Loyalty was invoked whenever law and order mattered, especially 

when it was about joining opposition, and thus abandoning “past loyalty to Kenya 

nationalism.”71 Moral virtues set the ultimate boundary between individuals and the state. 

Kenyatta expressed this clearly during the 1964 republican celebration: “All of us must 
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safeguard the integrity of our State. And we must look on law and order not just as an 

institution of society, or a code of behaviour, but as the outward image of our self-respect.”72 

The society Kenyatta defended was certainly not a nation (i.e. a collectivity not only defined 

by its belonging to the same territory, but by a notion of ruling for all), yet not a tribe either. 73 

It was, instead, inherently atomized, and made up of individuals his state authority had no 

intent to unite, as we will now see. 

 

4. Postcolonial Kenya: virtue for all, state for no one? 

Following Lonsdale’s observation that Kenyatta imagined himself as a Kikuyu elder, 

that his authority was not at all an authority for all, and ended where others’ “moral 

equivalence” began, I argue that Kenyatta never considered authority (and, by extension, the 

state) as an instrument of social change. 74  His conception of authority, his authority as 

president, did not extend beyond the realm of security, law and order. Far from 

conceptualizing a strong state, it was, in fact, a minimal state. He repeated several times “you 

must know that Kenyatta alone cannot give you everything. All things we must do together.” 

On the eve of independence, setting aside his previous attraction to British parliamentarism 

(see chapter 3 for further explanation), he asserted that the state could not be accountable to 

its citizens: “We reject a blueprint of the Western model of a two-Party system of 

Government because we do not subscribe to the notion of the Government and the governed 

being in opposition to one another, the one clamouring for duties and the other crying out for 

rights.”75 Rather, building on the Kikuyu ethos of “self-accomplishment”, according to which 

individuals ought to seek their own means to fulfil their own lives and achievements, i.e. to 

become adults, he asserted: “It is [...] the responsibility of each individual to ensure that he 

grows up into a person who can fit into his national society, thereby living contentedly with 

his fellow human beings.”76 Authority, state and society were bound less by a traditionalist 

than a functionalist conception of community making, inspired, perhaps, by his 
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anthropological studies with Malinowski, where social cohesion comes first, myth and history 

second; at the same time, it was bound to a conservative and static understanding of the rule 

of law.77 

Kenyatta placed the Kikuyu principle of personal accomplishment at the basis of state 

building in Kenya, and exalted it in virtually all his post-independence speeches. In line with 

his contempt for communist values, and his ideal of a self-regulated society, he considered 

“self-help” (or self-mastery) as the cement of social order. Heading to London for the last 

independence conference in 1963, he carefully reasserted the supremacy of land property right 

– a principle that quickly became the crux of the politics of independence – in front of an 

audience of Kenyan businessmen crowded into Nairobi City Hall. He explained that if the 

state was to protect property, at no point did it mean nationalization: “You must not interpret 

my remarks as implying nationalisation. We consider that nationalisation will not serve to 

advance the cause of African socialism.”78 He continued the line he had always taken since 

the early days of his political commitment: the supremacy of land property and the necessity 

to work for it. In the same speech on economic policy, he stated that 

 

[t]he land is the place where the ordinary man and woman can do most to build 

the nation. When one farmer increases his cultivations and improves his farm 

by harder work, it is a personal achievement. When ten thousand farmers 

follow his example, it becomes a national achievement.79 

 

It was only successful business, itself closely depending on working the land, that could lead 

to successful nation building. All the state could and ought to do, was to enable “individual 

men and women” (Kenyatta rarely referred to these individuals as citizens) to “[exercise] their 

personal initiative and for the fulfilment of their individual ambitions.”80 

Kenyatta transferred, or rather enlarged, the Kikuyu principle of possessive 

individualism (which should not be simply reduced to western conceptions of individual 

liberalism), the same individualism he praised in Facing Mount Kenya, to the new Kenyan 

republic. Individual undertaking (self-help) alone could lead to individual achievement (the 
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ethos of the mûramati). Speaking to the Kenyan youth in 1966, he summarized this position: 

“Not everybody can reach the top of his profession and not everybody can enter the 

profession of his choice. […] There is work in Kenya for all, but you must go out and seek 

it.”81 The solution to unemployment depended “equally on the efforts of the many thousands 

of our countrymen whose livelihood comes from the land.”82 Already in December 1964, he 

had stated: “Do your work honestly and well. For the State’s obligation to you is no greater 

than your obligation to your fellow-men.”83 Yet, Kenyatta did not necessarily reduce his 

expectations on the state. Instead, possessive individualism materialized as his prime concern: 

the protection of land ownership and property by the new state. No matter whether he spoke 

of human rights, or concepts related to African socialism, at no point did national expectations 

supersede his Kikuyu ethics. The state was meant to protect the integrity of property, not to 

create new opportunities. Therefore, any attack against property was an attack against the 

state. In a speech celebrating the birth of the Republic of Kenya, the notions of property and 

crime were barely masked by the ornamental, internationally acceptable expressions of 

“human rights” and “unlawfulness”: 

 

We must gear ourselves to a fundamental belief in individual human rights, as 

the basis of respect. And this respect must be extended, beyond what a man is 

or what he does, to what he owns and cherishes. Without respect for property, 

security of property, chaos can swiftly come to any State.  […] We are all 

moving now towards a common goal. We need, therefore, respect for a new 

social conscience, in which the criminal is not just a candidate for punishment 

or pity, but a traitor to our purpose and an object of scorn.84 

 

The state being an instrument of control, self-accomplishment could only be achieved outside 

of the realm of authority and power: at the margins of the state. At no point was self-

accomplishment a state ideology. 

Kenyatta considered community making through the state as impractical and 

illusionary: since communal sense did not exist outside the individual, no authority could 
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foster and protect it.85 The state was at best “in the hearts and spirit of the people”.86 The spiel 

of virtues for all, yet state for no one, was adapted to all government’s politics. As for 

concrete development issues, such as land possession and agriculture: it was “not the intention 

of government to go on pumping money indefinitely into large scale farmers in this area if 

these farmers do not follow the rules of good husbandry and the advice of the extension 

staff.”87 Banks could not “make something out of nothing and the government cannot by 

order, or ‘fiat’ grant to a printed piece of paper a value independent of the backing which it 

possesses”. 88  (Although these lines may sound like colonial officialdom, Kenyatta was 

praising the indigenous communal organization known as “self-help” or “Harambee”, 

literally “let's pull together” in Swahili.) Individuals should obey state legislation – “there is 

no hope in our country if individuals take upon themselves to grab land” – and yet “it should 

be made clear to everyone that we will not be able to give everyone land.”89 

 

5. Back to the family 

Kenyatta’s vision of leadership was ingrained in the domestic realm of the family. He 

is often remembered for the cutting question he asked his Kikuyu opponent, former Mau Mau,  

and socialist politician Bildad Kaggia: “what have you done for yourself?”, when he publicly 

emphasized that building a large house, together with a large family, was the primordial aim 

for a self-respecting man.90 I wish to push the argument further, and show how he connected 

the politics of the state to the family household. To begin with, Kenyatta portrayed the good 

politician as a good farmer:  
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I work during the day, and then after work I go home to my shamba and have a 

look at my bananas, potatoes, poultry and other things. If you elect somebody 

who spends all his time in Nairobi doing nothing: what good is that? What does 

such a person – whether an M. P. or a City Councillor or a KANU official – 

show us he is doing back at his home and in his shamba, where his parents are? 

Of what use is it roaming about in Nairobi in bars and hotels? This only brings 

poverty and prostitution in this country. Many of you write letters blaming the 

women, saying that these women prostitutes are spoiling Nairobi, but you do 

not tell the truth. It is the men who are prostitutes.91 

 

His denunciation of the decadence of urban life adds a substantial nuance to the equation 

made between the ability to lead and the ability to farm. Kenyatta disliked town life, in 

particular in Nairobi, which he saw as a place of strangers, alienating Africans from their 

traditional way of life; once president, he even refused to sleep in the Nairobi state house 

which he believed was haunted by ghosts.92 More significant perhaps is his suggestion that 

town life not only led to women’s prostitution, but that prostitution could contaminate men 

living in the city too. Hence, a detribalized town life would strip men of their manliness: 

leaving “land unattended” entailed an “attitude […] not only negative, but [which] promotes 

biggest waste in Kenya today”, and was a “disgrace to […] manhood and to our society.”93  

Hence the rural family order protected manliness, as well as men’s ability to lead.  

Kenyatta was rooting the ability to lead not only in a milieu characteristic of 

traditional tribal life, but also in a patriarchal vision of political hierarchies and moral values. 

The male individual only could be both a family man and a man of power. His conception of 

women was as much inspired by Kikuyu mythical history as by colonial politics. The 

fundamental myth of the birth of the Kikuyu tribe that he recalled in the first chapter of 
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Facing Mount Kenya suggested that women are unfit for leadership.94 Instead, women ought 

to fertilize the tribe, ensuring the “bond of kinship” and ensuring the physical and 

psychological wellbeing of the family.95 The association of women and fertility must be read 

in a longer perspective, passed on from pre-colonial to colonial history, and which Lynn 

Thomas described as “the politics of the womb”, where women are confined to being non-

political agents both within and outside the household.96 At no point during his political 

career did Kenyatta challenge this patriarchal conception of the family, or the masculine 

definition of authority. 97 

Finally, by comparing state building to farming, Kenyatta set up the family not only as 

the ultimate social basis of the state itself, but as the ultimate frontier his leadership could not 

cross: “I am prepared to serve you with the life which is still left in me. I have not come to 

rule you so as to tell anyone do this and do that”, he would tell his welcoming crowd in 

1946.98 After independence, and advocating the politics of Harambee, he repeatedly insisted: 

“[...] you must know that Kenyatta alone cannot give you everything.”99 The rhetoric of 

governing oneself, deep-rooted in the household, was elevated to the realm of state-building:  

 

I tell you this: nation building is not a matter of having money to employ, or of 

having authority to wield. It is a matter of patriotism and pride. In your work, 

whatever this is, and in your homes and in your districts, the smallest efforts to 

build and to improve are most important.100 

 

Family was a Janus-faced concept. On the one hand, it demarcated acceptable social 

behaviour, by safeguarding the sanctity of ownership of land, and of the owners. It 

                                                 

94 Kenyatta, Facing Mount Kenya, 3-8. 
95 Kenyatta, Facing Mount Kenya, 13-14. 
96 Kenyatta’s conception of women was as much inspired by Kikuyu mythical history as by colonial politics.  

The fundamental myth of the birth of the Kikuyu tribe suggest that women are unfit for leadership. (Facing 

Mount Kenya, 3-8) At the same time, Kenyatta insists throughout his dissertation that the household, although 

dominated by male authority, lies in women’s ability to reproduce and fertilize the tribe. This reading of women 

and fertility is to be read in a longer perspective of what Lynn Thomas has called “the politics of the womb”, 

which raise particular awareness of how the apparent confinement of women as non-political agents is in fact 

embedded in the conceptualization of hierarchy, whether oligarchical or patriarchal, within or outside the 

household. See Lynn Thomas, Politics of the Womb: Women, Reproduction, and the State in Kenya (Berkeley: 

University of California Press, 2003).  
97 See the conclusion for a discussion on the absence of women throughout Kenyatta’s presidential rule.  
98 John Lonsdale, “Henry Muoria, Public Moralist,” in Writing for Kenya: The Life and Works of Henry Muoria, 

ed. Wangari Muoria-Sal et al. (Leiden: Brill, 2009), 279. 
99 Kenyatta, Suffering Without Bitterness, 217. 
100 Ibid., 258; see also 273, 287, 347. 
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encompassed two opposite forces, individualism and tribalism. It restricted individuals from 

thinking that individual achievements would give them the right to have “authority to wield”. 

And it was erected as the antithesis of tribalism, which, for the reasons previously explained, 

Kenyatta never considered a self-sufficient right to authority. At no point, however, was the 

concept of family in conflict with individualism and tribalism – or ethnicity. Ethnicity would 

remain the guiding strength from which Kenyans had to “[learn] how to master themselves in 

modern times”, the only force to prove “that Kenya was a moral community precisely because 

its people were not detribalized.”101 But family boundaries set the boundaries of the state and 

of authority, as a state could never replace the people’s duty to rule their own lives.102 

However, the boundaries of the family were unclear, both in theory and in practice. In 

Facing Mount Kenyatta, the definition of the family was fuzzy and imprecise, perhaps 

because the family was, at that time already, a new concept in a new environment. As a result 

of the colonization of the fertile White Highlands, shortage of land hindered the formation of 

new and large mbari (clans) that had structured precolonial Kikuyu society, and these were 

thus reduced to the patrimonial families that could afford to acquire and cultivate land. 

Kikuyu society did not disappear, but disintegrated. Its basic unit shrank, and its ideal became 

democratized: the mûramati, the Kikuyu accomplished man, owner of land and family, a man 

aspiring to leadership, was no longer subjected to the authority of the mbari, the clan. With 

the disintegration of clanship, the nuclear family took over the control and regulation of social 

relations.103  In Facing Mount Kenya, Kenyatta described this transformation, yet without 

being able to solve the internal contradictions it posed to his Kikuyu history. At that time, his 

aim was to revive the ethos of personal accomplishment, while he himself aspired to be 

recognized as a mûramati, as the legitimate leader of his “clan”.104 He associated the family 

group with the mbari, literally the lineage or extended family, and gave a rather minimalist 

definition: the family “brings together all those who are related by blood; namely a man, his 

wife or wives and children and also their grand- and great-grandchildren.”105 This was a 

surprising definition, for Kikuyu society was regulated by rituals; not by blood ties.106 

From a more practical point of view, Kenyatta took great care to marry into an 

                                                 

101 Lonsdale, “Jomo Kenyatta, God & the Modern World,” 51. 
102 On the tension between state and ethnicity see John Lonsdale, “KAU’s Cultures: Imaginations of Community 

and Constructions of Leadership in Kenya after the Second World War,” Journal of African Cultural Studies 13, 

no. 1 (2000): 121. 
103 Droz, Migrations Kikuyus, 117. 
104 See Lonsdale, “Jomo Kenyatta, God & the Modern World.” 
105 Kenyatta, Facing Mount Kenya, 1.  
106 See Peatrik, “Un Système Composite.”  
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influential Kikuyu family, especially once he returned to Kenya in 1946, seven years after the 

publication of Facing Mount Kenya. Before then, he had married twice, first in 1920 Wahu, 

who was from Kiambu and with whom he had two children, Peter Muigai Kenyatta and 

Margaret Wambui Kenyatta; then in 1942 when living in Great-Britain where he married 

Edna Clarke who bore him one son, Peter Magana Kenyatta.107 In 1946, Kenyatta married the 

daughter of the powerful senior chief Koinange, Grace Wajiku: this was a political act that 

linked him to a powerful Kikuyu clan and enabled him to claim to be a Kikuyu elder. 108 At 

the same time, he became brother-in-law to his long time comrade and later powerful minister 

Mbiyu Koinange. Grace Wanjiku died while giving birth to their daughter, Jane Wambui 

Kenyatta. Kenyatta then married his fourth wife, Ngina Kenyatta, better known as “Mama 

Ngina”, in 1952. Ngina was the daughter of senior Chief Muhoho in Kenyatta’s birthplace, 

Ngenda, and this marriage secured another alliance with a trustee of a clan.109 They had four 

children: Christine Wambui-Pratt, Uhuru Muigai Kenyatta, Nyokabi Muthama (born 

Kenyatta) and Muhoho Kenyatta. 

Kenyatta’s authority had been, from the early stage of his political career, deep-rooted 

in a Kikuyu system of power on which he continued to rely once he became president. More 

important, however, was the fact that his closest collaborators originated from the Kiambu 

district, a pattern that led political analysts to talk about the government of a “Kiambu 

mafia”.110 Among them were, to mention but a few, the attorney Charles Njonjo (the son of 

the former colonial chief Josiah Njonjo), the minister of finance James Gichuru (Kenyatta’s 

brother in law), and the minister of defence, Njoroge Mungai (Kenyatta’s cousin and personal 

physician).111  Similarly, most of the provincial commissioners, heads of major parastatal 

                                                 

107 On Kenyatta’s marriages see Jeremy Murray-Brown, Kenyatta (London: George Allen & Unwin Ldt, 1972), 

79, 213-214, 229-232 247.  
108 Murray-Brown, Kenyatta, 229-232 and Kershaw, Mau Mau From Below, 199. 
109 Murray-Brown, Kenyatta, 247 and John Lonsdale, “The Moral Economy of Mau Mau, Wealth, Poverty and 

Civic Virtue in Kikuyu Political Thought,” 272. 
110On Kenyatta's first marriages, see Murray-Brown, Kenyatta. For insights on the notion of “mafia” state and 

contemporary Kenyan politics, see Michaela Wrong, It’s Our Turn to Eat: The Story of a Kenyan Whistle 

Blower (London: Fourth Estate, 2009). On the politics of the chiefs see Marshall S. Clough, Fighting Two Sides: 

Kenyan Chiefs and Politicians, 1918-1940 (Niwott: University Press of Colorado, 1990). 
111  On the moral legitimacy provided by the association with former chiefs see David W. Throup, “The 

Construction and Deconstruction of the Kenyatta State,” in The Political Economy of Kenya, ed. Michael G. 

Schatzberg (New-York: Praeger, 1987), 33–75. Njonjo, Mbiyu Koinange and Mungai were referred in 1969 as 
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even Kenyatta.” By 1969, 30% of Kenyatta's cabinet was Kikuyu; in 1964, the president, the attorney general, 

the foreign minister, the defence minister, the finance minister, the commissioner of police, as well as the elite 

presidential guard, Mr Bernard Njinu and his bodyguard Wanyoike Thungu were all from Kiambu, to mention 

only these few. Furthermore “nine of the twenty-two permanent secretaryships [of the Civil Service, on which 

Kenyatta heavily relied to rule the country], four of the then seven [Provincial Commissioners] also [were] of the 
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institutions, as well as top police officers were Kikuyu, and all either from Kiambu or Nyeri 

district.112 James Gichuru is said to have commented that: “It is not by accident that Kiambu 

was made the seat of power, it is not that they like it, it is because the god of the Kikuyu 

decided that Kiambu would be the head, Murang’a the stomach and Nyeri the legs.”113 

Kenyatta’s preference for Kiambu-based loyalties puts into perspective his 

understanding of the family as a political unit more viable than the tribe as a whole. The 

nuance shows that although Kikuyu identity was a crucial ingredient in enhancing his 

legitimacy, it was not sufficient, in a disrupted colonized world, for him to impose his 

political authority. Colonization had put a stop on one of the key elements of identity of the 

Kikuyu tribe, that is to say the notion of a dynamic frontier, by means of the acquisition and 

cultivation of new areas of land.114 By preventing Kikuyu expansion not only in Central 

province but in the fertile land of the Rift Valley, colonization created and reinforced 

disparities within the tribe. 115  At the same time, integration into the colonial economy 

heightened both economic disparities and political schisms within the Kikuyu tribe.116 As the 

district closest to Nairobi, Kiambu benefited from the socio-economic modernization of the 

capital.117 Regarding the burning land issue which set ablaze growing masses of disgruntled 

landless and squatters in other Kikuyu districts (in particular Nyeri and Fort Hall, today’s 

Murang’a), a more landed and wealthy class developed in Kiambu, thus limiting the influence 

of radical politicians in the district.118 Such conservative history may explain why most of the 

moderate politicians from the Kenya African Union (which Kenyatta would come to chair in 

                                                                                                                                                         

same tribe.” Both quotes are from M. Tamarkin, “The Roots of Political Stability in Kenya,” African Affairs 77, 
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1947) came from Kiambu district.119  

The historical depth of these district rivalries may also explain why Kenyatta avoided 

speaking for the tribe as whole, but rather in favour of a family rooted in land, bound by 

shared moral virtues, and where blood ties mattered less than the community of interests.120 

Significantly, it is difficult to draw a clear line between Kenyatta’s biological and political 

family, given the marital, political and business alliances that tied his relatives and political 

collaborators before and after independence – see chapter 6 for further insights into 

Kenyatta’s economic empire. In the end, the attempt to define Kenyatta’s family brings us 

back to his intellectual training in functionalist anthropology with Bronislaw Malinowski: 

family matters as a functional organ of society, not as an essential social body. Such a 

definition was best suited to adapt to the political, social and economic disruptions caused by 

colonization. We may see, however, Kenyatta’s notion of family as maintaining, rather than 

reinventing, the colonial pattern of “small-peasant farming on an individual basis”.121 We 

must remember, as Robert Buijtenhuis underlined, that Kenyatta had never been an economic 

nationalist.122  He never questioned the colonial economic legacy, but continued it, as the next 

chapters will show. In fact, he might have seen the preservation of the colonial economic 

legacy as the only way to preserve (Kiambu) Kikuyu self-mastery as well as land 

ownership.123 

 

Conclusion 

My argument can be summarized as follows. Kenyatta’s post-independence speeches 

were clearly inspired by his earlier writings. Although deeply embedded in politics, they 

revealed a model of society and authority that Kenyatta established and defended. He did not 

believe in community building, because he saw individual interests as paramount. Neither did 

he believe that individuals could wield authority alone. He liked to repeat that nothing is free, 

that people must work for themselves and should not expect any help from the state. 

Therefore, his conception of authority as state leader was confined to law and security: at no 
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point was it an instrument of social transformation. By the same token, his moral authority 

remained rooted in the moral economy of the family.  

Kenyatta was no nationalist thinker, and never reflected on non-Kikuyu tribes; yet 

neither was he a tribalist thinker, as he always avoided speaking for the tribe per se. Those 

who saw in him a tribalist failed to acknowledge the emphasis he put on the “family”. 

Kenyatta was, above all, a mûramati, a family man; and, to accomplish himself, a man of 

power. Being Kikuyu, Kenyatta acted within a particular cultural frame: that of Kikuyu 

society, which shaped him profoundly, although his political imagination was augmented by 

the Western influences he experienced both in Kenya and abroad. Kikuyu ethnicity provided a 

necessary language to forge political loyalties, but we must take his denunciation of tribalism 

seriously. 124 Important as Kikuyu culture was to his personal development and his political 

imagination, we should not forget that Kikuyu moral economy was constantly negotiated and 

underwent profound changes in Kenyatta’s lifetime, in particular after independence, where 

he was confronted with the necessity of building viable alliances in which ethnicity was no 

longer the sole ingredient for building power.125 
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Chapter 2. From prison to party leader, an ambiguous 

ascension (1958-1961) 
 

Introduction 

In this chapter, I show that the emergence of Kenyatta as the “father of the nation” 

must be read at two deeply enmeshed levels of analysis. Firstly, his name emerged as the 

slogan of a political campaign launched by the Luo politician Odinga Oginga, who was later 

joined by KANU leaders. Together, they called for his release from jail so as to discredit their 

KADU adversaries.1 The emergence of Kenyatta as national symbol rapidly overwhelmed the 

KANU leaders, as virtually none, whether KANU or KADU, could afford to take position 

against this sudden appearance as a nationalist figure. Whereas nationalist politics remained 

ethnically, regionally and ideologically divided, politicians were urged to take position on a 

cause with unknown political aftermaths. In the following pages, I show that neither the 

British, nor the Kenyan nationalists seriously imagined, and even less foresaw, the 

consequences of Kenyatta’s political return. On the contrary, the campaign brought to the fore 

the deep fragmentation of Kenyan nationalist politics, which would eventually turn to 

Kenyatta’s advantage – though much later. Although Kenyatta became a strong symbol, he 

was politically weak, and his political horizon obscure. Understanding how his weaknesses 

will turn into his greatest political resources will be crucial to the understanding of the 

premises of his presidential rule. 

At the same time, the Kenyatta campaign was complicated by the international 

dimension in the context of decolonization. Both the British authorities, whether in the 

metropole or in the colony, and the white settlers, wanted to prevent the campaign from 

getting out of hand and causing further embarrassment, when the British empire was already 

being shaken by a first wave of independences. They hoped to temporize the situation, 

working very closely with the most prominent African leaders from the KADU and KANU 

ranks. Nevertheless, one element remains very much unclear until today: the contacts the 

British authorities had with Kenyatta in the aftermath of the campaign. These may have 

pushed Kenyatta’s rapid transformation from “leader to death and darkness” (as he was 

famously called by the Governor Sir Patrick Muir Renison) into a potential Chief Minister. As 
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I will underline in this chapter, available archives, scattered as they are, only hint at the 

possibility of such contacts. I nonetheless believe, as I hope to show in the following chapter, 

that Kenyatta could count on the British favour only after his release, when negotiating the 

decolonization of the land issue with the British colonial authorities.  

This chapter argues that Kenyatta emerged as a national figure out of a not only deeply 

divided but hostile political scene. His main strength was that of his ambiguous past role with 

the Mau Mau movement, for which he had been sentenced and jailed. This ambiguity was not 

new, but went back to the 1940s and 1950s (1). Once the Kenyatta campaign was launched, 

Kenyatta’s so-called “old-authority” resurfaced, without anyone being able to define it (2). 

This ambiguous authority triggered political negotiations behind the scenes, to understand 

what Kenyatta’s political role could be, once released (3). In such fragile circumstances, 

Kenyatta was particularly careful, and refrained from speaking publicly, understanding that if 

he wanted things to change, things would initially have to stay as they were (4).  

 

1. Historical background: the 1940s - early 1950s 

Little is known on Kenyatta’s political activity once he arrived back in Kenya after 

eighteen years of voluntary exile in Great Britain. He married the daughter of the well 

respected Kikuyu chief, Chief Koinange, and became “very deliberately, a senior elder.”2 He 

bought land, and built himself a small farm.3 He was positioning himself on the side of the 

“landed”, and, what is more, on the Kiambu side he had represented when he left for England 

in 1928.4 He wanted power. By now, he was a middle-aged man, educated in England, but he 

still needed local political recognition and support.5 The prospect of working for the colonial 

institutions quickly faded away, and Kenyatta focused his energies on the Kikuyu 

independent school his brother-in-law Peter Mbiyu Koinange had set up in Kiambu.6 He was 

                                                 

2 J. Lonsdale, “KAU’s Cultures: Imaginations of Community and Constructions of Leadership in Kenya after the 
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elected president of the Kenya African Union (KAU) in 1947, as James Gichuru (one of the 

KAU’s founding fathers and soon-to-be Kenyatta’s brother in law) stepped down for him. The 

KAU provided him with a useful political platform, but he knew the national-wide party 

could not overtake tribal loyalties. He needed a rural, traditional base just like Githunguri. 

Yet, in order to breathe political life into the Githunguri school and “[build] up for himself an 

unofficial status as an alternative source of tribal authority to the government”, he needed 

money.7 Accounts of his leadership are rather shady. The colonial authorities would later 

blame him for his corrupt management of the money raised for the sake of the school.8 The 

anthropologist Greet Kershaw preferred to posit that Kenyatta might, voluntarily or not, have 

let his aides to encourage oath-taking and “offer advancement in eldership to suitable 

candidates in exchange for a sizeable contribution” – thus infuriating elders whose support 

was still crucial to him.9  

 In fact, what Kenyatta achieved with Githunguri over the 1940s and 1950s remains 

unclear. The accelerating pace of political change in the aftermath of World War Two seemed 

to have left him with a limited capacity to control events.10 Although the British believed 

Githunguri College had been turned into Mau Mau headquarters for oath-taking, the outbreak 

of the Mau Mau war has been, more generally, interpreted as a sign of Kenyatta’s failure to 

assert his authority on the political scene.11 This certainly holds some truth, but explanations 

are still debated. Lonsdale criticized the view that the KAU was unable to fulfil the demands 

of the impoverished Kenyan peasantry and squatters, because they relied on an “all-inclusive, 

all-mobilizing view of nationalism”, and disregarded the political as well as the moral 

complexity of nationalist dynamics.12 He insisted on the moral arguments the (moderate) 

branch of the KAU defended. For Kenyatta, individual commitment to mutual respect was 

necessary to build authority. Without reciprocal moral values, Africans would be neither 

morally nor politically empowered. In line with the arguments I presented in the first chapter, 

authority could not be infused from outside the household. Lonsdale highlighted that the 

KAU, under Kenyatta’s leadership, could not trade its moral principles for the sake of 
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politics, for there was no politics outside the moral realm of political debate.13 Kenyatta 

preferred the role of the Kikuyu elder to that of the doctrinaire, even if this caused him 

isolation and frustration. His friend Peter Abrahams, who visited him in 1952, sadly recalled 

that  

 

[f]or me, Kenyatta became that night a man who in his own life personified the terrible 

tragedy of Africa and the terrible secret war that rages in it. He was the victim both of 

tribalism and of westernism gone sick. His heart and mind and body were the 

battlefield of the ugly violence known as the Mau Mau revolt long before it broke out 

in that beautiful land.14  

 

Kenyatta was not out of touch with the political realities of his time: according to his 

biographer Murray-Brown, he “knew the crisis would not be long to be delayed.” 15 

Nevertheless, his reaction to the Mau Mau movement remained enigmatic. As he himself 

recalled during his trial (and later on upon his release), he denounced the Mau Mau on several 

occasions.16 He always disassociated himself from the Mau Mau, claiming that the word did 

not “belong to any of the languages that I do know”, and emphasizing that he had always 

pleaded he “could not have been his (Mau Mau) friend if I did not know him […] it is an 

emphatic way of denying connection with something, but not just a mere ‘I do not know’.”17 

During the anti-Mau Mau campaign led by the KAU in 1952, Kenyatta insisted he “told the 

people that the best thing to get rid of Mau Mau would be to look for it, put a rope round its 

                                                 

13 Ibid., 121. 
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neck; then find an axe handle, hit it on the head and finish with it for good.”18 Apparently, his 

opposition did not waver throughout his years of imprisonment, as, in a meeting in Githunguri 

in September 1962, he described the Mau Mau as “hooligans” and “a disease which had been 

eradicated”.19  

By 1952, the increasing concern of British settlers rapidly turned into complete 

paranoia against the Kikuyu tribe (they too compared the Mau Mau to a Kikuyu disease), and 

set a determining precedent to Kenyatta’s political career. Both British settlers and colonial 

authorities were convinced Kenyatta was a master of double speak, and they did not trust his 

words. The question of why they arrested him still haunts historians. 20  Caroline Elkins 

insisted on the long-term consequences of the amalgam the British created by associating 

Kenyatta to the Mau Mau, even reinforcing the cohesion of the movement by providing it 

with a new symbol.21 Nevertheless, his arrest legitimized people’s uncertainties about his role: 

he was now given the benefit of the doubt, or rather, of secrecy. Greet Kershaw argued that 

both landed and landless people doubted his ability to lead, and although they were unsure of 

his commitment to the Mau Mau, they believed he lacked control over either Githunguri or 

the Mau Mau. 22  This unresolved ambiguity would nonetheless remain at the heart of 

Kenyatta’s political persona, and would prove to be the most enduring authoritative argument 

in establishing his leadership. When, in 1958, nationalist politicians launched the “release 

Kenyatta” campaign, they certainly did not imagine that they would unleash such mythical 

ambiguity.  

 

2. The “Release Kenyatta” campaign: between “political manoeuvre” and 

“old authority” (1958-1960) 

In June 1958, Kenyatta’s name was revived for the first time by the prominent Luo 

leader Oginga Odinga, from his seat in the Legislative Council. His move took both 

colonizers and nationalists by surprise. No one expected Kenyatta’s name would suddenly 

burst onto the political scene. According to Odinga’s account, his motivations were triggered 

by “a letter from Kenyatta and the other four prisoners in Lokitaung complaining about the 

                                                 

18 Ibid., 154. 
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conditions under which they were detained.” 23 To him, these were the true political leaders 

Africans should fight for. His move was eminently strategic, for Kenyatta’s name not only 

embodied the generational conflicts between the young generation of nationalists who had 

climbed the ladder of colonial power while the “old guard” (Kenyatta’s generation of 

politicians) was in jail, but was also closely associated to the Kikuyu political influence the 

British had tried to undermine throughout the Emergency, and which was seen as a direct 

threat to the political ambitions of the “young” elite.  

This young elite emerged along with the colonial government's pushing forward of 

constitutional reforms in 1954: under the new Lyttleton Constitution, eight African 

representatives were admitted to the Legislative Council. The multiracial constitution still 

maintained a certain form of segregation, with distinct elections, privileges and roles.24 The 

first elections for African members took place in 1957: all ethnic groups but the Kikuyu were 

represented. Oginga Odinga (Luo representing Central Nyanza), Tom Mboya (Luo 

representing Nairobi), Bernard Mate (Meru for the Central Province seat), Ronald Ngala 

(Mikijenda for the Coast seat), Masinde Muliro (Luyha for the Coast seat), Lawrence Ogunda 

(Luo representing the Gusii and Kipsigis), James Muimi (Kamba for the Ukambani seat) and 

Daniel arap Moi (Kalenjin for the Rift Valley seat) were elected. As they had no common 

political party, they formed the African Elected Members Organisation (AEMO), with Mboya 

as secretary and Odinga as chairman. Although they defended a gradualist political change, 

they were all opposed to the Lyttleton constitution, and in 1958 succeeded in getting the 

number of African elected representatives increased up to 14. The new elections of March 

1958 brought a young elite to power: Jeremiah Nyagah (Nyeri-Embu), Justus ole Tipis 

(Masai), Taaitta arap Toweett (Kipsigis), Julius Kiano (first Kikuyu to represent the south 

Central Province). Uhuru (Independence) was now their official slogan, and in late 1958, they 

decide to boycott the Legislative Council to press for more reforms.25 

The AEMO united front could barely hide the internal divisions they were riddled 

with. Personal rivalries were a direct outcome of the colonial geography of Kenyan politics: 

as the Mau Mau had been defeated by 1954, the government allowed in June 1955 the 

formation of district-based parties, and this amounted to deep-rooted tribal politics. Kikuyu 
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politicians in particular were requested to show a loyalty certificate.26 More generally, in 

order to sharpen their counter-insurgency strategies against the Mau Mau, the British had 

designed an electoral and bureaucratic system privileging a new, loyalist but also politically 

and economical divided elite, as Daniel Branch described it.27 Their ideological divisions 

were completely subsumed under this constraining legal framework. 28  Anyone coveting 

nationalist electoral assets was heavily dependent on the local electoral support commanded 

by their competitors; it was thus difficult (if not impossible) for members of the nationalist 

elite to avoid such mutual dependency. 29  Reviving Kenyatta as a nationalist hero risked 

blurring electoral lines, and shattering their political bases. 

As a matter of fact, Kenyatta’s release was perceived as “inopportune” by the African 

Elected Members, who took some time before forming a firm opinion on the matter.30 As a 

symbol of colonial oppression, his name could be a promising tool with which to pressure the 

colonizers in the struggle for freedom. It was not yet exempt from the ambiguities that had led 

him to jail, however, and this is why taking positions on the issue was delicate.31 Odinga 

might have known this very well, but he might not necessarily have fully anticipated the 

irremediable precedent his action was about to set. If he wanted to take the advantage of 

setting the pace of political activity and making way for his own interests, this was a risky 

move, for the symbolic politics could barely hide the question of Kenyatta’s leadership that 

was looming in the back of everybody’s mind. As Mbiyu Koinange and Joseph Murumbi 

tellingly wrote to Odinga:  

 

We are indeed very disappointed to hear that some members of the Legislative 

Council have disagreed with you and what is worse, have openly attacked you. 

Their action can (…) expose the obvious rift among African members of the 

Legislative Council and the latter is, you will agree, the last thing to be 

                                                 

26  Daniel Branch describes loyalists as those who “monopolized the benefits of the Africanization of the 
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28 Cherry J. Gertzel, The Politics of Independent Kenya, 1963-8 (London: Heinemann, 1970), 9-10. 
29 David Goldsworthy, Tom Mboya. The Man Kenya Wanted to Forget (London: Heinemann, 1982), 94.  
30 Odinga, Not Yet Uhuru, 159; Goldsworthy, Tom Mboya, 102.  
31 See for example Goldsworthy, Tom Mboya, 102. Clement Arwing-Khodek was a Luo lawyer and radical 
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desired.32  

 

Odinga’s unexpected move eventually forced the whole nationalist class to align 

themselves with the so-called Kenyatta cult. From 1958 until his final release, Kenyatta 

gradually became the marker of political manoeuvres.33 All nationalists “seized the cult of 

Kenyatta for their own nationalist ends.”34 Yet, none knew what to expect from the so-called 

Old Man. 

 

The odd development of the Kenyatta campaign 

From 1958 to 1960, Kenyatta seemed aloof from the agitation his name alone was 

causing, while the campaign triggered increasing concerns. In jail, no one was allowed to 

contact him, and political news was kept away from him. The colonial authorities were 

suddenly at pains to stifle any resources nurturing what appeared to be a “Kenyatta cult”, 

looking for ways “to prohibit the importation of ‘Facing Mt. Kenya’ […] not so much on the 

grounds that the book itself is objectionable, as that its reproduction in a cheap edition would 

give a fillip to the growing Kenyatta cult, and so its importation would be contrary to the 

public interest.”35 They ultimately forbade him to wear “his symbolic staff and signet ring.”36 

Their most difficult task however was to handle the numerous rumours about his state of 

health, which agitated the already troubled sea of politics. 37  These were all the more 

dangerous in that they proved the Old Man was not forgotten. On 25 June 1958, the director 

of intelligence reported that 

 

the vernacular newspaper ‘Jicho’ published a photograph of KENYATTA in 

connection with a report on the Lokitaung letter. This led to a widespread 

rumour that KENYATTA had been released and as a result all copies of the 

paper sold including a reprint of 500 copies above the normal. The paper was 

                                                 

32 Mbiyu Koinange and Joseph Murumbi to Oginga Odinga, 16 September 1958, KNA, MAC/KEN/72/4. 
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purchased in Nairobi by members of all tribes, and there was considerable 

discussion, Kikuyu women were observed weeping over copies of the 

photograph in Burma market.38 

 

Speculation was rife. Ghana’s independence in 1957 stirred high hopes for change (the 

colonial authorities were constantly fighting against what they considered to be a mischievous 

comparison of Kenyatta with other famous nationalist leaders such as Nkrumah, Makarios, or 

Banda).39 From 1958, they feared civil disobedience or a campaign of positive action would 

be out of control.40  

The Hola Camp Massacre in March 1959 where eleven Mau Mau detainees were 

beaten to death by their prison guards and many more were injured, caused greater, and more 

importantly, international embarrassment for the British. In the colony, the believed 

resurgence of the Kenya Land Freedom Army and secret societies supposedly linked to Mau 

Mau nurtured fears among the authorities, who hoped to retain the state of Emergency by all 

possible means. 41  The prospect of independence was becoming difficult to hold back. 

Following the British Conservative re-election in November, the MacMillan government was 

fully committed to liberal reforms. Independence was now a question of time. The AEMO 

elite knew that, but the prospect of an independent government only fed their personal 

ambitions and tribal entrenchment.  

The same day of the Hola Camp Massacre, on 3 March 1959, Kenyatta was called to 

testify in a trial that would greatly affect the political scene: Rawson Macharia, once a 

determining witness in the Kenyatta trial, had confessed he had accepted a bribe from the 

British to testify against Kenyatta; he had been arrested in January 1959, his case being re-

opened the same month.42 Although the secretary of state for the colonies Alan Lennox-Boyd, 

was “satisfied that no evidence was disclosed at the Macharia trial which would justify the 

setting up of an independent inquiry into the conviction of Kenyatta at Kapenguria”, the issue 
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provided various politicians or political associations with another opportunity to denounce 

Kenyatta’s now illegal and inhuman restriction. 43  Possibly surprising, the Macharia trial 

boosted the Kenyatta cult. As the historian and journalist John Kamau noted, the day 

Macharia walked into People’s Convention Party headquarters to declare that the British 

government had paid him to falsify his testimony during the Kapenguria trial, gave Mboya an 

incredible opportunity for a political checkmate. 44  Besides his personal interests in the 

Nairobi seat for the Legislative Council, Mboya still had to carve a secure place for himself in 

the divided KANU. This could enhance his position among the Kikuyu, and even radicalize 

his image, while still appealing to the moderates and the loyalist elite.45 

The emerging possibility of celebrating of Kenyatta Day (the day Kenyatta was 

arrested by British authorities) worried the colonial authorities even more. Nevertheless, 

reports showed that the Kenyatta cult was far from fostering spontaneous political unity. 

Political personalities were undecided. In Nairobi and the Nyanza and Central provinces, 

where local people were more attentive to the Kenyatta case, there was little mobilization. 

Tom Mboya and his Nairobi People’s Convention Party had not issued any definite call yet; 

in Nyanza, “only MAKASEMBO has mentioned observance of ‘KENYATTA DAY’ on 14 

April and his efforts have met with little response”.46 In Central Province, “in absence of a 

recognised leader, there are no plans for organised demonstrations or incidents on the day.”47 

There was still a long way to go before the fierce demonstrations later organized in the year. 

Rumours intensified about Kenyatta’s condition. Radio Cairo was particularly 

effective in issuing dreadful information on Kenyatta’s health, which they described as 

deteriorating “on the point of death”.48 Joseph Murumbi was one of the initiators of the radio 

enterprise, after Kenyatta encouraged him at the time of his Kapenguria trial to “go out and 

tell the world what was happening in Kenya.”49 Radio Cairo had been established with the 

help of the Egyptian government in the early 1950s, but was run by two Luos who gave 
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allegiance to Odinga. With the Odinga-Mboya rivalry, the radio’s activity turned out to be, to 

quote Murumbi’s own words, “explosive”.50 This explains the hard-line the radio took when it 

came to the Kenyatta issue. Its reports might not have had an effect on the indigenous 

population (because news was issued in English for India, Pakistan and South East Asia 

mainly, as well as in Somali), but some were “picked up by the B.B.C. Monitoring Service”, 

hence creating much discord and uncertainty among British colonizers. The Colonial Office 

was struggling to disprove the news, answer straight away all the questions raised during the 

British parliamentary sessions, and counter-attack the allegations frequently brought up by the 

nationalist press.51 

 

Deadlock over Kenyatta’s release 

To what extent did Kenyatta know about all this political turmoil? Very little 

information leaked out of jail. An extract from the Kenya Special Branch Summary reported 

that Odinga was shocked after receiving 

 

a letter signed by Kariuki Chotara, Paul Ngei, Kungu Karumba and Fred 

Kubai, the Lokitaung detainees [asking him] to refrain from praising Kenyatta 

or naming him as the African leader, as the detainees alleged Kenyatta is no 

longer a true African because he believes that Africans should co-operate with 

Government on a non-racial approach to politics and that he would be prepared 

to work for Government if he were released.52 

 

The available archival material on Kenyatta’s detention does not reveal much more. By 1959, 

Kenyatta had finished his sentence. The question was to decide whether he could be released, 

but the colonial authorities, not reassured by the on-going Kenyatta campaign, preferred to 

keep him under indefinite restriction. The newly appointed Governor Renison stuck to the 

belief that Kenyatta was the leader of Mau Mau; his restriction was thus necessary to ensure 

security in the country.53 Their obstinacy in considering his release only through the lens of 

security shows to what extent the colonial authorities were, since the day of his arrest and in 

spite of their manipulation of the trial, convinced of Kenyatta’s dangerous and evil 
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influence.54 Their quest for political exclusion proved counterproductive. It opened the arena 

of imperial hegemony to contestation from within, providing nationalists with the official 

channels through which to voice their cause.55 On 14 April 1959, Kenyatta was transferred to 

Lodwar, still in Northern Kenya, where he was held in indefinite detention. 

The official ending of the Emergency in January 1960 did not affect the colonizers’ 

stand. On the contrary, it was confirmed, if not reinforced, by the publication of the Historical 

Survey of the Origins and Growth of Mau Mau, also known as the Corfield Report, in May 

1960.56 At stake was the need to “get world opinion thinking about why Kenyatta should be 

detained behind bars at all.”57 It clearly “continued the war by other means”.58 Kenyatta was 

very much the centre of the report, for it fitted well in the attempt to denounce the evil role of 

Kikuyu in the advent of Mau Mau and, by extension, their evil obstruction of the (colonial) 

road to modernization. 59  In a public statement issued in May 1960, Governor Renison 

faithfully conveyed the gist of the report: 

 

As I have said he planned for Kikuyu domination; he was an implacable 

opponent of any co-operation with other people; tribes or race, who live in 

Kenya. I have been here long enough to know that without such co-operation 

Kenya will not become a modern and developing nation but will split up into 

opposing tribes again and either stagnate with threatened return to savagery or 

be subjected to the fears of intimidation of a dictatorship.60 

 

Kenyan politicians appeared comfortably indifferent to the Corfield report: “Kiano 
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repeated that the publication would not embarrass African Elected Members in relation to 

membership of the Government.”61 As the report showed that the Mau Mau movement was 

not African nationalism, but an attempt to ensure a Kikuyu dominated country, “African 

Elected Members recognise[d] that it may assist them as well as us.”62 Some may have been 

reassured, like Mboya, that the report was largely ignored in London, although it was 

certainly delaying KANU’s participation in the governmental talks. 63  Nevertheless, the 

Corfield Report stumbled over the irremediable outcomes of the Kenyatta campaign, as no 

nationalist could avoid taking a public stance on the report. It was now a matter of showing 

off one’s independence of mind, so to speak. This was, according to Kiano and Mboya, 

“bedevilling Kenya at the present time”.64  

The matter was taken to the heart of the independence conference in Lancaster House 

in January 1960. Odinga riled the British and African delegations, and more importantly, his 

rival Mboya, by appointing Peter Mbiyu Koinange as a second adviser, thus bringing in 

Kenyatta’s political spectre and rousing the radical voices claiming that there should be no 

conference without Kenyatta. Back in Nairobi, even Mboya’s “lieutenants” attempted to use 

the Kenyatta issue to oust him from his political headquarters.65 Governor Renison summed 

up the tricky situation they were all trapped in: 

 

The question of what statement I should make in reply to all the pressures for 

the release of Kenyatta is much more difficult. It will be tragic after we have 

got so far with the African Elected Members if we lose them on this issue. But 

this is not an issue which we can avoid, and I do not see how I can delay for 

very long […]. The African Elected Members have built it up to its present size 

and look like putting themselves into the position of having to lose all that they 

have won if we cannot find them a way out. I can at present see no way out 

which I could possibly accept in my conscience.66 
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In their quest for a solution, they faced a major obstacle: “What is Jomo Kenyatta thinking 

today? We do not know.”67 For that, the Corfield report was of little help. They had to find 

out by themselves. Indecision was general. 

 

3. Politics behind the liberation (1960-1961): unmasking Kenyatta 

With end of emergency in January 1960, there was virtually no further barrier to 

Kenyatta’s return to politics. Approaching him was still considered a sensitive task. In 

December 1960, Renison described him as “well informed on Kenyan politics and world 

affairs” but besides underlining his “very powerful personality”, so powerful that he “could at 

present sweep the existing African parties out of existence if he wished on release”, the report 

offered virtually no concrete information on which to understand Kenyatta’s source of 

authority.68 The colonial authorities were no better off with their various enquiries about his 

thought. Colonial officers who visited him agreed on his commanding though dangerous 

authority.69 Numerous commentaries suggested Kenyatta was “above the parties”, “the only 

person capable of producing unity”, with a unique “influence”.70 His “old authority” was 

mentioned, in connection with a short and unexpanded mention of “the result of his teaching 

in Central Province”.71 But it is difficult to assess whether the colonial authorities, together 

with the chiefs and tribal police, saw there the signs of the evil power of manipulation they 

believed him capable of as a Mau Mau leader, being obsessed with the possibility of another 

outbreak of Mau Mau violence.72 Writing to Ian MacLeod in July 1961, Renison described 

Kenyatta’s “words and expressed intentions [as] moderate and constructive” but concluded 

that “it is unlikely that Kenyatta’s character has changed. He is arrogant, dominating and 

satanic.”73  

 The situation was even trickier, now that the negotiations for independence were 

firmly underway. KANU was still riddled with internal divisions: a very positive element for 
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KADU, always prompt to “[welcome] the idea of dividing KANU”, and yet, whose hands 

were tied by the improbable “Kenyatta formula”.74 Indeed, the independence negotiations 

stumbled over the question of whether Kenyatta would become chief minister once released: 

an unacceptable prospect for KADU who feared he would only defend Kikuyu interests. 

Electoral competition grew fiercer. Kenyatta’s authority appeared all the more ambiguous: on 

the one hand, no one seemed to know what he was thinking or what his political plans were, 

and to many, his role in the Mau Mau movement was still unclear. On the other hand, there 

seemed to be a general, tacit yet obscure agreement that “[n]o African politician would ever 

be forgiven if he took portfolio now. […] Anyone who took Kenyatta’s seat would never be 

forgiven.”75 It  seems that the nationalist elites increasingly feared the authority of the Old 

Man. Kenyatta was a decisive actor. Although the governor still considered his release as 

matter of security, he confided to Macleod that Kenyatta should be released before the British 

lost their control over the political events.76  

Nationalist politicians too were at pains to grasp Kenyatta’s thought. Visits to Lodwar 

were as much envied as contested, and the restrictions issued by the governor on the 

constitution of the delegation only caused further divisions within KANU.77 Njoroge Mungai 

explained to the British authorities that “Kenyatta was a very important figure during this 

time, and a large section of the people of Kenya, all Africans, loyalists, Mau Mau, Homeguard 

and very many chiefs have all agreed they would like him back.”78  Clearly, Kenyatta’s 

ambiguities were his strongest asset, whereas other politicians, like James Gichuru, were 

believed to have supported the detention of Mau Mau leaders in 1954.79 When Mungai added 

that Kenyatta’s appeal was not restricted to the Central Province but expanded through the 

whole country, he was certainly not exaggerating. He had been accused of being the leader of 

Mau Mau, and the governor had fuelled this image over the years. He constantly denied it, but 
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his refutations had never been believed by all.80 

The nationalist elite was agitated by the forthcoming general elections of February 

1961, which could enhance their positioning during the independence negotiations. KANU 

was using Kenyatta’s name to pressure the electorate.81 Mboya, the masterful organizer of the 

KANU campaign, wanted to “assess Kenyatta’s attitude by himself” and was relatively slow 

to realize he could not usurp Kenyatta’s unifying position.82 He was certainly “concerned 

about his own immediate political future, being unsure he would get sufficient Kikuyu 

support to ensure his return (from Nairobi North) to Legislative Council”. 83  In spite of 

KANU’s huge victory (which proved its commanding influence on the popular vote), KADU, 

itself favoured by Governor Renison, remained a powerful, unsquashable political force, and 

formed a coalition government with the European settlers’ New Kenya Party.84 The colonial 

authorities observed both nationalist parties exploiting the Kenyatta issue as a pressure tactic: 

Odinga used it to “turn on the more moderate elements led by MBOYA and GICHURU, who 

were then preparing to enter the government and temporarily eclipsed their influence”; 

whereas KADU, benefiting from KANU divisions over Kenyatta’s confinement, “availed 

themselves of an invitation to consult him, thereby securing a minor triumph in that they were 

cordially received and returned bearing tidings of KENYATTA’s disappointment (not to say 

criticism) that KANU had not seen fit to meet him.”85 

In the wake of the elections, it was clear that Kenyatta, although he was no real 

political force, had become an increasingly powerful symbol, as a survey revealed in March 

1961. Fittingly entitled “Kenya’s Kenyatta” the purpose of the survey was “to determine 

whether public opinion supported the Governor in his stand, and whether the public electorate 

supported the stand taken by KANU and KADU since the Election, and finally to determine 

how well the public has understood the post-election issues.” 86  The survey showed the 

unsurprisingly clear divide between the African electorate in favour of Kenyatta’s release, and 
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the Asian and European electorate averse to Kenyatta’s comeback in politics. More surprising 

perhaps are the contrasting answers given to the two following questions. To “Who is the 

most outstanding leader in Kenya today?” the majority of Africans interviewees replied 

Mboya (67%) while only 20% supported Kenyatta.87 Yet to the obviously divisive question 

“Who should be the first Chief Minister of Kenya?” 65% chose Kenyatta. The survey exposed 

the fact that Kenyatta had become a nationalist political symbol. It even noted that “it would 

be political suicide for KADU to attempt to form a government itself because it is the 

opinion of all racial groups, including KADU itself, that the next government should be 

formed by a coalition of the best of KANU and KADU.”88 It clearly showed the uncertainty 

surrounding Kenyatta’s leadership, but hinted at the fact that a political symbol could not stay 

too long outside of politics. In the wake of the survey’s results, as the introduction mentioned, 

“African leaders have decided to visit Lodwar … and it will be interesting to see the results 

of their interview there.”89 Even the visit, however, was a highly political issue.  

KANU leaders were unable to settle their attitude towards Kenyatta and towards the 

symbol he represented. Their desire to participate in the constitutional talks was a matter of 

political survival.90 Besides the fact that his name was used to draw political lines within the 

party, their uncertainty about Kenyatta’s political opinion ultimately hindered their political 

moves. On 11 March 1961, Tom Mboya wrote a four-pages-long letter to Kenyatta, to inform 

him about the post-election political situation. He described at length the “serious 

weaknesses” developing within KANU.91 More importantly perhaps, he noted that even the 

visit to Kenyatta was a source of divisions. When the governor forbade KANU to form its 

own delegation to Lodwar, Mboya commented that “Despite this, Gichuru and myself were 

ready to come until we saw that this would have caused serious internal split in KANU.”92 

KANU politicians were trapped between the urgency of not losing political ground in the 

negotiations for independence, and the necessity to safeguard their symbolic stand facing the 

radicalization the Kenyatta campaign dragged them into. As such, Mboya’s and Gichuru’s 

readiness to come and visit Kenyatta is better understood once properly contextualized. In 

March 1961, Governor Renison reported:    
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I have already gone a very long way with Mboya and Gichuru in discussing 

ministers and ministries and various other aspects of the new Government such 

as Parliamentary secretaries and Government whips. It is clear that they are 

eager to be part of such government if only they can get over the Kenyatta 

hurdle. They think they can do this by seeing him now and getting him to say 

they should go ahead. They think this will release them from election pledges 

not to enter Government unless Kenyatta is released.93 

 

Kenyatta’s vague political statements, “[preaching] the virtues of African unity”, did 

not ease their task, being no more than a tactful political screen. When they finally met him, 

they all seemed to be greatly impressed: Odinga reportedly “[behaved] as if he had been in the 

presence of the Messiah himself”; Mboya felt “obliged to revise his own personal view that 

KENYATTA was a political ‘has been’”; “...KADU refused be over-awed by him” although 

its leaders acknowledged that Kenyatta was very much physically and mentally healthy.94 His 

purported “old authority” seemed to take all the nationalist leaders aback. We can wonder, 

however, to what extent this so-called old authority suffices to explain Kenyatta’s political 

revival. Was this seemingly magnetic, charismatic, and impassable influence only due to his 

“moral authority” as a Kikuyu leader? A crucial question remains to be answered: what did 

Kenyatta have in mind? And “[would] he retain his stature once he is the midst of the 

quarrelling and no longer a myth”, as the Governor appropriately wondered?95 

 

4. Kenyatta's strategy: If we want things to change, things will have to stay 

as they are? 

If the nationalist elites did not know how to brand their participation in a government 

of transition, Kenyatta himself seemed undecided. He probably knew that he had no 

stronghold on the political scene yet, and that his political future would depend on how much 
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he could manoeuvre within the KANU/KADU rifts.96 No one seemed able to anticipate what 

Kenyatta would do once released. No one really knew what his real intentions were, and he 

himself could not disclose too much if he wanted to protect his own political stake. For a 

time, some suggested he should be released and then sent to England, where his political ideas 

could be discerned without being feared too much. Kenyatta did not like this idea “for fear of 

his appearing to be ‘running away’ but would probably agree to it if he could announce at the 

time that he would be coming back.”97 On 4 April 1961, he was transferred to the slightly less 

remote Maralal. This was the last destination before his final release. The transfer was meant 

to ease visits, always in the hope of unravelling Kenyatta’s state of mind. Visitors flocked to 

his house, to the point that, to the permanent secretary for defence, “it seems to have 

degenerated into a game of one-upmanship and several of the delegations have confessed to 

rue that while they have no real need or desire to see Kenyatta, they cannot be left off the 

bandwagon.”98  

Seven days later (and five months before his restriction was officially ended) Kenyatta 

gave his first public conference, known as the Maralal Press Conference, on 11 April 1961. 

His general tone remained vague, and right from the outset, he expressed his feeling of 

mistrust against the journalists themselves.99 He defined his political views as a belief “in 

freedom of African people from Colonialism and Imperialism”; he refused to take sides for 

either KANU or KADU, for he did not know “the inside business”; he said the recent 

constitutional negotiations were “a step forwards”, though he felt it “had in some of its 

aspects a kind of delaying tactic which is the chief weapon of the colonial powers”; he 

insisted that “the Communists have no place in African society as it is today”. Most 

importantly, he denied, once again, his responsibility in the Mau Mau, ingeniously replying to 

the pressing journalists that “...many people in your country have respect for Her Majesty the 

Queen but nevertheless gangsters […] are there but this does not mean that her Majesty is 

responsible for what they are doing”; he refrained from any strong and clear position on the 
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role of the Mau Mau in the achievement of independence: “[...] that is not for me to say 

because I think that in a democratic country everyone has the right to express his or her 

opinion.”100 When he was questioned on his views on the hot issue of land tenure, Kenyatta 

felt compelled to recall “history about granting titles of land”, and as a perspicacious 

journalist asked him whether he would respect “the Kikuyu smallholder who has a title in the 

Central Province today granted by the Kenya Government” he vehemently replied that 

 

no matter how twisted you might put it […] the present system of land holding 

or smallholding in Central Province as I know it, the people are holding a title 

for land that belonged to their forefathers. There is nothing that has been given 

to them at all by the Government. […] That is, land was never owned by any 

person but by all people, it was owned and is still owned by clans.101 

 

Clearly, Kenyatta did not depart from the principles he laid down some twenty years ago. On 

tribal customs, he also made clear that “my policy was and still is that some of those African 

customs could be kept and some of the European or Asian customs which are good could be 

adopted”.102 

At the same, time, he could not easily say much more. As a report from Special 

Branch rightly noted: 

 

the circumstances were too artificial for KENYATTA to reveal much of his 

true line of thought. […] The questions put to him were practically standard 

and invariably elicited a stock answer. It was not surprising therefore that 

comment on his moderation, farsightedness and liberal outlook should have 

been so widespread; KENYATTA knew he was on probation, and accordingly, 

played his hand close to his chest.103 

 

Kenyatta refused to give any other interview, and the few interventions he made remained just 

as vague.104 His strategy rather consisted in avoiding too great a political commitment by 
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trying to set himself above political parties: hence his general plea for African unity. At the 

Maralal conference, he not only affirmed that “disunity is harmful” but also that there was no 

difference between KADU’s and KANU’s policies.105  Resolving personal rivalries was a 

Herculean task. To the KANU coalition, Kenyatta embodied the risk of Kikuyu domination 

and the revival of the old Kenya African Union. To ensure he would be “sufficiently far 

removed from influences of possible Kikuyu intrigues”, plans were tailored for Kenyatta to 

become the President of a future East African federation between Kenya, Tanganyika and 

Uganda.106 

British officials too were worried, but their subsequent attempts to interpret Kenyatta’s 

evasive answers, whether about his political return, the future of the white settlers, on internal 

independence, or the Somali and Masai claims for land, remained frustrating.107 At the same 

time, reports from the colonial authorities might have been biased because of their 

unwillingness to believe him. On the one hand, they were at pains to overcome his 

mesmerizing character. One informer noted that he “found it easier to talk to him looking only 

at his left eye, which, without doubt, is not as powerful as is his right, despite its appearance”! 

On the other hand, they might have been right in judging it was “just possible that he is now 

more practical than he was and realises that there is comparatively little time before him, and 

that a recurrence of violence might occasion another acute period of unrest, which he would 

not survive.”108 Kenyatta seemed to bide his time, and told them:  “I have something cooking 

and I don’t wish to spoil it.”109 

With the Maralal conference, hopes rose for reconciliation between KANU and 

KADU, possibly under Kenyatta’s leadership. His release was now certain, and the 
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intelligence services, known as Special Branch, considered that it was better for British 

interests to have Kenyatta released when they were still in power.110 By July 1961, however, 

the “so-called spirit of Maralal had already worn rather thin” under the increasing dissensions 

between and within the two parties, in addition to KANU’s refusal to be a mere “add-on” to 

KADU-dominated government.111 On top of their ideological dissensions was the question of 

the repartition of powers in an independent government, and the redistribution of land. They 

were fighting to harvest the fruits of Kenyatta’s release. KADU politicians were anxious to 

demonstrate it was a “purely KADU exercise, since by it they hoped to rehabilitate 

themselves in Pan African eyes and to offset the obloquy that had been engendered locally by 

their original decision to take part in government.”112  

 

Kenyatta’s indecisiveness and party leadership 

In August 1961, Kenyatta was finally allowed to return to Kikuyuland, to his house in 

Gatundu. The triumph of his return (with people flocking to visit him in Gatundu) contrasted 

with the insecurity that characterized his political position. His strategy of setting himself 

above the political parties would prove short-lived. His name was still closely associated with 

Kikuyu hegemony, undermining his outspoken bid for African unity. His attempt to “play the 

part of the elder statesman unmoved by party rivalry” was all the more delicate in that it 

supposed he would not commit himself to any side, or on any hot issue, thus risking ready-

made accusations of inefficiency. He was very much embarrassed by the various tribal 

factions within KANU which seemed to confirm KADU’s fears of tribalism, and on which he 

himself would remain silent. At best, his call for African unity was “unrealistic.”113 He could 

only cut short the visit the prominent members of the Kenya Land Freedom Army paid him in 

August at Gatundu, insisting he disliked violence, but unwilling to make any “categorical 

condemnation”: a very “deliberate” move, as a comment written in the margin of the 
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document underlined.114 Ambiguities could only worsen once his fellow detainee Paul Ngei 

was de-restricted, and committed himself to disturbing KANU with anti-European speeches in 

Nairobi, forcing Kenyatta to take refuge in immobility and silence, once again – KANU 

leaders could afford to lose neither the landless Kikuyus’ vote, nor the Kamba vote that Ngei 

commanded.115 

KANU leaders were aware of Kenyatta’s strategy of charismatic indecisiveness. They 

knew his leadership, at least symbolic, was unavoidable for KANU to show a united front 

during the constitutional talks; they nonetheless continued to play the fluctuating Kenyatta 

card. The KANU parliamentary group demanded that Kenyatta be allowed to participate in 

the talks, although it had been previously agreed between KANU and KADU that he would 

not. KANU was obviously “[forcing] a trial of strength” with KADU. 116  This was an 

intolerable request for KADU. The KANU delegation walked out of the negotiations on 7 

September. 

The Kenyatta card was conveniently double-faced. Mboya insisted Kenyatta should be 

admitted to the talks. This was also a way to force him to take a position on a series of 

sensitive and divisive issues, in particular the question of land redistribution after 

independence: should the land be freely redistributed, as the Mau Mau, landless and land poor 

demanded, or should land titles be secured through a buy-and-sell system, just as the 

colonizers wanted? Clear-cut commitment was exactly what Kenyatta avoided. Subsequently 

visited by his fellow KANU politicians at Gatundu, Kenyatta refused to advise them on any 

point. He would not let himself become a puppet figure and 

 

pointed out KANU had made him the subject of a previous deadlock with the 

government and had refused to participate in the formation of an administration 

after the General Election and he wished it to be made known to Parliamentary 

group that in future he would like to be consulted before they involved 

themselves in any further disputes over him.117 

 

The KANU leaders, purportedly disappointed, decided to return to the talks. The entire 
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constitutional talks stumbled on the land issue again. KADU feared that with independence 

and the return to the land, the Kikuyu (and therefore KANU) would exert a political and 

economic influence, which, if enshrined in a centralized government, would sign the political 

death warrant for minority tribes. KANU sought Kenyatta’s advice on the attitude to adopt 

towards KADU. But they were left with Kenyatta saying that no one had looked for his 

confidence beforehand, and therefore, “he had no intention of becoming embroiled in any 

inter party acrimony.”118 

To the people, Kenyatta was a “second God”, a pompous terminology used, once 

again, by Oginga Odinga, yet sufficiently evocative for the African church leaders to request a 

meeting him when he was still in Maralal. 119  In May 1961, a delegation of six visited 

Kenyatta. They found a “Jomo who welcomed them with open arms, addressing some of 

them by their old nick names sic, recalling past memories of their early youth contacts with 

four of them.”120 Kenyatta showed great care in reassuring the African church leaders of his 

Christian affiliation, whether by quoting the Bible from memory (“Psalm 23 ‘The Lord is the 

Shephered’…and so on”) or by reassuring them of his pro-independent school past: “He said 

he was never opposed to Christianity, emphasized that at the Kenya Teachers’ College, 

Githunguri, or other independent Schools, 324 of them, they had prayers in Church in the 

morning”.121 He nonetheless “refused to be pinned down to any denominational connection”; 

instead, he “respected all religions”.122  As the discussion drifted toward the land issue, 

Kenyatta asserted that “Land Consolidation was one of his ideas but this was picked from his 

papers which had been impounded by the Kenya Government on his imprisonment.”123 He 

was keen to reassure the church leaders that he would interfere with neither land consolidation 

nor the distribution of title deeds. Claiming that he was “the leader of light and prosperity and 

not darkness”, he stated again that he would support neither KADU nor KANU.124 He must 
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have made a great and successful impression upon the delegation, whose report concluded 

that “Jomo Kenyatta is really a different man in his attitude to us Christians.”125  

Did Kenyatta avoid taking any strong position publicly because of a “lack of 

confidence in himself”, as a “Kikuyu source” informed the British intelligence?126 He seemed 

rather fully confident that the nationalist elite could not ignore him. By October 1961, after 

the constitutional talks broke down, personal rivalries emanating from KANU as well as 

KADU were no secret to anyone. A united façade was the less dangerous option, even if some 

could fear that it might well “prefigure a one-party under Mr. Kenyatta its leader.” The 

political chaos in Congo was in everybody’s mind; and Kenyatta himself would later make 

good use of the threat of Kenyan “little Katanga”. Interviewed in Gatundu on 11 October 

1961, he simply stated:   

 

It is difficult for me to say that there is any opposition to me from KANU 

because they have never opposed me, but there are personality differences in 

that party. The real trouble is that KADU are afraid of a national party whereas 

KANU have agreed to dissolve and form one. KADU are afraid they will be 

swallowed up by KANU, and they also want to keep 8 ministries because this 

would give them control of the council of ministers and, if you do not already 

know the secret I will tell you, - it has been agreed that a Chief Minister or a 

Prime Minister will be elected by the Council of Ministers, so KADU are 

trying to keep this control to keep me from being the Chief Minister, but that 

will not work.127 

 

Clearly, he was just as confident in his aims. He must have understood that the myth 

he embodied, paradoxically reinforced by the ambiguities of his figure, prevented him from 

alienating himself from the popular masses. The colonial authorities too understood this well, 

stating that although “Kenyatta the myth” might have been slightly disappointing, “Kenyatta 

the man” had not lost his influence, especially not in the Central Province, and remained 

concerned about the impact of his public declarations.128 The problem was elsewhere: without 

                                                 

125 Ibid.  
126  Secret. From Director of Intelligence to Permanent Secretary for Defence, “Jomo Kenyatta / Private 

Opinions”, 19 September 1961, BNA, FCO 141/6772. Underlined in the original document.  
127 Secret. From the Director of Intelligence to the Permanent Secretary for Defence, “Jomo Kenyatta”, 24 

October 1961, BNA, FCO 141/6772. 
128 Secret. From the Director of Intelligence to the Permanent Secretary for Defence, “Jomo Kenyatta, Public 
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a party machine it would have been impossible for Kenyatta to participate in the constitutional 

talks, especially if he wanted to become Chief Minister, and as such, he was just as embroiled 

in partisan divisions. The Kenyatta campaign gave him a uniquely charismatic status, but this 

was barely sufficient to enforce loyalties and win over the scramble for governmental power. 

As the negotiations for independence were at a standstill, Kenyatta could no longer refuse the 

formal invitation KANU politicians issued for him to take the lead of the party. On 28 

October 1961, he became President of KANU. 

That day, the atmosphere of the meeting was openly strained. Kenyatta was summoned 

by KANU politicians to take a clear and open stand on his willingness to take over the party 

presidency. Opening the meeting, the Chairman, James Gichuru, announced it was time to end 

the “fruitless efforts […] to bring about unity between Kadu and Kanu.”129 Kenyatta was 

pressed to stop “evading in order to stay away from the party”. He had to take his 

responsibilities, as Ayodo warned him that “Kanu people were dangerous and tricky and 

would destroy him if he was not careful and aware what he was taking over.” Yet, those 

threats could not mask the fact that, by offering Kenyatta its presidency, Kanu was playing its 

last joker: “...people are looking for Mzee’s leadership” said Wasonga Sijeyo; “We cannot 

afford to have a crowd of leaders, but should follow one leader and that is Mr. Kenyatta” 

urged Dr. Julius Kiano, recalling nonetheless “what Mr. Kenyatta had stated on the radio, that 

he was a general without an Army”; “...Kanu had no other shield except Mr. Kenyatta” 

acknowledged the Masai leader Koi ole Natu who began his intervention by recalling that his 

people were not willing to recognise Kenyatta's leadership; Mboya finally concluded, by 

underlining that if the decision the whole country was awaiting for was not taken today, 

“Kanu would find itself in a very awkward position”. 

Kenyatta, noting in passing that he needed to get to “know Kanu leaders” as well as 

their positions, and probably in order to show he would resist intimidation, insisted “that 

Kanu was rotten, but this should not cause fear.” Kanu leaders might well show unity today, 

but “he was not sure this unity existed before”. He admitted he had thought for a time of 

building a third party that would be his own; and if his attempt to build unity had failed, it was 

not out of lack of willingness: it was because of the joint conspiracy led by the Governor and 

Kadu to block any of his moves. Kenyatta finally declared his will to lead the party, and was 

                                                                                                                                                         

Reaction in Central Province”, 7 October 1961, BNA, FCO 141/6772 and Interview with John Nottingham, 16 

May 2014, Nairobi. 
129 The subsequent quotes are from the Minute of the KANU Governing Council Meeting Held on 28 th October 

1961 at Parliamentary Building, KNA, MAC/KEN/38/4. 
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given full power to “clean the organization”. The “long ovation” that concluded the meeting 

could barely hide the multiple breaches within KANU. Now that he was an official 

representative of KANU, Kenyatta would have to confront the on-going personal rivalries, 

just as his fellow politicians had been looking for him to do.  

 

Conclusion 

The making of Kenyatta as a nationalist figure (as he was not yet a nationalist leader) 

reveals that the path that eventually culminated with a presidential republic, was a fitful 

process, made up of shared weaknesses, far from any grand narrative of the “father of the 

nation” surfing on the tide of history. His accession to the KANU presidency shows that his 

strength was his comrades’ insurmountable weaknesses. The Kenyatta campaign imposed 

nationalist logics onto the process of negotiation, without these logics being anchored in any 

nationalist party machine. Put differently, the campaign for Kenyatta’s release unintentionally 

crystallized a nationalist front: it forced the different parties to align on a nationalist issue, yet 

without constituting a nationalist alliance; it provided Kenyatta with a nationalist audience; 

yet without any nationalist organisation. 

The uncertainty created by the decolonization process was exacerbated by Kenyatta’s 

unexpected return and fuelled personal divisions and ambitions. Adding to the ethnic, 

regional, and political divisions inherited from colonization, personal rivalries prevented the 

formation of strong national alliances. Oginga Odinga’s move to revive Kenyatta’s name 

successfully neutralized his main adversaries, and brought KANU back into the negotiation 

process. Yet, Oginga had no control over the symbol Kenyatta had become, and failed to 

anticipate how Kenyatta’s political return would affect the course of decolonisation. The 

Kenyatta campaign further drove other nationalist competitors such as Ronald Ngala, Tom 

Mboya or even James Gichuru further apart, disrupting their negotiations with colonial 

authorities and clouding their political future. The British had not abandoned their suspicions 

of Kenyatta, “the leader to death and darkness”. Yet, they seemed ready to readjust their 

views in order to better secure their interests (as the next chapter will show), and regularly 

reviewed the state of mind of both Kenyatta’s competitors and allies.  

The absence of any viable leadership alternative highlights three defining traits of 

Kenyatta’s political ascent. First, Kenyatta inherited a divided political machine he could 

barely trust. This may explain his disinterest in political party organisation, although he never 
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neglected the party as a useful tool to win over the electorate.130 This may be one reason, as 

well, why he would eventually prefer to rely on the provincial administration, admittedly a 

colonial legacy, but more reliable for him to build his authority on. At the same time, and this 

will be the second remark, he was very much dependent on KANU. His idea of a third party 

quickly faded away. Unlike other African leaders who managed to mobilise a party machine, 

such as the Senegalese Léopold Sédar Senghor or the Guinean Ahmed Sékou Touré, Kenyatta 

was left with a hostile party machine and no tradition of militant action. He had no choice but 

to rely on the most influential KANU leaders: his friend James Gichuru, and his two main 

competitors, Tom Mboya and Odinga Oginga: a political dependency which would prove to 

be enduring. A financial dependency might have aggravated his dependency. Kenyatta did not 

seem to possess any financial capital upon his liberation; how he acquired wealth in the 

following years will be a crucial question to answer, especially regarding the issue of land 

redistribution that was already looming by then. Thirdly, and perhaps most importantly, the 

construction of the Kenyatta campaign shows how oppositions were subsumed under 

Kenyatta’s figurehead, and how all actors reluctantly accepted his political return. These 

oppositions were far from being tamed, however. The question remains to understand how the 

president would win over and institutionalize a system that contained so much internal dissent 

and challenge against his leadership. 

 

                                                 

130 See K. Good, “Kenyatta and the Organization of KANU,” Canadian Journal of African Studies 2, no. 2 

(1968): 115–36; Nicholas Cheeseman, “The Rise and Fall of Civil-Authoritarianism in Africa: Patronage, 

Participation, and Political Parties in Kenya and Zambia” (Ph.D. diss: University of Oxford, 2007). 
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Chapter 3. Independence and the making of a president 

(1961-1964) 
 

Introduction 

Between November 1961 and December 1963, the Kenyan nationalist elite, the 

European settlers and the British government sat together for three constitutional conferences 

to negotiate independence. Two crucial issues to settle were those of land decolonization (the 

transfer of European land to Africans), and the future of the constitution. The two African 

nationalist parties took different positions. The Kenya African National Union (KANU, which 

represented the Kikuyu, Luo, Meru and Kamba) called for rapid decolonization, championed 

a centralized government, and argued for an open competition for land beyond ethnic 

boundaries. Their main opponent, the Kenya African Democratic Union (KADU), united 

minority tribes fearing the domination of the Luo and Kikuyu, and was supported by 

conservative white settlers who considered KANU politicians as radicals endangering their 

economic and political privileges.1 Their opposition barely hid further divisions. Internal, 

personal competition and ethnic divisions inherited from colonisation gnawed at the fragile 

and unstable structure of these young parties (they were created only a year earlier, in 1960), 

while the wider population remained poorly mobilized.2 The first two “Lancaster House” 

conferences (February-March 1960 and February-April 1962) failed to bring about political 

cohesion: a myriad of sundry interests and intricate alliances complicated the search for 

consensus. KADU and KANU were unable to reconcile their views on the issue of the state 

constitution. The first Lancaster conference stumbled over Kenyatta’s release, while KANU 

demonstrated its national legitimacy with a large victory at the 1961 general elections. The 

second conference started with the hope to solve the main disagreements, and in April 1962, a 

KANU-KADU coalition government was formed. Its aim was to discuss the drafted 

constitutional proposals, called the “framework constitution”, which conceded much to 

regionalist dispositions. 3  Kenyatta became minister of state for constitutional affairs and 

economic planning; his adversary, the KADU leader Ronald Ngala, was minister of state for 

                                                 

1 On the independence negotiations see Bethwell A. Ogot and William Robert Ochieng’, Decolonization and 

Independence in Kenya, 1940-93 (London: James Currey, 1995); Keith Kyle, The Politics of the Independence of 

Kenya (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 1999); David M. Anderson, “‘Yours in Struggle for Majimbo’. 

Nationalism and the Party Politics of Decolonization in Kenya, 1955-64,” Journal of Contemporary History 40, 

no. 3 (2005): 547–64; Charles Hornsby, Kenya: A History Since Independence (London: I.B. Tauris, 2013). 
2 Hornsby, Kenya, 61.  
3Kyle, The Politics of the Independence of Kenya, 150; Hornsby, Kenya, 70-71.  
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constitutional affairs and administration. KANU joined the coalition government, yet always 

with the aim to dismantle all regionalist concessions. 

The vexed question of the decolonization of land complicated the independence 

negotiations: uncertainty on the future of tribal minority rights in an independent Kenya was 

ubiquitous. At stake was the persisting conflict of colonial state-issued land titles versus 

indigenous claims to historical rights over the land.4 The British government and European 

settlers had already started to pass over the land titles, from the 1950s. 5  With the first 

independence conference in 1960, British colonials and settlers understood that total 

decolonization was inevitable, and that the establishment of stable institutions to decolonize, 

redistribute land, and secure land ownership, was a necessity.6  Complications during the 

independence negotiations emerged out of the multitude of interests involved, highlighting the 

contradiction between mutual economic interests (the purchase and transfer of land to ensure 

general economic stability) and politically divergent objectives (regionalism versus 

centralized government). 

Land transfer, set up via land settlement schemes, was driven by a fear of political 

instability and economic breakdown that could shatter the European settlers’ interests as much 

as that of the British government, or Kenyan nationalist elites. As the main financial 

contributor to the schemes, the British government considered economic stability a priority, 

and tended to favour political consensus. Nevertheless, all parties involved were united in 

their quest for stability and the fear that landless Africans would revive the Mau Mau. As a 

result, land policies were greatly influenced by a colonial state of mind. As Gary Wasserman 

noted, the British opted to assuage “the metropole government and the nationalist elite, the 

transnational commercial groups supporting the liberals, and other forces who stood to benefit 

from the continuity of the colonial political economy.”7 This search for consensus preserved 

and strengthened the so-called tribal “spheres of influence” created by colonizers – i.e. a 

political geography defined on ethnic boundaries – which no nationalist politician, whether 

                                                 

4  Ato Kwamena Onoma, The Politics of Property Rights Institutions in Africa (Cambridge ; New York: 

Cambridge University Press, 2009), 145. See also Maurice P. K. Sorrenson, Origins of European Settlement in 

Kenya (London: Oxford University Press, 1968). 
5 J. W. Harbeson, “Land Reforms and Poiltics in Kenya, 1954–70,” The Journal of Modern African Studies 9, 

no. 02 (1971): 231–51; P. Kelemen, “The British Labor Party and the Economics of Decolonization: The Debate 

over Kenya,” Journal of Colonialism and Colonial History 8, no. 3 (2007): 1–33. 
6 The history of land settlement and land policies established between the end of the 1950s and the early 1960s 

have been well researched they are too vast to be summarized here. See in particular Sorrenson, Origins of 

European Settlement in Kenya; Gary Wasserman, Politics of Decolonization: Kenya Europeans and the Land 

Issue, 1960-1965 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1976); Christopher Leo, Land and Class in Kenya 

(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1984).  
7 Wasserman, Politics of Decolonization, 132. 
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KANU or KADU, contested.8 Thus, the early years of settlement schemes did not meet much 

opposition. But the prospect of independence coming closer, the thirst for land, the rising 

unemployment, and the risk of massive migrations of people to settlement zones made 

effective political action all the more necessary, if tribal leaders were not to lose control of 

their constituencies.  

Political stagnation, coupled with tensions surrounding decolonization of land, not 

only crystallized party opposition but shook the two nationalist parties from within. KANU 

was troubled by a latent, internal war between the moderates Kenyatta represented, who 

considered political consensus and economic stability as the only possible guiding line for 

land policy, and the so-called “radicals”, certainly better described as populists, who wanted 

land to be freely redistributed to the landless, and among whom were many former Mau Mau 

fighters. This divide barely hid a deeper leadership competition to take over KANU. Led by 

the ex-Mau Mau detainees Paul Ngei, J. M. Kariuki and Bildad Kaggia, the “radicals” 

controlled districts crowded by landless and poor (Machakos in Eastern region, Nyandarua 

and Murang’a in Central region), and represented a threat to Kenyatta’s political legitimacy. 

The Luo leaders, the unionist Tom Mboya, who needed to appeal to the Kikuyu to build up 

his national aura, and the socialist Oginga Odinga, who did not directly endanger Kikuyu 

legitimacy, were potential national competitors and represented a threat in a future KANU 

government.  

The literature dedicated to the independence negotiations has focused almost 

exclusively on party politics, and tends to ignore how the inability to form reliable alliances 

affected decolonization. Attention has been given to the interaction and alliances between or 

against parties.9 When politicians are accounted for individually, this serves to illustrate the 

co-optation or absorption of key political players within larger political entities. 10 

                                                 

8 Ibid., 107. The expression “tribal spheres of influence” was already in use in the 1960s. Carey Jones notes that 

the claim was not directed, at first, against European, Carey Jones wrote. They were rather designed to balance 

indigenous tribal politics. As competition over economic resources grew, so tribal ties become increasingly 

politicized. The geography of settlement also reinforced tribal politics. See Norman Stewart Carey Jones, The 

Anatomy of Uhuru: An Essay on Kenya’s Independence (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1966), 139 

and Leo, Land and Class in Kenya, 110-111.  
9 See George Bennett and Carl Gustav Rosberg, The Kenyatta Election: Kenya 1960-1961 (Oxford: Oxford 

University Press, 1961); Carey Jones, The Anatomy of Uhuru; Wasserman, Politics of Decolonization; Ogot and 

Ochieng’, Decolonization and Independence in Kenya, 1940-93; Kyle, The Politics of the Independence of 

Kenya; David Percox, Britain, Kenya and the Cold War: Imperial Defence, Colonial Security and 

Decolonisation (New York: I.B.Tauris, 2004); Robert M. Maxon, Kenya’s Independence Constitution: 

Constitution-Making and End of Empire (Madison, N.J. : Lanham, Md: Fairleigh Dickinson University Press, 

2011); Hornsby, Kenya. 
10 David Goldsworthy, Tom Mboya The Man Kenya Wanted to Forget (London: Heinemann, 1982); François 

Grignon, “Le Politicien Entrepreneur En Son Terroir: Paul Ngei à Kangundo (Kenya) 1945-1990” (Ph.D. diss., 
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Furthermore, and as I already emphasized in the first chapter, no work has focused on 

Kenyatta’s political trajectory after his release. This excessive attention to political parties 

failed to acknowledge parallel, slightly more paradoxical, and certainly highly personalized 

patterns of negotiation. 

Too great a focus on party politics is doubly misleading. It fails to acknowledge the 

importance of personal relationships in building trustful relationship across, and sometimes 

against, larger political entities. Perhaps even more importantly, it overlooks the fact that if 

Kenyatta and his KANU fellow politicians were viscerally opposed to majimboism, they 

never called into question the regional, and much less the ethnic equilibrium inherited from 

colonization.11 As such, they never questioned the backbone of majimboism: the tribal spheres 

of influence. What they opposed, however, was a federal distribution of executive powers. 

Majimboism was not to be replaced by, but subsumed under a centralized state, with highly 

concentrated executive powers. 12  A focus on the formation of presidential rule, and its 

institutional, personal and political foundations, sheds fresh light on the construction of the 

Kenyan post-colonial state, as well as on the making of Kenyatta as a president.  

In the first part of this chapter, I argue that the reshaping of the central institution for 

land transfer, which paralleled the independence conferences, had a determining impact on 

both the decolonization process and on Kenyatta’s ascension to power. As the peaceful 

decolonization of land was the most strategic issue, the setting-up of the Central Land Board 

was a pressing matter in 1961. I show that the British authorities, obsessed with security and 

political stability, favoured KANU, and hence Kenyatta, under cover of the position that this 

was the safest political bet, and at the expense of the European settlers’ and KADU’s 

argument for majimboism. At independence, Kenyatta would not only be considered as the 

guardian of political order, but he would also inherit an advantageously designed institutional 

framework to control the most valuable political and economic resource in Kenya: land.   

Kenyatta hence gained a substantial asset with which to negotiate independence. 

Surprisingly however, the question of presidentship emerged relatively late in the negotiation 

process, as I discuss in the second part of the chapter. The negotiations were, at first, barely 

preoccupied with the question of presidential powers. This idea emerged unexpectedly, first 

brandished by KADU defenders as a last attack against arguments for central government. 

                                                                                                                                                         

Université de Bordeaux, 1997); G. Lynch, “Moi: The Making of an African ‘Big-Man,’” Journal of Eastern 

African Studies 2, no. 1 (2008): 18–43. 
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12 Ibid., 548. 
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They were joined by several KANU backbenchers, who feared central government would 

significantly reduce their institutional power and political resources. While independence was 

hastened and achieved in December 1963, the question of presidency was left on standby until 

Kenya became republic, a year later. 

These debates show that presidentialism was not simply inherited from colonial rule 

but was a controversial issue and very fragile construction. In the third part of the chapter, I 

explore how these political and institutional conflicts were resolved, and eventually subsumed 

within the new state. I argue that presidential rule emerged out of the weaknesses of KADU 

and KANU contenders, revealing the limits of the purportedly untouchable principe of tribal 

spheres of influence, which were in fact devoid of any power, influence or authority when it 

came to accessing state resources controlled from the center.  Such weaknesses and divisions 

were intimately linked to the question of land and the access to land resources. These had 

already been settled by 1961, however, with the centralization of the Land Board.  

Throughout the process, Kenyatta played the role of the reconciler (just as he had 

entitled his newspaper Muigwithania thirty years earlier) with very little concern for KADU, 

as well as little care for state institutions, yet strongly supported by the British authorities. It is 

safe to say that although he participated little in the negotiations over the decolonization of 

land, he was the key beneficiary of the institutional construction he thereafter defended very 

tactfully yet with steady determination.  

 

1. Early years of decolonization: the politics of land (November 1961 – May 

1963) 

Upon his release, Kenyatta’s position on the land issue, feverishly anticipated at first, 

finally appeased many. Although little information has transpired from the available archives 

on the possible discussions the British might have had with Kenyatta while he was jailed or 

under restriction, the British certainly sounded him out on this issue. A telegram addressed to 

the secretary of state by Governor Renison in August 1961, the month Kenyatta was released, 

stated that “When German Consul General saw him at Maralal Kenyatta said Settlement 

Schemes were essential and should go ahead without further delay.”13 The Germans, who 

contributed financially to the settlement schemes, might have visited Kenyatta to obtain the 

assurance that the settlement schemes would be financially viable under a KANU 

                                                 

13 Secret. Decypher Telegram to Secretary of State, no. 714, 29 August 1961, BNA, FCO 141/6923. 
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government. This gives us a glimpse of the extent to which Kenyatta, if he was not directly 

associated with the negotiations on the schemes, was powerful enough not to be ignored or 

excluded from them.  

All expected him to make his position on the land question public during his Maralal 

speech in 1961, ending his charismatic undecisiveness. For his fellow Kikuyu politicians, it 

was a matter of leadership competition. What mattered to the British was Kenyatta’s ability to 

reassure the settlers as to their economic future in Kenya, and, more generally, to appease the 

impatient, landless Kikuyu, striving for their land in the White Highlands. During his famous 

Maralal speech, Kenyatta made clear he did not want the land to be redistributed for free. 

Later in 1962, Kenyatta gave similar speeches while touring the country. He denounced 

practices of land grabbing, and advocated, instead, the policy of “willing buyer-willing 

seller”. His words were interpreted in various and contradictory ways. In a telegram sent in 

January 1962 to the secretary of state, who had asked about “immediate local reactions” and 

the possible “implications” of one of Kenyatta’s recent speech in Kiambu, the governor noted 

that  

 

East African Standard Monday edition reported Kenyatta as having said that 

Africans should not buy land from Europeans until after independence, for then 

they would get it for free. This is not in accord with Police account, but Police 

report that subsequent to the meeting the majority of Africans present appeared 

to have gained the same impression of Kenyatta’s meaning as in Standard 

report. Kenyatta has refuted Standard report. Nevertheless impression among 

many Africans remains that Kenyatta has now revealed his thinking as the 

same as Ngei’s.14 

 

Why was the reception of the speech so varied and contradictory? Governor Renison believed 

that “the Standard reporter’s note did not […] support the account published.”15 He believed 

Kenyatta was jockeying, very carefully, in a political sphere that had reluctantly accepted his 

political return: “He wished […] to present KANU policy in most attractive light and 

probably realized that his audience would interpret his words as meaning that Africans should 

                                                 

14 Telegram to the Secretary of State, no. 63, 26 January 1962, BNA, FCO 141/6923.  
15 Secret and Personal. Decypher Telegram to the Secretary of State, no. 35, 25 January 1962, BNA, FCO 
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not buy European land now.” 16  The colonial correspondence on Kenyatta’s ambiguous 

speeches showed no sign of alarm: the image of the “leader to death and darkness” was fading 

away.17  

Under Kenyatta’s leadership, KANU initiated a moderating turn shortly before the 

second Lancaster conference.18 On the land question, the party published a memorandum on 

land usage in February 1962 confirming its preference for willing buyer-willing seller land 

transfers. Claiming the primacy of central government’s decision over land issues, the 

memorandum anticipated all issues the British could have been wary of.19 The preamble 

reaffirmed the principle of productive land use: “no racial or tribal consideration should be 

permitted to interfere with the attainment of its maximum potential”.20 The security of title, 

the ultimate protection against land grabbing, came second on the agenda and was declared a 

“national responsibility”. Objectives of economic growth emphasized private property, as 

well as the productive use and development of land.
21 In a twisted plea to central government, 

the memorandum stated that in the White Highlands, “KANU cannot agree that tribal spheres 

of influence do or should exist within the Scheduled Areas. […] Indeed this is a policy that 

should be aimed at throughout the country […].”22  

The decolonization of the White Highlands, also referred to as the “scheduled areas”, 

was of particular importance to both KANU and the British colonials. The latter, just like the 

white settlers, needed the Kikuyu leaders’ cooperation to ensure that the settlement schemes 

would go as planned. They considered Kenyatta to be of great use to them, probably because 

of the ambiguity that surrounded his Mau Mau connections. In March 1962, in a settlement 

zone south of Central Province, recently settled Kikuyu suddenly abandoned their settlement, 

driven away by rumours alleging that they would be allocated less land than promised. 

Kenyatta was probably not “consulted about the walk-off from Muguga scheme.”23 A report 

on behalf of the governor stated that all this happened because local KANU leaders felt the 

settlement schemes were negotiated in favour of KADU and the white settlers, and “therefore 

                                                 

16  Ibid. Besides, the governor noted the technicality that Kenyatta might well have been referring to “the 

payment of 'settlement charges' rather than purchase price of land”. 
17 P. Knauss, “From Devil to Father Figure: The Transformation of Jomo Kenyatta by Kenya Whites,” The 
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18 Wasserman, The Politics of Decolonization, 118-119.  
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to which the land shall be put”, Secret. K.A.N.U. Memorandum On Land Usage, BNA, FCO 141/6923. 
20 Ibid. 
21 Ibid. 
22 Ibid. 
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told the settlers that as Kenyatta has not approved, they must not accept land.”24 The report 

recommended the secretary of state to “try to induce KANU to publicise (out here) their 

approval of the Schemes”, and suggested threatening KANU leaders with “adverse publicity” 

if they failed to do so. 25  

Kenyatta was certainly conscious of the sensitivity of the land issue as well as the 

fragility of his political base (be it African or British). The risk of seeing local KANU 

branches, those so-called local subordinates, slipping out of his control directly endangered 

Kenyatta’s political legitimacy. He was willing to support the scheme and urge the settlers to 

return immediately, on the condition he was given “written assurance” from the governor that 

they would be given the promised acres of land. He seemed nonetheless “suspicious that he 

[was] being led into a trap.”26 For the acting governor, there was no trap at all but simply 

mutual interest: “With [Kenyatta’s] support or even with his passive acquiescence we can 

make very rapid progress at very low cost.”27 The governor understood that he, like the 

colonial authorities in general, could take advantage of the common interest they shared with 

Kenyatta and his moderate comrades: the peaceful ongoing of the settlement schemes. The 

land rights issue brought the British closer to Kenyatta, elevating him to the position of 

unique intermediary and appeasing political force. This mutuality of interest would prove to 

be crucial when it came to establishing new land institutions for the independent government. 

 

A favourable depoliticization of the land issue 

The negotiations on the decolonization of land provided Kenyatta with strong, 

unprecedented and unrivalled political assets by which to become Kenya’s first president. The 

negotiations were clearly dominated by key ministers, who entertained close relations with 

Kenyatta, while the British preoccupations (to ensure financial and political stability) played 

in favour of Kenyatta, who came to embody a uniquely moderate leader. One essential aspect 

I wish to explore is the way institutions were set up to transfer land, and designed to survive 

after independence.  

British colonials (in contrast to the white settlers) wanted less to control an 

independent government than to ensure that unstable politics would not jeopardize their 

financial and economic interests. The inability to settle the question of regionalism and the 
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systematic failure of the on-going constitutional negotiations could indefinitely temporize 

neither the tensions between KANU and KADU, nor the internal divisions of KANU itself. 

British colonials and settlers worried that a delayed independence could aggravate an already 

tense security situation. The smooth execution of land settlements had to be secure. That is, 

the decolonization of land had to be as little politicized as possible. Constitutional 

negotiations in 1961 planned to revive the Central Land Board in order to organize the 

purchase and transfer of land, as well as the execution of settlements. When it came to 

deciding on the scope of the decision-making powers accorded to this strategic body, dissent 

arose among the members of the Council of Ministers.28  

The powers of the Central Land Board had been a subject of heated debate since the 

first Lancaster conference, precisely because they encroached on the arguments over 

regionalism. To many, electing and granting authority to the members of the Board was 

linked to the distribution of regional powers. During the second Lancaster conference, 

establishing the Board remained the “main sticking point”.29 Gary Wasserman noted that, at 

the end of the conference, all political parties had agreed on the necessity for the Board to be 

“divorced from political control”. 30  Nevertheless, Wasserman focused extensively on 

cleavages between the British Colonial Office, European farmers, and the Ministry of Land. 

Leaving KANU’s and KADU’s interests aside, he overlooked the implications such 

depoliticization of land politics had on KANU’s ascension to power. Similarly, John W. 

Harbeson gave a very detailed account of the technicalities involved when negotiating the 

responsibilities of the various institutions involved in the land settlement schemes, especially 

regarding the allocation of funds to the Central Land Board. He nonetheless neglected the 

mutuality of interest that emerged between KANU leaders and the British colonial authorities, 

and the influence of this on the decolonization process.31 

The establishment of the new board on 7 April 1962, along with the creation of the 

Ministry of Land Settlements and Water Development, sought to take into account the 

protection of regional interests. It was designed to overcome the administrative inefficiency of 

its ancestor, the Land Settlement and Development Board, through conserving its mission to 

inspire confidence among the white settlers.
32  The independence of the Board from the 
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Ministry was safeguarded so that the land minister would not be suspected of bypassing the 

Board’s decisions: otherwise “he will surely be unable to avoid suspicion and attack, however 

unjustified, on the ground that he will be under political pressure to circumvent the Board's 

intentions.”33 The minister in question was Bruce McKenzie, a South African farmer and 

alleged MI6 agent, who had recently joined KANU, and would later become the powerful 

minister of agriculture during Kenyatta’s regime.34 

The British wanted to accelerate the setting up of the Board by restraining the scope of 

administrative change, and ensuring its independence from the government.35 Hoping to play 

down tensions over regionalism, appease the settlers’ demands, and ensure the representation 

of ethnic minorities, the representative of the colonial office, F. D. Webber, asked Kenya’s 

attorney general and acting governor, Eric Griffith-Jones, whether “it might be possible to 

begin to put into the present Board provincial representatives, in order to set the pattern for 

the future”.36 Griffith-Jones replied that “we regard the Board as semi-political, semi judicial 

independent body which would approve or reject settlement schemes submitted to it by the 

Government and would advise the Government on settlement policy.”37 The Board was not 

settled immediately because the British had difficulties in finding a suitable candidate to be 

chairman. This was becoming a matter of urgency, if they wanted to assure the smooth 

transfer of European land to the Africans, given that a settlement of 1,000,000 acres of land 

was immediately pending. To use the colonial office’s terms, it was necessary to “take this 

particular settlement scheme ‘out of politics’”.38 

Ironically, one of the main defenders and architects of what may be called the 

‘depoliticization’ of the Board was the Minister of land himself, Bruce McKenzie, who was 

playing a dual role in the decolonization of land. As a minister, he was the link between the 

coalition government and the British colonial office, thus hoping to assure the financial and 
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political viability of the settlement schemes. However, he was also a KANU politician 

designing the institutional future of his own ministry. The British colonial officials 

themselves doubted, in a brief telegram, “whether an obligation on the Board to use the 

Minister as their agent is consistent with the White Paper’s approach”.39 McKenzie replied 

that, since the transfer of land in the scheduled areas was the primary objective of the British 

and the white settlers, an independent Board was politically untenable and financially too 

expensive. Instead, he hoped to re-design the relationship between the board and the 

government, on the grounds that 

 

it would be too expensive and complicated to set up new organisation which anyway 

would require to co-operate with other organs of Government at every point; […] 

details of settlement too important to Government to leave to independent body not 

responsible to Government since they could seriously affect economy and law and 

order.40 

 

McKenzie’s influence would have long-lasting and far-reaching implications for Kenyatta’s 

ascension to power. The minister was clearly looking beyond land transfers, already preparing 

post-colonial land politics. His argumentation presaged the turning of the tide in favour of 

KANU, considered as the only stabilizing force for securing land transfers. 

The political agenda of land decolonization was complicated by the unstable and 

deteriorating political context. In July 1962, the publication of the Regional Boundaries 

Commission’s report, originally intended to ease the transition to majimboism and to redesign 

certain regions to match ethnic criteria, drew attention to the risks inherent in mass 

movements of ethnic groups across regions, particularly from the Rift Valley into the Central 

Region.41 In December 1962, McKenzie prepared a memorandum urging cabinet ministers to 

accept the acceleration of Kikuyu settlement in the Central Region as a political priority. His 

argument fell on sympathetic ears, as the governor also emphasized that “my advisors and I 

regard the situation as politically explosive” while “senior ‘Kikuyu’ experts see parallel with 
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1952 [sic].”42  The governor himself took on the mission to explain the land settlement 

schemes and the present situation to KADU “behind the scenes”, preferring discrete 

diplomacy to open debate in the Council of Ministers.43 From December 1962 to January 

1963, the Governor’s team attempted to “soften up KADU”, but stumbled over the party’s 

irreducible refusal to concede any additional Kikuyu settlement. 44 However, both KANU and 

its adversaries were bound by their political dependency on the necessary funds to buy out 

land and to settle landless Africans: funds that the Board would allocate.45 Therefore, the 

urgency to access financial resources was too important for the creation of the Board to be 

delayed because of irreconcilable political views. 

Political and financial intricacies forced a consensus on land institutions. The “most 

influential Ministers of both parties” came round to the idea of an independent Board, with 

Kenyatta personally giving his consent.46 Land settlements could go ahead, but the interim 

Board the British dreamt of was still far from being created (and it would not be, before April 

1963). Wasserman argued that the establishment of the Board was hindered by its stumbling 

over the choice of chairman (General Bourne), and by conflicting views of the Colonial 

Office and ministry. Archives tend to show, however, that for the two nationalist parties, 

General Bourne himself was not too much of an issue.47 On behalf of KANU, Kenyatta did 

express disappointment at the way the chairman was selected: KANU ministers were not 

consulted, whereas they had been for previous candidates.48 By protesting, they hoped to get 

the right to have a say in the process. In private conversation with Governor MacDonald, 

Kenyatta “described serious doubts that the KANU leaders had felt at the appointment of a 

soldier […] without experience of land question” but MacDonald “was able to tell him things 

about General Bourne […] which reassured Mr. Kenyatta; and he said that he and his 

colleagues would gladly accept the position.”49 Bourne’s ideas on the Board’s powers were 

much more problematic, however. To McKenzie, ‘Bourne’s overconfidence in Board’s 

capacity for practical execution of settlement schemes [sic]’, remained highly controversial, 
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as Wasserman also noted.50 

Bourne was not appointed, and his defeat confirmed the predominance of the 

minister’s ideas. Most importantly, it proved that the apparent attempt to depoliticize the 

board was overcome by the political competition for economic resources. McKenzie did 

assert in a memorandum on accelerated settlement that “the settlement of Kikuyu should not 

be made at the expense of other tribes”.51 Nevertheless, the search for political consensus, 

bound by the untouchable principle of tribal spheres of influence and subjected to the security 

situation in the White Highlands, automatically favoured the Kikuyu (read KANU) as the 

most reliable interlocutors. As McKenzie explained: “The Government would like settlement 

to be unrestricted by race or tribe, but in the present political and security situation, it is not 

possible […]. The settlement schemes are designed to secure orderly settlement in the former 

scheduled areas.”52  

The purported depoliticization, therefore, was not an attempt to make land politics a-

political. It was now intended, in the words of Governor Renison, to “minimize the political 

vulnerability under the new regime of our settlement programme”.53 The governor himself 

assured the secretary of state that he was “not particularly worried at the fact that two out of 

the three [ministers negotiating land settlement in London] will be KANU. Gichuru must be 

associated with the financial side of things, and McKenzie is the only one of the three with the 

detailed knowledge of settlement factors.”54 The main conflict was not, therefore, between the 

Colonial Office and the Ministry of land, since the two agreed that political security was 

paramount. Rather, white settlers and minorities defenders were side-lined into minor political 

actors. 

Although Kenyatta may not have played a (visibly) direct role within this process, the 

setting up of the Central Land Board was a key ingredient in his political ascension. KANU 

and KADU were left with very little room for manoeuvre if they wanted to remain included in 

the schemes, which safeguarded the spheres of influences they depended on politically. The 

independence, or depoliticization, of the Board conveniently accommodated multiple, 

antagonistic interests: the British searched for ways to accelerate transfers of land 
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concentrated mainly in the White Highlands; KADU foresaw the new Board as a guarantee 

against tribal domination and, perhaps, a future route towards regionalism; McKenzie and his 

KANU ministers hoped to divert regionalist concerns with a plea for law and order. Land 

settlement policies kept moving forward with very little political opposition, slowed down 

only by financial obstacles.  

Most importantly, the creation of the Central Land Board showed that minorities’ 

rights were not automatically safeguarded by regionalist dispositions.55 In fact, the obsession 

with political and economic stability overshadowed the opposition between regionalism and 

state centralization. This may explain why Kenyatta did not question the technical 

independence of the Board, but supported it. Backed by his two influential KANU ministers, 

McKenzie and Gichuru, he could restrict his political activities to strategic public 

appearances. The tide of negotiations favoured KANU as the leading partner, while the 

stagnation of KANU-KADU opposition would play against the latter. The real turn, however, 

came with the May 1963 legislative elections.56  Kenyatta’s popularity as a national hero 

detained by the British gave considerable political leverage to KANU. As the party would go 

on to win these elections, Kenyatta would become prime minister and inherit this 

advantageously designed institutional framework, providing him and his cabinet ministers 

with direct control over land. 

 

The 1963 elections  

Land transfer remained an all-out war that subverted party lines. On 3 January 1963, 

The Times published an article entitled “Kenyatta Party Threatened by Tribal Rivalries”, 

summarizing the factions tearing KANU apart. The Luo were split along leadership disputes 

between Oginga Odinga, Tom Mboya, the lawyer Arwings-Khodhek, and other minor 

politicians fearing Kikuyu domination. Paul Ngei, influential Kamba leader in the Eastern 

region, seceded in November 1962 and created his African People’s Party.57 There was also 

the Nairobi branch, constituting of “Kikuyu who are opposed to Mboya and followers of Dr. 

Munyua Waiyaki.” The article concluded that “meanwhile Kenya African Democratic Union 
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are silently jubilant.”58  

The Times correspondent said nothing about what held the party together. Or, more 

precisely, of what held all these moderate leaders together. As a note prepared for the 

governor’s office on the 24 January 1963 explained, “[b]oth factions, particularly in view of 

the resurgence of the Mau Mau “old guard” and the growth of the Kenya Land Freedom 

Army, decided that Kikuyu support was indispensable and that it would be suicidal to split 

against Kenyatta.”59 It was suicidal because all needed “the advantage of Kenyatta’s authority 

as a symbol of both African nationalism and of Kikuyu leadership”.60 At a moment when 

landless masses could easily be manipulated by more radical and more vocal leaders, no 

moderate politician had any interest in weakening Kenyatta’s charismatic leadership.  

Kenyatta did not seem much interested in party business. He had delegated the 

reorganization of the party to Joseph Murumbi. He nonetheless hoped to prevent 

organizational issues of the party from going public, as Murumbi later recalled.61 Kenyatta 

was much more preoccupied by the security situation, especially in Central Region. In early 

January, he met local politicians in Meru, where Mau Mau resilience was particularly 

worrying, and risked tipping the balance over land politics. He informed the permanent 

secretary of the Ministry of Defence, J. K. arap Koitie, “how strongly he had emphasized to 

the politicians the necessity for full cooperation amongst themselves, so as to work for the 

[…] prosperity of the District.”62 Kenyatta knew that there was a risk of acquaintance between 

KANU officials and former Mau Mau groups.63 He had to prevent the decline of the Kikuyu 

old guard from strengthening the subversive Kenya Land Freedom Army. As security risks 

were spreading over Kenya, the Kenyan government feared losing control of key zones, 

especially where islands of European farmers were surrounded by landless squatters, and 

risked turning into hotspots of political opposition (in particular Nyandarua, Ol Kalou and 

Kinangop in Central Region; Sotik and Naivasha in Nyanza region). As the coalition 

government was stagnating, KANU hoped the 1963 elections would strengthen its majority in 

parliament. Its victory was overwhelming, and KANU formed an interim government on June 

1st.64 
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Most revealing to us are less the results of the elections than the following constitution 

of the cabinet announced on May 30th, led by Kenyatta who was to be sworn in as prime 

minister within days. Fifteen ministers, along with fifteen permanent secretaries were chosen, 

with careful attention to guaranteeing regional and tribal equitable representation.65  Tom 

Mboya became minister of justice and constitutional affairs. Oginga Odinga was appointed 

minister for home affairs. Kenyatta, according to MacDonald’s memories, insisted on his later 

appointment although “my civil servants were dead against this.” Kenyatta would have 

preferred not to appoint him, but feared this would be “denigrating him and his tribe.”66 

MacDonald was worried that Odinga would be given control over the police, but to avoid 

Kenyatta being exposed to criticism, he as governor took the decision to retain international 

affairs, defence and security under his control. “Jomo said magnificent. […] The cabinet was 

announced. ‘Double O’ was thrilled at being Home Minister. But within five minutes of 

finding the police were not under his control, he rang me […].”67  

Within Kenyatta’s close circle of government, his Kikuyu comrades were given 

prominent functions. James Gichuru remained minister for finance; Kenyatta’s personal 

physician, Njoroge Mungai became minister for health; his long-time friend and brother-in-

law, John Mbiyu Koinange, was appointed minister of state and pan-African affairs; the 

young Julius Kiano became minister for commerce and industry. His main adversaries Paul 

Ngei, J. M. Kariuki and Bildad Kaggia remained outside of the government, but their 

respective districts were represented by three permanent secretaries – respectively – the 

Kamba Eliud Mwendwa, the Embu Jeremiah Nyagah and the Meru Jackson Angaine – who 

would be promoted to minister of land and settlement shortly after. As for the Asian 

community, Chanan Singh was appointed permanent secretary in the prime minister’s 

office.68 Early in June, MacDonald noted that Kenyatta now “seemed to take on a wholly new 

lease of life and power. His party’s victory at the polls had been unexpectedly great, and he 

therefore realised that he could now at last assert his authority unchallenged.” The governor 

only worried that Kenyatta’s “conciliatory moderation” risked alienating the KANU 

radicals.”69 How Kenyatta would deal with the opposition from both KADU and KANU sides 
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would be determining for his ability to gain and stay in power.  

 

2. Negotiating independence (June - December 1963) 

After the 1963 general elections, the final stage of negotiations for independence took 

a new turn, with KANU as the official leading force. Kenyatta participated in the councils of 

ministers preparing constitutional talks between January and February 1963. In the 

Legislative Council, his interventions were limited to general statements, showing a dislike 

for detail, perhaps hiding some indecisiveness, and always supporting the long and meticulous 

speeches delivered by prominent KANU leaders, Mboya, Gichuru or McKenzie.70 Besides, 

the most sensitive aspects of the independence talks were negotiated informally and 

privately.71 In November 1963, Jonathan Chadwick, officer at the Commonwealth Relations 

Office, cautiously noted in his report on the Lancaster conference that “Kenyatta is by no 

means a spent force, as is sometimes suggested.  [He] has a shrewd political instinct for where 

his interests lie.”72 These lay in three major issues: land, tribal boundaries, and territorial 

integrity.  

Kenyatta’s public interventions during the negotiations conferences were rare and 

therefore meaningful. Before turning to the core of the independence negotiations, I want to 

emphasize key issues he was wrestling with, and judged important enough to react on. Firstly, 

although the KANU legislative victory was certainly reassuring, KANU was no less 

fragmented. Given the persisting internal divisions, and the competition for the control of the 

tribal spheres of influence, Kenyatta was heavily dependent on his KANU comrades, who 

were also his main adversaries. Secondly, he was aware of Kenya’s financial dependency on 

the British government, which constrained his political leeway. Finally, security issues 

persisted – besides resilient Mau Mau elements in Central Region, the increasing number of 

squatters pressuring land settlement policies threatened the general stability, while Northern 

Frontier territory was plagued by the Somali threat to secede, which turned into the so-called 

Shifta war.73 
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The search for consensus was a sensitive task for Kenyatta. On the one hand, he knew 

he needed the support of two rivals of national stature: Odinga and Mboya. He needed to 

secure KANU leverage over the negotiation process: “holding the Kikuyu / Luo alliance” had 

been “his fundamental policy since he assumed the leadership of K.A.N.U.”; this would be an 

enduring commitment.74 Ongoing rumours that Kenyatta was already an old man who would 

not live long fed nascent speculation over his succession. The British were especially worried 

that, were Kenyatta not to control this alliance, Odinga would take the advantage and force 

him into more radical policies.75 On the other hand, Kenyatta was, unsurprisingly, dependent 

on the British, and more particularly on British aid to settle land issues. He had no illusion as 

to the “means” required to resist the British in the negotiation process: Kenya had none, a lack 

that undoubtedly further hindered political leverage.76 His “attitude towards the European 

settlers”, noted the British high commissioner, “was not prompted by pure altruism; it sprang 

also from a sense of enlightened self-interest. Kenyatta clearly recognised the essential role 

which the large European (and also the Asian) community could play in the economic 

development of the new Kenya.” To British eyes, this was “an additional dimension to his 

wisdom.”77 But the British authorities nonetheless feared their advantage could be played 

upon: the more untenable the situation in Central Region, the more they were concerned that 

“as soon as Africans press, we pay.”78 They shared with Kenyatta a deep anxiety over security 

in Kenya. 

Kenyatta’s promptness to support the British policy of willing buyer-willing seller 

puzzled some of his contemporaries.79 He knew that Kikuyu land had, since the early stages 

of colonization, been alienated and fragmented, while the Kikuyu tended to be scattered over 

the Central and Rift Valley regions.80 The policy of monetized land transactions was perhaps 
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a safeguard against what he considered to be abusive tribalism. As he pointed out during a 

ministerial meeting on 23 February 1963, there was the “danger of the Kalenjin and Masai 

tribes, for example, adopting a dog-in the manner attitude if they could not afford to purchase 

land which was for sale, and the owner would thereby find that he was unable to sell his 

land.”81 The necessity to make land available to all – read to those who could pay – was 

bluntly justified in a memorandum on Central Province that Kenyatta prepared, in which he 

insisted on the 

 

necessity to apply Part II of the Public Security Regulations, which provides 

for villagization and applies to the Kikuyu Land Unit. […] [It] will ensure that 

[the unemployed and homeless people], who now constituted a security risk or 

an embarrassment to the proper development of farm land, may be moved from 

where they are causing trouble to a place where they will have a home and a 

chance of employment.82 

 

Setting apart the poor as a political and economic nuisance, Kenyatta was being fairly 

consistent with the idea of meritocracy he had defended in Facing Mount Kenya. The rhetoric 

of nation-building provided him with a convenient alibi to prove his point. In a plea against 

tribal regionalism, he asserted that 

 

it was nonsense to say that the Regions should reflect the systems of 

Government existing in Kenya eighty years ago or more. […] If a strong Kenya 

were to be built which could treat with other nations on an equal footing, tribal 

feelings must be forgotten and a strong Central Government established.83 

 

Kenyatta was openly distinguishing regions from tribal groups. Again, this was in direct line 

with his assertion, twenty-five years earlier, that tribes were not small states. In the political 
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context of the time, with the Somali threat of secession, Kenyatta was all the more wary of the 

contagious risk of tribal temptations to secede. He firmly demanded a “definite statement to 

the effect that the Kenya Government was not contemplating, and would never contemplate, 

secession.”84 When putting his scarce interventions all together, it becomes clear that to him, 

security, land and territorial boundaries were linked by one overarching concern: the need to 

ensure that all land was accessible to all – the definition of “all” requires nuancing. 

If Kenyatta did want a nation – after all, KANU propaganda was one of united 

nationalism – it was a nation devoid of nationalism.85 The land issue was understood as the 

necessity to buy out all land – not necessarily to make it accessible to all the people of 

Kenya.86 The definition of regional boundaries and the breaking of tribal ties were not bound 

to ensure national feeling, but were meant to safeguard the integrity of the territory as a 

whole. It is with the same concern for security that Kenyatta framed the issue of the right to 

citizenship, when he said “that, if a citizen by registration turned out to be a spy or a criminal, 

the Government should have powers to deprive him of his citizenship”, to which the colonial 

secretary replied that secure rights were indispensable for nation building. The colonial 

authorities were nonetheless relieved that citizenship was not established as a condition for 

land ownership.87 Once again, tribal fragmentation was not antithetic to central government; 

the equation was made possible because the state was, first and foremost, imagined as a tool 

for security, law and order.  

 

Negotiating independence, negotiating presidential powers?  

Building on its May 1963 victory, KANU demanded to review the constitutional 

provisions on regionalism elaborated during the previous Lancaster conferences. The councils 
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of ministers may have been “far more hilarious” than those of the British Cabinet […]”, it did 

not necessarily erase “the hottest differences of opinion [that] exist[ed] between the two rival 

African political parties” wrote the British commissioner, Malcolm MacDonald.88 In spite of 

KANU’s dramatic declaration that majimboism was now dead, and that constitutional 

provisions on regionalism should be reviewed, majimboist claims continued to divide.89 As 

independence approached, the controversy revealed institutional implications that were far 

more ubiquitous. That is, the debate over regional powers slipped away from ethnic 

considerations to questioning both the scope of parliamentary powers and of the hitherto 

conveniently ignored presidential powers. Dissensions over regionalism and central 

government converged into a single issue: the appointment of the head of state, with KANU 

pushing for the election of a president and prime minister.  

Kenyatta was not inclined to further discuss the supremacy of an independent central 

government, but was giving thought on how to secure his leadership.90 Firstly, he ought to 

restrain parliamentary powers in order to weaken regional and ethnic dissidence. Secondly, he 

needed to resist constitutional movements undermining the executive powers of a president. 

Indeed, debates regarding the East African Federation uniting Kenya, Tanganyika and Uganda 

in a Pan-African spirit had been going on for three years. Although initially opposed to the 

federation, KADU leaders realized that defending international federalism might serve 

majimboism. 91  Meanwhile, KANU leaders stuck to a centralized federation, hoping to 

smother majimboism once and for all within the state institutions. The problem was that 

KANU was not a nationalist force strong enough to tame a fragmented political scene. If 

Kenyatta wanted to get rid of majimboism, he had to co-opt its key defenders. This was the 

third issue he had to tackle.  

Debates over parliamentary powers showed up wide dissent over the centralization of 

executive power, a dissent that went beyond the KANU-KADU divide. On 11 June 1963, K. 

N. Gichoya, KANU representative of the Gichugu constituency in Central Province, proposed 

the motion “That this House urges the Government to take steps to make Kenya a Republic 

within or outside the Commonwealth Organization.”92 With this motion, Gichoya was not 
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interested in majimboism: he wanted to secure strong parliamentary rights. He was careful 

enough not to question, at first, his leader’s authority: “Kenyatta as Kenyatta is respected 

[but] our Prime Minister is Prime Minister, and not President.” He made clear that, were 

Kenya to become a republic, it “must be so contrived and arranged as to make it possible at 

times for the National Assembly to increase or refute the power of the Executive President.”93 

Heated debates ensued. 

Uncertainties over presidentship rallied MPs behind the same cause. The day before, 

on 10 June 1963, KADU members spoke up against this institutional imbalance: their 

chairman Ronald Ngala, also representative for Kilifi in Coast Province, condemned the fact 

that “When it becomes difficult in Parliament here, the Government will not resign but the 

Government will use its power outside and every time we will be frustrated”; the Masai Justus 

Ole Tipis, KADU representative for Narok in Rift Valley, decried what he saw as “a 

deliberate attempt to usurp the powers of this Parliament”94; the Kalenjin Daniel arap Moi, 

Rift Valley leader and KADU representative for Baringo, “warn[ed] the Government that the 

Parliament is the supreme authority which governs the country”. 95  The Kikuyu Joseph 

Mwangi Kariuki, former freedom fighter and KANU politician, added that “Ministers must 

understand that we have a say in the Kenya Government through Parliament, but not only in 

an executive committee such as the Cabinet.”96 

The Kenyan government was trying to stifle debates over the constitutional making of 

a centralized state. J. Nyamweya, parliamentary secretary in the prime minister’s office, 

argued that since negotiations of the East African Federation were still ongoing, “it would be 

very improper for this House at this stage, when it may be possible the Government intends to 

make certain changes, to indicate the form of the republic which Kenya should have”; 

constitutional change was a slow process that could not happen “overnight”.97 The debate was 

serious enough for Kenyatta to appear in the House six days later, on 17 June. He firstly 

reassured MPs that the acceleration of federation was also the government’s aim.98 Then, he 

accused KADU of being a “nuisance” to the process of federation, which they used as a 

disguised argument for majimboism. He warned that “If you want Majimbo you cannot have 

two things, Majimbo and federation at the same time. We are going to strip the Majimbo away 
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and have proper federation.”99 Reaffirming that the federation his government defended had 

always been one of a centralized government, he concluded his speech with a clear 

provocation: “Hon. Members, you can talk and I am very happy when I hear you talking 

because you give me a chance to know that you mean nothing, that you do not mean business, 

that all you do is talk. When it comes to acting you do not act […].”100 His last words warned 

that only “constructive criticism” would be tolerated.101  

Behind the disputed institutional imbalance lay a very concrete concern, for MPs 

understood that securing an independent political voice in the House of Representatives was 

necessary to secure political influence in their constituencies. Moreover, bearing in mind that 

no land would be given away for free, they were anxious not to lose a grip on the on-going 

provision for land purchase. The KANU chairman of parliamentary group, H. C. Wariithi, 

answering the MPs, justified the institutional discrepancy, arguing that parliamentary debates 

were new to their country, so time was needed before a smooth institutional balance could be 

achieved; “misunderstanding and confusion outside this House and in this House” should not, 

however, suggest a lack of confidence in the government.102 The fear of being dispossessed of 

political influence was the factor driving the backbenchers’ persisting malaise. While 

ministers were touring regions, summarized Ngala-Abok, KANU member for Homa-Bay, ‘we 

get nothing, not even a written letter asking for a programme to be made out by the people on 

the spot. [Ministers] just announce it in the Press, and then they start going. […] Mind you a 

Permanent Secretary of civil servants in a political Government must be a little political 

minded [sic].’103 

Kenyatta was wary of politicized parliamentary speeches enhancing local 

representativity. Although he used to praise both constitutionalism and parliamentarism, he 

had considerably moderated his position by 1963.104 Speaking in July 1963 at the dinner of 

the Kenyan branch of the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association, he reaffirmed his 

attachment to a parliamentary system he described as “in everybody’s blood”, but stated that 

the new, independent Kenya demanded to adapt such a system to “our own traditions and 

methods.” 105 He left unclear what such an adaptation meant, however, and twisted the issue 
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concluding “I am afraid I am rather at loss to express myself because I am not accustomed to 

such tame after-dinner speeches […]”.106  Malcolm MacDonald took seriously Kenyatta’s 

“taste for the British system of democratic Parliamentary government in a modern State”; he 

believed Kenyatta did not reject “constant public criticism” yet neither had he “[banished] 

from his beliefs an African instinct for personal autocratic clan rule.”107 Finally, the debates 

on parliamentary powers climaxed with the more serious questions of the afterlife of the 

colonial governor’s powers, and the appointment of a president. Merely substituting the 

“president” for the “governor” was too simple a solution and one the opposition was not ready 

to accept, since the realm of presidential powers posed an obvious threat to the autonomy of 

regional authorities, and vice versa. KADU voiced its concern at the final Lancaster 

conference as the last chance to defend its views on regionalism. 

 

Presidentialism on hold: the monarchical parenthesis 

The nascent East African Federation (the establishment of which had been accelerated 

since the achievement of independence in Uganda and Tanzania in 1961) pressed for the 

settlement of an independence day for Kenya, and hence forced the question of the delegation 

of executive powers onto the negotiation table. Would the president appoint a prime minister 

(which presupposed the choosing of a successor) or empower the House of Representatives? 

As every Kenyan politician hoped that Kenya would solve its leadership divisions in order to 

achieve independence, Kenyatta was foreseen as having the role of president of the federation. 

Caught in an intricate diplomatic strategy opposing British officials with East African leaders, 

the Tanzanian Julius Nyerere and the Ugandan Milton Obote, Kenyan ministers started to 

press for Kenyan independence.108 The uncertainties of the federation, and its final demise, 

had however little to do with Kenyan politics but depended on Obote’s domestic difficulties 

over Uganda’s future within the federation. Mboya and Odinga imagined their potential future 

in the federation, but their projects faded away along with that of the federation when Obote 

finally declared his opposition to it.109 

Facing still unacceptable KADU proposals on the one hand, and the uncertainty about 
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the East African Federation on the other, Kenyatta opted for continuity. Supported by other 

KANU ministers, he demanded that Kenya remain a monarchy for a short time after 

independence. As he later confessed to MacDonald, “originally after June 1st KANU ministers 

thought of creating a Republic on the day of independence; but then some difficulties had 

arisen. They learnt that certain political elements would oppose the appointment of a 

President, and be obstructive.”110 The monarchical option took KADU leaders aback, as they 

did not immediately foresee the constitutional implications of the proposal. When Tom 

Mboya announced, during the preparatory constitutional talks, the government’s decision that 

Kenya was to become independent as a monarchy, Ngala’s “initial reaction was that this 

would be acceptable.”111 It was only the next day that Ngala and KADU more generally 

raised their voice for Kenya to become a republic instead. If they did not fully grasp the scope 

of the constitutional provisions at first, they were however very much aware of the 

importance of not leaving any constitutional matter unsettled before independence. For British 

officials, KANU was playing a “waiting game” by arguing over the status of an independent 

Kenya.112  

The British themselves were surprised by such a proposal. In a letter to Duncan 

Sandys in August 1963, MacDonald confessed that: “It did not occur to me that Ministers 

would seriously contemplate resisting the wish of the Kenya Government that Kenya should 

remain a monarchy”.113 Yet the colonial authorities decided to take the demand seriously. One 

reason was that Dr. Hastings Kamuzu Banda, leader of Nyazaland (today’s Malawi), 

supported by the British high commissioner there, had demanded that the country should 

remain a monarchy after independence. 114  It was difficult for the British to accept that 

Nyazaland, and even Uganda become monarchies, but to find a convincing argument to refuse 

Kenya this choice. The British authorities interpreted Kenyan ministers’ “perpetual 

switchback” between monarchy and republic as “a matter of convenience to save them from 

having to find a candidate as President for the fairly short period which they envisage before 

Kenya becomes a Federation.”115 As such, Kenya would not want to remain a monarchy for a 

“decent” time, which would presume that the Queen too, who would eventually become the 
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sovereign of an independent Kenya, “should be used purely as local political convenience.”116 

Undecided at first, they agreed to submit Kenya's monarchical project to the Queen's goodwill 

on 7 September 1963, perhaps because they had been informed by the governor of Kenya that 

“surprisingly, Kenya Ministers were genuinely anxious for Kenya to remain a monarchy and 

were only contemplating the possibility of becoming a republic in the context of an East 

African Federation.”117 

This was an uncomfortable compromise, and Governor MacDonald decided to try to 

convince Kenyatta that Kenya should become an independent republic. He was sure of 

Kenyatta’s “great respect for the Queen”.118  Nevertheless, he reminded him in a “frank” 

conversation that if Kenya was to remain a monarchy for a short time only, this would be 

treating the Queen with great disrespect. MacDonald found Kenyatta “slightly 

embarrassed”. 119  A month later, Kenyatta finally gave a clear answer, revealing that the 

monarchical option was to him as tactical – leaving aside the question of president – as 

emotional – proving his attachment to the queen:  

 

He said candidly [that the] sole difficulty consists in three words, i.e. the 

official description as of the parts of “the Queen's Dominions”. If those words 

did not exist, or if they could be altered, no difficulty would remain. But 

otherwise they would be used as a stick to beat the Kenya Government with. 

They could be presented as meaning that the whole land and people of Kenya 

were still part of the British Queen's possessions, and so people could argue 

that although Independence had been granted to Kenya, part of the old 

Imperialism nevertheless remained. Mr. Kenyatta said that Kenyans had great 

respect and liking for the Queen, but it would embarrass them politically to be 

regarded as part of her property. […] He repeated that if those three words 

could be changed, the difficulty would disappear. Otherwise the Kenya 

Government might have to consider later some alternative device.120 

 

Although the monarchical option for an independent Kenya was abandoned, independence 

was delayed, and intense politicking followed between June 1963 and December 1964.  
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Holding on to fragmented politics 

Now in full charge of drafting the constitution, the KANU government needed a larger 

majority to amend it and establish centralized government.121 During the late summer of 

1963, and with MacDonald’s support, Kenyatta packed secret meetings with the most 

influential regional leaders, promising they would be included in the delegation to the third 

Lancaster conference.122 Kenyatta courted the Rift Valley leader Daniel arap Moi, informing 

him that “the Prime Minister would always be ready to meet him and had chosen KADU 

colleagues for friendly, confidential consultations on co-operation in the interests of all the 

Kenyan tribes together”; thereafter, MacDonald commented, “those two congenial and 

statesmanlike political leaders were in regular private touch with each other.”123 Because of 

his control over the Rift Valley region, where so many Kikuyu had fled and settled in the past 

years, Moi’s electoral support was essential for KANU' majority in parliament. But KADU”s 

first defections came from comparatively less influential leaders: John Seroney, William 

Murgor, and Taaitta Toweett who, according to MacDonald, “all resigned from KADU but 

none of these Kalenjin personalities is individually of great importance.” 124  Kenyatta 

continued to carefully watch the moves of the influential KADU leader in the Trans-Nzoia 

(Rift Valley), Masinde Muliro, and was “in very close confidential contact with” the powerful 

Julius ole Tipis (Narok, Rift Valley). These contacts did not disturb Moi, as long as that they 

respected regional order.125  

Kenyatta was at pains to preserve this fragile balance. Since mid-September, a few 

days before the official opening of the Lancaster conference, he had been in close contact 

with the British authorities to discuss future agreements between an independent Kenya and 

Britain. 126  He was also in charge of the KANU delegation. Anticipating Ngei’s African 
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People’s Party (APP) rallying KANU in early September, he “urgently” asked MacDonald to 

increase the numbers in the government delegation to Lancaster, arguing that “this is of 

extreme importance because of certain tribal considerations.” 127  He shared his “serious 

difficulties” with his friend the Governor MacDonald and “[begged him] to persuade [the 

secretary of state for the colonies, Duncan Sandys] to accept [that] Government delegation 

shall be increased to 12 while the KADU Opposition delegation is increased to 5.”128 The 

director of intelligence reported that “[p]ressure on Ngei has been continuous since 25th 

August” to cross the floor in favour of KANU. By September, Ngei “gave in as a matter of 

principle, [but] insisted it was better to delay crossing until after the Independence 

Conference.”129 The KANU government, represented in the persons of Odinga and Joseph 

Murumbi, minister of state in Kenyatta’s cabinet, courted him promptly, and assured him he 

could join their delegation to the London conference; he finally disbanded his party and 

merged with KANU on 12 September 1963 – he would eventually be rewarded with the 

chairmanship of the Maize Marketing Board.130 Finally, by September, the necessary 75% of 

votes to amend the constitutions was assured.
131  

Complex political arithmetic did not deter Kenyatta from opening the final Lancaster 

conference with a fierce speech. In it he described the   

 

tension nearing explosion. […] Today, these things are all gone. […] 

Opposition is not only a small minority in Parliament but in the recent county 

and municipal elections it has failed to retain any real control even in its former 

strongholds. […] We cannot agree that merely because the present Constitution 

was the result of agreements at the last Lancaster House Conference, it is 

sacrosanct. […] The Central Government, which it was intended should be a 

strong and effective and the only one in the country, is obstructed and 

frustrated without physical representations or administrative image in the 
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districts.132 

 

The secretary of state judged the speech as having “not (repeat not) been helpful.”133 But 

during the formal meetings, Kenyatta was not talkative. Behind the scenes, however, he was 

trying to maintain cohesion within his delegation during the whole negotiation process, from 

25 September to 19 October 1963.  

The presidential option was posed candidly during the third and last conference (25 

September-19 October 1963). According to a colonial officer, it had been previously 

misunderstood and hence the transfer of the governor’s financial powers over land to the 

minister of finance had been overlooked. Few understood perhaps, that “[i]f this were done, 

the Central Government would be given a stranglehold upon one of the most important 

sources of Regional revenues”; if it was not given regional powers, at least they would have 

the means to “distort the relativities between the Regions”. In September 1963, KADU 

tackled this very problem and pointed out that the regions should play a role in the 

appointment of the president.134 The British, however, did not seem to attribute too much 

importance to the way in which a president would be chosen. A draft brief prepared by the 

governor’s constitutional adviser noted that, should a president have to be chosen in a 

republican Kenya, “there is no substantial British Government interest, nor are we committed 

to any statement or agreements. The method favoured by KADU would appear to be a 

possibility.”135 Nevertheless, KADU was still clinging to majimboism, while KANU refused 

any amendment that would sound like a retreat. Once again, negotiations were stagnating.  

The most controversial point remained the attributes of executive power, i.e. the 

control of police, the public services and the provisions for constitutional amendment, and 

risked, according to the British, endangering once again both the negotiations and the security 

situation. As stagnation started to border on chaos, Macdonald initiated a decisive move by 

siding with KANU, to avoid risk of a unilateral declaration of independence.136 Although 

Kenyatta took KADU's threat seriously – on October 10th, he “telephoned to Murumbi in the 
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middle of [the] night” to instruct [him] to keep a close eye on KADU leaders coming back to 

Kenya from the conference – he refused any compromise.137 The British authorities were 

trying at all costs to keep the negotiations going, and were desperate to find a settlement, lest 

the crisis between the two parties degenerate into generalized divisions. Sandys personally 

(without even notifying the rest of the Kenyan government) approached Kenyatta to “urge 

him to conciliate KADU”. 138  MacDonald confided to Sandys that “[a]nything that a 

disgruntled KADU could do would be child’s play by comparison with what a disgruntled 

KANU could do.”139 Kenyatta remained inflexible, and wrote back to Sandys that “H.M.G. 

can only either seek to achieve agreement with Government (which may not succeed) or 

impose Constitution which it would declare to be unacceptable.” His obstinacy proved 

successful in gathering British support and rallying the secretary of state to KANU’s cause.140 

Kenyatta’s inflexibility was certainly decisive for the British decision to finally 

abandon their early suspicions and to consider him the safest political bet to preserve their 

political and economic interests in an independent Kenya. The British considered Kenyatta as 

“the only moderate minister” and trusted his ability to discipline his own delegation.141 In 

fact, by this time, only KANU mattered to the British, as MacDonald clearly explained that 

“[i]f we get the KANU government to agree to such amendments now, and to undertake 

publicly to respect the Constitution containing them, that should go a long way towards 

restraining them from tearing up the constitution.”142 The decisive element had been, for the 

British authorities, that Kenyatta alone could guarantee stability: 

 

[he] has been firm and strong throughout in his loyalty to the London 

agreement, except when occasionally he did not understand the issue involved 

in some proposal, and was inclined to waver a bit on it. I got at him afterwards 

[…] he always backed our insistence that there should be no further changes in 
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the Constitution and no breach of its proper implementation.143 

 

On 12 December 1963, Kenya became independent. The British support for Kenyatta had 

been decisive. Because the British viewed the land issue as their priority, and because their 

most strategic (economic as well as political) interests lay in the Kikuyu highlands, their 

support for Kenyatta was entirely logical. 144  Early December, Duncan Sandys asked 

“McKenzie on a personal basis how he saw things developing. McKenzie said that things 

would go well if Mr. Kenyatta stayed in control.”145 

At the same time, the wave of politicians crossing the floor to join KANU revealed a 

generalized dependency on regional anchoring, and that the question of regionalism had been 

settled well before the constitutional talks started. This dependency was mainly of a financial 

nature, and subverted political or ideological divisions. The newly established institutions 

such as the Land Bank, the Central Land Board, as well as the International Monetary Fund 

and the World Bank had already condemned regionalism. 146  Financial dependency 

materialized politically when prominent leaders realized their political mandates depended too 

heavily on fragile parliamentary powers. As representation in the government was also the 

key to accessing funds for land settlement, they preferred the land package deal to the 

constitutional one.147 In endorsing a central government, minority leaders also accepted a 

consensual yet pragmatic form of regionalism preserving, after all, their “tribal spheres of 

influence.” 148  The land issues clearly set the tone of the decolonization process, only 

temporarily side-lining the question of the definition of presidential powers. 

Kenyatta was left with the difficult role of holding together this fragile territorial, 
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institutional and political equilibrium. By November 1963, with Mau Mau resilience looming, 

the British predicted that security questions would become decisive, since the whole 

mechanism of this fragile status quo depended on security: “The big question is how far 

Kenyatta and his Ministers will show resolution in taking the firm action which will no doubt 

be necessary at the risk of incurring political unpopularity with the ‘Watu’” (the “people”).149  

 

3. Delaying independence to better control the state? (1964) 

The monarchical episode and its hastened resolution gave way to an uneasy 

compromise: in December 1963, Kenya was independent; but would become a republic only a 

year later, in December 1964. What do these delaying tactics reveal about the construction of 

the postcolonial state in general, and of Kenyatta’s power, in particular? As already pointed 

out, presidential powers remained a looming, though silent, issue during the last two 

independence conferences. Central land institutions had been established, and so the question 

of presidential powers had been conveniently avoided. By December 1963, the principle of 

central rule was settled; its form remained to be decided. That would drive political 

negotiations in the following year. The new Kenyan state had to conciliate three mutually 

dependent, but also conflicting, issues: pursuing the buying out and redistribution of land, 

appeasing the landless’ claims for land, and ensuring the institutional representation of 

minority tribes to contain them in their spheres of influence.  

Between the end of 1963 and early 1964, security concerns continued to dictate the 

politics of land.150 Two regions were particularly sensitive to the government: the Northern 

Frontier district, where Somali insurrection threatened the integrity of the territory, and the 

Central Region, where increasing numbers of squatters flocking in search for land threatened 

general political stability. Furthermore, an attempted army mutiny in January 1964 caused 

major concern amongst the government, which feared losing control over the military 

force. 151  The autonomous government was eager to speed up the rate of the settlement 

programmes; early 1964, the “planning of the settlement was complete” and the “settlement 

went forward without pause”.152  Remaining islands of European land in Central Region, 
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however, the so-called “European compassionate cases”, turned out to be hotspots of tension, 

forcing the Kenyan government and the British authorities to rush through complex 

negotiations to settle the future of these European farmers surrounded by squatters and 

landless people.153 Kenyatta was caught in an uneasy situation. His public statements against 

illegal squatting were intended to reassure the European farming community but risked 

alienating the landless masses against the Kenyan government, and further endangering 

regional stability. As the chairman of the Central Land Board, Richard Turnbull, described in 

a letter to Malcolm MacDonald,  

 

Even the hands of the Prime Minister are to some extent tied; for each occasion 

upon which he has made one of his statesman-like pronouncements concerning 

Kenya’s need to retain the European farmers, has been marked by the return to 

the forest of one more group of Forest Fighters, and by accusations of betrayal 

by one more branch of the [KANU] Youth Wing.154  

 

Such deadlock forced Kenyatta’s government to switch priorities. They had to match 

words with action so as to assuage criticisms of their politics. They decided to “Africanise the 

European areas”, “[moving] away from high density settlement schemes” and transferring 

European land to African ownership.155 In a meeting with the commonwealth secretary, Bruce 

McKenzie reassured the British authorities that “there had been no change in attitude by the 

Kenyan Government, but that there was now strong feeling, particularly among Parliamentary 

back-benchers, that European farmers not becoming Kenya citizens should leave.” The 

government bet on the premise that the new African owners would, on the one hand, prove to 

hostile backbenchers that land was truly Africanized, and, on the other hand, that they would 

be in a better position to “drive [squatters] off”, thus providing a long-term solution to land 

squatting. 156  The commonwealth secretary was not convinced that “merely changing the 

ownership from individual European to Kenya government with the same Africans remaining 

on farms” would alleviate tensions. The change was meant to be a smokescreen against the 
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vocal opposition the Kenyan government faced in the House of Representatives. Land was 

bought for urgent political reasons, rather than for urgent social needs. 

The conflict between the Kenyan government and the backbenchers, rooted in 

fundamental disagreements on land politics, exposed Kenyatta’s authority to “pressures 

within the party”.157 Kenyatta was in direct opposition with three members of his newly 

appointed government: Oginga Odinga, minister for home affairs, J. M. Kariuki, his private 

secretary, and Bildad Kaggia, junior minister of education. The three pressed for politics to be 

designed with the poor and the landless as priority, and for free access to land. They were 

influential leaders in Nyanza and Central regions, already shaken up by the unresolved cases 

of European land in the areas of Sotik, Ol Kalou and Kinangop. Their words and deeds risked 

endangering the government's policies. The conflict between Odinga and Kenyatta was one of 

national leadership and ideology. As a socialist, Odinga fanned fears of communist 

penetration in Kenya – which was what personally worried Kenyatta, while the British 

believed he was less a communist than “a fellow-traveller whose attitude has been obligingly 

influenced by the large sums of money which he has been receiving for some years from 

Communist sources, predominantly from the authorities of Pekin.” 158  At the same time, 

Odinga was indispensable in safeguarding the favours of the Luo sphere of influence, but had 

little chance to compete for national leadership without personally attacking Kenyatta, a tactic 

which could be hugely unpopular. To the British, he was a “subversive” element and there 

was no doubt that they “must of course back Kenyatta and try to understand his every 

move.”159 Kenyatta, as long as his leadership was not directly endangered, could defer the 

matter until after Kenya become a republic.  

In 1964, Kenyatta was mostly preoccupied by immediate threats over the land issues, 

in the Ol Kalou salient. Located in the heart of the Nyandarua district, it was coveted by 

multiple ethnic groups, in particular by the Nyandarua leader J. M. Kariuki, who was 

becoming worryingly vocal. The Kenyan government feared that these calls for the landless to 

seize the land by force would set a precedent for land to be distributed for free. In July, 

Kariuki reiterated in a speech at the House of Representatives that although “it is not right for 

us to take European farms by force […]. These farms […] we must take them by all 
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means.”160 Kenyatta confessed to McKenzie that “as eight months has elapsed since his public 

undertaking in last December to settle Africans in Ol Kalou he did not see how he would 

resist Kariuki’s motion [to take over, by the 1st of November, all abandoned farms in Ol 

Kalou].” 161  Kenyatta and his government were desperately hoping for British financial 

support to be publicly announced as quickly as possible. McKenzie managed to convince 

Kariuki not to propose his motion, assuring him that he would visit London the following 

week after and press the British government to provide funds for Ol Kalou. That seemed to 

satisfy the Nyandarua leader, who would also be given later in the year, on order of a directive 

issued by Kenyatta, “a house and 100 acres of land […] as a reward for his efforts in the ‘fight 

for independence’.”162 In his usual manner, Kenyatta subsequently gave a public conference 

on mismanaged farms, promising further settlement.163 Shortly after, he spoke on collective 

farms and non-alignment, so as to pull the rug from under Oginga’s rhetoric.164 His public 

politics were carefully examined by the British, who now understood that they should refrain 

from correcting him, for they should not “give Kaggia and his henchmen opportunity to 

inflame land issue.”165  

The problem with Kaggia was all the more sensitive in that he was a former Mau Mau 

leader – arrested and jailed with Kenyatta in October 1952. The district he represented, 

Murang’a (Kandara constituency, Central region), had badly suffered during the Mau Mau 

war. He explicitly called for the “return of all lands belonging to Mau Mau fighters 

confiscated during the Emergency.” 166  In his memoirs, Kaggia reconstructed the 

correspondence he had with different Kenyan ministers over the land issue between 

September 1963 and June 1964, the month he had to resign his ministerial office. 

Disappointed with the systematic refusal to consider his plea for the return of confiscated 

land, Kaggia issued a press statement on 14 April 1964 calling for the nationalization of land 

and for “the Government to reconsider its attitude towards European settlement in this 

country.” 167  This greatly embarrassed the government. Kenyatta personally responded to 
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Kaggia’s letter on May 22nd, to condemn his anti-government criticism.168 Reaffirming the 

agricultural value of settlement schemes, Kenyatta invited Kaggia to resign if “he was 

unwilling to support […] any of the Government’s acts or policies.” Mid-June, Kaggia did 

resign – although, according to him, he was sacked.169 The three most “subversive” political 

elements in Kenyatta’s government – Oginga, J. M. Kariuki and Kaggia – were temporarily 

tamed. The way was open to amending, without too great an opposition, the constitution, and 

to establishing a presidential republic. 

 

The making of a presidential republic  

On 14 August 1964, Kenyatta made another of his rare appearances in the House of 

Representatives to announce the presidentialisation of the future Kenyan Republic. After a 

brief overview of the negotiation process that had delayed the creation of a republic, he 

announced that  

 

the Government has considered carefully the various forms of Republic 

Government, and has decided that it must be the one which suited Kenya. It 

should embody the fact of national leadership as seen in the eyes of the people, 

the concept of collective Ministerial responsibility and also guarantee the 

supremacy of Parliament.170 

  

As he continued to detail the distribution of powers, KADU leader Ronald Ngala attempted to 

denounce the “destructive statement” but was stopped by the deputy speaker on the grounds 

that a statement called for neither answer nor debate.171 Reporting Kenyatta’s statement to the 

secretary of state for the colonies Duncan Sandys, H. S. H. Stanley from the Commonwealth 

Relations Office noted that in spite of the “vague principle for presidential republic”, the 

novelty lay in the “supremacy of Parliament”, thus defeating “Mr. Kenyatta’s own preference 

for an Executive Presidency on the Tanganyika model [which] was overruled by this Cabinet 

colleagues”.172 

The supremacy of parliament was not an absolute concept, and was to be of a 

superficial use only to appease dissenting voices among politicians. Kenyatta entrusted “the 
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sole responsibility for the constitutional drafting to Mboya and his legal advisers”, hoping to 

limit therefore “interference by other ministers or Party officials.”173 He had found a good ally 

in Mboya, who was very much aware and in favour of the necessity to “discipline back-

benchers”, while improving their relationship with Kenyatta’s ministerial cabinet, as repeated 

criticisms of the blurred powers of the cabinet increasingly animated parliamentary debates 

after August 1964.174 

On 27 October, Mboya introduced a motion to amend the Kenyan constitution. 

Amendment no. 28 of 1964 established a republic based on centralized government and 

presidential power. He spoke of the necessity of strong government and leadership, instead of 

an “illusory […] arrangement  […] just not understood by our people”. 175  He cut short 

Ngala’s desperate plea for regionalism asserting boldly that “it would not be true to say that 

this bill deals a death blow to Majimbo. It would be more accurate to describe it as a cutting 

out of the wood in the present Constitution which is already dead.”176 The amendment was 

mainly criticized by KADU leaders, but they were not alone. The KANU Luo lawyer 

Argwing-Khodek pointed out that the supremacy of parliament was a rubber-stamp against 

the extensive executive powers granted to the president. Their criticisms targeted in particular 

clause 11, chapter III, of the amendment:  

 

Where by or under the amended Constitution the President has power to make 

any appointment or make any order or do any other thing, that power may be 

exercised by the President designate before 12th December 1964 to such extent 

as may in his opinion be necessary or expedient to enable the amended 

Constitution to function as from 12th December 1964.177 

 

KADU leaders pointed out that the stated supremacy of parliament was de facto 

nullified by the vague wording concerning presidential powers. Ngala condemned the text, 

saying that “the amendment bill involves so many things, some of them completely detached 

from the republican status of Kenya” (3877); Moi forcefully warned he would be “the Father 

of the House” (3941), Shikuku denounced the “dictatorial” practices meant to speed up the 

amendment and the creation of the republic (3950); Muliro foresaw the uselessness of the 
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parliament as an institutional body when reduced to “a place of individuals because of the 

manoeuvres in the House by powerful Government Members” (4032). While KADU leaders 

avoided accusing Kenyatta personally, and reaffirmed their faith in their prime minister, they 

tactfully raised their concern for the continuity of the constitution once Kenyatta was no 

longer in office. They further criticized it as being drafted for one person: the prime minister, 

who “shall be the person who immediately before 12th December 1964 holds the office of 

Prime Minister under the Constitution”.178 In this way, KADU was desperately attempting to 

use the discussion of the bill as a last assault on central government. Debates were noisy, 

agitated, often interrupted, exhausting, and stumbling over the irreversible determination of 

the Kenyan Government. Gichuru expressed obvious disdain, affirming he ‘has never been so 

bored before in this House as [he has] been today’, while Tom Mboya inexorably and 

unshakably defended the text. 179 

The Bill had also to be passed through the senate, where voices of dissent started to be 

timidly and confusedly raised, arousing concern among Kenyan ministers.180 Shortly before 

the Amendment Bill was proposed, tumultuous debates had set the finance minister, James 

Gichuru, in opposition to senators he accused of abusing amendments in order to delay the 

passing of cabinet laws.181 Tom Mboya introduced the Bill with barely veiled allegations that 

senators were voting to safeguard their own institutional raison d’être. His speech, widely 

broadcast and attended by Kenyatta himself, developed into a crescendo, giving assurances of 

constitutional safeguards, yet concluding that “the vital question” was “as to why the Upper 

House exists at all.”182 Mboya found an ally in his Luo adversary, the nationalist leader 

Oginga Odinga, who urged for an “end to confusion” and for the senate to accept the changes 

peacefully.183 Outside the chamber, Kenyatta conducted several meetings with several tribal 

leaders, in particular those of Masai and Kalenjin. 184  Four Masai senators subsequently 

crossed the floor – some reportedly affirmed that they did not “wish to be left behind” – thus 

securing a majority for the Amendment to be passed.185 Two other Kalenjin senators (W. K. 

Rotich for Baringo, Daniel arap Moi's constituency, and Sen. J. K. Soi for Kericho) also 
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disclosed their favourable vote.186 A document circulated among British officials would later 

reveal that the two benefitted from specially allocated plots of land (the so-called “Z” plots) 

the very same year (see next chapter for further detail on this issue). 

Voting for the Amendment came to be framed as a vote on the personality and power 

of Kenyatta himself, as a symbol and a political force few leaders could afford to oppose. The 

passing of the motion revealed how fragile the institutional equilibrium was. Rumours quickly 

spread that the constitution would be further amended to suppress the senate, after Mboya 

stated in a speech to the Nairobi Chamber of Commerce that the senate would be only 

retained “for the time being.” 187  Early December, Oginga reiterated his anxious call for 

“senators to pass quickly the Constitution of Kenya Amendment (no.2) Bill, because there 

were only a few days remaining before the country became a republic”, while even the radical 

politician and former Mau Mau leader Achieng-Oneko joined the cause to reassure senators 

once again of their constitutional safeguards.
188 All forty-one senators approved the bill.189 

Two weeks earlier, on 1 December, the House of Representatives had also approved the bill, 

after three readings. Announcing KADU’s dissolution in a parliamentary statement, Ngala 

wished “every luck and success to my friend the President-designate, the Rt. Hon. Mr. 

Kenyatta”, to which Kenyatta responded that “the opposing for opposition's sake, [has] now 

died forever and ever. Amen. […] We shall work as one team  […].”190  

Kenyatta was already making “detailed plans for the reconstruction of his Cabinet”, as 

MacDonald wrote to Duncan Sandys,  

 

There may still be changes owing to political pressures (this is Africa...). […] 

the composition […] takes account of unavoidable tribal and factional 

circumstances of present day Kenya politics. No one, except a very small 

inmost circle of Kenyatta’s ministerial advisers (excluding Odinga) know the 
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proposed composition […]191 

 

Few changes were made. Gichuru, McKenzie and Angaine retained their respective portfolios 

for finance, agriculture, and land settlement; Kenyatta’s close circle of – Kikuyu – advisers 

kept ministerial functions – Joseph Murumbi was minister for external affairs; Njoroge 

Mungai, his personal physician, became minister for internal security and defence; Mbiyu 

Koinange was minister for education; the young Julius Kiano was minister for commerce and 

industry. Paul Ngei was given the Ministry of Co-operatives and Marketing, while Argwings-

Kodhek took over the Ministry of Information, Broadcasting and Tourism. Tom Mboya left 

the Ministry for Justice and Constitutional Affairs for the Ministry of Economic Planning and 

Development. The novelty was the entry into government of the ex-KADU Daniel arap Moi, 

who replaced Odinga as minister for home affairs. Oginga was appointed vice president, yet 

“without either any special duties in the present or any automatic right of succession to the 

Presidency in the future.” Anticipating Odinga’s fury, Kenyatta informed him of the future 

change – for, as MacDonald wrote, “if he were to lean of his a-little-up-but-more-down 

translation only when it was published in the newspapers, he might be guilty of a public 

outburst of disappointed rage” – yet without specifying the scope of his future powers and 

without disclosing the other appointed ministers. Odinga pleaded to retain his position at the 

Ministry for Home Affairs, but without success. It was all too obvious to MacDonald, who 

concluded that “[t]he reconstruction of the Cabinet thus resulted in a considerable 

strengthening of the position of Mr. Kenyatta and the ‘moderates’ in the Government”192 

 

Conclusion 

Parliamentary debates show that the presidentialisation of executive powers was not 

simply an inheritance from colonial rule. Few politicians expected the controversy over 

presidential powers, and the ensuing political battle for parliamentary powers was only 

brought to an end by an unclear, and very fragile constitutional set-up. It can be said that 

presidential rule in Kenya emerged out of the weaknesses of KADU and KANU contenders, 

resting on the irreconcilable contradiction between the untouchable principle of the tribal 

spheres of influence, and the political urge to access state resources. Such weaknesses were 
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intimately linked to the problematic access to land resources. These had already been settled 

by 1961, however, with the centralization of the Land Board and the Ministry of land. The 

issue regarding the decolonization of land stifled the debates over regional power, leaving 

little choice to its contenders but to climb on the presidential bandwagon. 

The decolonization of land hence set a precedent for the independence negotiations, an 

observation that falls in line with the existing literature that has described decolonization as a 

hazardous, often poorly anticipated, and barely controlled chain of events. 193  Shrewdly 

defending their economic interests, the British contributed to the building of a system clearly 

advantaging KANU as a guarantee of stability. Perhaps more than the question of colonial 

legacy or the myth of the father of the nation, the decolonization of land shows how Kenyatta 

emerged as a unique intermediary. Throughout the process, Kenyatta played the role of 

reconciler. Aware of the scope of internal divisions paralyzing both nationalist parties, and 

with very little concern for KADU and for state institutions, he strongly played his British 

support card. He relied on personal politics and co-optation to strengthen his presidential seat, 

along with the powers it entailed. Upon independence, Kenyatta would not only be considered 

as the guardian of political order, but also as inheritor of an advantageously designed 

institutional framework by which to control the most valuable political and economic resource 

in Kenya: land.   

                                                 

193 R. Pearce, “The Colonial Office and Planned Decolonisation”, African Affairs 83, no. 330 (1984): 77–93; J. 

Darwin, “What was the Late Colonial State,” Itinerario 22, no.3-4 (1999): 73–82; C. A. Babou, “Decolonization 

or National Liberation: Debating the End of British Colonial Rule in Africa”, The Annals of the American 

Academy of Political and Social Science 632, no. 1 (2010): 41–54. See also F. Cooper’s latest book Citizenship 

between Empire and Nation: Remaking France and French Africa, 1945–1960 (Princeton: Princeton University 

Press, 2014) which sheds light, in an original and refreshing way, on African leaders’ power of imagination and 

political agency during the decolonization process. His archival research revealed how dispute and competition 

between West-African nationalist politicians sabotaged more innovative postcolonial constructions. 
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Chapter 4. Kenyatta, Meru politics and the last Mau Mau 

(1961/3-1965) 

  

Introduction 

The independence settlement appeased, apparently at least, the white settlers, Kenyan 

ministers and the landless masses, but left unclear how their diverging expectations could be 

fully satisfied. European settlers worried about losing their land, and continued to argue that a 

sudden, massive and forced departure would lead to economic breakdown. Kenyan ministers 

feared that independence might cost them the British funds promised at independence to buy 

out European land. The landless and poor demanded that confiscated land be redistributed for 

free. The support of the landless was of strategic importance to the government’s legitimacy, 

and their frustration was all the more alarming as the KANU government, the white settlers 

and the Colonial Office feared it could stir Mau Mau resistance, under cover of the freshly 

revived the Kenya Land Freedom Army.  

Jomo Kenyatta seemed to be caught in a political crossfire, risking losing significant 

political assets, and yet his public commitment to the willing buyer-willing seller land policy 

did not harm his popularity. His release from jail in 1961 gave hope to ex-Mau Mau fighters, 

who thought this Kiambu Kikuyu elder would defend their interests. 1  His immediate 

declaration that no land would be given for free did surprise and shock many landless Kikuyu. 

Even so, the uncertainty surrounding his politics and his Mau Mau background persisted.2  

An examination of the relationship between Kenyatta, the politics of land transfer, 

Mau Mau resilience and the construction of the Kenyan state allows us to see the 

decolonization process from a critical perspective. Surprisingly perhaps, these connections 

have been unevenly studied. The historiography has focused extensively on Mau Mau 

resisistance and local politics, but failed to appreciate this in a nationalist perspective. The 

historians Frank Furedi, Tabita Kanogo and Maina Kinyatti, in particular, regard the post-

Mau Mau period as the tortuous defeat of resistance “from below”. Focusing on the local 

battlefields where resilient fighters who had formed the Kenya Land Freedom Army opposed 

KANU local elites, they documented the fierce quest to take over the party branches and to 

                                                 

1 On the landless’ surprise at Kenyatta’s statement see Tabitha Kanogo, Squatters and the Roots of Mau Mau, 

1905-63 (London: James Currey, 1987). See also Gary Wasserman, Politics of Decolonization: Kenya 

Europeans and the Land Issue, 1960-1965 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1976), 48; Greet Kershaw, 

Mau Mau From Below (Oxford: James Currey, 1997), 259.  
2 Kanogo, Squatters and the Roots of Mau Mau, 1905-63, 171.  
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build strong organizational bases. 3  Their studies emphasize that the postcolonial 

government’s war to crush remaining Mau Mau fighters was a mix of avoidance strategy, 

manipulation, repression, and even, as in the case of the most vocal defenders of the landless, 

assassination: Mau Mau “Field Marshal” Baimungi in 1965, the KANU politician and 

journalist Pio da Gama Pinto the same year, the Luo KANU leader Tom Mboya in 1969, and 

the Kikuyu leader J. M. Kariuki in 1975.4 Overall, the post-Mau Mau period was depicted as a 

failure in decolonization.5 A more fundamental question was not addressed, however. Why 

did the resilient freedom fighters, or the millions of landless fail to maintain revolutionary 

action? The military defeat of the Mau Mau movement does not suffice to explain why the 

landless and the remaining Mau Mau’s land claims eventually fell into oblivion. Neither does 

it explain how Kenyatta succeeded in maintaining the ambiguity surrounding his relationship 

to the Mau Mau.  

The Kenyan historian Atieno-Odhiambo regretted in 1991 that Kenyatta’s leadership 

remained “inscrutable”. 6  A discrepancy exists between the assumption of Kenyatta’s 

overarching control of presidential rule, and the few and scattered examples provided for it. 

The constant opposition between the landless and the governmental elite tends to reduce 

Kenyatta’s status to that of a colonial stooge, a bias that obscured the agency of the 

government itself. In fact, the governement’s attitude to Mau Mau resilience after 

independence has been overlooked, particularly in 1965, the year that Field Marshal 

Baimungi, a resilient Mau Mau fighter from Meru, was killed by the police. Kenyatta’s 

ambiguous political stance hence remained unaccounted for. 

This chapter investigates the connection between post-independence Mau Mau 

resilience and the shaping of the land ministry, attempting to explain what drove Jomo 

Kenyatta to appoint on a Meru leader, Jackson Angaine, as Minister for Lands and 

Settlement. It suggests that the repression of the Mau Mau must be read in the light of 

Kenyatta’s more astute political calculations about how to influence local politics: not 

directly, but by subjecting them to dominant personalities he could control. The Meru district, 

in Eastern Province, will be my main focus. This was not only the Mau Mau’s last bastion: it 

                                                 

3 On the local politics and the use of the KLFA see in particular Frank Furedi, The Mau Mau War in Perspective 

(London: James Currey, 1989), 172-182; Kanogo, Squatters and the Roots of Mau Mau, 1905-63, 163-175. 
4 Tom Mboya was also assassinated in 1969. Daniel Bourmaud also signalled other “accidental disappearances”, 

that of Argwings-Kodhek in 1969 and Ronald Ngala in 1972, see D. Bourmaud, “Elections et Autoritarisme: La 

Crise de la Régulation Politique au Kenya” Revue Française de Science Politique 35, no. 2 (1985): 215. 
5 Furedi, The Mau Mau War in Perspective, 213-214; Kanogo, Squatters and the Roots of Mau Mau, 1905-63, 

chapter 6; Maina wa Kinyatti, Mau Mau: A Revolution Betrayed (Jamaica (N.Y.): Mau Mau Research Center, 

1991). 
6 E. S. Atieno Odhiambo, “Kenyatta and Mau Mau,” Transition, no. 53 (1991): 149. 
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was also the home district of Jackson H. Angaine. A dominant political figure, Angaine was 

known for his ambiguous history with the Mau Mau movement, and for his just-as-ambiguous 

relationship to the local tribal authorities, Njuri Ncheke, which risked undermining the 

legitimacy of Kenyatta’s government. To explain how and why the repression of the resilient 

Mau Mau in Meru coincided with the appointment of Angaine as minister for lands, is the aim 

of the following pages.  

The chapter shows that Kenyatta had known about the resilient Mau Mau fighters, 

particularly those in Meru district, since he took over the KANU presidency in 1961, but 

resisted any personal intervention (1). He relied, instead, on Jackson Angaine, who was a 

rising figure in the district and a convenient political proxy (2). Turning to the government’s 

repressive politics against Mau Mau resistance, the chapter outlines how only the top leaders 

of the movement were targeted, while the government was always at pains to protect 

Kenyatta’s political integrity (3). In fact, the highest spheres of power attempted to mask such 

repressive politics behind a subtle equilibrium between Mau Mau, pseudo-Mau Mau and 

loyalist government, and a strategic use of Mau Mau bodyguards as a convenient 

smokescreen in public meetings (4).  

 

1. Kenyatta, Mau Mau resilience and the Meru district  

Records show that Kenyatta was aware of what the colonial, and thereafter 

postcolonial government saw as the problem of resilient Mau Mau, but always avoided 

becoming involved in the matter in any way at all, certainly to preserve the political benefits 

of his Mau Mau image. The first chapter underlined Kenyatta’s distrust of the Mau Mau, 

about which he made no secret in his speeches. His open, blunt and repeated condemnations 

of the movement are cited in virtually every research work on the Mau Mau movement. 

Looking back at the movement, Robert Buijtenhuis emphasized the incompatibility between 

the myth of Mau Mau and that of Kenyatta as the father of the nation, and observed that 

Kenyatta never verbally rewarded the Mau Mau’s struggle for independence.7 As the second 

chapter demonstrated, the success of the Kenyatta campaign, as well as Kenyatta’s political 

ascent, largely drew on his ambiguous relationship with the Mau Mau, which both his 

comrades and opponents conveniently avoided clarifying. In 1962, although the favourite 

among nationalist leaders, Kenyatta faced the difficult task of maintaining order in his own 

                                                 

7 Robert Buijtenhuijs, Mau Mau: Twenty Years After: The Myth and the Survivors (The Hague: Mouton & Co., 

1973), 59. 
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party ranks. In this task, he actually benefited from the ex-Mau Mau support for KANU, often 

linked to his name.  

With KANU controlling the autonomous government after December 1963, and 

Kenyatta installed as prime minsiter, time was ripe for him to tackle the remaining issue of 

the resilient Mau Mau fighters.8 Mau Mau demands for free redistribution of land, for the 

eviction of all loyalists from the government, and for the integration of former fighters into 

the army were clearly running against the government’s official policy. Yet, with 

independence achieved, resilient Mau Mau were not calling for the overthrow of the new 

African government; neither did they represent an immediate political threat to the 

government. Their challenge was a predominantly moral one, targeting the government’s land 

politics. It risked, however, de-legitimizing Kenyatta’s leadership, while feeding the 

opposition’s complaints. 

Kenyatta had been informed that Mau Mau fighters were still active in Meru, in 

Eastern Province. In Central Province, Mau Mau leaders had either been killed or co-opted: 

men like Waruhiu Itote, aka General China, who was arrested and jailed in Lodwar, where he 

became Kenyatta’s closest and most faithful friend among the inmates.9 The capture and 

execution of General Dedan Kimathi by the British on 18 February 1957 dealt the fatal blow 

to the Mau Mau insurgency. Kimathi was nonetheless succeeded by his deputy leader, Field 

Marshal Baimungi Marete, who refused to surrender and, together with General Chui, another 

Kikuyu Mau Mau leader from Murang’a district, took over the command of the Kenya Land 

Freedom Army. 10  Another notable resilient leader was Field Marshal Mwariama, who, 

convinced he would live long enough to see Kenya become independent, revived Mau Mau 

oaths after 1957, and maintained a passive resistance throughout the district. 11  The 

government feared that, if not dispersed from their forest camps, remaining fighters and 

released detainees would be encouraged to form a separate community.12 Kenyatta was “well 

                                                 

8 The number and strenght of resilient Mau Mau is very difficult to assess. As Tabitha Kanogo observed, after 

independence the Kenya Liberation Freedom Army was considerably small due to the absence of open 

membership or intimidation, but also because the movement was afraid mass recruitment would expose it to 

betrayal. See Kanogo, Squatters and the Roots of Mau Mau, 1905-63, 167-168. For the demography of the Mau 

Mau, landless and squatters, see p. 20-21 of this dissertation. 
9 Maina Macharia and Peter Kamau, interview, 10 October 2015, Nairobi. On General China and his Lodwar 

years with Kenyatta see Elizabeth Watkins, Jomo’s Jailor: Grand Warrior of Kenya : The Life of Leslie 

Whitehouse (Watlington: Britwell Books, 1996). 
10 Maina wa Kinyatti, History of Resistance in Kenya (Nairobi: Mau Mau Research Center, 2008), 337. I rely on 

the interviews Kinyatti conducted with Mwariama in 1977. 
11 J. T. S. Kamunchuluh, “The Meru Participation in Mau Mau,” Kenya Historical Review 3, no. 2 (1975): 208. 
12 Even in April 1964, the local administrator of the Eastern region, Mr. Oswald, stated that “from the security 

angle fighters were not considered to be a risk, at least for the time being.”  Oswald was speaking at a meeting 

held in the Office the Permanent Secretary to the Ministry of Home Affairs, which had been put in charge of 
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aware of the situation in Meru” and committed himself to “do all he could to help”.13 His 

government was painstakingly looking for a durable solution to deal with the remaining 

freedom fighters, or, as they were now called, the terrorists. 

The political situation in Meru was further complicated by the political divisions 

among local politicians, who seemed to be using Mau Mau oathing to boost their own 

popularity in the district. Colonial administrators suspected them all of “double talk” politics, 

denouncing terrorist oathing, while themselves encouraging oathing to “ensure support for 

their party.”14 District colonial administrators held responsible the KANU chairman for Meru, 

Jackson Harvester Angaine, for such practices: “he is the source of all subversion, and indeed 

started the oathing campaign in 1960 in order to defeat [KADU leader Bernard] Mate’s 

influence.”15 He was suspected of having close contact with ex-detainee KANU leaders, as 

well as with ex-fighters. These suspicions revived the old fears of a practice both the colonial 

authorities and the autonomous government saw as a sign of Mau Mau activity, and were at 

pains to stop.16 Angaine systematically denied any subversive activity, or any populist use of 

oathing campaigns.17 Suspicions persisted. 

Kenyatta, who presided over KANU at the time, refused to intervene to settle 

Angaine’s ambiguous politicking, despite being repeatedly asked to do so. In May 1962, the 

Central Province commissioner felt bound to ask Kenyatta to “do everything he can” to 

convince Angaine to stop his “tactics”.18 The situation did not improve, and the issue finally 

reached the governor’s office. The governor himself requested Kenyatta to take urgent action 

to discipline the politician, quoting Kenyatta’s earlier “special plea […] to overlook Mr. 

Angaine’s actions” and recalling that “it was yourself who said to me, when I spoke recently 

about the behaviour of another parliamentary secretary [Murgor], that it was necessary to 

have discipline in the Government.” 19  Kenyatta must have felt politically cornered in 

Angaine’s case. He showed no esteem for the latter: colonial administrators claimed that he 

                                                                                                                                                         

dealing with the Meru district. Secret. Notes of a Meeting Held in the Office the Permanent Secretary, Ministry 

of Home affairs on 15th April 1964 to Consider Methods of Dealing with Meru Freedom Fighters, KNA, 

BB/1/149, Eastern Region Law and Order. 
13 Secret. W. B. G. Raynor (A.G. Civil Secretary Eastern Region) to Permanent Secretary Ministry of Security 

and Defence, “Security – Meru,” 15 July 1963, KNA, BB/1/149. 
14 Confidential. “Security – Meru”, Regional Government Agent, 2 July 1963, KNA, BB/1/149.  
15 Ibid.  
16 Secret. An Appreciation of the present situation in Meru, 16 June 1961; Secret. “Oathing in Meru District”, 

District Commissioner Meru, 5 June 1961, and Secret. The Director of Intelligence to the Permanent Secretary 

for Defence, “Oathing – Meru District,” 2 June 1962, KNA, BB/1/149. 
17  Secret. Provincial Commissioner Central Region, “Meru Affairs,” 17 June 1961 and Secret. District 

Commissioner Meru to Provincial Commissioner Nyeri, “Illegal Meetings,” 23 February 1962, KNA, BB/1/149.  
18 Secret. Provincial Commissioner to District Commissioner Meru, 9 May 1962, KNA, BB/1/149.  
19 Confidential. Governor Renison to Jomo Kenyatta, 18 July 1962, KNA, BB/1/149.  
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was “more prepared to sack him” than any one else. He nonetheless avoided any personal 

interference with Angaine, leaving the sensitive task of obtaining his resignation from his 

KANU seat in the Legislative Council to the governor himself.20 Angaine did not resign, but 

finally “showed signs of being strongly pro-government of late”, a change the colonial officer 

judged to be of personal interest only.21 This was an opportune move for Kenyatta too, whose 

silence and even sudden favor towards Angaine showed that the future president foresaw in 

his future land minister a much greater political potential that he could use. 

 

2. Jackson Angaine, ambiguous hence indispensable 

An exploration of Angaine’s biographical background, and of how he became a 

prominent cabinet minister from 1961 to 1964, shows why Kenyatta wanted to stay aloof 

from the politics of the district, yet discreetly backed Angaine. As I hope to show, Kenyatta 

understood that he needed to tame a district bordering his Kikuyu country, and where three 

well-rooted political forces challenged his authority: the traditional government of elders, 

KADU politicians, and former Mau Mau leaders. 

If Jackson Harvester Angaine was an ambiguous, and at times even unreliable, 

political player, his family history made him nevertheless all the more strategic to the Meru 

political scene. He was born in 1903 under the name of Jackson Harvester M’Nchebere. 

“Angaine” was his father’s name: Chief M’Angaine M B E, a colonial chief and prominent 

leader of the Njuri Ncheke, the council of elders and the traditional government in Meru.22 

Chief M’Angaine commanded an even greater respect in the district, as his own father was 

believed to have been a traditional Meru prophet, a Mugwe, who, according to Rev. Stephan 

Mugambi (today’s spiritual advisor of the Njuri Ncheke), had foreseen the insidious conflicts 

in Meru brought about by the struggle for independence.23 As for Jackson growing up in the 

colony, he was educated at the Alliance High School, like many of his fellow politicians.24 

After working as an accountant for some years, Angaine started to be politically active: he 

                                                 

20 District Commissioner Meru to Provincial Commissioner Nyeri, 2 August 1962 and The Governor Sir Patrick 

Muir Renison to Jackson Angaine, 20 August 1962, KNA, BB/1/149.  
21 Secret. Regional Government Agent, “The Meru Security Situation”, 17 June 1963, KNA, BB/1/149.  
22 Reverend Mugambi (spiritual advisor to the Njuri Ncheke), interview, 12 October 2015, Nairobi.  
23 Ibid. For a history of the “mugwe” in Meru prior and during colonization, see Bernardo Bernardi, The Mugwe: 

A Blessing Prophet : A Study of a Religious and Public Dignitary of the Meru of Kenya (Nairobi: Gideon S. 

Were Press Ltd., 1959).  
24 On the importance of the Alliance High School in training the Kenyan elite, see Benjamin E. KipKorir, “The 

Alliance High School and the Origins of the Kenya African Elite 1926-1962” (Ph.D. Diss., University of 

Cambridge, 1969); Hélène Charton, “La Genèse Ambiguë de l’Elite Kenyane. Origines, Formations et 

Intégration de 1945 à l’Indépendance” (Ph.D. Diss., Ph.D. Université Paris 7, 2002). 
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was the secretary of the Meru Local Native Council (1935-1948), and then became chairman 

of the KAU local branch (1948-1952), where he would also work with Jomo Kenyatta.  

Angaine’s relationship to the Mau Mau movement is poorly documented. In 1954, 

when the Emergency was declared, Angaine was arrested and briefly detained by the colonial 

government. It remains unclear whether this was primarily because he was suspected of being 

a Mau Mau, or because he was accused of and prosecuted for the murder of his wife. The 

judgement proved inconclusive, and Angaine was acquitted for lack of any proof. 25 

Nevertheless, his detention helped to establish him as a follower of the movement.26 He was 

also believed to have a close relationship to the Mau Mau fighters: reports by the police 

tracking for ex-Mau Mau in the district subsequently mentioned “friendship” with “Field 

Marshal” Baimungi.27  

After joining KANU in 1960, Angaine was elected chairman of the Meru branch.28 

His links to both Njuri Ncheke and the Mau Mau accelerated his political career, and certainly 

did not play an insignificant part in Kenyatta’s insistence that he should be appointed 

permanent secretary in his autonomous government, and later appointed minister for lands 

and settlements. By then, Angaine was a “senior” politician. Age was an important asset by 

which to impose leadership throughout the district.29 Now a strong defender of the KANU 

party-line, Angaine found himself in opposition not only to KADU leaders in Meru, such as 

the educated Bernard Mate, but also to the traditional government itself, the Njuri Ncheke. To 

colonial administrators, he was “slightly mad but dangerous”.30 

 

Taming Meru politics 

At the heart of the competition between Angaine and Njuri Ncheke was the control of 

the Meru vote, as well as the control over land transactions in the district. In both, Njuri 

Ncheke had become an indispensable political body. In the wake of the Emergency, it 

accumulated power and respect. In 1955, the colonial government saw it as a tool to further 

                                                 

25 Confidential. “Leading Personalities in Kenya, 1978”, British National Archives (BNA), FCO 31/2314 and K. 

M. Thimangu-Kaunyangi, interview, 21 October 2015, Kenjai. A “Detention Order” issued by the District 

Commissioner Meru in April 1954 and concerning M’Chabari s/o Mugaine, although misspelled, may well be to 

Jackson Angaine’s detention order, KNA, VQ/11/7.  
26 Reverend Mugambi, interview, 12 October 2015. 
27 Secret. F. R. Wilson to the District Commissioner Meru,  9 May 1962, KNA, BB/1/149. 
28  Robert M. Maxon and Thomas P. Ofcansky, Historical Dictionary of Kenya (Plymouth: Rowman & 

Littlefield, 2014), 23-24. 
29 John Kerimi, interview, 19 October 2015, Makutano, Meru.  
30 Confidential. “Security – Meru”, Regional Government Agent, 2 July 1963, KNA, BB/1/149.  
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ensure that the Mau Mau movement would not gain ground in Meru district.31 Njuri Ncheke 

was “recognised officially by combining it with the Local Government system of the 

District.” 32  Members of the local district institutions were nominated through the Njuri 

Ncheke council, while the colonial government further advocated that “all Meru Government 

servants, upon invitation by Njuri, should be given the opportunity of joining the Njuri should 

they so desire.”33 Njuri Ncheke was thus empowered, as colonial officers acknowledged that 

their “elders are the only record of land holding and transactions” and “any decision which 

affect the laws and customs of the tribe must be discussed by them before any adjustment can 

be made.” 34  This was a useful device by which to counter emerging Mau Mau claims. 

Already in 1950, the Njuri Ncheke elders decided that “any Meru who took an illegal oath 

would be dispossessed of all tribal rights and land.”35 Njuri Ncheke continued to oppose the 

Mau Mau throughout the decade, whether by organizing ceremonies to curse the movement 

or, later, organizing the rehabilitation of Mau Mau detainees in camps.36 Counterinsurgency 

politics formalized a longer history of powerful influence, as well as collaborative politics 

with the government, and colonial officers described Njuri Ncheke as “most helpful” and 

praised their “invaluable assistance”.37   

The reinforcement of the authority of Njuri Ncheke over administrative business 

enhanced their control over land ownership in Meru, to the great displeasure of their Kikuyu 

neighbours. Njuri Ncheke was one of the main defenders of the integrity of the Meru land 

unit, which they saw as a guarantee for the cohesion of the Meru tribe against foreign 

intrusions, in particular that of the Kikuyu. In the late 1940s, tribal integrity was a prominent 

                                                 

31 “The upheaval caused by the Mau Mau has left us now with a choice of either developing or of abandoning the 

old structure of the tribe. … It has been decided in Meru to make an effort to develop the indigenous system 

which has shown itself to be capable of adjusting itself to the new times … and build up on the framework of 

the Njuri system an institution which can take over the responsibility of the present day administration.” 

Reconstitution Committee memorandum no. 1, KNA, DC/MRU/1/4/5. 
32 Central Province Annual Report 1955, “Meru District”, KNA, VQ/16/95.  
33 Office of the District Commission to All Heads of Government Department, Meru, 11 May 1955, KNA, 

DC/MRU/1/4/5. 
34 Reconstitution Committee memorandum no. 1, KNA, DC/MRU/1/4/5. 
35 Meru District Annual Report 1950, KNA, VQ/14/86.  
36 Njuri Ncheke would “try and reform their ways, and as soon as the tribal authorities are satisfied that they the 

detainees can be safely released, they are returned to their homes but are, of course, kept under careful watch” 

in Annual Report Central Province 1952, “Meru District”, 2 April 1952, KNA, VQ/16/81 and Central Province 

Annual Report 1954, KNA, VQ/16/94. See also Kamunchuluh, “The Meru Participation in Mau Mau,” 195. 
37 Meru District Annual Report 1950, 12 March 1951, KNA, VQ/14/86.  Another government’s report noted that 

“The Njuri system of government has all these three merits. It is well known and generally accepted, its 

simplicity allows for its operation at clan as well as tribal level, and its proved worth over two centuries of 

primitive society and two decades of the post-European era suggest that it should be the sound political basis for 

orderly development of a tribal community looking towards a larger share in the national life of Kenya.” Some 

Notes on the Working of the Indigenous Government of the Meru People, KNA, DC/MRU/1/4/5 and Central 

Province Annual Report 1951, “Meru District”, KNA, VQ/16/80.  
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concern among Meru chiefs and elders, who felt threatened by potential foreign migrations 

and institutional disruptions in the district. 38  Angaine’s father himself defended “the 

importance of tribal unity” and the “strengthening of the tribal institution”.39 These tribal 

tensions climaxed with the dramatic expulsions of Kikuyu from the Meru district.40  The 

beginning of the Emergency further fuelled anti-Kikuyu feeling in the Meru district, 

particularly among the tribal authorities, as previously mentioned.41 A few years after, in 

1956, the Meru people won a decisive battle with the creation of the Meru Land Unit, which 

officially separated them from the former Kikuyu native land unit. This was, in the words of a 

British district officer, a “momentous occasion for the Meru people.” 42  Meru land, its 

administration and its relationship with the Kikuyu remained a sensitive question far from 

definitively settled. Upon independence, the revision of provincial boundaries would revive 

the debates surrounding the specificities of the Meru tribe, its history, and its enmity with the 

Kikuyu tribe. 

The prospect of an end to the Emergency, combined with the rise of nationalist parties, 

further complicated political mathematics. The 1959 report for the Meru district noted that 

“Njuri Ncheke was gradually losing its influence”: the gap between the traditional 

institution and the rising educated, loyalist elite was widening rapidly. Most importantly, at a 

time when the colonial government was advocating the individualisation of land titles (in the 

wake of the Swynnerton Plan), Njuri Ncheke, while clinging to the traditional tribal authority 

all over the Meru land, found itself at odds with the vast majority of the population.43 

Furthermore, as KANU and KADU increasingly dominated the political scene, the 

competition narrowed down to their prominent politicians, among them Jackson Angaine, 

who overshadowed Njuri Ncheke’s authority. 

Angaine’s relationship to Njuri Ncheke has remained unclear until today, and so have 

his political manoeuvrings regarding the council of elders. He certainly inherited the respect 

his own father had commanded over the council, but his name and lineage were insufficient to 

establish a legitimacy to rule, and certainly not to join Njuri Ncheke.44 The exact nature of the 

                                                 

38 Notice of a Meeting of Chiefs Held at Meru on 8/12/1939, KNA, DC/MRU/1/4/5 and Annual Report for Meru 

District, 1939, KNA, DC/MRU/1/4/5. 
39 Notice of a Meeting of Chiefs Held at Meru on 8/12/1939, KNA, DC/MRU/1/4/5. 
40 Meru District Annual Report, 1940, KNA, DC/MRU/1/4/5. 
41 On this issue see Branch, Defeating Mau Mau, Creating Kenya, 102-103. 
42 Annual Report Meru District 1956, KNA, DC/MRU/1/12/1. 
43 Meru District Annual Report 1959, KNA, DC/MRU/1/15/1. 
44 Reverend Mugambi, interview, 23 October 2015, Nairobi. On the complex relationship between generation-set 

and clan-sytem, see Jurg Mahner, “The Outsider and the Insider in Tigania Meru,” Africa 45, no. 4 (1975): 400-

409. 
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relationship is not known: was Angaine (really) a member of Njuri Ncheke? Reverend 

Mugambi believes that the young Angaine assisted his father in keeping records of Njuri 

Ncheke decisions, and could not have done so had he not been initiated into the council.45 For 

the politicians who knew him, Angaine could not not have been a Njuri Ncheke elder: it was 

politically impossible, given the political importance of the council.46 On the political front, 

however, Angaine clearly differed with the council, and at times even opposed it.   

With independence approaching, Njuri Ncheke feared that a pro-KANU, centralized 

government would undermine their leadership. In the year 1961, the Njuri elders sent a 

delegation to visit Jomo Kenyatta in jail “to give good wishes to him and tell him that when 

he comes into power, he doesn’t forget Njuri.”47 Early 1962, as the independence negotiations 

started, the elders requested several meetings with the colonial authorities to “seek advice as 

to how to ensure the usual safeguards so that they do not become Kikuyu vassals after 

Independence”.48 As they confessed to the then provincial commissioner of Eastern Province 

F. R. Wilson, they feared their claims to authority and control over Meru land would be 

overlooked. The elders demanded to be represented and heard at the on-going negotiations for 

independence in London. Wilson explained:  

 

At the back of all this is their horror at recent trends in Meru resulting from 

Jackson Angaine’s activities. A recent meeting of the Njuri was in fact broken 

up as a result of Jackson packing the meeting with K.A.N.U. adherents, 

including many Kikuyu, none of whom were members of the Njuri. … The 

Njuri are adamant, therefore, that the time has now come for them to press for 

the full their claims to live in a separate province or region to the Kikuyu.49  

 

Njuri Ncheke elders eventually sent a delegation to the second Lancaster conference in 

                                                 

45 Reverend Mugambi, interview, 23 October 2015. 
46 To the question “Was Angaine a Member of Njuri Ncheke?”, the personalities I interviewed in Meru replied 

with various degrees of ambiguity. Joseph Muturia asserted that “you could not lead if you were not a member of 

Njuri Ncheke at that time” (interview, 21 October 2015, Laare). Kaunyangi replied “I think so, but I am not sure. 

But by the time he was a Minister, he was a member of Njuri Ncheke” (Interview, 21 October 2015, Kenjai). 

Reverend Mugambi asserted that “No way could (Jakson Angaine’s father) allow his son to be a leader without 
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23 October 2015, Nairobi). 
47  Julius M’Mworia (representative of Njuri Ncheke during the second Lancaster Conference), interview, 

Nairobi, 24 October 2015.  
48 R. E. Wainwright to the Provincial Commissioner, Central Province, 5 January 1962, KNA, BB/11/36.  
49 Confidential. F. R. Wilson to the Chief Commissioner, Office of the Leader of the House, 1 February 1962, 

KNA, BB/11/36.  
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1962 but their hopes turned out to be short-lived. In the memorandum that stated their claims, 

they avoided siding with any particular political party, and pre-emptively disassociated 

themselves from the KADU concept of majimboism.50 Behind the formalities, Njuri Ncheke 

were clearly supported by KADU leaders, in particular Bernard Mate who helped in drafting 

the memorandum, whereas Angaine would have preferred Njuri Ncheke not to go to the 

conference.51 Julius Mworia, who represented the Njuri Ncheke delegation at the conference, 

admitted that “Our policy as Njuri Ncheke was more on the KADU side than KANU. … 

KANU were saying there is no individual land, the land, the whole of it in the republic 

belongs to the government. And that we did not want, we did not want this to be free for 

everyone.”52 The elders got only a “non-committal” answer.53 As the conference stumbled 

over the irreconcilable KANU-KADU views on regionalism, and with KANU leading the 

new government coalition, Njuri Ncheke’s requests were forgotten: “we never talked about 

that again.”54  

In spite of KANU’s national victory, local competition in Meru persisted, forcing 

Angaine to make sure that Njuri Ncheke would not further contest his leadership in particular, 

and KANU policy in general. According to Reverend Mugambi, one of Angaine’s first moves 

against Njuri Ncheke was to invalidate the opening of the Njuri Ncheke headquarters in 

Nchîrû (Meru), also referred to as “the parliament” or “the shrine”. Angaine is believed to 

have been responsible for bringing “six lorries of uncircumcised male adults” from Turkana 

to the opening.55 As circumcision determines age and seniority, defines the ruling generation, 

and legitimates its authority, the presence of uncircumcised men was not only contrary to 

Njuri Ncheke’s constitutional organization but “desecrated” the meeting.56 A few months 

                                                 

50 “We maintain that the so-called Njuri delegation is merely a group of people who represent nobody but 

themselves. We do not know who gave them mandate to speak on behalf of the Njuri and we will never 

recognise them. We only recognise the two Meru elected Members namely the Hon. J. Angaine MLC and the 

Hon. B. Mate MLO who virtue their election by the Meru to the Kenya legislative Council have the the mandate 

to speak on behalf of the Meru people.” Memorandum of Elders of the Njuri Ncheke of Meru to Be Submitted to 

the Kenya Constitutional Conference To Be Held in London in February 1962”, KNA, BB/11/36.  
51 Julius M’Mworia, interview.  
52 Ibid.  
53 Ibid.  
54  Ibid. On KANU-KADU conflicting views over regionalism see Anderson, “‘Yours in the Struggle for 

Majimbo’…” and Robert M. Maxon, Kenya’s Independence Constitution: Constitution-Making and End of 

Empire (Lanham: Fairleigh Dickinson, 2011), 77-152. 
55 Reverend Mugambi, interview, 12 October 2015, Nairobi. 
56 Rev. S. A. Mûgambi Mwithimbû, “Njûrîncheke: An Instrument of Peace and Conflict Resolution”, in Culture 

in Peace and Conflict Resolution Within Communities of Central Kenya, ed. Njuguna Gĩchere, S. A. Mûgambî 

Mwithimbû and Shin-ichiro Ishida (Nairobi: National Museum of Kenya, 2014), 81. To compare with Njuri 

Ncheke’s constitution see “The Constitution of the Njuri Ncheke of Meru”, KNA, BB/11/36. On the importance 

of circumcision in Meru tribes see E. M. Holding, “Some Preliminary Notes on Meru Age Grades,” Man 42 

(1942): 58–65. For a broader perspective on the history of the circumcision issue in Meru see L. M. Thomas, 
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later, before the cleansing rituals were completed, the death of the Njuri Ncheke chairman, ex-

Chief M’Mûraa wa Kairangi, raised the issue of his succession. There was no visible tension 

between M’Mûraa and Angaine, but the Njuri Ncheke elder might have beene closer to 

KADU leaders, as Bernard Mate was his son in law.57 He was replaced by a prominent Meru 

teacher, Norman Murechia, who came from the “same village” as Angaine, i.e. the same 

division in the district.58 The relationship between the two remained equivocal. According to 

Mûgambi, Murechia was “a loyalist” chosen by Angaine, who “paid lip service to the 

institution for almost 40 years.”59 Nevertheless, many testimonies reported tensions and even 

competition between Angaine and Murechia. 60   Murechia may have been wanting to 

strengthen his control over Njuri Ncheke.61 As both men were from the same age group, 

Murechia had few chances to challenge Angaine’s authority and raise support within his 

political bastion. Therefore, he probably remained a minor political threat. For Angaine was 

trying less to annihilate the traditional government as a whole, than just to ensure its leaders 

would not overshadow his political control of the district.62  

 

From the “recognized head” of the district… 

Angaine’s name and reputation provided him with significant, and even unique assets 

to make his way through Meru politics. His public association to Njuri Ncheke, due to his 

father’s name, overshadowed his opposition to the council of elders. Similarly, his ambiguous 

relationship to the Mau Mau would later overshadow a more treacherous opposition to the 

Mau Mau movement. A strong defender of the KANU line, Angaine was finally favoured by 

Kenyatta himself, who, as previously mentioned, overcame his ill-feelling, to back his politics 

and make him one of the most powerful ministers of his cabinet. Later appointing Angaine as 

minister for lands, Kenyatta would ensure that neither Njuri Ncheke (he was said to see it as a 

                                                                                                                                                         

“‘Ngaitana (I Will Circumcise Myself)’: The Gender and Generational Politics of the 1956 Ban on 

Clitoridectomy in Meru, Kenya,” Gender & History 8, no. 3 (1996): 338–63 and “Imperial Concerns and 

‘Women’s Affairs’: State Efforts to Regulate Clitoridectomy and Eradicate Abortion in Meru, Kenya, c. 1910-

1950,” The Journal of African History 39, no. 1 (1998): 121–45. 
57 Julius M’Mworia, interview.  
58 Kaunyangi and John Kerimi, interviews 21 October 2015 and 4 November 2015. 
59 Mûgambi, “Njûrîncheke: An Instrument of Peace and Conflict Resolution”, 81.  
60 John Kerimi and Julius M’Mworia, interviews, 19 October 2015 and 24 October 2015. 
61 Julius M’Mworia, interview: “Traditionally no chairman would control others. They would coordinate the 

proceedings. The one who was involved in the control of the proceeding is Murechia, he is the one who tried to 

become a controller of Njuri Ncheke. He could refuse to accept what one would say. But previously we would 

discuss an issue, then what majority said is right and the chairman goes with it without any complain. (…) The 

people from the previous chairmen were not getting anything out of it. (…) But now things have changed, you 

go somewhere, you get allowances, a chairman can get something. Murechia converted it (…).”  
62 Joseph Muturia, interview, 7 November 2015, Laare, Meru.  
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“small nonsensical thing”), nor the resilient Mau Mau fighters would challenge his 

leadership.63  

By September 1963, Angaine was the leading politician in Meru and had a free hand 

to enforce political unity. The most disruptive KANU leaders and the elected members for 

Meru were simply evicted so as to ease the way towards political unity. 64  Colonial 

administrators now hoped Angaine would remain the “recognized head” of “political figures” 

in the district. Kenyatta himself left him in charge of political order in Meru when he went to 

London for the independence negotiations. 65  While the Njuri Ncheke were tamed, the 

question of resilient Mau Mau remained.66 Political unity among Meru leaders was all the 

more necessary as the government wanted to start a public campaign of disapproval against 

the freedom fighters, offering amnesty to those who surrendered before Kenya achieved 

independence on 12 December. The aims of the campaign were not confined to Meru, but 

were to “safeguard the loyalists at and after Independence”, to make KANU’s moderate 

stance “taken seriously by the people”, and to prevent “wide repercussions” if the Meru 

KANU hierarchy chose the freedom fighters over “their commitment to the Prime 

Minister”.67  

Political unity remained a distant horizon, however, for many politicians feared losing 

ground by condemning Mau Mau fighters. In fact, the political situation was a deadlock, and 

political bickering was such that no leader did “and, for the time, will not condemn terrorists 

publicly”, as the colonial authorities worried. 68  Angaine himself was “equivocal in the 

extreme and [said] that even if he did [condemn them], people would not believe he meant 

it.”69 Cooperation with politicians was all the more important as government administrators 

had little faith in the success of police operations. The police lacked the means to track the 

“gangsters” effectively: “the amount of luck required for the security forces to prevail in those 

circumstances is beyond all reasonable expectation.”70 Colonial administrators insisted on the 

                                                 

63 Julius M’Mworia, interview. 
64 Secret. RGA Embu to the Civil Secretary Embu, 2 September 1963, KNA, BB/1/149. 
65 Ibid. 
66 Surprisingly, Angaine was advised by the Regional Government Agent for Meru to revive Njuri Ncheke and 
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“necessity for the government to make a new offer of surrender terms to the terrorists”, 

arguing that recent barazas had been promising so far.71 Angaine toured the district offering 

surrender terms to fighters who would hand over all weapons, ammunitions and equipment, 

while the regional administration tried to keep up with “fixing the publicity and press 

arrangements”.72  

 

…to Kenyatta’s protégé 

A question remains: why did Kenyatta appoint a Meru politician as minister for lands 

at independence? One element of the answer to this question points to the dramatic history of 

tribal relations between Meru and Kikuyu people, dating back to the 1930s. Timothy Parsons 

showed the complexities at work behind inter-tribal relationships in Meru district between the 

1930s and the 1950s. Land shortage in Central province (in the White highlands), and 

particularly in the Kiambu district, forced many landless Kikuyu to settle in Meru, while the 

colonial authorities were at pains to find land to relocate them. Meru district appeared to 

become an ideal place, not only because land was available, but also because of the alleged 

similarities of Meru and Kikuyu tribal practices, which fuelled a debate about the purported 

tribal cohesiveness of the Mount Kenya people. Kikuyu politics were intensively involved in 

this debate. One of the KCA’s most radical voices was that of Senior Chief Koinange (soon-

to-be Kenyatta’s father in law), who spoke against tribal mingling and assimilation, and 

against those, like the nationalist Harry Thuku, who defended a more flexible understanding 

of tribal identity.73  

A KCA representative himself, writing his thesis in defence of the Kikuyu tribal 
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identity, Kenyatta must have been aware of the on-going virulent debates surrounding the 

migrations of landless Kikuyus and rights over land in other districts. In Facing Mount Kenya, 

he spoke about the importance of maintaining the unity of the Kikuyu tribe. An example can 

be found in his chapter about marriage, which he defined as “one of the most powerful means 

of maintaining the cohesion of Gikuyu society and of enforcing that conformity to the kinship 

system and to tribal organisation without which social life is impossible.”74 It could be that at 

the same time, Kenyatta had learned about the Njuri Ncheke elders, who were supported by 

the colonial authority in their effort to end Kikuyu migrations.75  

Upon independence, the land issue in Meru stood in clear continuity with the past 

Kikuyu-Meru tribal disputes. At stake was the recognition (or not) of the Kikuyu migrants’ 

land claims, and whether to secure (or not) their right over land through a land title – two 

issues against which Njuri Ncheke had been historically opposed. 76  The Njuri Ncheke 

memorandum for the protection of tribal land shows that the tensions had not vanished. The 

renegotiations of provincial boundaries, under the Regional Boundaries Commission in 1962, 

gave a vivid illustration of the persisting inter-tribal mistrust, as Meru people successfully 

disassociated themselves from the old colonial Central Provice (dominated by the Kikuyu) to 

join the newly formed Eastern Region.77 A tentative argument would be that Kenyatta wished 

to secure a grand Kikuyu land unit that stretched over all the Mount Kenya tribes. Angaine 

was a convenient political pawn. His ability to control Njuri Ncheke or to maintain his Mau 

Mau aura depended on him having direct access to presidential favours. More than an elder or 

Mau Mau follower, he was “Kenyatta’s friend”. 78  The establishment of a centralized 

government and the subsequent repression of Mau Mau resilience simply stifled both Njuri 

Necheke’s and Mau Mau’s claims to land: neither had any choice but to rely on Angaine, now 

                                                 

74 Jomo Kenyatta, Facing Mount Kenya (New York: Vintage books, 1965), 164.  
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minister for lands and settlement, to buy and even to request land.  

 

3. Breaking the last of the Mau Mau  

Although his government embarked on repressive politics against resilient Mau Mau 

leaders, Kenyatta took great care to maintain, quite successfully as we will see in the 

following pages, the ambiguity that surrounded his Mau Mau aura. When it came to meeting 

former Mau Mau fighters, he remained discreet and distant. John Lonsdale and Odhiambo 

defined Kenyatta’s policy towards the Mau Mau at independence as a “therapeutic oblivion” 

forging  a “new culture of orderly amnesia”.79 It was, however, no less carefully organized, as 

the archives from the then provincial commissioner, Eliud Mahihu, as well as security reports 

and correspondance revealed.  

 

Co-opting, dispersing and silencing 

Kenyatta never dealt personaly with the resilient fighters, but delegated the conduct of 

personal contacts and public meetings to prominent cabinet ministers. At the end of 1963, he 

sent Tom Mboya and Oginga Odinga to visit Meru District, and they informed him about the 

“terrorists’” complaints as well as KANU divisions.80 Several barazas were held throughout 

the district, spreading Kenyatta’s promise of amnesty for Kenyan prisoners, targeting in 

particular some members of the Land Freedom Army, though without any visible result.81 

Kenyatta further delegated the negotiations to Mbiyu Koinange, to the despair of colonial 

administrators who repeatedly requested him to visit the district, and complained of being 

“completely in the dark” about both present and future negotiations.82 The situation stagnated. 

The regional government agent for Meru wrote a worrying report in which he called for a 

change of political strategy: the number of “gangsters” was increasing and rumours of 

sabotage operations during the independence celebrations now circulated. He too pressed for 

Kenyatta to visit the district. Personally informed of the report at his Gatundu home, Kenyatta 

responded that he was anxious to do so as soon as possible.83  
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Kenyatta met only carefully chosen Mau Mau leaders in a meeting facilitated by the 

odd trio Jesse Kariuki, Munyua Waiyaki, and Waruhiu Itote. Jesse Kariuki was a former 

K.A.U leader. Munuya Waiyaki was the son of a Njiiri chief, and a descendant of the Kikuyu 

chief and anti-colonial hero Waiyaki wa Hinga, a genealogy used by Kenyatta’s government 

to enhance its legitimacy. Waruhiu Itote, formely known by his Mau Mau name “General 

China”, had been imprisoned with Kenyatta, when the two eventually became closer.84 On 9 

December, Kenyatta received “Field Marshal” Mwariama in his Gatundu house, in Kiambu, 

“to discuss the terms of the amnesty offered by the Prime Minister to people still hiding in the 

forests.”85  The visit was widely broadcast in the newspapers, and a few months later, a 

general gathering was organized in Ruringu stadium, in Nyeri (Central Province) for the Mau 

Mau to symbolically leave the forest and surrender their weapons to the government. The now 

famous picture showing Mwariama embracing Kenyatta immortalized the meeting.  

Although Kenyatta’s meeting with Field Marshal Mwariama was, and still is today, 

protrayed as a historic encounter, the absence of other Mau Mau leaders reveals both the 

limits of Kenyatta’s willingness to deal with Mau Mau leaders, and the internal leadership 

battles that gnawed at the resistance movement. From Meru, only Mwariama’s followers 

attended the meeting. Mwariama competed for leadership with his Meru rival General 

Baimungi: they fought for the title of Field Marshall.86 Although they had previously agreed 

to all leave the forest, Mwariama made the first move to visit Kenyatta in Gatundu, without 

informing Baimungi, thus causing a rift between the two leaders. This might even have 

reinforced Baimungi’s subsequent refusal to surrender and come out of the forest.87  

In Ruringu stadium, despite the joyful tone that the well-known picture of Mwariama 

embracing Kenyatta evokes, the atmosphere seemed more tense. A high level of security was 

deployed to protect Kenyatta in the stadium: “He was guarded by almost every soldier of 

Kenya” remembers Ciorukunga M’Kithumai, Mwariama’s sister and herself a Mau Mau 
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follower.88 Most interestingly, the arms and documents the Mau Mau fighters returned to the 

stadium were all taken away, to places that remain unknown until today.89 The same scenario 

took place in Kinoru stadium, Meru, where a meeting was also organized for Baimungi’s 

followers to surrender their arms to the government.90 Similarly, General Baimungi’s personal 

documents would also be taken away after his death. 91  Following the Ruringu meeting, 

Kenyatta declared that he extended the amnesty to December 16th, until after the 

independence celebrations. Security reports stated that his statement had little effect, and 

continued to stress the on-going security disturbances in the district.92 

Early 1964, the Kenyan government reviewed its strategy to deal with the freedom 

fighters, turning away from generalized repression, useless promises and attempts to disrupt 

the movement. Kenyatta opposed the creation of camps for political reasons. “He felt,” the 

inspector general of police R. C. Catling reported, “that for the Government to confine the 

‘forest people’ in a camp or camps would bring upon Government the charge that they were 

just as heartless and indifferent to the ‘Freedom Fighters’ as previous governments.”93 The 

de-legitimization and dispersion of any tentative groupings of former forest fighters was the 

government’s preferred strategy.94 The systematic prosecution of resilient fighters favoured 

by Kenyatta was judged to be “unlikely to bear fruits” by the police inspector and by British 

administrators, because of the police’s insufficient means to track and arrest all forest 

people.95 Rather, they encouraged a legal solution: that of offering surrender terms, while 

firmly believing that Kenyatta’s visit “only […] could influence any meeting of these Forest 

men.”96 However, Kenyatta continued to delegate the negotiations with the fighters. It was 

decided that “all the affairs of the ‘Freedom Fighters’ shall be dealt exclusively by the 

Ministry of Home Affairs”.97 Besides, forests fighters would “no longer be treated with by the 
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Government as a group or groups.”98 Any attempt by former Mau Mau to advance their 

claims for land was dispersed and ignored.99 A few eventually joined the army, responding to 

the government advertisements.100 Their leaders were dealt with individually by different 

prominent figures of the Kenyan Government, these interviews being sporadically reported in 

newspapers. 

Dispersing the forest camps was difficult, however, as freedom fighters refused to 

cooperate, while the government knew it had limited options to convince them. The Kenyan 

government concluded that strong police action was needed, but knew that this would not be a 

sustainable solution, since a dispersed camp would automatically reform in a different 

location.101 As the permanent secretary for the Ministry of Internal Security and Defence 

wrote to the attorney general, and Kenyatta’s close collaborator Charles Njonjo, government 

officers doubted that legal solutions such as amnesty would suffice. 102  On 18 February, 

Kenyatta gave his personal consent for a plan to disperse the Mau Mau forest camps, and 

signed restriction orders against some local politicians suspected of encouraging Mau Mau 

resilience.103 A few days later, General Baimungi was arrested “for allegedly trespassing on a 

farm in Timau in Nyanyuki area.”104 Mwariama was also arrested, on charges that included 

“holding unlawful meeting and obstructing the police”.105 Released on bond the following 

day, he was arrested again for failing to appear in court. Whether these arrests were planned 

and organized by the highest circles of authority in Nairobi is unclear. At least, they took the 

British administrators by surprise. The latter commented that “[t]hese may well precipitate 

something.” 106  According to Ciorukunga M’Kithumai, Mwariama was jailed after “some 

women came dancing praising Mwariama. But they were talking bad about the Kenyatta 

government”. 107 A simple gathering would have triggered his arrest. 

The Kenya Government used Field Marshall Mwariama to tip the balance of 
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negotiations in its favour, but kept quiet about the new strategy, giving only vague orders to 

local administrators. The government probably took the opportunity of Mwariama’s arrest to 

bargain his release on the condition that he would personally support and promote the 

government’s policy. Mwariama was portrayed in the newspapers as a more moderate leader, 

causing less trouble in the Meru district and condemning, in his speech, hatred, revenge and 

brutality.108 No Kenyan document tracing the chain of decision making has been found. This 

was an “unavoidable” “switch of plan” leaving the local administrators largely uninformed of 

the ongoing discussion. 109  The British were nonetheless convinced that a deal had been 

struck, as Mwariama was “jailed for five years by a Meru magistrate, was released by the 

Government, without any announcement, and his prison sentence was rescinded.”110 During a 

meeting held in the Ministry of Home Affairs, the permanent secretary to the Ministry of 

Defence refused to comment on Mwariama, but Waiyaki added that he was released “so that 

he can go back to the Freedom Fighters against Baimungi.”111 P. E. Walters, civil secretary 

for the Eastern region, subsequently instructed the regional government agent for Meru, 

James Mburu, that 

 

you may not indicate to anybody that Mwariama has or has not obtained his 

release from prison by means of bargain with the government. He has obtained 

his pardon under provisions of the Independence Constitution of Kenya which 

accord this prerogative to His Excellency the Governor General. These are the 

facts to which you should give publicity.112 

 

In the same letter, Walters requested that Mwariama receive assistance “to prosecute his 

personal propaganda campaign to persuade as many ex-forest fighters as possible to support 

the government.”113  The campaign was to be further “supported by a ‘leaflet war’” and 

Mwariama’s speeches widely broadcast over the radio “and regularly reported to 
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Kenyatta.”114 The leaflets were to be dropped in specific locations, but were, in fact, never 

provided.  

The Government was entering the “second phase” of the strategy to disperse and 

silence the Mau Mau: the co-optation of their leaders, enforced by arrests of those who would 

not cooperate.115 Mwariama was used as an intermediary with leaders unwilling to cooperate 

or negotiate, and was logistically supported by James Mburu, who “[used his] gifts and 

rewards vote for this exercise”.116 Mburu himself deemed the support he received insufficient, 

and he requested “additional funds as my one line vote in in red.”117 He found Mwariama’s 

help “very useful”, although he admitted that the latter “has not been very free with 

Administrative Officers and Police.”118 Mwariama was in regular contact with Kenyatta’s 

office. But Mburu confessed he himself knew “very little of what goes on”, while this absence 

of information allegedly made Mwariama “suffer from superiority complex, and it may be 

difficult to handle him later.”119  

Mwariama and some other generals were also allocated plots of land in Timau, a small 

location in the Meru district. Although specially selected for ex-freedom fighters, settlement 

in Timau was planned in totally disorganized haste, as the plot “was not in fact ready to 

receive settlers” and, “moreover the area [was] only suitable for use on ranching co-operative 

lines and certainly not for individual plots peasant subsistence agriculture [sic].” 120  The 

disorganisation resulted from a conflict between the local Settlement Committee, which had 

been “formed very quickly” by Mburu and which refused to select freedom fighters on the 

grounds that the government did not consult the committee, and thereby reduced it to acting 

as a mere “rubber-stamp”. This would be a recurrent issue throughout the country, as local 

committees in charge of settlement would often refuse to settle former freedom fighters, in 

order to demonstrate their authority. Eight plots of land were nonetheless allocated to 

Mwariama and some of his followers.121  
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Symbolic propaganda 

A symbolic propaganda accompanied collaboration politics, subtly associating 

Kenyatta with the Mau Mau struggle for independence. Parallel to his denunciation of the 

Mau Mau “disease” (a phrase regularly used by his ministers and broadcast in the news) 

Kenyatta took great care to maintain the ambiguity surrounding his old reputation as the man 

the British had believed to be leader to death and darkness, and had put in jail.122 In July 

1964, rumours starting during debates in the senate, and circulated in the press, that Kenyatta 

was afraid of visiting the Meru district “because of the danger of the Freedom Fighters”.123 

The rumour was promptly refuted, and the prime minister’s visit to the district was announced 

– his first visit since taking office.  

A month later, Kenyatta made carefully staged visits to Embu and Meru. He was, as 

the headline of the East African Standard had it, warmly welcomed in Embu.124 The whole 

visit was turned into a ceremony celebrating Kenyatta as an “Uhuru” hero, an honour closely 

associated with Mau Mau symbolism. An “uhuru monument” was erected by the Embu Uhuru 

Celebration Committee, and dedicated to “the first great hero of the Kenya nation, Mr. Jomo 

Kenyatta, and also to all the people who suffered in the fight for freedom.”125 A Swahili 

inscription restated Kenyatta’s traditional vow to eradicate poverty, ignorance and disease.126 

Kenyatta thanked the Embu district authorities in a speech emphasizing that “the monument is 

aptly dedicated to the people who gave the lie to the saying that Africans could not defeat the 

strong colonialists. Independence is now no longer a myth; we have won it, so let us defended 

it and build the Kenya nation.” Newspapers concluded that “Everywhere he stopped Mr 

Kenyatta urged the people to obey the laws of the land and work hard in the interest of nation-

building.”127 When touring Meru a few days later, Kenyatta picked up on the government’s 

campaign of collaboration politics, accusing the forest fighters who did not surrender of 

“spoiling Meru’s reputation” yet praising Mwariama for his cooperation with the government, 

and concluded by announcing some forthcoming financial donations to develop the district.128 

He then condemned Baimungi’s followers who “had refused to work for their living and had 
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returned to the forest so that they could live on other people through robbery and 

intimidation.”129   

As always, Kenyatta’s strong words against resilient Mau Mau were matched with 

ambiguous actions. After his visit to Embu, the regional government agent and chairman of 

Embu urban district council announced that a street was to be renamed after Kenyatta, and 

one after “‘General’ Kubu Kubu a freedom fighter who is alleged to have been burned to 

death after being captured by security forces during emergency.” 130  The celebration of 

Kenyatta Day in October provided another occasion for even more symbolic politics and 

grandiose celebrations of Kenyatta as a hero and father of the nation. Prayers were also 

organized throughout the country to honour the then Prime minister. A “country-wide 

campaign for blood donation, to symbolise the sacrifices made during the struggle for Uhuru” 

was organized by the minister for health and housing and Kenyatta’s personal physician, Dr. 

Njoroge Mungai.131 Perhaps even more symbolically significant, Kenyatta shared the podium 

with his five co-detainees from Lodwar: Kungu Karumba, Paul Ngei; Bildad Kaggia; Achieng 

Oneko (now minister for information, broadcasting and tourism) and Fred Kubai (permanent 

secretary to the minister of labour and social services).132 He finally announced the release of 

eighty-two “people serving sentences for administering or taking illegal oaths”.133  

 

Baimungi’s last days  

Baimungi’s refusal to surrender remained an embarrassing sign of defiance the 

government could not tolerate indefinitely. His resilience risked strengthening the voice of the 

populist opposition, demanding land redistribution. After splitting from Mwariama, Baimungi 

visited Kenyatta in Gatundu, where he was symbolically given several Kenyan flags. 134 

Unlike Mwariama – who later confessed to Maina wa Kinyatti that poverty and his concern 

for the Mau Mau’s welfare in the independent country obliged him to collaborate with 

Kenyatta’s cabinet – Baimungi remained uncompromising. So he was portrayed by 

administrators: “he is not prepared to co-operate and he knows what he is doing. He knows 

Government’s intention but he still stubbonly [sic] refuses to listen to any appeal and see the 
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Government request. In simple terms he is not a person to compromise or reconcile.”135 

Baimungi demanded that land be given to Mau Mau fighters, and considered the 

government’s failure to do so as treason.136 By September 1964, most of the other freedom 

fighter groups were described as having been “almost broken up” by repeated police actions 

and government’s propaganda; Baimungi, however, kept active, although his activities were, 

as the regional government agent reassuringly put it, “reduced”.137 

Baimungi’s affront escalated into a personal clash with Kenyatta. According to 

Kinyatti, his refusal to compromise aroused Kenyatta’s ire, the latter coming to the 

inescapable conclusion that the country could not bear “two heads of state”.138 Kenyatta was 

particularly annoyed at Baimungi’s public display of the Kenyan independence flag he 

himself had given to the fighters. 139  A showdown ensued between the government and 

Baimungi over this symbol of authority. Mburu reported that he had warned Baimungi not to 

attempt to question the government’s authority, and that the government might “[become] 

annoyed and [decide] to remove the flag by force”.140  In spite of a verbal commitment, 

Baimungi did not lower the flag. Instead, he “threatened to confiscate all the flags now being 

hoisted at Government Headquarters in demonstration that is much more powerful than 

Government.” 141  A police operation was launched late April to remove the flag. It was 

unsuccessful. Although the police encountered little resistance at Baimungi’s largely deserted 

camp, they opened fire and were subsequently caught in a clash with another forest fighters’ 

camp, causing “three deaths and a number of wounded.” 142  As for the flag, “One of 

Baimungi’s followers at scene pulled down the flag hurriedly and ran away with it into Mount 

Kenya Forest.”143  

The perceived deterioration of the security situation in Meru linked to Baimungi’s 

persisting resistance, ended with an arrest warrant against Baimungi in April 1964, signalling 

that more radical action was under way. It was not even a month after that Waiyaki revealed 
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the government had released Mwariama to play him off against Baimungi, and suddenly, 

perhaps unavoidably, switched its plans. In May, Baimungi and Chui were believed to be the 

most dangerous leaders, as Mburu wrote: 

 

I am inclined to believe that [Baimungi] is not the same. He has all along been 

the greatest friend of Mr. J. H. Angaine. He could have listened to his advice.  

[…] He takes orders from his fellow criminal ‘General Chui’. ‘Chui’ 

undoubtedly is as dangerous as a wounded leopard. I hold the opinion that 

without Chui Baimungi could not be.144  

 

In January, plans for an operation against the forest leader were considered, but the 

government was persuaded to postpone them “due to an encouraging number of Forest 

fighters who surrendered.” 145  Some of Baimungi’s followers had already surrendered 

voluntarily, although most had been threatened by government authorities not to return to the 

forest and thus “were forced not to go back”.146 Few were present (around twelve people) the 

day Baimungi’s camp was raided by the police.147  

On 26 January 1965, Baimungi and Chui were both “killed by police in a dawn swoop 

on the forest”, which the government was at pains to justify.148 Five of their followers were 

killed alongside them, while the rest were taken to Kamithi prison, where some, like 

M’Murungi M’Kobia, would stay for five years.149 Njoroge Mungai, the minister of defence, 

explained with blunt vocabulary reminiscent of earlier anti-Mau Mau propaganda that “All 

the forest outlaws were warned earlier […] that “stern action” was planned on outlaws who 

ignored the Jamhuri amnesty offered by President Kenyatta.”150 The President’s office issued 

a statement two days later through the newspapers justifying the police operation on the 

grounds that it “followed a fresh wave of intimidation, terrorism and cattle thefts in the Meru 
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district.”151 In an attempt to de-legitimize Baimungi, the government argued that the resilient 

fighters demanded “rewards […] such as land, high offices in Government and commissions 

in the Army”.152 They pressured the local inhabitants to supply them with food, and thereby 

forced the government to protect the terrorized population. The article concluded with 

Kenyatta’s latest speech at Jamhuri Kiagutu secondary school “[warning] people against 

spreading rumours that there was no need to purchase land as free land would be provided.”153  

Kenyatta’s direct implication in Baimungi’s and Chui’s deaths will probably never be 

proved or disproved. Orders to disperse Baimungi’s camp and eventually to arrest the 

“General” did, however, come from the highest echelons of the government: 

 

President’s view that [forest fighters] are dispersed and sent to their homes 

without further delay and their long hair cut short. This view had been taken 

owing to the failure by the forest outlaws to keep to their promise to get one of 

their leaders, Baimungi, out of the forest and to disperse to their homes within 

two weeks.154 

 

The order, vague in its formulation, was transmitted informally to the top ranks of the 

administration, via the provincial commissioner of the Eastern Province, Eliud Mahihu.  

Protecting Kenyatta’s political integrity was part and parcel of the government’s 

policy. In an emergency meeting on January 23, gathering the provincial and district 

commissioners from Central and Eastern regions, as well as the respective provincial 

commissioners of police, Mahihu explained they had been instructed to discuss and decide 

among themselves the appropriate method to disperse different forest outlaw camps around 

the Mount Kenya Forest. He concluded by “[warning] […] that whatever method was decided 

upon, care must be taken not to expose the President to political criticism.”155 To the “officers 

[who] generally criticised the lack of a written Government order to disperse forest outlaws”, 

Mahihu “confirmed that the instructions he received were clear and left no doubt as to what 

line of action to be taken.”156 Mahihu later wrote to Duncan Ndegwa, permanent secretary to 

the Office of the President, that “[he wished] to explain in greater detail what exactly 
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happened on the nights of 25th and 26th January, 1965” but specifically avoided doing so, 

arguing that Ndegwa had already taken note of their previous conversation.157 Although he 

reported the two operations carried out on January 25 first, he did not comment on the 

operation of the 26th in which Baimungi and Chui were killed. He simply requested whether 

the President would have any message at all to be passed on during the forthcoming barazas 

organized throughout the district to “clear the air about the situation in Meru.”158  

 

4. The aftermath: Kenyatta, between Mau Mau bodyguards and loyalist 

government 

The conflict between resilient Mau Mau and the independent Kenyan government was 

meant to be swept under the rug, and has therefore remained, for the most part, an untold 

story. The media soon forgot both Baimungi and Chui. As for public debate, a proposed 

question in May 1965 by the Kericho MP C. Kiprotich, relating to the “Treatment of Field 

Marshall Baimungi” was dismissed.159 The forest leaders’ names were not mentioned in the 

House until 2008, when Mau Mau veterans, suing the British government with accusations of 

torture during the Mau Mau war, opened a court case.160  

This seeming amnesia shows that the large majority of the post-independence Kenyan 

elite took no interest (and had none) in the Mau Mau question. The shared silence highlights 

the legacy of the politics of cooperation which brought a loyalist class to power, as the 

historian Daniel Branch has shown in great detail.161 The available and declassified public 

records also tend to signal the British authorities’ lack of concern over the repression of forest 

fighters. Out of the Commonwealth and Foreign Relations Office security files covering the 

period from 1964 to 1966, only two documents mentioned the Kenya government operation 

against Baimungi, whose name was variously misspelled on both occasions: “Barmangai” and 

“Barnamungai”.162  

More importantly, however, silencing, but not totally forgetting the Mau Mau appears 

to have been the main goal of the Kenyan government’s strategy. At no point did the 
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government engage in a policy of total eradication of all Mau Mau fighters. It was 

determined, rather, to crush the Mau Mau as a movement, by disorganizing and atomizing its 

elements. Hence the government’s repeated assertions that it “does not recognize the Freedom 

Fighters as a certain group of people. All who over past 70 years have suffered in the case of 

Kenya’s freedom are freedom fighters.”163 This statement was meant to preserve Kenyatta’s 

ambiguity regarding the Mau Mau movement, as his legitimacy to command authority from 

the whole Kikuyu tribe relied on his ability to be a Mau Mau and an anti-Mau Mau at the 

same time.  

These observations do not explain what prevented a post-Mau Mau movement from 

reconstructing itself politically, given that the landless and squatters remained a painful 

reminder of the pending land issue. Post-independence Mau Mau history was not one of 

guerilla-like underground subversion – this may even explain why the Mau Mau question 

disappeared so suddenly from intelligence and security records, whether Kenyan or British. 

An easy answer would be that, as mentioned earlier on, freedom fighters did not seek to 

overthrow the independent government, which they at first firmly believed to be headed by a 

friend of Mau Mau: Jomo Kenyatta.164 Even today, Kenyatta’s ambiguity persists. Although 

Kaggia declared and wrote in his autobiography that Kenyatta did not know about any Mau 

Mau business, many former Mau Mau fighters still believe that the latter “was the owner of 

Mau Mau”, although he betrayed them after independence.165 This seeming credulity of the 

people should not overshadow the fact that the Mau Mau was a secret society bound by 

powerful oaths, which may also explain the difficulty in bringing the issue into the open, even 

until today. 

The power of the Mau Mau oath seems all the more relevant when we observe that 

Kenyatta’s official discourse of national amnesia was subtly contradicted by the carefully-

chosen nominations of former Mau Mau leaders or followers to top positions within the state 

institutions. These nominations further enhanced his ambiguity relating to the Mau Mau, as it 

could possibly be deduced that Kenyatta too was bound by the oath of secrecy.166 Jackson 

Angaine is one example, as is Paul Ngei, arrested with Kenyatta in 1952 and promptly 
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coopted at independence.167 Even more significantly, when in 1966 ex-freedom fighters were 

reported to be conducting sacrificial ceremonies, Kenyatta argued that “perhaps if we allowed 

them to do so under our supervision this may help to let off steam, and finally the emotion 

would cool down.”168 Hence, his constant plea to “forgive and forget the past” was not really 

about collective amnesia, for he knew very well that the Mau Mau could, but also should not, 

be forgotten. 

Kenyatta’s role during these early months of independence is not only symptomatic of 

his relationship to the Mau Mau movement, but perhaps even of his way of ruling in general. 

His use of cabinet ministers as intermediaries, whom he always met informally, would remain 

an enduring feature of his rule, making harder the task of tracing the chain of orders to the 

ultimate decision maker. Perhaps more importantly, this use of intermediaries was only 

episodic. Baimungi’s death in January 1965 put an end to Kenyatta’s personal commitment to 

the fate of the forest fighters. In sharp contrast to past presidential preferential treatment of 

ex-Mau Mau leaders, neglect and distance followed. 

After the operation against Baimungi and Chui, now that their leadership and power of 

organisation was significantly diminished, Kenyan ministers lost interest in the forest fighters’ 

cause. Former Mau Mau did not meet Kenyatta any more.169 Any effort to provide sufficient 

means (mostly financial) to co-opt the remaining fighters was judged pointless, and became a 

residual matter left in the hands of powerless provincial administrators. Eliud Mahihu’s 

repeated attempts, as early as March 1965, to obtain funding and support from the Office of 

the President remained in vain.170 Mahihu, provincial commissioner for Eastern region, was 

convinced “that the help [to Mau Mau leaders] would go a long way in making their life a bit 

easier at the present moment”, but was forced to admit that the district had “no spare funds” 

and that it would indeed probably be “‘broke’ in May this year.”171 He worried that Bildad 

Kaggia would exploit this potential vacuum, rewarding the freedom fighters with his 

communist funds: Kaggia was, he wrote to Kenyatta’s permanent secretary, Duncan Ndegwa, 

earlier on, 

 

trying to gain political survival, which he has lost tremendously since the death 

                                                 

167 See Francois Grignon, “Le Politicien Entrepreneur en son Terroir: Paul Ngei à Kangundo, Kenya, 1945-

1990” (Ph.D. Diss., Université Montesquieu Bordeaux IV, 1997). 
168 Confidential. Minutes of Provincial Commissioner’s Meeting held on 15th and 16th February 1966, KNA, 

BB/49/59.  
169 M’Murungi M’Kobia, interview with the author. 
170 Secret. Eliud Mahihu to Duncan Ndegwa, 11 March 1964, KNA, BB/1/158. 
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of Baimungi and I am convinced that he will do everything in his power to get 

these Forest Outlaws together and he is also trying to persuade the African 

Independent churches to be behind him. He has promised to give Shs.70,000/- 

to build a school at Kirua.172 

 

Although Mahihu was well informed, his fears did not spark much reaction from the 

government.   

Intelligence services too alerted the government to the undesirable alliance between 

the few still resilient freedom fighters and the government’s political opponents like Kaggia 

and, to a lesser extent, Oginga Odinga. Kaggia was secretly visiting Mau Mau fighters in 

Meru, just as other Meru politicians (among them Senator Julius Muthamia and the MPs 

Jenaru Gituma, Stanley Lamare and Abraham Gaciatta) tried to provide individual help and 

assistance to former, and often landless, fighters.173 The main question remained that of (free) 

distribution of land. Several intelligence reports in 1965 concluded that Kaggia had attempted 

to “make full use of discontented Kikuyu ex-Freedom Fighters to further his political 

ambitions.”174 His actions were not just limited to the Meru District, as he made contacts with 

leaders from Murang’a and Nyeri, as well as from the Rift Valley.175 In the same letter he 

addressed to Ndegwa, Mahihu requested that Kenyatta intervene personally to heal the 

political rifts in Eastern region in particular, where Ngei’s former African People’s Party 

remained active. 176  These appeals were ignored. As the next chapter will show, the 

government chose to deal with Kaggia’s and Odinga’s opposition differently. Clearly, Kenyan 

ministers preferred economic interests vested in land, to redistributive politics. Kenyatta 

himself showed no intention of considering land settlement on a national basis. Driven by a 

visceral opposition to the so-called radicals, the Kenyan government constructed a highly 

arbitrary system of land redistribution based on productive, extensive and individual use of 

land.  

Although the Mau Mau movement remained an illegal organization, the government 
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made a strategic use of Mau Mau veterans as personal bodyguards. De jure, gatherings of 

Mau Mau were forbidden, thus making the political recontruction of the movement 

impossible. Surprisingly perhaps, it was banned until 2003, when the Kibaki government 

lifted the ban, opening a new, though no less tortuous, avenue for the telling of Mau Mau 

history. 177  On the ground, however, selected Mau Mau were employed as personal 

bodyguards for prominent ministers, and even for Kenyatta himself. His personal escort, 

entirely constituted of Kikuyu, gave prominent responsibility to former Mau Mau, such as 

Arthur Wanyoike Thung’u, his personal bodyguard.178 As his Permanent Secretary, Duncan 

Ndegwa, recalled in his autobiography, this “provided constant, tangible reminders to 

Kenyatta’s detractors that he still had Mau Mau links. It was no accident that the National 

Youth Service, a stabilising force that he could summon to back up forces loyal to him, was 

led by Waruhiu Itote, a former Mau Mau leader.”179 Thung’u was also known to the police for 

excesses that continued to stir up concern among the British officials who remained in charge 

of the escort training until the 1970s.180 Commander Pearson, in charge of the escort, was said 

to believe that Kenyatta himself was encouraging excessive violent behaviour, leaving 

Pearson with the responsibility of “disciplining them.”181  

A British report on the presidential escort in 1972 pointed at Kenyatta’s persisting 

concern for, and even fear of, remaining Mau Mau. The report gave an account of a private 

discussion with Isaiah Mathenge, then provincial commissioner for Central Province, about 

Kenyatta’s political position. According to the report, the President was  

 

scared of the Kikuyu have-nots. There were mainly people from mau mau 

villages who were still without land. He was desperately concerned that they 

                                                 

177 On Kibaki and the new wave of Mau Mau history see D. Branch, “The Search for the Remains of Dedan 
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were satisfied. … Mathenge said that the President was afraid of driving such 

groups into the forest where he would lose control over them. … The landless 

ex mau mau were such a group who would be well able to organize themselves 

from the forest. … they would, if driven underground, be poised to 

assassinate ministers and senior public servants. Although the President 

himself might seem well guarded he had surrounded himself by ex mau mau 

toughs. Although now “tamed” they could still present a threat if provoked too 

far. Hence his desire to appease his own bodyguards by getting them farms.182  

 

Such practices were also adopted by Jackson Angaine, who recruited former Mau Mau from 

his own area, Imenti, perhaps as a way to protect himself but certainly to control the 

remaining Mau Mau in Meru, and in order to be informed about the former Mau Mau 

attending his meetings.183 

The strategy of personal escorts was known to former Mau Mau, who also knew that 

the entire top governmental functions were held by loyalists.184 In the words of Gitu wa 

Kahengeri, former Mau Mau in Central Province and today’s Chairman of the Mau Mau 

Veterans War Association, the Kenyatta government was made of those who “renegated” [sic] 

the Mau Mau movement.185 Most of the prominent members of Kenyatta’s government were 

selected and trained within a colonial administrative system (re)shaped during the Emergency, 

and part and parcel of the Mau Mau counterinsurgency (a Kenyan specitifity among the 

British colonies).186 Those who were appointed provincial commissioners at independence 

were trained by T. J. F. Gavaghan, the brains behind the brutal rehabilitation politics during 

the Mau Mau war and later appointed in 1961 as training officer of the Kenyan provincial 

administration.187 By 1965, two top-members of the Office of the President were renowned 

loyalists: Duncan Ndegwa (Permanent Secretary) and Jeremiah Kiereini (Under-Secretary in 
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charge of the  povincial administration).188  

 

Conclusion 

This chapter argued that the violent repression of the Mau Mau is not the sole 

explanation of why the movement was successfully, and permanently, silenced. Kenyatta’s 

motto “forget and forgive the past” was subtly moderated by the public display of Mau Mau 

symbols, whether used by Kenyatta himself, by Jackson Angaine, or even by their Mau Mau 

bodyguards. Once woven together, the repression of resilient Mau Mau, the control of local 

politics in Meru, and the ascension of Jackson Angaine as minister for lands reveal how 

Kenyatta managed to forge himself a central position within a political machinery that was 

not just complex, but very much hostile.  

Kenyatta’s and Angaine’s political acquaintance served their personal ambitions well. 

Archives show that in the early 1960s already, Kenyatta was carefully following Mau Mau 

agitation in the district, although he always refrained from intervening personally. Instead, he 

relied on Angaine, whose political prominence in the district was rapidly increasing. By 

supporting him, Kenyatta proved that he possessed a deep knowledge of Meru history, and 

had an acute sense on how to protect his interests. As this chapter showed, a connection can 

be established between Angaine’s subtle yet merciless opposition to the Njuri Ncheke elders 

and the silent support he received from Kenyatta. The examination of Angaine’s early 

political career shows that although Kenyatta had a low esteem for Angaine’s politics, he 

anticipated that it was better to appoint a Meru man – and not a Kikuyu who could stand as a 

potential challenger or expose a penchant for political tribalism – as minster for lands, so as to 

tame both Njuri Ncheke and the resilient fighters, who posed a risk to undermining his 

leadership. Although Angaine was himself a powerful leader in Meru, he could compensate 

for his opposition to Mau Mau and Njuri Ncheke through his direct access to presidential 

favours, especially when it came to land claims or redistribution. From Kenyatta’s 

perspective, Angaine might have been a useful asset in a potential scheme to acquire parts of 
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Meru land, to fulfil the “grand Kikuyu land unit” that had historically suffered from a tense 

and complicated relationship between Kikuyu and Meru tribes. 

Kenyatta’s disregard for the Mau Mau claims can be linked to a much wider issue: his 

disinterest for a national politic of land redistribution, which I will now turn to. Kenyatta had 

to institutionalize the unsolvable: to alloy his public legitimacy, based on his Mau Mau aura, 

with politics that intrinsically ran against the Mau Mau claims, and, by extension, the landless 

and poor masses. As the following chapter will show, Kenyatta and his government firmly 

believed in the productive use of land, thus favouring large-scale settlement over smaller plots 

and poorer farmers. In doing so, they also embraced the views of the colonial administration. 

But this superficial political continuity soon revealed a deep rift separating the British land 

administrators, keen on using British funds effectively, and Kenyatta and his ministers, more 

interested in (private) accumulation and political redistribution of land.  
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Chapter 5. Taming oppositions: Kenyatta’s “secluded” 

politics (1964-1966) 
 

Introduction 

Once the disruptive narratives of the liberation struggle were supressed, Mzee Jomo 

Kenyatta was left with the challenging task of exercising presidential rule that had not only 

been hastily constructed, but was built on a very fragile institutional arithmetic. Previous 

chapters showed that Kenyatta could not count on stable institutions (either party or 

parliament) to build his leadership, while his ascension to power had been partly thanks to the 

benevolent support of the British authorities. Nevertheless, his decisive commitment to the 

willing buyer-willing seller policy was running against the main base of his popular support: 

the landless masses. The first year of independence forced him to attempt to save face not 

only with the British and white settlers, but also the landless and poor. The challenge was all 

the more critical as the scope of his presidential powers was still undefined, and his popularity 

depended on his future achievements.  

In spite of the rich and dense historiography covering the 1960s in Kenya, no study 

provides a comprehensive interpretation of Kenyatta’s early presidential years. The 

publications covering fundamental topics such as the provincial administration, squatters and 

landless after independence, local political battles or constitutional amendments, provide only 

a fragmented view of the president’s rule, however crucial they may be in their respective 

contexts.1 All highlighted Kenyatta’s far-reaching executive powers and informal control over 

state institutions, relying either on loyal (Kikuyu) civil servants or settling issues through 

personal interventions. More recent publications emphasize that Kenyatta did not like to work 

with groups, parties or institutions, just as he did not care about the potential disorder his 

actions, decisions or promises might stir within state institutions.2 This chapter will not seek 

to understand how Kenyatta behaved in a particular series of issues. Building on the existing 
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historiography, it seeks to unveil the ideas and interests that guided and gave coherence to 

Kenyatta’s fragmented decisions.  

Given its centrality in Kenyan history, the land issue took a major place in the 

historiography. The negotiations and the implementation of land settlements in the early 

1960s officially intended to alleviate land hunger in the White Highlands. Yet the policies 

were designed by colonial civil servants unwilling to change the structure of the Kenyan 

economy (and virtually uninterested in the sake of the landless masses). Hence they 

contributed to preserve the white settler’s political and economic influence after 

independence.3  In-depth studies revealed the failure of the politics of settlement and the 

collateral rise of a gentrified class of landowners and farmers.4 A two-tier system emerged, 

with two types of settlement schemes: the Million Acres Schemes with “high density 

settlement schemes” designed for small and poorer farmers and which was largely inefficient, 

versus the “low density settlement schemes”, transferring European mixed farms to a new 

class of Kenyan capitalist, rich, and for many of them loyalist “big men” thus endowed with 

significant economic assets.5 In fact, rather than a profound land reform entailing substantial 

changes in the land tenure system and the size of land plots (the divisions of small plots 

would have enabled the poorest people to own land), land settlement programmes simply 

transferred land ownership from a European to a new, loyalist and moderate African elite.6  

The historiography of land politics predominantly emphasized the arguments of 

colonial continuity and dependency patterns, as well as the study of land as a resource for 

political patronage, to the detriment of more refined political narratives. It can be split into 

three distinct categories: the first one being a general history of the technicalities surrounding 
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institutional negotiations and grass-root implementation, with an evident economic bias.7 The 

second category is politicized history, focusing moreover on what seems like land grabbing 

rather than land politics.8 Finally, a small number of studies point out different paradigms, 

nuancing for example the role of ethnicity in land politics.9 All in all, the complexity of the 

political forces behind the economics of land throughout the first decade of independence 

remains poorly studied.  

The connections between the on-going land decolonization, the increasing 

centralization of executive power, and the repression of any political opposition are still 

missing from the narratives of state formation.10 The literature on the relationship between 

Kenyan state institutions, the administration and the political bodies, showed the complex, 

often disproportionate distribution of powers emanating from the “top” (Kenyatta’s 

ministerial cabinet), favouring the provincial administration at the expense of party 

organization and civil society.11 Empirical research on the highest sphere of decision-making, 
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the office of the president, and the president himself, remains to be undertaken. Kenyatta’s 

rule is deemed “personal”, but the boundaries of his action have been little studied, 

overlooking in particular the issues or conflicts, which Kenyatta simply ignored, preferring 

passivity to direct control. The insistence on patronage as the main source of political 

loyalties offers only partial explanation of a much wider question: how Kenyatta’s 

purportedly clannish or tribal thinking – his favoured relationship to his Kikuyu ministers, his 

Kikuyu ethos of capitalism, and his neglect of the poor and landless – coexisted with his 

ability to maintain loyalties among his opponents, strengthen a multi-ethnic government, and 

secure popularity and stability of power for more fifteen years of rule? 

This chapter explores how Kenyatta eventually succeeded in responding to these 

contradictory political expectations, and how his nascent presidential rule moulded the 

institutional balance of the Kenyan postcolonial state. It argues that by controlling the funds 

and distribution of land resources, Kenyatta successfully secluded competing political actors 

and institutions, thus preventing various political grievances to spill over his government. The 

chapter first highlights the continuity between colonial and post-colonial land politics, and 

emphasizes the Kenyan government’s agency in politicizing land accumulation. (1) Upon 

independence, the British agreed to assist the Kenyan state with financial aid for land 

purchase, and eventually became Kenya’s biggest international donor over the decade.12 The 

Kenyan government was eager to secure British funds to send powerful signals to landless 

and squatters expecting africanization of land ownership. Yet, governmental policies focused 

mainly on accumulating land and politicizing its redistribution. Throughout the process, 

Kenyatta was very concerned about sensitive land settlement schemes. Nonetheless, he 

preferred to secure political order by marginal and well-timed adjustments, instead of 

profound reforms to change colonial economic structures and principles. Archival material 

reveals that he was not necessarily aware of the technical details involved. Far from being a 

sign of a deficit of authority (and certainly not of intelligence!), he consciously delegated 

technical aspects of the negotiations to his most loyal cabinet ministers, making his disinterest 

a hallmark of his rule.  

The early politicization of land accumulation was the first step in the establishmenf of 

a “secluded” system of rule, as a Kenyan provincial commissioner aptly described it at the 
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time.13 When it came to distributing regional powers, Kenyatta successfully strengthened his 

direct control over both parliament and provincial administration, without assuming the 

responsibilities such personal comittment involved. Instead, he used the civil administration 

as a rubber stamp against disgruntled MPs, insuring, at the same time, that civil servants 

would not become too politicized either. (2) The sterile competition between parliament and 

civil servants (sterile, since there was virtually no room for them to increase their political 

sphere influence) further deprived civil society of representation. As the last section shows, 

despite his fear for discontented landless and squatters, Kenyatta paid very little attention to 

their needs. He contented himself with the appointment of a special commissioners of 

squatters, a position soon drowned into the internal competition of state institutions. His lack 

of familiarity with economic expertise revealed a general strategy of non-committal politics 

that enabled him to remain above political battles, and to restrict his interventions to 

presidential favours and personalized promises. Such an informalisation of powers had a great 

institutional consequence: by establishing a “secluded” state system, Kenyatta managed to 

neutralize the formation of any competing force against his government, either from within or 

without, as the case of the squatters shows. (3) 

 

 

1. Kenyatta and the “back to the land” campaign: colonial continuity at the 

service of postcolonial politics.  

By independence in 1964, Kenyatta’s position on the land issue combined his earlier 

beliefs on land tenure and the long-lasting influence of British colonial land policies. He 

feared squatters and landless flocking into abandoned farms, and rejected demands for a free 

redistribution of land. He was convinced of the need for productive use of land, and preferred 

the ownership of large plots instead of the subdivision of small holdings. As early as 

February, Kenyatta discussed with his cabinet ministers the issue of the so-called “illegal 

squatters”, viewed by all as a threat to the smooth progression of settlement schemes 

throughout Kenya. Squatters should not be allowed to occupy land without the owner’s 

consent, as the cabinet feared that the failure to contain squatting could set a precedent for the 

free allocation of land populist politicians demanded. Squatting could not feature alongside 

the “willing buyer-willing seller” policy the president had advocated since his political come 

                                                 

13 Confidential. S. Nyachae to the Permanent Secretary, Office of the President, 13 December 1966, KNA, 

BB/49/59. 
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back. With his cabinet ministers, Kenyatta considered the possibility to use police forces to 

remove illegal squatters. Furthermore, to enforce his appeal to take proper care of houses and 

not leave the land lying idle, Kenyatta ordered that “approximately 100 acres of preservation 

belt should be demarcated around each house.” 14  Thus protected, the houses could be 

“disposed of either by offering them to individual Africans who can afford to pay for them, or 

by turning them over to Government Departments.”15  

Kenyatta outlined the main aims of his government land policy in a public speech on 

11 September 1964. Although some of these ideas dated back to Facing Mount Kenya, they 

had been readjusted to suit the new independence deal, and bore the mark of British colonial 

influence. In his “Back to the Land” speech, he insisted on the “value of land”, urging “the 

people to begin to dirty their hands in the effort of nation building.”16  The speech was 

strongly coloured by his Kikuyu philosophy of land use he exalted in Facing Mount Kenya, 

by his opposition to “radical” politicians, and by his rejection of Mau Mau claims. But 

Kenyatta also situated his pledge for authenticity within the modern economy of the newly 

independent country. The ancestral principle of rights to the land could be given juridical 

value now that Kenya was, he asserted, “governed by the normal pressures of a modern 

monetary economy”. 17  Kenyatta explained that “in order to use our land efficiently and 

effectively, we must ensure that each farmer is certain of his land rights” and “has the kind of 

security to give him access to necessary credits and loans from Banks or other Government 

and private agencies.”18 To do so, he advocated land consolidation (a rationalized planning 

and distribution of land units) and the registration of land titles (unlike deeds registration, land 

ownership is entrusted in the land parcels) as the two pillars of the following “Back to the 

Land Campaign”.19 Priority was given to productive exploitation of land, and consecrated in 

private and individual ownership. As we saw in the first chapter, the state was only meant to 

safeguard this order, never to change it.  

At a time when security reports systematically emphasized the political and economic 

sensitivity of all land matters, Kenyatta’s stance was evidently influenced both by inherited 

                                                 

14 Confidential. Sett/pol/7/1/1A/2D, “Illegal Squatters,” by Permanent Secretary, KNA, BB/88/20. 
15 Ibid. 
16 Jomo Kenyatta, Suffering Without Bitterness: The Founding of the Kenya Nation (Nairobi: East African 

Publishing House, 1968), 232.  
17 Ibid., 233. 
18 Ibid. 
19  Ibid. Land consolidation can be defined as “the planning and redistribution of land into units of more 

economic and rational size, shape and location”; while the registration of land title is “a system whereby a 

register of ownership of land is maintained based upon the parcel rather than the owner or the deeds of transfer.” 

These definitions are provided by http://www.landadmin.co.uk/glos.html#R, last visited on 10 April 2015.  

http://www.landadmin.co.uk/glos.html#R
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colonial views of the landless and poor as a source of political instability, and by the 

unquestioned assumption that a new Kenyan government depended on British funds to buy 

land. Since 1963, and throughout 1964, worrying security reports alerted both British 

administrators and Kenyan politicians to the increase of squatters in Central Province and the 

Rift Valley. As previously mentioned in chapter 3, the Nyandarua district in Central Province, 

where J. M. Kariuki was continuously voicing his opposition to government policies, 

remained an area of concern. Evaluating the risks, a memorandum drafted by the ministry for 

lands and settlement warned that increasing numbers of illegal squatters would cause a drop 

in the “gross cash output” while the settlement holdings would mean owners of the holding 

could not “meet [their] loan repayment” and “obtain enough income in cash to support [their] 

family.”20 A political risk was spotted, too, that of the endangered “political faith of the 

people in the Nyndarua District and in settlement areas in other parts of the country.”21 

Economic threats too took a prominent place in the cabinet’s correspondences and 

memoranda. Both the Kenyan government and the British administration remembered the 

trauma of pre-independence economic stagnation, when the uncertain outcomes of the 

negotiation of independence had led the colonial economy to a stop. Therefore, the fact that 

land transfer program would be tied to British funds was accepted virtually without any 

political debate in the KANU or KADU ranks.22 The Kenyan government was responsible for 

the recovery of all the loan money spent, including that by the Central Land Bank on land 

purchase.23 Preventing a deficit incurred by the failure to repay the loans was at the back of 

the mind of all cabinet ministers, who hoped to secure more funds to buy out land.24  

The harmony surrounding the Kenyan-British consensus on land policy and funding 

was only superficial. The Kenyan government and British administrators did share a common 

fear of political breakdown shattering their control upon the decolonization process. They also 

shared a common disinterest for the sake of the landless and squatters, who remained a 

secondary issue. Nevertheless, diverging interests soon set British administrators against 

Kenyan cabinet ministers. The former were willing to stop funding settlement schemes they 

judged inefficient. The latter did not dispute the inefficiency of the schemes but wanted to 

                                                 

20 Secret. “Illegal Squatters on Settlement Schemes Holding,” Draft Memorandum by the Minister for Lands and 

Settlements, KNA, BN/88/20. 
21 Ibid. 
22 Leys, Underdevelopment in Kenya, 58. 
23 File No. CCNST/A/105, June 7 1963, KNA, BN/82/21.   
24 J. Gichuru to J. Angaine, 19 May 1966; J. Angaine to J. Gichuru, 14 June 1966, and P. Shikuyah, Paper no. 

175, “Cash Flow of Expended Settlement Scheme”, 17 November 1966, KNA, BN/84/7. See also Confidential. 

J. Gichuru to The. Hon. M. MacDonald, 22 February 1966, BNA, DO 214/53.  
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accumulate land and argued that the landless’ fury would be appeased if the government 

showed willingness to settle them. Kenyatta remained fairly distant from the negotiations and 

confined his role to general orders. When the growing opposition between British and Kenyan 

governments reached a deadlock, however, he intervened.  

 

From land productivity to accumulation of land  

The practical application of Kenyatta’s “Back to the land” speech sparked a difficult 

correspondence within the Ministry of Lands and Settlement, opposing his closest cabinet 

ministers to land administrators, who were mostly drawn from the ranks of former colonial 

administration.25 The heart of the matter was not a problem of objectives, since all agreed on 

the evils of the land issue, nor one of solutions, for Kenyatta’s policy was not at odd with the 

proposals of the (colonial) administration. It was simply a matter of how to implement the 

proposed solutions. In the following paragraphs, I show that the apparent colonial continuity 

(and dependency) that influenced Kenyatta’s stance on land politics must be nuanced in light 

of his cabinet ministers’ agency, who aimed to acquire more land. Only then can we situate 

Kenyatta’s leadership within the new state, and understand his mode of operation with his 

ministers.  

Land administrators could easily embrace two central ideas of Kenyatta’s speeches, 

the productive use of land, and the consolidation of land holdings. The objectives of land 

consolidation and registration were explained in a memorandum entitled “A Project for the 

Acceleration of the Registration of Titles to Holdings of Trust Land”, drafted by the 

commissioner for lands, J. A. O’Loughlin, and the permanent secretary to the minister of 

lands and settlement, P. J. Gachati.26 It stated that “whatever our plans for the future, they 

must spring from a resolve to put to maximum production the land, however small the acreage 

our people may possess.”27 It linked the failure to exploit land to its fullest productivity to the 

“fragmentation of holdings […] owing to the large numbers of tiny widely-scattered 

fragments” as well as the “lack of defined boundaries and of secure title [which] has acted as 

a strong deterrent to the utilisation of the whole of any particular holding.” 28  Just like 

Kenyatta’s diagnosis and recommendations, the memorandum advised security in tenure of 

                                                 

25  Deputy Sec. Barr (for P.S.), 18.09.64, “Reference Attached Statement by the Prime Minister,” KNA, 

BN/81/89. 
26 Trust land refers to government owned land.  
27 The Cabinet Development Committee, Memorandum by the Minister for Lands and Settlement, Draft, “A 

Project for the Acceleration of the Registration of Titles to Holdings of Trust Land,” KNA, BN/81/89. 
28 Ibid. 
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land holding, demarcation of clear boundaries, the need for expert agricultural advice, the 

extension of the marketing service for the full development of farms, and access to adequate 

loan capital.  

Both land productivity and land consolidation draw a continuous line with the colonial 

land policy established in the 1950s under the supervision of R. J. M. Swynnerton which was 

part of the British counter-insurgency strategy in the Mau Mau war.29 The memorandum 

noted that  

 

All this was included in the proposals set out in the Swynnerton Plan for 

Intensified Development of African Agriculture, but although this plan has 

been in operation for the past ten years progress in providing secure titles to 

clearly demarcated holdings, and the services and loan-finance needed by the 

farmers has been very slow, mainly owning to the previous Government having 

been unable to provide adequate funds to implement the plan at a satisfactory 

pace.30 

 

More than continuity even, the memorandum revived a colonial policy on the grounds that it 

had not been fully implemented. The link between the colony and post-colony lay in the 

enduring belief that fragmentation of land holdings impaired land productivity, whereas larger 

holdings would prove less expensive and more productive units. 31  Such belief defined 

Kenyatta’s policy favouring large-scale farming and productivity, to the detriment of smaller 

and poorer farmers.  

Land administrators and Kenyan ministers had diverging long-term interests, however, 

and differed on the feasibility of the programme. With the “Back to the Land” campaign, the 

ministry of lands and settlement wanted to accelerate land consolidation and registration, 

focusing on priority, and over two to three years, on selected districts of the Eastern, Rift 

Valley, Nyanza, Western and Coast regions. 32  The principal land consolidation officer 

                                                 

29 On the continuity of the establishment land settlement from the 1950s to the 1960s see Harbeson, Nation-

Building in Kenya (Evanston, Ill.: Northwestern University Press, 1973), 209-211. For an analysis of the 

Swynnerton plan see Bruce Berman, Control & Crisis in Colonial Kenya: The Dialectic of Domination (London: 

James Currey, 1990), 369-371; Coldham, “Land Control in Kenya”; Daniel Branch, Defeating Mau Mau, 

Creating Kenya: Counterinsurgency, Civil War, and Decolonization (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

2009), 174-178.  
30 Ibid. 
31 See P. Kelemen, “The British Labor Party and the Economics of Decolonization: The Debate over Kenya,” 

Journal of Colonialism and Colonial History 8, no. 3 (2007): 1-33. 
32 The ministry hoped to consolidate 9,000,000 acres over the three years period. A. Davies to D.N. Ndegwa 
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warned, in December 1964, that the scheme might be inhibited by the “lukewarm acceptance 

of registration” by the people, an obstacle already mentioned in the memorandum, and added 

that varying degrees of land fragmentation might also slow down the realization of the 

scheme. All administrators warned ministers against setting up unrealistic and infeasible 

goals, arguing that it was pointless to hope to “draw a formula covering the whole of Kenya”, 

and that, due to lack of staff and funds, the proposed timetable was untenable.33 Nevertheless, 

the draft papers continued to circulate within the ministry, until they were merged into a 

single memorandum (entitled “A Plan for the Acceleration of Land Consolidation and 

Registration”) with Angaine’s name finally appended by the end of December 1964.  

Cabinet ministers (James Gichuru, Daniel arap Moi, Jackson Angaine, Tom Mboya 

and Julius Kiano) were deaf to the commissioner of land’s calls for caution, and defended a 

vision of land politics that demanded the buying of more land. Meeting in November 1964, 

they reaffirmed that priority should be given to security of tenure and registration of land 

titles to accelerate agricultural development. Their main concern was “that at the current rate 

of progress registration would take approximately 20 years to complete.”34 They identified the 

same causes of slowness as the commissioner of land, i.e. lack of funds, staff, landowners’ 

“un-cooperative attitude”, lack of political support, as well as a lack of coordination between 

the ministries of lands and agriculture.35 Their prime concern, however, remained the buying 

of more land, or, as phrased in their jargon, the “considerable development potential in the old 

tribal land units”, which they hoped to “[exploit] to the fullest possible extent”.36 They also 

invoked the growth of the agricultural sector as well as job-creation in rural areas as 

justifications. To cope with the slowness of the process, they recommended that more funds 

be allocated to accelerate land consolidation, and that legal procedures be shortened through 

an official amendment.  

                                                                                                                                                         

(Permanent Secretary, Office of the Prime Minister), 23 October 1964, KNA, BN/81/89. The chosen districts 

were: (Eastern region) Machakos, Meru, Kitui, Embu; (Rift Valley) Kajiado, Narok, Baringo, Elgeyo, Nandi, 

Kericho; (Nyanza) Central Nyanza, South Nyanza, Kisii; (Western region) Kakamega, Bungoma, Busia; (Coast 

region) Taita. See R. Giffard (A.G. Principal Land Consolidation Officer), “Increased Speed of Land 

Consolidation and Registration”, 14 October 1964, KNA, BN/81/89.  
33 The Commissioner of Land’s deputy wrote: “to date, local opposition has [in the Machakos District] prevented 

even the pilot scheme set on hand at Kangundo in 1956 from making any progress” and that “in an area such as 

Taita, where it is generally acknowledged that land consolidation is the only satisfactory solution to the Wataita 

land problem, the view was, I believe, recently expressed by local Politicians that land consolidation should not 

be supported.” Confidential. F. E. Charnley (for Commissioner of Land) to the Permanent Secretary, Ministry of 

Land Settlement, 4 November 1964, KNA, BN/81/89. 
34 Secret. Minutes of the Meeting of the Cabinet Sub-Committee Appointed Under Minute 417 Held on 26th 

November 1964, in the Office of the Minister of Finance, KNA, BN/81/89. 
35 Ibid. 
36 Ibid. 
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Turning away from settlement, politicizing land accumulation 

Obsessed with land productivity, the Kenyan government hoped to cease the politics 

of settlement, taking over farms to cut the ground from under the landless.37 From 1962, 

intensive politics of settlement were gradually abandoned, a move much welcomed by the 

British authorities, who anticipated the limited efficiency of settlement schemes. 38 

Nevertheless, the disproportion between the acceleration of land buying and the decrease of 

settlement alarmed the British administrators, the British government and their financial 

advisers. Land administrators were still convinced of the necessity for further land transfer in 

politically sensitive areas. They wished, however, to maintain a balance between the political 

necessity of additional land buying, the pursuance of settlement, and the financial 

sustainability of the schemes and transfers.39 Already by July 1963, British treasury officers 

planned to restrict and stagger land purchase until financial balance be achieved in 1965/66, 

but stumbled on the Central Land Board’s and Kenyan government’s opposition, which 

demanded the full year’s programme to be executed for political reasons.40 By the end of 

1963, settlement was accelerated, and all land purchases planned for 1963/1964 were about to 

be settled.41 In 1964, as internal politics were temporarily pacified, the question of the rate of 

settlement and the amount of funds to be allocated came up again. Tension arose as the 

Kenyan Government requested further financial aid to buy more land, while the British were 

more and more concerned with the proper use of their funds.42 

Settlement had only been a temporary answer to political pressures, as the government 

prioritized lucrative economic activity over land hunger among the poor and landless. 

Doverging views between cabinet ministers and land administrators soon disturbed their 

superficial harmony of interests. In May 1964, cabinet ministers formally asked the officer 

administering the Settlement Fund, chaired by Gichuru, McKenzie and Angaine, to remove 

settlement as a priority “on the grounds that ‘the back of settlement has been broken’.” This 

was, according to the officer, “not correct” adding that “next year will see the biggest 

                                                 

37 This was clearly expressed by Bruce McKenzie himself: with the africanization of European areas on its way, 

“his Government now wished to move away from high density settlement schemes.” Confidential. Kenya 

Finance. Record of a Meeting with Kenya Government at 3. 30 p.m. on 5th March 1964 in the Prime Minister’s 

Office, Nairobi, BNA, DO 214/39.  
38 Wasserman, “Continuity and Counter-Insurgency”. 
39 Holtham and Hazlewood, Aid and Inequality in Kenya, 81. 
40 W. G. Bristow (Treasury Chambers) to M. L. Woods (Commonwealth Relations Office), 24 July 1963, BNA, 

DO 214/40. 
41 To the Agricultural Settlement Fund Trustees. Report of Officer Administering the Fund, 28 November 1963, 

KNA, BN/87/26. 
42 The 1963-1964 transition is described by Wasserman, “Continuity and Counter-Insurgency,” 142-148.  
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programme yet.”43 But the government preferred large-scale settlement and was turning away 

from small, fragmented plots of land. Large-scale cooperatives were also put on hold, with the 

argument that the “money made available from […] overseas sources […] cannot be used for 

any purposes other than those which are specified in the various agreements”, and co-

operative farming was not. 44  The government wanted, in fact, to “take over farms” 

specifically in politically sensitive regions, and “combat squatting”. As with the Ol Kalou 

area (see chapter 3), it was recommended that the land “could not be left to the hazard of pure 

co-operatives. […] It was generally felt that to run the units as state farms would lead to 

difficulties, heavy overheads and the danger of trade union pressures on wages making the 

units non-viable.” 45  This measure targeted populist politicians who were calling for the 

establishment and development of cooperatives, and thus standing in the way of the 

government’s political and economic aims. 46  The colonial legacy inherent to the Kenya 

government’s land politics was merely a tool to serve the political interests of the governing 

African elite.  

The politics of land settlement became more controversial, and all the more divisive as 

the Kenyan government’s excessive accumulation of land became obvious. In a draft letter to 

the Central Land Board chairman Richard Turnbull, Sir Saville Garner, from the 

Commonwealth Office, observed diverging views between the department of settlement and 

the Kenyan government over the end of the Million-Acre Scheme.47 The Kenyan Government 

was pushing to end high density settlement but feared that an all too sudden ending of the 

scheme could have disastrous political consequences. According to Turnbull, the Million 

Acre Scheme was a convenient façade to hide a different kind of politicking:  

 

the largest piece of cake has gone to the Kikuyu. Political and security factors 

make this inevitable; all the same, they have had more than their share and the 

other folk have had less than they were led to expect they would get. […] If the 

scheme is closed […] that will be most damaging to Kenyatta and 

correspondingly advantageous to Oginga Odinga. […]  Kenyatta depends on 

[the Nyanza and Western Region] to keep Kanu in being as a party of (relative) 

                                                 

43 Report of the Officer Administering the Settlement Fund, 26 May 1964, KNA, BN/87/26.   
44 J. H. Angaine, “Co-operative Farming in Settlement Schemes”, 30 June 1964, KNA, BN/81/164.  
45 “Ol Kalou Salient Settlement”, 14 March 1964, BNA, DO 214/46. 
46 J. H. Angaine to C. Njonjo, 9 May 1964, KNA, BN/81/164. 
47 This very part of the letter was then crossed without any written comment in the margins. Draft Letter from Sir 

Saville Garner to Richard Turnbull, File no. 2-EAE 57/27/1, BNA, DO 214/40.  
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moderation.48 

 

The British, however, only cared about their finances and realized they had reasons to worry 

about a Kenyan land administration they always mistrusted.49 Their aim was, as Neil Brockett 

from the British High Commission wrote, the “discharge of all disbursement made from 

UK”.50 By the end of 1964, a mishandling of the Kenyan land settlement accounts came to 

their ears. The controller and auditor general “experienced a good deal of difficulty in his 

audit of the land settlement accounts”, and refused to certify the 1963/1964 accounts.51 It was 

also pointed out that money was allocated by and between the settlement fund trustees, in 

particular Gichuru and Angaine, without proper control.52 Shady distribution and use of land 

could hardly fail to expose political ambitions.   

The politicization of land control and distribution sheds light on the political use of the 

land by the Kenyatta regime, and illustrates how, by deregulating and bypassing state 

institutions in distributing land, presidential power was strengthened. Early 1964, the officer 

administering the fund noted a “lack of clear political leadership and political discipline” in 

the organization of settlement schemes.53 In the same report, he dutifully reported that  

 

It is understood although I have not seen it, that the Prime Minister [Jomo 

Kenyatta] has issued a directive that certain houses should be preserved in their 

present condition and should have 100 acres of land around them excised from 

Settlement Schemes. We are seeking clarification on this matter since it would 

be very expensive and is outside the use of our loan money.54 

 

A circular was issued by Jackson Angaine, on 11 May 1964 to announce the government’s 

decision. The land in question was reserved for political gifts and economic patronage, to 

                                                 

48 Richard Turnbull to Sir Saville Garner, 19 June 1964, BNA, DO 214/40.  
49 Holtham and Hazlewood, Aid and Inequality in Kenya, 88.  
50 F. N. Brockett to R. W. Wootton (East Africa Economic Department), 28 August 1964, BNA, DO 214/40.  
51 F. N. Brockett to M. L. Woods (C.R.O. London), 15 July 1964, BNA, DO 214/40 and Confidential. Brief for 

Meeting with Mr. B. R. McKenzie, Minister of Agriculture, 7 October 1964, BNA, DO 214/40. See also Charles 

Hornsby, Kenya: A History Since Independence (London: I.B. Tauris, 2013), 118-119; Leo, Land and Class in 

Kenya, 162; J. Kamau, “How Kenyatta Government Flouted Loan Deal So That Big Names Could Get Land,” 

Daily Nation, 11 November 2009, http://www.nation.co.ke/news/1056-685210-jk2se3z/index.html (last visited 4 

October 2016). 
52 Confidential. F. N. Brockett to R. W. Wooton, 10 September 1964, BNA, DO 214/40. 
53 To the Agricultural Settlement Fund Trustees. Report of Officer Administering the Fund, 17  February 1964, 

KNA, BN/87/26. 
54 Ibid. In 2008, a survey estimated that 20% of the 30,000 Kenyan population owns half of the arable land in 

Kenya, while 67% owns less than an acre, and 13% is landless. See Otsieno Namwaya, “Who Owns Kenya”.  
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further tie the African middle class and political elite to the government’s settlement 

politics.55 Disturbed by the discovery, the British authorities kept pressing Kenyan permanent 

secretaries to obtain fuller details.56 By the end of September 1966, they were provided in 

dribs and drabs, with a list of farms referred to as “Z” plots. As Brockett commented, “the list 

is interesting in regard of some names.”57  

The list of allocated “Z” plots shows how land politics, and in particular land 

distribution, became, only a few months after independence, the linchpin of political loyalties 

(just as J. M. Kariuki benefited from Kenyatta’s philanthropy, see chapter 3). The list 

contains, apart from Jomo Kenyatta himself, the names of prominent members of the Kenyan 

political elite.58 There were the ministers and permanent secretaries of the most influential 

ministries, in particular those of land and settlement and home affairs. Among these were 

Lawrence Sagini, minister for local government, who bought a 129,3 acres farm in Nyamiera 

district (Nyanza region) and Jackson Angaine, who acquired a 252 acres farms in Timau 

(Meru district, Central Region); three permanent secretaries: A. S. Omanga (home affairs), P. 

Shikuyah (Agriculture) and P. J. Gachati (Lands and Settlement), who respectively bought a 

99,5 acres (Nyamira, Nyanza region), 157,5 acres (Kitale district, Western region), and 

107,57 acres (Nyandarua district, Central Province); finally, the chief agriculturalist J. Mburu, 

also president of the Central Region Assembly and later provincial commissioner for North 

Eastern Province (he also played a crucial role in the repression of resilient forest fighters, as 

mentioned above). Ironically, Mburu had written, a few months earlier, to Kenyatta to 

complain about the Government’s policy of settlement. 59  The provincial commissioners, 

pillars of the Kenyan administration, benefited greatly from the “Z” plots. Eliud Mahihu, 

powerful provincial commissioner throughout Kenyatta’s regime, acquired a 94 acres farm in 

Nyandarua (Central province); Daniel Owino, provincial commissioner in Nyanza and later 

ambassador to the United Kingdom bought a farm of 105 acres in Rift Valley; P. K. Boit, 

provincial commissioner in Central Province, bought 118 acres in Uasin Gishu district (Rift 

Valley); and K. M. Maina, who would in 1967 become district commissioner in Rift Valley, 

acquired 117,6 acres in Eldoret district (Rift Valley).60 Others included KANU leaders (as A. 

                                                 

55 Wasserman, “Continuity and Counter-Insurgency,” 145. 
56 Confidential. F. N. Brockett to R. W. Wooton, 11 February1966, BNA, DO 214/107. 
57 Ibid. 
58 Kenyatta bought a 139,5 acres farm in South Kinangop for £12,000, see “Z” Category Plots, BNA, DO 

214/107. 
59  Ibid. On James Mburu’s letter see To the Agricultural Settlement Fund Trustees. Report of Officer 

Administering the Fund, 28 November 1963, KNA, BN/87/26.  
60 Ibid.  
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Kimunai and A. Soi from Rift Valley); former Mau Mau and KAU leader Jesse Kariuki; S. 

Nyambati Nyamweya, a town clerk from Kisii (Nyanza); an area settlement controller, and 

later member of the Public Service Commission, L. Ngatia Mucemi; and the two Masai 

senators mentioned earlier, R. Mwangi and K. Rotich.61  

A clear hierarchy of rule was established, with President Kenyatta at the top 

intervening occasionally to allocate land to particular individuals. Although the “Z” plots 

helped the formation and strengthening of the provincial administration as an institution of 

power and privilege under the direct supervision of the president, the rewards given to 

powerful civil servants (who were, for the most part, Kikuyu) were also a way to limit the 

scope of action of the provincial administration itself.62 The immediate control over the land 

distribution lay in the hands of the minister for lands, Jackson Angaine, who took over the 

task of selecting settlers from the provincial and district administration, giving priority to 

government officials.63 Although the British were extremely upset by this system, and feared 

a lack of efficiency, they found it difficult to criticize it, when they learned that the 

architecture of the system “was put forward by the President himself” and feared that by 

attacking the president, they might jeopardize British interests as a whole.64 The “Z” plots 

hence continued to be allocated in this fashion until 1969.65  

 

Kenyatta: most important is to “show willing”  

Despite their essential unwillingness to intervene in the Kenyan administration of land 

settlement programmes (for issues of political sensitivity), the British considered cutting 

fundings so as to avoid the mishandling of their financial aid. Kenyan cabinet ministers feared 

such a move would impair their public political stance, and referred the matter to Kenyatta 

hoping to secure his personal support. Early in 1965, the British government appointed an 

expert mission to review the funding process of the settlement schemes. The Stamp mission 

was appointed, with the consent and cooperation of the Kenyan government.66 Its aim was to 

                                                 

61 Ibid. 
62 See Gertzel, The Politics of Independent Kenya, 1963-8; John J. Okumu, “The Socio-Political Setting,” in 

Development Administration: The Kenyan Experience, eds. Goran Hydén and al. (Nairobi: Oxford University 
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64 Ibid.  
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“to advise the British Government on the need for further scheme for the transfer of European 

farms to African ownership and if there is a need what form such a scheme should take.”67 

Gary Wasserman and Christopher Leo examined the main ideas of the report, which was 

submitted in October 1965.68 They did not, however, explore the political consequences of the 

ensuing negotiations.  

The Stamp mission quickly concluded that land transfers from European to African 

ownership did not contribute to the economic growth of the country. It recommended instead 

that “scare capital resources should be allotted to more remunerative development of African 

agriculture.”69 Kenyatta’s ministers did not dispute the mission’s finding.70 A paper prepared 

by Mboya earlier the same year had equally concluded that settlement schemes “contribute[d] 

to practically nothing to Kenya growth.” 71  The government nonetheless opposed the 

conclusion that settlement schemes should be put on hold.72 Its line of argument was that 

settlement schemes, or rather, the public advertisement of settlement schemes was a political 

necessity to guarantee stability and order within the country. During the negotiations that 

followed the final report, Kenyan ministers were at pains to have the report disregarded 

without having to contradict it. They wanted to retain British aid for settlements for their own 

ends.  

In November 1965, a series of meetings took place at the Ministry of Overseas 

Development, where the Kenyan delegation repeatedly stressed, to no avail at first, the 

potentially disastrous consequences of disregarding the unstable political situation for purely 

economic reasons. They demanded, firstly, that the negotiations should be held independently 

of the Stamp Report; secondly, that land settlement and transfer should continue; thirdly, that 

the Land Bank, instead of being reshaped, be more closely associated with the Agricultural 

Development Corporation, a parastatal organisation chaired by McKenzie; and fourthly, not 

to have British aid reduced too sharply.73 McKenzie steadily defended an increase of land 
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purchases, perhaps also motivated by his personal business with the Agricultural 

Development Corporation, which placed him in opposition to Mboya.74 All three ministers 

repeatedly emphasized the political impacts of land purchases. “Strongly” supported by 

Angaine, McKenzie stressed that the  

 

President was already being challenged, particularly by Africans outside Kenya, for 

being too accommodating in his relations with Europeans. Gichuru said that if it were 

not for considerable political pressures the Kenya Government would not insist on a 

higher rate because they appreciated that it did not contribute to development.75  

 

The British government, however, had been warned by officers from the British High 

Commission in Kenya to expect such a line of argument, and consequently did not take the 

gravity of these purported political problems too seriously. 76  To convince them of the 

contrary, Kenyatta became personally involved in the negotiations.  

Kenyatta’s supervision of the negotiations was distant as usual, yet undoubtedly 

influential. He must have given his assent to the appointment of the Stamp mission to Kenya, 

already discussed by November-December 1964. Indeed, it was probably he who wrote to the 

Commonwealth Secretary about the difficulties surrounding the publicity given to the 

mission.77 He feared the volatility of public opinion and knew he had to refrain from any 

public declaration on the issue, which could have led to unpopular statements on land policy. 

He made his position clear to British authorities, “[acknowledging] that European farmers 

who farm well were welcome to remain.” 78  Nevertheless, he did not lead the formal 

negotiations himself, but delegated them to his most trusted ministers, Bruce McKenzie, 

James Gichuru, and Jackson Angaine. 

Although Kenyatta was kept informed by his cabinet ministers throughout the process, 

he showed little understanding of the technicalities at stake, yet great concern for political 

disturbances. Anticipating the negotiations, Angaine requested Kenyatta in writing that some 
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officers from his own ministry join the delegation, noting in passing that it was necessary for 

him to defend the legitimacy and raison d’être of his ministry, already seriously undermined 

by the Stamp report. He pointed out that the report recommended: 

 

halt Settlement schemes for our poor Africans for two years. I am convinced 

that Your Excellency will support me in stressing the need for entertaining 

some form of Settlement Scheme, at least, otherwise we would be leaving the 

door open for the Kaggia type of politicians to talk nonsense.79 

 

Kenyatta was also briefed by McKenzie, whom the British described as the “‘overlord’ of the 

Stamp Mission affairs”.80 Nevertheless, he had scant knowledge of the details involved, and 

limited his intervention to general statements mirroring his cabinet ministers’ arguments. It is 

worth quoting at length a land administrator who had just met Kenyatta and reported that the 

latter was  

 

evidently not (repeat not) fully aware of the distinction, in context of Stamp 

report, between settlement and other forms of use of transferred land, but was 

very worried by prospect both of decelerated transfer of European mixed farms 

and of decelerated settlement. He asked me to emphasize great importance in 

present circumstances of enabling him to give and answer to “hotheads” who 

might accuse him of doing nothing to secure the transfer of land to the landless. 

He also asked me to emphasize the need to keep European farmers contented 

until their turn came to be bought out: this entails in his view a very much 

shorter period of buy-out than is implied by the rate of 80,000 acres per year.81  

 

Before the November negotiations started, Kenyatta discussed the core issues with 

MacDonald and his attorney general Charles Njonjo, guardian of all constitutional secrecies 

pertaining to the land politics.82 He expressed his “strong hope” that the British government 

would not suspend land purchase; because of political pressure he doubted he would “be able 
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to keep […] within bounds”.83 Assessing these political risks, he was finally backed up by 

MacDonald who confirmed to London ministers that he was “sure, from recent casual 

conversation I have had with Bildad Kaggia and other critical Members of Parliament that this 

appreciation is correct.”84  

To the Kenyan government, the truth of the Stamp report should not be publicly 

exposed, so as not to prepare the grounds for radical, anti-government arguments. The 

government had already been very much embarrassed earlier in February when Maxwell 

Stamp publicly declared that Europeans farmers should stay in Kenya. 85  The statement 

inflamed radical politicians such as Kaggia and Oneko, forcing cabinet ministers and 

Kenyatta to publicly disassociate themselves from the Stamp report, while McKenzie was 

trying, behind closed doors, to persuade Kaggia not to bring up the matter in the House of 

Representatives.86 After only a month McKenzie reassured the British High Commissioner 

that “for the time being, other distractions have diverted attention from the Stamp Mission, 

and this has enable Ministers to avoid difficulties in the Cabinet.”87  

As negotiations around the report risked stagnating, Kenyatta insisted on the necessity 

of having land settlement continue as a political and social smokescreen to assuage various 

claims arising from the land issue. He reaffirmed, in a private conversation with the 

Commonwealth Secretary,  

 

the urgency of favourable response from the British Government on assistance 

with Land Settlement. He emphasized that it was most important to ‘show 

willing’ (even if in fact progress was not particularly rapid) since otherwise a 

handle was given to extremists who could demand confiscation. 88 

 

Although the November meetings revealed irreconcilable British and Kenyan views, Kenyatta 

reinforced his position, in what came to be a determining and successful intervention. He sent 

a personal message to the British prime minister himself, stating that he “would be very happy 

if you could help Mr. McKenzie and Mr. James Gichuru.” Quoting his ministers almost word 
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for word, the message went on to argue that “our urgent need is to be able to push land 

settlement as quickly as we can”; Kenyatta demanded that a minimum of 160,000 and 

200,000 acres be secured, as well as British financial help to buy out European farmers 

wishing to leave Kenya, and be able to do so in less than “seventeen years.”89 The British 

would finally concede to continue funding land settlements in spite of the Stamp report’s 

recommendations, and to extend figures for purchase from 80,000 acres to 100,000 acres per 

year for the next four years; as well as the exclusion of the compassionate case (i.e. European 

farms) from the £18 Million land aid they agreed on.90  

British unwillingness to pay was less motivated by fear of not being reimbursed, than by 

scepticism towards the economic viability of land settlements schemes – disregarding their 

historical responsibility in that regard. British land policy had always been dominated by the 

so-called “developmental view” that took little interest in squatters and landless, who were 

ignored for the sake of political stability preserving the benefits of a colonial economy.91 

British funds were not designed for land reforms, but for a transfer of ownership favouring 

former European owners.92 The Kenyan government was certainly tied to international credit 

(from both Britain and the World Bank) and repayed nearly 60% of British funds. Far from 

being aid, these funds were bound to high repayment interests forcing the Kenyan government 

into strict financial discipline. Nevertheless, it can be disputed whether these financial 

constraints were critical to British influence over Kenyan political affairs, given the shared 

economic and political interests that linked the African elite to its former colonizer, and the 

absence of debate over a change of the colonial economic structure.93  

 Some even questioned whether alternative economic models would have challenged or 

undermined British political influence over the decolonization process. This argument 

resonates with the lack of viable political alternative at the time.94 The political and economic 

consensus established in the wake of the Emergency was critical to KANU’s (and Kenyatta’s) 

regaining political prominence. At the same time, it should be noted, the British government 

had only limited choices for supporting another leader. Oginga Odinga was considered a 

dangerous socialist, because of his populist discourse and Eastern communist support. The 

British would have preferred to oust him from government, had they not met Kenyatta’s 
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refusal to do so (see chapter 2 and 3). Tom Mboya, meanwhile, was supported by the United 

States, another foreign power trying to gain influence in the politics of the region.95 As I have 

previously argued, no other moderate Kikuyu leader was charismatic enough to compete with 

Kenyatta, while the more “populist” politicians (such as Bildad Kaggia), risked endangering 

the political and economic assets of a loyalist elite. KADU leader Ronald Ngala lacked 

nation-wide support. To British administrators, only Kenyatta’s leadership could preserve the 

political status quo in the White Highlands. Hence they felt bound to accept the illegal 

practices of the Kenyatta government regarding the land issue. Cabinet ministers themselves 

showed very little concern for their economic dependency, feeling free to politicize land 

resources for their own ends. 

 

Kenyatta’s disinterest in land settlement: further observations 

Kenyatta’s disinterest in land efficiency would prove to be enduring, as several 

despatches sent by the British High Commission in the early 1970s noted his lack of will and 

capacity to ensure the coordination of state institutions tackling key social and political issues, 

such as land settlement or unemployment.96 The president’s disinterest in land settlements fit 

a system exclusively based on land productivity and large-scale farming. Back in 1963, 

Kenyatta had given his approval to settle Kikuyu families from Rift Valley in a settlement 

zone situated in Mpanda, Tanzania.97 Land there was of poor quality and, more importantly, 

difficult to access. The Nakuru district commissioner himself warned the Kenyan authorities 

that the Kikuyu families settled there were living in dire social, economic and sanitary 

conditions, a situation which did not leave visiting KANU representatives unconcerned.98 It 

would take a few months, however, before the officers in charge abandoned the scheme, and 

stopped forcing unwilling Kikuyu families to depart.  

The strategy of increased land buying signalled much wider institutional 

consequences, discarding, on the one hand, the landless and poor from being of national 

concern, and, on the other hand, strengthening the direct control of the Office of the President 

over land issues, at the expense of other state institutions. After 1965, as the White Highlands 
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were virtually all transferred to Africans, the Kenyan government coveted the Rift Valley, 

Masai land and even Coast land to expand its lucrative farming business at the expense of 

settling the landless (on the squatter issue, see the following section; see the next chapter for 

further details on the Rift Valley, Coast and Masai land).99 Two main interests were served. 

Firstly, individual enrichment (self-achievement) was firmly defended.100 Secondly, buying 

out land remained both the end and the means to reduce the power of regions, so as to 

enhance state central control over political and economic affairs. These two objectives were 

bound to stir political resistance, as the transition to independence had only temporarily tamed 

radical politicians.  

 

2. Taming oppositions  

The assassination, as early as 25 February 1965, of Pio da Gama Pinto, a recently 

elected MP also known for being the organizational brain of Oginga Odinga’s dissident party, 

proved that political agitation had not ceased. Resilient politicians continued to stir hopes 

amongst the landless of a free redistribution of land. Although Mau Mau sympathisers had 

been considerably weakened by the deaths of Field Marshall Baimungi and General Chui, 

they had not been completely silenced. While dealing with the negotiations of land 

economics, Kenyatta’s government faced the difficult task of disciplining the state and its 

politicians. Questions remain to be answered: how did Kenyatta combine such a blunt disdain 

for the poor, and yet maintain his popularity and legitimacy throughout his regime? And how 

did he combine such distanced personal commitment to political negotiations with such a 

strong hold over his government? These questions call for further inquiry into the balance of 

institutions in Kenyatta’s presidential system of rule. 

 

From Central to Eastern province: getting over “radical” politicians and backbenchers  

In 1965, not even a few months after Kenyatta was sworn in as president, enduring 

political upheaval shook Central Province, setting up the president against so-called “radical” 

politicians. The government closely scrutinized Bildad Kaggia’s activities. More specifically, 

the attorney general’s office was patiently waiting for sufficient justification to initiate 
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prosecution against the district leader. 101  Despite having made history, Kenyatta’s 

exclamation addressed to Kaggia “What have you done for yourself?” had a rather injurious 

immediate effect. In April, reports by the Special Branch noted that  

 

the reaction to the President’s speech, whilst favourable insofar as the law abiding 

majority of the population is concerned, has only served to harden the attitude of 

malcontents towards the present government. The landless have been so conditioned 

over the past years to expect free land at Independence that they now feel resentful and 

cheated when told that this is not practicable.102 

 

A week later, another report noted “an increase in clandestine meetings” of a resilient branch 

of the Mau Mau, the Mitarukire in Fort Hall (todays Murang’a, Central Province), “resulting 

from the public criticism of Kaggia by H. E. The President”.103 The landless remained a 

potential force the government could not ignore, especially given the depth of the political 

divisions within KANU. The Special Branch reported with uneasiness that “there is distinct 

lack of support amongst the lower echelons of the national party”.104 This lack of support was 

clearly exposed at the last KANU delegate’s conference where “a majority of district 

spokesmen supported by a member of the National Executive attacked the government during 

their speeches”, specifically targeting ministers who had acquired large houses and farms.105 

With the land issue ongoing, the political opposition risked becoming more uncontrollable; a 

prospect ever more unsettling to the government. 

Kenyatta was the target of growing public criticism that revealed the depth of KANU 

division within both the party and the national assembly, and the growing frustration within 

various strata of the population. In March, the Special Branch listed as sources of discontent 

the “effect of continuous criticism of Government policy and of H. E. the President by certain 

KANU politicians” along with the wave of industrial unrest, dissensions with the national 
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party, dissatisfaction amongst former freedom fighters, rising ranks of unemployed and 

landless. 106  This was a dangerous mix that the murder of Pio Pinto had only briefly 

overshadowed a month earlier.107 This combination of various grievances was all the more 

dangerous for the government, as it was uniting very different individuals in search of more 

practical means to impact politics. Disgruntled forest fighters in Central and Eastern province 

were a potential political force coveted by dissident KANU politicians and MPs. Dissident 

politicians themselves were trying to establish tighter connections with more prominent 

politicians such as Bildad Kaggia (whose popularity in Central Province was a unique asset), 

and Oginga Odinga (who was clearly trying to rally politicians to his socialist ideology). All 

in all, the divisions had the potential to subvert the balance of state institutions, bringing MPs 

together against government ministers and administration, and defying regional confinement 

by building a cross-district opposition block.  

Eastern Province, in particular the Meru and Embu districts, remained a hot spot, 

precisely because the repression of Mau Mau leaders gave populist politicians and 

discontented backbenchers a reason to voice their dissent against both KANU and the 

government. In Meru, divisions were rife since the deaths of Field Marshal Baimungi and 

General Chui. Already in January 1965, Eliud Mahihu, the provincial commissioner of 

Eastern Province, informed the Office of the President that “Meru politicians are divided on 

the issue of Baimungi’s death, some accusing Angaine for being responsible for his death and 

Angaine’s group accusing Julius [Muthamia, Senator] and so on and so forth.” 108  The 

situation became so tense that Mahihu wrote to the Office of the President asking for 

Kenyatta to “intervene and get all the MPs and Senators at a Round Table Conference with 

the intention of having open discussions as to reasons for disagreement”.109 As argued above, 

these political divisions were used by Bildad Kaggia to provide support to resilient forest 

fighters.110 In the neighbouring Embu, the KANU chairman John Kamwithi, was said to be 
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“in the Russian camp”, meaning that he was a follower of Odinga’s dissident group.111 

Odinga in particular, was believed to be trying to “capture leaders of district who could be 

exploited for his own cause when the times come”.112   

Both Kaggia’s and Odinga’s support for the political agitation in Meru and Embu 

risked turning district dissidence into national unrest. The Special Branch reported in June 

1965 that the “rift between the ‘Kenya Group’ [pro-government] and the ‘Progressives’ 

within the National Assembly was further widened when the former succeeded in wrestling 

control of the Back Bencher’s Association from the latter”, encouraging the Progressives 

towards more aggressive opposition. 113  From June onwards, the Special Branch reports 

became increasingly alarmed, pointing to a possibility of the formation of a new subversive 

opposition party.114  

To settle these issues, Kenyatta made sure there would be no spillover beyond the 

affected districts, or any kind of political exposure, and directed his loyal minister and civil 

servant, Jackson Angaine and Eliud Mahihu, to handle the situation themselves. While 

available archives referring directly to Kenyatta’s way of rule are scarce, Provincial 

Commissioner Eliud Mahihu’s papers reveal useful information. A top secret correspondence 

between Mahihu and Angaine shows how Kenyatta instructed them both to ensure loyalty 

within his government, but also freed their hands when it came to taking action. On 17 June 

1965, Jackson Angaine informed Eliud Mahihu (copying his letter to Kenyatta himself) that 

 

I have been to see the President, His Excellency Mzee Jomo Kenyatta and 

explained to him what is going on in Meru. I told him quite frankly that most 

of the Civil Servants in Meru are not loyal to our government. I mentioned 

their names which I do not want to disclose in this letter, and the President 

asked me to get into touch with you and explain this to you so that myself and 

you should work as a team to put each and everything right in Meru.115 
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The letter fits into the wave of unrest previously described, and highlights once again the 

importance of Meru’s security for Kenyatta’s regime. At the end of it, Angaine did mention a 

few names: the MPs Abraham Gaciatta and Bernard Mate, Senator Julius Muthamia, and the 

KANU chairman in Embu, John Kamwithi Munyi. All were involved in the Progressive 

group, and, more importantly for Meru’s political order, they contested Angaine’s 

leadership.116  Mahihu called a meeting with police officers in charge of Meru district, and the 

district special branch officer.117  

Although no other archive documents the outcome of Kenyatta’s orders to Angaine 

and Mahihu, we can only observe the gradual eviction of undesirable MPs in the Meru district 

that followed and the tightening of Angaine’s leadership over the district. In 1965, Abraham 

Gaciatta was accused of false mileage claims and arrested by the police.118 He subsequently 

lost his seat, and was replaced by K. M. Thimangu-Kaunyangi, the son of the advisor of a 

local chief and himself a civil servant. According to Kaunyangi himself, he was picked by the 

local KANU branch because he was one of most educated of his area (he had been to the 

Alliance High School and Makerere College). It certainly mattered that he was not a member 

of KANU, and was nonetheless parachuted into the office of vice-chairman of the KANU 

Meru branch by Angaine himself. 119  Kaunyangi’s election as an MP was also strongly 

supported by Eliud Mahihu, who “came [to Meru], just at the beginning of elections 

campaign, and made meetings and instructed the chiefs at that time, how they should conduct 

the elections, because they are the one supervising the elections.” 120  Besides, Angaine 

launched a discrediting campaign against Julius Muthamia. 121 By 1965, his unopposed 

domination of the Meru district earned him the (slightly ironic) nickname of the “King of 

Meru”, and ensured his prominent role within Kenyatta and Moi’s regimes for the next five 

decades.122 

When it came to the Embu agitator John Kamwithi Munyi, the government mixed its 

repressive tactics with apparently unsound plans for institutional unity. Kamwithi Munyi, a 

Russia-educated politician who had been successfully elected senator in August 1965, was a 
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known follower of Kaggia’s and Odinga’s “Lumumba Institute”, a communist political 

centre.123 Munyi was attacking the connivance between government ministers and chiefs, 

calling for the expulsion of chiefs and the free redistribution of land, thus greatly 

embarrassing the Kenyatta administration.124 The government’s takeover of the Lumumba 

Institute in April 1965 was part of an attempt to stifle dissident activities.125 More generally, 

the government attempted to foster greater unity in its administration, through a series of 

meetings bringing together ministers, provincial commissioners, MPs, organized under the 

auspices of the Ministry of Internal Security and Defence. Little is known about the content of 

these meetings. One letter of caution written by Eliud Mahihu to the permanent secretary of 

the Ministry of Internal Security, hints at violent interrogations of MPs, condemning “such 

tactics”, that risked being revealed and further damaging a hard-won governmental harmony 

that Mahihu was “determined to maintain […] at all costs”.126 

To further tame the backbenchers, Kenyatta personally took care of limiting their 

activities, deciding to dissolve the backbencher group after a parliamentary group met under 

his chairmanship in the summer of 1965. The issue at stake was to prevent his opponents from 

gathering support among the backbenchers and forming a dissident political party. Kenyatta’s 

role was therefore that of meeting tribal leaders so as to secure their allegiance, either visiting 

their districts or hosting courtesy visits in his Gatundu house.127 Parallel to this absorption of 

locally elected members, the buying out of MPs enabled Kenyatta to strengthen his authority 

against Odinga’s. 128  Their “firm” commitment to Kenyatta only diminished their deeper 

divisions, as “in practice most of them owe a secondary allegiance to various personalities or 

factions in Parliament.”129 As the struggle against Odinga’s politics intensified, and following 

the minister’s complaints that “it was now time that they asserted themselves”, Kenyatta 
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became more assertive.130 

Thereafter, the president often chaired KANU parliamentary groups, but repeatedly 

attempted to discourage zealous political temptations. 131  When speaking to KANU MPs, 

Kenyatta would not hesitate to warn “that the Government was strong enough and would not 

hesitate to take any action against the dissidents” or to blame their “colonial mentality”, a 

conveniently emotionally loaded expression to expose their purportedly divisive behaviour.132 

He would remain vague, however, when addressing concrete and precise complaints raised by 

the MPs, delegating them to his permanent secretaries and ministers of state. Kenyatta’s direct 

connections with the MPs were also a way to torpedo any undesirable public debates, as the 

KANU MPs were asked to contact the office of the president “preferably before bringing any 

questions or notices of motions in the House.”133 In spite of his firm grasp over presidential 

power, Kenyatta avoided any direct and personal involvement with institutional affairs. Just 

as he had done upon his release, Kenyatta realized once again that his greatest asset was to 

remain above political divisions.  

 

After 1965: Strengthening the Office of the President against the provincial administration 

Kenyatta designed a system of rule in which he reserved himself the right to intervene 

in the affairs of the administration, but refrained from any personal intervention to regulate 

the distribution of power and responsibilities. He acted in the same way when it came to the 

provincial administration, with which he maintained a direct and distant connection. 

Attending a meeting of provincial commissioners (PCs) in November 1965, he endeavoured 

to “visit the Provinces as often as possible”. 134  That was nonetheless one of his rare 

appearances. 135  PCs were constantly at pains to organize their actions, and defend their 

powers and responsibilities throughout the 1960s, as Kenyatta wanted them to be under the 
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direct responsibility of his government ministers.136 Political activity was proscribed, so as to 

guarantee stability and order, for, Kenyatta said, “politics change but the machinery and the 

service should remain unchanged.”137 Although the president reassured the civil servants that 

they were “the authority in their Province or District”, he also reminded them that when 

allowing political meetings or organizing ministerial visits in provinces, they should always 

refer to the office of the president for ultimate permission.138 He insisted that he did value 

contacts with his PCs and ordered his assistant minister to visit provinces and their officers 

regularly. But discipline was required: “He warned […] that he may request the Assistant 

minister to visit the provinces sometimes without prior warning.”139  

In fact, nowhere were the boundaries of the PCs’ role and responsibilities defined, thus 

creating tension between PCs and governments, and PCs were trying to restore this substantial 

disadvantage. The presidential circulars organizing the government’s function always 

mentioned that the office of the president was responsible of the “Administration including 

the Provincial Administration”.140 Reacting to the president’s circular in 1966, Eliud Mahihu 

asked vehemently “Has there been any other directive on the subject giving the 

responsibilities to any other Minister apart from the President?”141 PCs were aware of one 

inherent obstacle limiting their role and responsibilities: their political power lacked economic 

resources. Control over the distribution of the state’s financial resources was a burning issue 

during the negotiation of independence: Kenyatta and his KANU fellows wanted the Central 

government to control the funds allocated to regions. By doing so, they could control the main 

source of political and economic patronage.142 PCs complained that they were “expected to 

run more services than finances could meet.”143  They also denounced the “secrecy” that 
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surrounded the allocation of resources, which amounted sometimes to a parallel system of 

decision-making, especially with regards to the allocation of land.144  

Moreover, PCs were competing for political resources, i.e. effective political 

responsibilities, although this ran against their main raison d’être in the Kenyatta government, 

i.e. an a-political, hence reliable, institution. PCs complained that ministers downgraded them, 

and that they were criticized in return for their lack of cooperation.145 They further denounced 

the interference from the Office of the President regarding the nomination of administrative 

officers, in total disregard of their views.146 Indeed, Kenyatta relied heavily on his ministers to 

interact with the provincial administration. Their depoliticization, constantly advocated by 

Kenyatta, and the reason he favoured the provincial administration as a whole, was also their 

main weakness. If PCs were cut off from both political and government institutions, their 

functions were virtually reduced to a smokescreen. As Simeon Nyachae, the Rift Valley PC, 

wrote to Kenyatta’s permanent secretary, “you should really go into the question as to why we 

feel there is a necessity for the Minister of State to attend the PCs meeting.”147 He concluded 

that it was “wrong to underestimate our intelligence to the extent of expecting us not to know 

that there is a Minister who deals with political issues.”148 The PC for Western Province, S. O. 

Josiah, also demanded to be further associated with ministers’ decision making, while James 

Mburu, the North Eastern Province PC, demanded that Kenyatta chair the PCs meetings.149 

What the PCs were fighting was in fact a “secluded system” of rule, as Nyachae would call it, 

which stripped them of any power of decision-making and significantly reduced their 

efficiency as a coordinated institution.150 

The civil service was used as a useful rubber-stamp against a potential source of 

disruption: that of the “politicians”, not the ministers, but the parliamentarians. The office of 

the president, since it was directly responsible for the provincial administration, regularly 

received a plethora of complaints about civil servants, either on behalf of local citizens, or of 
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the MPs themselves. These complaints showed the difficult relationships between the district 

officers and the district leaders, whether local chiefs, MPs, or senators; and denounced the 

officers’ authoritarian behaviour. 151  For civil servants were given just enough power to 

disrupt and even neutralize any influence emanating from the elected MPs. 152  Kenyatta 

seemed to have been punctually informed of some of the complaints, but it was Njonjo, the 

attorney general, who played a greater role in informing the permanent secretary of the 

president of the legal boundaries regulating their action, or non-action. 

Ultimately, however, cabinet ministers treated all complaints, whether by politicians 

or administrators, with relative disinterest and scepticism. As Mbiyu Koinange wrote to 

Njonjo, “often most of the complaints taken out of context could be somewhat misleading and 

exaggerated.”153 Such disinterest would persist well after 1965. Civil servants were asked to 

be loyal, apolitical and impartial, and yet the “general feeling that local authorities cannot be 

treated in isolation from Central Government” continued to unite PCs against government 

ministers.154 The conflict continued to smoulder and as a PC meeting noted “the practice of 

writing angry letters had become common among some PC”.155 The latter were subsequently 

asked to “write such letter in a calm state of mind, in order that they may avoid possible 

repercussions.”156 1966 saw further readjustments to the de-politicization of civil servants, as 

the government requested any civil servant to resign from KANU.157 In 1969, civil servants 

were prohibited from standing for elections as members of the National Assembly.158 Those 

who would choose to resign from the civil administration could not be reinstated.159 

 

3. President Kenyatta and the squatters  

Although both the negotiations of land buying and land settlement and the disciplining 

of dissident politicians dealt with the persistent issue of landless and poor, the latter have 
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remained so far a missing voice. Their conspicuous absence from the available archives 

shows that negotiations on the land redistribution and the political stability remained, 

purposely as we will see, mutually exclusive political issues, and were meant to remain so. As 

seen above, the mere existence of the landless and poor masses justified speaking of 

development, which was, in turn, merely invoked to seek more funding. They never fitted into 

a grand narrative of national development, however, for the Kenyan government had none. In 

1965, the government published Sessional Paper no. 10 on African Socialism, eloquently 

drafted by Tom Mboya. But as Joseph Murumbi later recalled, Tom Mboya himself was “by 

no stretch of imagination a socialist. He was a capitalist. Now I don’t believe there is any type 

of socialism called African Socialism.”160 The publication of the paper did not entail any 

political or economic re-orientation. It was instead an ideological smokescreen few countries 

could do without during the cold war. On the one hand, the competition between the two 

blocs boosted the value of international aid, further tightening African leaders’ dependency on 

international patronage.161 On the other hand, the fresh accession to independence forced 

African leaders to adopt a language of non-alignment. While some saw alignment with the 

West as a sign of neocolonization, others, like Kenyatta or the Senegalese Leopold Sédar 

Senghor, attempted to conceptualize positive cooperation with the two blocs invoking the 

sake of development.162  

In Kenya, the absence of ideological commitment was coherent with the absence of 

any idea of the “nation” or “national community” in Kenyatta’s political imagination. At the 

same time, the lack of any reflection on the connection between state building and national 

development runs against the rather intuitive belief that a new independent state should be 

less democratic and more repressive to enhance economic growth – an argumentation that 
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Senghor, as well as the Ghanean Kwame Nkrumah attempted to justify shortly after they were 

elected presidents.163 On the contrary, Kenyatta treated the shortage of land and the ensuring 

“squatter issue”, i.e. landless people spontaneously occupying land despite any land rights, as 

a side issue that deserved only secondary treatment. As moneymaking became the driving 

force of land politics, the government was confining itself to a mind-set that excluded 

squatters. The squatter problem revealed a wider institutional divide between “radical” 

politicians attempting to defy the government’s policy and cabinet ministers defending and 

protecting their responsibilities. Nevertheless, Kenyatta’s subtle seclusion of state institutions 

reduced landless and squatter’s dissatisfaction to nothing more than a heavily 

bureaucraticized process. 

 

Kenyatta and the superficial makeover of the squatter issue 

Squatters and landless had long remained second-class political issues, left to security 

and police forces, to the great disquiet of many administrators and politicians, and in spite of 

Kenyatta’s full knowledge of the political sensitivity of the matter. From 1963 to the 

beginning of 1965, the government did not depart from its conviction that there would not be 

enough land for all, and that the squatter issue, though a direct consequence of colonial land 

alienation, could only be partially addressed.164 Combating squatters, and employing police 

forces to do so if needed, was seen as a reasonable measure to preserve the grand economic 

architecture settled at independence.165 Giving a press conference on 6 March 1964, Kenyatta 

reaffirmed that the government was committed to take firm action against squatters on 
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European or Africans farms, and even on the settlement schemes themselves. 166  Police 

operations, however, were insufficient to erase a problem all deemed political. Despite the 

various meetings and committees established on the subject, the government was not ready to 

commit further means and funding to the squatters. On the contrary, the government 

continued to view squatters as a “disease” compromising its purportedly modern land 

policies.167 In a secret document sent to all civil secretaries and regional commissioners of 

police, the ministry of defence passed on Kenyatta’s views that “illegal occupation of land 

belonging to other people would not be tolerated”, that “the Government was not going to be 

blackmailed into handing out land and money to buy off these squatters”, and that “regions 

starting up local settlement schemes apart from those organized by the Central government” 

should be warned.168 The document ironically concluded that “If at any time you need any 

specific assistance from the Central Government (excluding limitless funds and limitless 

land!) you may be sure that any request will be supported as far as possible”.169 

By 1965, however, as the topic became publicly discussed, Kenyatta was forced to 

adjust his attitude, yet subtly avoided altering it substantially. In February, squatters’ evictions 

were debated in parliament, as Bildad Kaggia presented a motion on the issue.170 Immediately 

after the motion was deposed, the government ordered the cessation of any violent eviction.171 

In March, G. K. Kariithi, permanent secretary to the Ministry of Agriculture and Animal 

Husbandry (headed by Bruce McKenzie), brought the government’s doubts into the open, 

blaming the old attitude of “‘let us evict them and put them on the roadside as the law 

provides’” that was no longer, according to him, “really the answer”.172 Noting the alarming 

increase of population in all areas, Kariithi pleaded that “something more constructive must 

be worked out.” 173  In the meantime, Njoroge Mungai, minister for defence, reported to 

Kenyatta that the President’s Office had given instructions “not to cooperate in any action 

taken by the police to remove illegal squatters”.174 To what extent Kenyatta was responsible 
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for these instructions is unclear. Nevertheless, he clearly took a new stand on the issue as the 

situation worsened and risked contaminating public politics.  

In May 1965, Kenyatta finally appointed a special commissioner to document the 

squatter problem and to advise the government accordingly, although at no time did the 

government intend to compromise its politics.175 Interestingly, the appointment was not to be 

made public and not to be discussed in the press, at least “for the time being”.176 This was a 

clear sign that the government was undergoing a superficial makeover only, and was not 

ready to initiate any substantial political change. As discussed on 23 April, while the decision 

to appoint a special commissioner was probably already contemplated, ministry officials 

agreed that “The plan for dealing with the squatter problem must therefore be based on 

dealing with urgent cases such as those squatters whose presence prevented the economic 

development of farms or constitute a security risk.”177 Land productivity being the unshakable 

principle of government policy, it was advocated, instead, to repatriate squatters on 

inexpensive lands.178 Even more telling was the fact that Kenyatta considered that the post of 

special commissioner for squatters would only exist for two years, a period during which the 

“problem of squatters will have been reduced considerably”.179 The government eventually 

chose Z. B. Shimechero, an assistant commissioner of police, to occupy these new 

functions.180  

From then on, Kenyatta disassociated himself from the matter and left ministers and 

government officials to deal with the special commissioner, his mission, his requests, and 

more problematic even, the scope of his legal powers. In a recently published article on the 

squatters in the Rift Valley, Kara Moskowitz showed how the administration was deregulated 

and powerless to face squatters’ political resilience. 181  Moskowitz also documented how 

Kenyatta’s personal style of rule added confusion to a government burdened by ministerial 

infighting, as he made personal promises and commitments to delegations of squatters that 
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could not be fulfilled.182 The same pattern is observable when it came to negotiating the 

powers and purpose of the special commissioner of squatters, as conflict of authority grew 

between Schimechero and the minister of lands, Jackson Angaine. Although the archives 

document a stagnation of the tensions (that continue well after 1966), I could not find 

evidence that Kenyatta had intervened in the matter.183 Nevertheless, ministerial infighting 

should remain a relative concept, since there was a new strengthening of the cabinet 

ministers’ powers, clearly reasserted by the end of 1965, as the next chapter will show. 

The establishment of a “secluded” sytem of state institutions may explain why 

Kenyatta’s government quickly ceased to view the squatters and landless as a political threat 

and continued to ignore land hunger or social decay. Kenyatta’s instrumentalisation of ethno-

regional alliances (as seen in chapter 3 and 4), and subtle control of institutional infighting not 

only undermined the administration’s proper functioning, forcing the landless to prefer the 

self-help solutions that Kenyatta had often advocated. It should also be noted that Kenyatta 

still enjoyed great popularity, which may explain why so many landless and poors continued 

to believe he would redistribute land – and waited.184  

 

Conclusion  

Kenyatta succeeded in treating the financial negotiations with the British, the 

squatters’ claims over land, and the radical political agitation as separate issues, despite the 

close connection to the land issue that they all involved. Like most of his cabinet ministers, 

Kenyatta was interested in buying land and supressing political divisions, no matter how 

contradictory these two objectives would be. His wilful ignorance of the details involved in 

political negotiations, disputes or dissent showed that he wanted to be, and act as, a distant 

and discreet politician. The silencing of radical claims concerning the most controversial 

political topic in Kenya, i.e. land redistribution, was inspired by his disinterest in national 

politics, and his disregard for land settlement and the landless, among them many Kikuyu. 

This conception was influenced by his Kikuyu ethos, though not exclusively. The making of 

his presidential rule bore the legacy of his own ascension to power: Kenyatta had always been 

cut off from grass-root politics. At independence, he inherited strong presidential powers with 

a weak and fragile state. He had no real choice but to be a discreet president: at once direct, 

for his control of the state machine was his only resource, yet distant, for he had to remain 
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above politics. In the next chapter, we will consider how such a discreet and distant rule 

eventually evolved as Kenyatta’s health deteriorated, and his cabinet ministers became 

increasingly powerful. 
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Chapter 6.  After 1965: Ruling over a divided political 

family (1965-1969) 
 

Introduction 

The second half of the 1960s saw an increasing repression of the opponents to 

Kenyatta’s regime. Radical agitation became increasingly vocal, blaming the government for 

failing to distribute the fruits of uhuru (independence), and denouncing corruption and 

individual enrichment. In Central Province, Mau Mau rhetoric and oathings continued to 

resurface.1 The government, eager to maintain a de facto one-party state, launched a harsh 

campaign against KANU dissidents. The repression was epitomized by the assassination in 

1965 of Pio da Gama Pinto, mastermind of Odinga’s political organization; by the eviction of 

Odinga both from the vice-presidency and from his position as KANU’s secretary in 1966; 

and, in 1969, by the assassination of Tom Mboya and the banning of opposition parties. 

Meanwhile, Jomo Kenyatta’s health was declining. He suffered two strokes in 1966 and 1968, 

which marked the beginning of a relentless struggle for his succession.  

The narrative that wove these events together has been well researched.2  The period 

saw a general repression against political dissidence, a greater centralization of political and 

economic powers, and the reinforcement of ethno-regionalist logics within the government. 

Political competition crystallized with the formation in June 1966 of Odinga’s opposition 

party, the Kenya People’s Union, which criticized the government’s pro-West capitalist 

orientation and demanded redistributive land politics.3 It met the government’s iron fist. The 

latter further tightened its control over the state institutions. Parliamentary seats were 

conditional on KANU membership, so as to discourage MPs from defecting from KANU, and 

the party regional branches were taken over by leading regional leaders loyal to Kenyatta, so 

as to hinder KPU’s national and regional expansion. The ethno-regional political balance was 
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further reasserted: Kenyatta reshuffled the government, replacing former vice-president 

Odinga with his long-time comrade Joseph Murumbi, maintaining tribal and political balance 

within his government – just as he had done at independence – and appointing new faces, 

notably the former KADU chairman Ronald Ngala, the radical and Mboya-ally Clement 

Arwings-Kodhek, and the young Kikuyu Mwai Kibaki, freshly trained at the London School 

of Economics. Foreign affairs were taken over by the office of the president.4 Neither KANU 

nor the parliament escaped the grip of governmental rule. KANU remained an empty shell, 

while the parliament (merged with the senate in December 1966) was an artificial and 

ineffective counter-power. 5  To further prevent local political expression, the provincial 

administration was reinforced, and became increasingly dominated by influential Kikuyu 

loyal to the president.6  

Behind this open political competition, however, the post-1965 period also saw a shift 

in the power relations within Kenyatta’s government, as cabinet ministers became more and 

more powerful, and imposed two key issues on the government’s agenda: the Africanization 

of landownership and the presidential succession. Demands for Africanization were a central 

feature of anti-colonial discourse.7 However, the independence settlement emphasized the 

need to retain and continue to attract foreign capital to boost the Kenyan economy, arguments 

for Africanization receded while economic pragmatism and political prudence were on the 

rise.8 Africanization was most rapid and visible in the civil service and legislature, but barely 

altered the foreign domination of key sectors of the economy and finance inherited from 

colonization and expanded after independence. In fact, after the 1960s, Africanization became 

the object of a “tacit bargain”, as the Kenyan government sought to retain foreign capital, aid, 
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technical assistance and the dominance of the private sector, whenever it would best protect 

and stabilize its economic interests. 9  These were strategic moves Kenyatta had always 

supported.10 With the government’s policy of willing buyers-willing sellers, foreign capital 

was central to securing land titles (and in particular access to loans and credit). Nevertheless, 

the Africanization of land nonetheless took a specific turn, and attacked European land 

ownership whenever local political interests were at stake.  

As this chapter shows, renewed political concerns for the Africanization of land 

ownership had direct consequences for the transformation of presidential power. At issue was 

the protection of land titles owned by the Kenyan elite, while slowly excluding non-citizens, 

and even non-Africans from the land market. But the debate was not only between African 

and non-Africans: it was also between the government elite and its opponents.11 In fact, the 

succession struggle emerged as early as 1966 as cabinet ministers and politicians, fearing the 

“Old Man” could pass away any time, wanted to secure their access to economic and political 

resources. All in all, this period was characterized by further centralization of power by the 

office of the president, which cabinet ministers justified on the grounds that the country’s 

politics and economy had to be Africanized.  

The popular concept of Africanization, synonym for decolonization, was a useful 

cover for government ministers tightening their control over lucrative businesses, taking over 

the top positions of parastatals, or private enterprises.12  Many observed the simultaneous 

“kikuyuization” of the government, pointing at how the purported Africanization impacted the 

definition of citizenship. Non-citizens, in particular those of Asian and European origin, were 

seen as dangerous competitors who risked impeding the Africanization of the government and 

the development of the economy. A series of amendments was issued to further control trade 

permits and the land market, clearly targeting non-African Kenyans. The right to citizenship 
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for commonwealth citizens became cancellable after five years of residency. 13  Most 

significant perhaps, was the passing, in 1967, of the Land Control Act which was meant to 

regulate land acquisitions and transactions and to tackle the complicated issue of landlessness, 

but which resulted in the gradual exclusion of non-citizens from the land market.14 Such 

exclusion resonated with the dramatic expulsion of Asians from economic activity from 1967 

to 1969.15 

To what extent Kenyatta influenced such a turn of the tide is unclear, and neither the 

existing historiography nor available archives provide satisfactory answers. Historians and 

political analysts have shown that he remained firmly in control, but have also noted that his 

cabinet ministers enjoyed increasing leeway of action and decision-making regarding 

government affairs.16 The two main sources of archives explored for this chapter – land files 

and political reports of the time – show Kenyatta’s role as a suspiciously distant one. In fact, 

the scarcity of available archives prevents us from fully retracing his actions over the period. 

Precisely for that reason, however, a reflection on the evolution of presidential rule in the 

second half of the 1960s is needed. It must acknowledge that cabinet ministers played a much 

greater role than Kenyatta, who retreated into a strategic waiting game – although he certainly 

remained a powerful and overarching leading figure.  

This chapter highlights the fragmented nature of Kenyatta’s presidential power, which 

became increasingly visible after 1965, a year that marked the beginning of de-regulative 

politics. The president strengthened the role he had been playing since, and even before, 

independence: that of a reconciler, just as he had entitled his Kikuyu newspaper in the 1930s, 

Mwigwithania, “The Reconciler”. Regarding the Africanization of land ownership, he clearly 

supported the demands of the Kenyan elite, but continued to reassure European farmers they 

had no reason to worry. At the same time, his readiness to take over land, and even to settle 

Kikuyu in regions other than the Central province, resonates with what the previous chapters 

show: that Kenyatta never forged a nationalist project (1). Just as at independence, 
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presidential powers were still blurred and closely associated to Kenyatta’s fatherly figure. As 

no competitor could afford to contest him openly, the president was elevated to the position of 

supreme arbitrator. The struggle for Kenyatta’s succession that rose after 1966 shows that 

most cabinet ministers preferred this status quo, thus strengthening Kenyatta’s seemingly 

arbitrary presidential style (2). The succession struggle also shows that Kenyatta was more 

interested in regional balance than tribal dominance. The year 1969, however, saw the rise of 

a renewed political tribalism, in particular after the assassination of the Luo, nationalist 

politician Tom Mboya. As later reports in the early 1970s tend to signal, Kenyatta’s arbitrary 

figure became gradually transformed into a tribal, Kikuyu conception of leadership (3).  

 

1. After 1965: Kenyatta, arbitrator of an increasingly politicized land 

market 

By 1965, the government’s increasingly brutal and merciless repression of political 

agitation was accompanied by increasingly oligarchic practices regarding land affairs. The 

sensitive context of the Cold War risked amplifying the voices of “socialist” critics who 

denounced the lack of radical redistribution of land and endangered the government’s 

legitimacy and popularity. As a response to such critics, the government published, in 1965, a 

paper on African socialism. Besides vague commitments to “positive non-alignement”, the 

paper reasserted the productive use of land and the necessity to attract foreign aid to boost the 

development of the country – no matter how much these two ideas contradicted an already 

dubious socialist spirit.17 The paper built on Kenyatta’s repeated plea not to leave land lying 

idle, and affirmed that land ownership lay with those who would develop the land. It also 

advocated the protection of property and the expansion of land tenure, which supposed the 

individualisation of land ownership rights.18 The government’s move away from settlement 

schemes was reaffirmed, and so was the plan to focus more exclusively on the development of 

land rather than the transfer of land.19  

The paper formalized the continuity between colonial and post-colonial land 

discourses. On the one hand, the Kenyan government’s rhetorical attacks against land lying 

idle echoed colonial arguments used in the early stages of the conquest, that land should be 
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cultivated or, put differently, be civilized.20 Civilizational discourse was not simply a moral 

ornament of colonial psychology: it demarcated participation in or exclusion from the 

political arena, forcing opposing voices to adapt their political claims to civilizational logics. 

At stake in colonial Kenya was a very concrete objective: establishing moral rights to occupy 

land.21 This had been a central concern for Kenyatta since his early literary and political 

career. In Facing Mount Kenya, he attacked western civilization to assert his own intellectual 

legitimacy and authority. 22  To overcome the tricky circumvolution of the civilizational 

discourse, however, he emphasized the act of writing Kikuyu history as the materialization of 

a civilization itself. Writing history, as John Lonsdale explained, was a competition for 

civilization, and historical evidence was necessary to substantiate claims over land. 23 

Competition for historical rights over land became a salient political issue – and has remained 
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one until today.24 

On the other hand, the paper on African socialism re-enacted the supremacy of 

individual land ownership, perpetuating the colonial emphasis on individual private property 

at the expense of communally owned land. As previously seen, Kenyatta and his party 

embraced the concept of willing buyer-willing seller at independence, and, by doing so, 

dismissed indigenous discourses over land rights as illegitimate. After 1965, land 

consolidation and adjudication continued to spread, warmly supported by all the political 

elite, in particular the backbenchers.25 In spite of its poor results and very slow progression, 

land consolidation remained a useful way, in politicians’ view, of securing land ownership. 

The salience of the question revealed both the extent and limits of the political distribution of 

land after 1966, as influential leaders who acquired large plots of land felt bound to secure 

their ownership, anticipating potentially threatening indigenous claims.26 

While faith persisted that rich people were more able to develop and use land 

productively, land settlements decreased, or showed great inefficiency. As previous chapters 

showed, the Kenyan government was tending to turn away from the settlement schemes, 

while trying by all means to keep British aid to fund its land politics. This move was aptly 

summarized and defended in the paper on African socialism in 1965. Explaining the paper to 

British administrators, Tom Mboya emphasized that settlement schemes could stop now that  

“the small African farmers had contributed substantially to the economy”, and that the 

government would now use available funds to develop areas beyond the White Highlands, 

that is to say to spread funds “more widely throughout Kenya.”27 On Mboya’s list featured the 

Western, Eastern and Coast provinces. He was quickly disillusioned, however. By the end of 

the year, Mboya was more sceptical about how the policy of Africanization and territorial 
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expansion was being instituted, and doubted that “a mere change of ownership” would suffice 

to bring about development in the country.28  

In fact, the productive use of land and the individualization of land titles dominated 

the government’s correspondence after 1965. Mboya’s emphasis on development soon 

appeared as a minority stance. As the next paragraphs will show, cabinet ministers and 

prominent civil servants became increasingly influential in policing land affairs. They were 

the architects of the Africanization of land ownership that led to an increasing politicization of 

the land market, meant to favour African landowners over rich white farmers, and to protect 

their land titles against communal claims. This was particularly the case with two strategic 

areas: Maasailand and the Coast province. Kenyatta did support the Africanization of land 

ownership, and participated in taking-over large productive farms, in particular on the coastal 

strip. Nevertheless, the scarcity of available archives only depicts a fragmented image of his 

role regarding these two central questions. 

 

Africanizing land ownership, defining citizenship 

By the end of 1965, the Africanization of land ownership had become a troubling 

concern for cabinet ministers who feared they were losing grip of the land market. In October, 

a cabinet meeting presided over by Kenyatta concluded on the necessity to ensure that land 

valuations be “fair” to African buyers.29  As Jackson Angaine explained in a letter to Charles 

Njonjo, the attorney general, his ministry feared that the land market was being dominated by 

a handful of rich Europeans who were failing to publicize sales, selling the land at too high a 

price, and thus “ridiculing” other African buyers.30 Angaine was seeking legal advice from 

Njonjo to reconsider the principle of willing buyer-willing seller established at independence: 

in his view, the principle risked being translated into practice as non-Africans selling to non-

Africans.31 Angaine wanted to allow land institutions (in particular the local Divisional Land 

Control Boards) to refuse particular transactions even when there was only one applicant.  

A general feeling prevailed that African ownership of land was hindered by price 

valuations too sympathetic to Europeans, and too high for African buyers. The minister of 

finance James Gichuru took on the difficult task of convincing the British government that 
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this dissatisfaction should not lead to the cutting down of financial aid. Writing to the former 

high commissioner, Malcolm MacDonald, he noted that “[t]he question of the price paid for 

the land is still a live issue in Kenya politics” and reminded his reader that at the time of 

independence, settlement policies served both governments’ interests, before concluding, with 

an touch of provocation perhaps, that “memories are short”. 32 Nevertheless, cabinet ministers 

were divided on this issue. The Ministry of Economy defended lower valuation prices, but its 

minister Tom Mboya defended a conception of development increasingly criticized, and 

which set him in opposition to Jackson Angaine.33  Bruce McKenzie, at the Ministry of 

Agriculture, feared low valuations would break the morale of British farmers.34 According to 

British accounts, however, McKenzie was more concerned with land productivity and hoped 

to make his personal business flourish with the Agricultural Development Corporation 

(ADC), the institution managing international loans provided to finance land purchase. 

McKenzie’s business credo greatly influenced the government’s policy, as “in some cases 

[they] were not anxious to buy farms [which] would not be […] profitable at all under African 

management; the value of the farm was therefore different for the two types of ownership.”35  

At the same time, the ADC activities sparked much resentment, and Angaine in particular had 

his eye on the corporation, for his Land Ministry to take it over.36  

Despite these divisions, most cabinet ministers and leading politicians from every 

province were anxious to control land transactions, invoking the domination of the land 

market by foreigners as a useful argument to legitimate their claims to Africanization. The 

concern was openly discussed during a KANU parliamentary group meeting chaired by 

Kenyatta. The president reminded his anxious audience that the constitution guaranteed 

property owned by non-citizens, and although the government had no means to pay financial 

compensation for all, it would attempt to control land transactions and “[stop] foreigners from 

buying land for speculation purposes”.37  Kenyatta had perhaps been alerted by the situation 

in Thika, Central Province, where large estates were being bought by foreigners. He had been 
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informed by Angaine himself, who wrote extensively on the matter.38   

The government was left with the difficult task of drawing the line between non-

Africans and Kenyan citizens, without hurting British feelings and jeopardizing international 

financial aid. “Kenyan Africans” constituted a distinguished category that the government 

was at pains to define. A draft memorandum on the control of transactions and transfer of 

agricultural land, probably prepared and reviewed by Angaine himself, shows handwritten 

notes systematically crossing out mentions of “Africans” and replacing them by “Kenyans” or 

“Kenyan citizens”, while “non-Africans” became “non-citizens”.39 Such changes would entail 

amendment of the constitution itself, however, since both the principle of willing buyer-

willing seller and the protection of private property for all citizens were enshrined 

constitutionally. To avoid such an extremely sensitive political change, Angaine wanted to 

convince cabinet ministers that the president could use his veto over land transactions, a 

solution that would enable them to remain within the bounds of legality.   

The multiplicity of interests involved (whether of cabinet ministers or politicians) 

shows that Kenyatta was far from being the sole architect of what appeared to be a 

deregulation of the land market. Kenyan ministers’ views on valuation and ownership 

eventually dominated, as British officials noted the increasing deregulation: “there was no 

longer a free market in land. Only Kenyan citizens could acquire land and this meant that only 

small farms, which African farmers could afford to buy, changed hands on the open 

market.” 40  Breaking away from the principle of willing buyer-willing seller had been 

Angaine’s aim, and it was achieved, at least in practice. His ministry further attempted to 

Africanize the post of commissioner of lands, but found it difficult to find the “right calibre”, 

that is “a mature-minded person, who […] has to administer all public land on behalf of the 

Government, in a way that it would not appear corrupt”, and what is more, one who could 

keep silent in public about land affairs.41 Although the scarcity of available archives prevents 
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a more refined understanding of the dynamics at play, it can be suggested that the general 

deregulation announced the definite “turn to land as patronage”, or the enactment of politics 

as a business.42   

 

A ministerial presidentialism?  

Archives reveal that cabinet ministers, under the guidance of the powerful attorney 

general Charles Njonjo, strengthened their power by further centralizing the control over land 

legislation. Land legislation had been at the centre of the independence negotiations, in 

particular when it came to discussing the centralization of the regime.43 To what extent this 

legislation was amended, by whom and under which circumstances, are questions that go well 

beyond the scope of this thesis. Nevertheless, fragments of archives signal that behind the 

attempts to stifle the debates on the squatter issue, and control that of land ownership, cabinet 

ministers were seeking to strengthen their control over public land policies and protect private 

interests vested in land. In November 1965, only a few months after the appointment of the 

special commissioner for squatters, the commissioner for land, J. O’Loughlin, raised his 

concerns after he learned of a draft bill that “would unify the whole system of land control for 

all areas to which it [land control] was applied throughout Kenya”.44 The same month, a bill 

proposing to cap individual land ownership was put forward by Kaggia and rapidly 

dismissed.45 By December 1965, the Central Land Board was officially dead, and its powers 

were transferred to the Settlement Fund, which was run by three prominent cabinet ministers, 

James Gichuru (minister for finance), Bruce McKenzie (minister for agriculture), and Jackson 

Angaine (minister for lands).46   

Whether Kenyatta was aware of these changes, or whether his ministers’ prerogatives 
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grew out of the weaknesses or loopholes of his presidential rule, is difficult to say: too few 

documents remain to answer this question satisfactorily. As previous chapter have shown, 

Kenyatta used his ministers as intermediaries to carry out his orders, but granted them 

sufficient power to build their own authority. Furthermore, he did not concern himself with 

the detail of political disputes and negotiations. That he preferred to delegate power does not 

mean, however, that he did not know about his ministers’ actions. Rather, it means that he did 

not judge it necessary to know about them. Duncan Ndegwa, former head of the civil service, 

wrote in his autobiography, at times surprisingly candid, that when Kenyatta was released 

from jail, he “had no time to acclimatise himself with the nitty-gritties of governance” and, 

that, once president, Kenyatta “never liked working through groups. He depended on 

individuals whom he had won over and through whom he systematically spread his influence. 

In the post-independence days, Kenyatta delegated quite effectively to ministers and 

ministries.”47 Nevertheless, one should not jump to the conclusion that Kenyatta’s presidential 

powers were weak. 

The president did create and maintain a subtle institutional balance, or rather 

imbalance between the institutional bodies of the state (cabinet ministers, MPs and senators, 

the party, the provincial administration), so as to remain in control of political loyalties. 

Duncan Ndegwa’s autobiography reveals rift widening between the cabinet ministers and the 

attorney general on the one hand, and the provincial administration, on the other hand. At the 

heart of the tensions were land issues, and more precisely executive prerogatives over land 

legislation. As Ndegwa describes settling his scores with Charles Njonjo, he portrays the 

attorney general as the one 

 

within the government as a whole, [who] mastered the art of usurping power. 

Individual civil servants would evade official networks, chains of command 

and procedures to seek direct protection or personal favours from “Sir” 

Charles. […] Outside government the Attorney General had already secured a 

place for the settler community through Bruce Mackenzie. These two nearly 

stifled the intended confiscations of land under a “misused farms” order.48  
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Institutional competition was therefore a conflict over land and self-enrichment, a practice he 

Ndegwa himself was suspected of promoting as we will now see.  

Land accumulation had been established as the landmark of power and authority 

within the Kenyatta government since independence, and was gradually being established as a 

legal principle. Nevertheless, Kenyatta’s name seemed to be purely of instrumental use, as the 

extreme politicization of the land market highlighted jealousies within Kenyatta’s inner circle. 

By the end of 1966, British administrators were trying to ascertain that “certain secret 

directions had been issued to Divisional Land Boards not to approve the sale of land to 

anyone expect Africans.” 49  The information they received revealed a clear rift between 

Njonjo, supported by Tom Mboya, and Ndegwa, while it was not clear at all whether the 

decision was supported at all by the president. The British believed “Ndegwa […] had been 

the driving force behind this move. It was stated that this meeting was being held to advise the 

President on what should be done and that no policy decision had in fact been taken.” Njonjo 

opposed the decision on legal grounds, arguing “that the whole matter should be reconsidered 

and properly processed through the various interested Ministries.”50 As the document clearly 

shows, institutional skirmishes continued long after 1965. As for Kenyatta, he continued 

appeasing concerned European farmers, as in October 1967, when he met the leader of the 

conservative and white settler dominated Kenya National Farmers’ Union, and gave “the clear 

impression that the services of the large-scale European farmers were valued and still wanted 

in Kenya.”51 It must be noted that in 1968, only four of the top fifty directors of private 

companies in Kenya were African, so the government depended heavily on foreign capital.52  

Kenyatta could afford such a “marginal” role, since all cabinet ministers depended on 

him to maintain stability within the government’s politics. The informal meetings he operated 

with prevent us from forming a clear and nuanced understanding of his practice of 

presidential rule. The British high commissioner noted in September 1966 that “there is little 

doubt that Kenyatta intends to keep power on final decision making on important matters for 

himself; but it is difficult to assess how much influence this close circle of Ministers has in 
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persuading him”.53 By 1965, however, a whole new period opened up, defined by further 

deregulation, greater personal competition, greater personal enrichment, and stronger personal 

rule.  

 

Kenyatta, Maasailand and the Coastal strip  

The deregulation of the land market should not obscure a wider phenomenon that had 

been in evidence since independence but that intensified after 1965 with the end of settlement 

schemes in the White Highlands: namely, the attempts by the government and its cronies to 

secure land titles throughout the country. Campaigns for land adjudication and consolidation 

facilitated land redistribution, which was the backbone of the government’s strategy to create 

new loyalties within an ethnically and politically fragmented national territory. 

Unsurprisingly, prominent landowners were increasingly anxious to protect their land tenure 

from potential contesting claims. This was notably the case in Maasailand, which bordered 

Kikuyuland and covers today’s Narok and Kajiado districts. In 1968, the director of land 

adjudication summarized the gist of the situation: “a number of influential Masai have 

indulged in extensive land grabbing [and] would like to secure that land with a Title, but  […] 

such an allocation of land would be unacceptable to the majority of people and to the 

Government”.54 Similarly, archives from the Coast province suggest that the government, 

supported by the president himself, was seeking to take over land on the coastal strip to 

counter the political opposition, secure lucrative interests, and prevent European landowners 

from establishing too firm a stake in the region.   

Security of land tenure in Rift Valley, Maasailand and the Coast province had been at 

the heart of the KANU-KADU competition during the independence conferences in 

Lancaster. Pro-majimbo KADU leaders feared that landless Kikuyu who were forced to 

migrate outside of Kikuyuland during colonization would prevent minority tribes from 

recovering tribal ownership over their land. KANU leaders opposed tribal land rights, 

precisely because they feared such rights would force a Kikuyu exodus. Although majimboist 

claims were defeated at independence, they never died, as David Anderson rightly observed.55 

In fact, the balance of regional loyalties established by Kenyatta at independence was 
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supposed to secure the loyalty of the formerly KADU regions, in particular in the Coast 

province and in Maasailand, bastions of prominent ex-KADU leaders – among whom were 

the Maasai Justus Ole Tipis, John Ole Konchellah, John Keen and the Mijikenda (Coast) 

leader and former KADU chairman Ronald Ngala. Just as Kenyatta managed to secure the 

Meru vote and access to Meru land through Jackson Angaine, he carefully worked on co-

opting the most prominent Maasai and Coast leaders in his independent government.56   

Land ownership in Maasailand remained a divisive political issue inherited by the 

Kenyan postcolonial government from its colonial predecessor. The colonial government 

alienated 50% to 70% of Maasailand, forcing Maasai people to live in reserves, condemning 

them to increasing impoverishment that continues today. 57 Maasai people feared their land 

would be taken over by wealthy Kikuyu after independence. They had voiced their concerns 

during demonstrations organized after Kenyatta declared, in the early 1960s, that Kikuyu 

people should have the right to remain in the Rift Valley, anticipating that the statement might 

well apply to Maasailand too.58 During the second Lancaster conference in 1962, Maasai 

leaders demanded land tenure be transferred back to them. As might be expected, the KANU 

government deemed these claims not only unacceptable, but also illegitimate, and responded 

with more assertive policies to annihilate communal land claims and rights.59  

Kenyatta had been concerned with Maasai land claims from a very early stage in the 
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decolonization process. When the question of tribal land claims overriding the willing buyer-

willing seller principle was posed at Lancaster, he pointed out that “there was a danger of the 

Kalenjin and Masai tribes, for example, adopting a dog-in-the-manger attitude if they could 

not afford to purchase land which was for sale, and the owner would thereby find that he was 

unable to sell his land.”60 Besides, both Kenyatta and KANU leaders showed awareness of 

economic interests in Maasailand, in particular with the Magadi Soda Company, a British 

company established on the eve of colonization in Maasailand and a lucrative concern the 

Kenyan government wished to retain after independence.61 In a cabinet meeting in August 

1963, it was decided that Maasai land lying idle was unacceptable but that Maasai people 

should be given “recompense on a sufficient scale” so as to avoid political trouble.62 After 

independence, the government opted for the creation of individual ranches in Maasailand, i.e. 

larges farms that could be owned by one individual with the consent of the community and 

the authorization of local county councils, and which could thus be registered as communal 

land privately owned.63 Nevertheless, the intricate relations between politics and business in 

Maasailand favoured wealthy Maasai land buyers who were themselves supported by wealthy 

and politically influential non-Maasai leaders or businesses, many of whom were Kikuyu, and 

who were thus able to set foot in the area and buy large plots of land.64  

Similar requests to Africanize land ownership arose in the Coast province. They were 

all the more contentious in that land settlement schemes had been neglected in the region and 
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that dissident politicians were using the rising number of squatters to push for government 

action. The slow rate of settlement schemes at the coast since independence was due to the 

political fragmentation of the region and its heterogeneous population – mainly 

African/Somali, Asians and Arabs – and the high cost of land, which deterred the central 

institutions from buying it out. 65  By 1965, the government was becoming increasingly 

concerned about the rising numbers of squatters that impeded “progressive farming” and 

fuelled anti-governmental discourses by Coast politicians.66 Although KADU had dissolved 

upon independence, its chairman, Ronald Ngala, continued to be active, while the government 

believed that “there are indications that serious attempts will now be made […] to ‘coastalise’ 

KANU Branches in existence in the Region.”67 The government had disregarded the politics 

of the region. Murumbi wrote to Kenyatta in 1965 that “we have neglected the Coast for too 

long and the time has come that we should closely supervise the re-organisation.”68 A few 

months later, Mboya would take over the reorganization of the KANU branch in the province 

and organize elections so as to enable Ngala to make his entry in the KANU hierarchy.69 As 

Richard Stren minutely documented, the inherently factional nature of Coast politics, and the 

depth of the divisions that set their leaders against each other enabled Kenyatta to control 

them individually and efficiently, without personally involving himself too much. 70  But 

Kenyatta was also playing the rush to acquire coastal land.  

Despite the fears that the political situation might worsen, the government invested 

very little in settlement schemes, concluding almost inevitably that no funds could be 

allocated.71 Meanwhile, the richer, landed elite was riveted by the large plots of land. Dubious 
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processes of selection of settlers for land settlement filled government correspondence. It was 

revealed, in 1969 that hand-picked “civil servants and some well-to-do members of the 

public” were being preferred for some settlement schemes.72 In fact, land buying became part 

and parcel of the construction of political constituencies. 73  Just as in Maasailand, the 

government was determined to enable Kikuyu to settle in the Coast province. Jackson 

Angaine reminded land officers that the constitution itself demanded that settlers be chosen 

regardless of their “tribal qualifications”, while it was reported that “large numbers of Up-

country tribes [were settled] in many areas in the [Kwale] District” without the prior approval 

of local authorities.74 

Prospects of profitable business on the Coast, combined with communal land claims, 

triggered great competition over the Africanization of land in the province, especially since 

this was mostly freehold land, thus with potentially high sale prices.75 On the one hand, 

remaining European landowners were clearly targeted. The office of the president judged 

“foreign” land owners “uncooperative”, and was, again, at pains to finds a legal solution to 

take over their land.76 In 1967, Kenyatta had set up a committee of ministers to “consider all 

applications affecting non-citizens” so as to better control land transactions.77 Central control 

of land tenure was hence reinforced, as all representatives of central institutions, whether the 

provincial, district commissioners, or the commissioner for land, were requested to approve 

any land transaction before such transactions were sent to regional bodies of decision 

making.78 On the other hand, the competition took on an inter-tribal character. In 1969, G. K. 
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Kariithi, permanent secretary in the office of the president, reported to Eliud Mahihu, freshly 

nominated provincial commissioner in the Coast, that “there has […] been a movement by 

various leading politics to try to induce expatriate land-owners to sell land only to inhabitants 

of the districts in which that land is situated. This movement is wrong and is subversive.”79  

A telling example of the rush for land in Coast Province, and the most significant for a 

grasp of Kenyatta’s actions, lies in the beach plots owned by Europeans, or simply coveted, as 

the tourist industry boomed in the 1960s.80 As the district commissioner for the Kilifi district 

described in a letter to the provincial commissioner Isaiah Mathenge in 1967: “I received an 

average of about ten Europeans a months who come inquiring about beach plots. […] the 

plots should go to Africans or at least to Kenya Citizens, but there are no Africans whose 

financial positions are good enough to pay for these expensive plots.” 81  Mathenge 

subsequently ordered the district commissioners that “to ensure that no more plots on 

Government land are alienated to non-Africans. If the Commissioner of Lands advertise 

seafront plots in your respective districts you must report the matter to me before accepting 

and processing applications.”82 At the same time, influential politicians were increasingly 

involved in land grabbing. 83  A list of owners of beach plots featured Kenyatta’s name, 

together with his wife’s, Mama Ngina, and those of the cabinet ministers James Gichuru, 

Njoroge Mungai and the Attorney General Charles Njonjo, as well as the minister for 

commerce and industry, Julius Kiano. 84  Taking over coast land remained an inherently 

political process closely bound to presidential power and favours, as testified in a letter by the 

provincial commissioner Isaiah Mathenge to the commissioner of lands in 1968:   

 

Recently H. E. the President Mzee Jomo Kenyatta while walking along the 

beach to the Dolphin Hotel noticed that the above plot was vacant. He asked 
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me find out why the plot was unoccupied. On checking, I discovered that the 

lease which had been issued to Mr. Cecil John Green expired in 1966 and I 

informed the President on the matter. The President directed that this plot 

should be allocated to Mr. Duncan Ndgewa, the Governor of the Central Bank 

[Ndgewa was appointed in 1967].85 

 

It was also politically risky enterprise, stirring voices of discontent among Kenyan 

citizens. In 1969, a report on security in Mombasa noted negative public reaction after a 

speech by Kenyatta when opening a clinic in the city: “they (the people) concluded 

commenting that the government Mzee would appear to be dictatorial like that of Dr. 

Nkrumah. They criticized Mzee by saying that he sought the advice of people like Mboya and 

Njonjo but not of the wananchi [citizens].” 86  Public opinion could be of little weight, 

however, against a political system, and a political territory even, increasingly dominated by a 

sprawling central government. As previous pages attempted to show, the scope of presidential 

powers must be read in the light of the increasingly dominating role played by cabinet 

ministers and prominent civil servants – Ndegwa’s role is remarkable, for example, as he 

appears both as a leading figure in the Africanization and deregulation of the land market and 

as a beneficiary of Kenyatta’s presidential favours. Such nuanced reading of presidentialism 

fits well with what scholars have analysed as a “political sub-system” in which all political 

players, whether allies or enemies, and at all levels of the political hierarchy, are tied by a 

shared condition of dependency on patronage.87  

At the same time, this chapter has so far attempted to emphasize that the gradual 

construction and formalization of the deregulation of the land market took shape mainly after 

1965. It is also important to note that this was less the creation of an all-powerful president 
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with monarchical ambitions, than the product of shared ambitions, and shared dependencies.88 

What mattered to Kenyatta was to control key regions through key personalities, as patterns 

of political alliances were, since independence, less organized along ethnic lines than by 

fierce personal battles played (and often solved) among regional blocks.89 The post-1965 era 

was also that of the beginning of a new type of political competition: that for the succession to 

the president. Although Kenyatta seemed very much in control of the infighting that grew 

among his cabinet ministers, the succession struggle froze the political scene, just like before 

independence when no political leader could openly confront the Old Man – further 

comforting and strengthening Kenyatta in his arbitrator’s role.  

 

2. The preparation of the succession and the presidential pact 

Since independence, Kenyatta had been a safety net for an inherently divided political 

elite, who had had no choice but to accept the presidential status quo to access state resources. 

Oginga Odinga himself declared in September 1963 that he worried about the possibility of 

Kenyatta dying “within five years”, before he could “place reliable party men in all the key 

positions of Government”.90 Odinga understood Kenyatta’s unique ability in uniting a divided 

elite. At the same time, Kenyatta himself was aware of the limits of his leadership. He knew 

that being a Kikuyu – and even both a Mau Mau and not a Mau Mau – did not suffice to 

enforce loyalties.91 He also knew he ought to refrain from a too repressive politics lest it 
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generated general rebellion.92 Finally, he was certainly aware that his government coalition 

was unstable, no matter how much unity the repression against dissidents created.93 The one 

issue that remained was the fundamental opposition between Mboya as the only serious 

national competitor (after Odinga’s political demise) and Kenyatta’s inner circle of ministers. 

The rising tensions between cabinet ministers themselves complicated the political scene, as 

the prospect of presidential succession resurfaced after 1966.  

Kenyatta suffered strokes in 1966 and 1968, which brutally revived struggles for his 

succession.94 His old age had always been a source of concern – and hopes – within the 

Kenyan elite (as seen in chapter 2), so the prospect of his succession hardly was a new issue. 

Yet, Kenyatta was unlikely to name any successor: as a British officer commented in March 

1966, it risked endangering his own power, and would provide an opportunity for his 

opponents to coalesce against his successor.95 Since his release from jail in 1961, his strategy 

had always been to avoid taking any side. Unsurprisingly therefore, no potential candidate 

came forward until the day Kenyatta died, on 22 August 1978, and at no time had his 

leadership been openly challenged.  

Historians and political scientists observed that the Kenyatta succession was less about 

the president himself than about a competition to secure political resources: the control of 

powerful institutions with real political influence, in anticipation of Kenyatta’s leaving the 

office of the president.96  The struggle for the presidency was an eminently internal one, 

playing out in the highest spheres of power. Among the potential contenders were the Luo 

nationalists (and rivals) Oginga Odinga and Tom Mboya, who had both nurtured nationalist 

ambitions since independence. Another key contender was the Kalenjin Rift Valley leader and 

minister for home affairs, Daniel arap Moi, who was appointed vice-president in replacement 
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of Odinga and then Joseph Murumbi in 1967. Finally, among the Kikuyu politicians were 

James Gichuru, finance minister, Dr. Njoroge Mungai, Kenyatta’s personal physician and 

minister of defence, as well as the former Nairobi mayor Charles Rubia. Daniel Branch has 

noted that senior cabinet ministers became increasingly powerful after Kenyatta’s severe 

stroke in 1968, but that the president “did not notice the difference.”97 At the same time, 

however, most diplomatic dispatches between the late 1960s and early 1970s reported that the 

president was increasingly authoritative, and remained untouchable. In fact, a much greater 

transformation of Kenyatta’s presidency was under way. The struggle for Kenyatta’s 

succession, coupled with the general political developments of the late 1960s mentioned 

earlier in this chapter, show that presidential rule was becoming increasingly authoritarian and 

increasingly distant from important decision-making – the latter being left to influential 

ministers.  

 

Beyond tribalism? Kenyatta and the “presidential pact” 

Paradoxically perhaps, the main force driving the strengthening of presidential rule 

was that of both opponents and potential successors. One of the main actors behind Odinga’s 

demise had been his Luo rival, Tom Mboya, to the great surprise and satisfaction of 

Kenyatta’s ministers.98 Mboya played a crucial role in leading the political operations against 

Odinga and his party. He took charge of reorganizing KANU so as to marginalize KPU 

branches throughout the territory, regularly informing “the Old Man” about his work and not 

missing an occasion to pledge his loyalty.99 Kenyatta signed every KANU nomination paper 

and is believed to have suggested the idea of administrative action against the KPU.100 Mboya 

was also supported in this task by the ex-KADU leader, Ronald Ngala, who used his 

parliamentary powers to move a motion of no-confidence in Odinga, to have him excluded 

from KANU parliamentary group.101 Ngala was but a temporary ally to KANU, however, for 

the party used him only to serve its best interests – hence Kenyatta’s only sporadic 

interventions to settle conflicts, as Richard Stren has shown. Kenyatta did not act against 
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Ngala before 1968, when he finally judged the latter’s action “too tribalistic”. 102 He ordered 

that the Mayor of Mombasa be replaced, while the KADU Revival Committee was declared 

illegal in 1969.103 The banning of the KPU in October the same year rang the death knell not 

only for Odinga’s politics, but also for political opposition in general, since the strangulation 

politics engineered by an increasingly authoritative state successfully deterred most MPs and 

politicians from defecting from  KANU.104  

Mboya’s responsibilities in Odinga’s demise ricocheted on his own political career. 

“Senior ministers”, a British source believed, “[were] seriously worried at the prospect of the 

support which Mboya would command in terms of votes of MPs if Kenyatta suddenly 

disappeared from the scene.”105 Hence, cabinet ministers, led by Njonjo, used their control 

over legislative powers to kill two birds with one stone. The repression against Odinga’s KPU 

was accompanied by a series of constitutional amendments to strengthen presidential power, 

but also tailor-made to weaken Mboya’s chances of succeeding the “Old Man”. In May 1966, 

the amended Preservation of Public Security Act permitted detention without trial; in 1967, 

the Societies Act gave the president greater control over associations and societies; in 1968, 

the Public Order (Amendment) Act prohibited displays of national symbols. The Provincial 

Advisory Council was also abolished, strengthening the government’s power to define district 

boundaries. Finally, a tenth constitutional amendment ruled that the president would be 

elected directly in a national poll. Presidential candidates would be chosen by parties, and 

required the support of a thousand people – the KPU thus being de facto excluded from the 

presidential race. Such a move specifically targeted Mboya, ensuring that individual MPs and 

parliament as a whole – where Mboya still had the support of half the MPs – would no longer 

have a say in the elections process. Attempts were also made to forbid candidates under forty 

to run, a proposition that would have excluded the 37 years-old Mboya from the race, but 

which was successfully blocked by the parliament.106  

Kenyatta mistrusted Mboya too, as the two had been fighting each other with the same 
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ambition: presidential power.107 Another issue, besides Mboya’s worrying political ascent, 

was the question of redistributive policies, which was at least a common point he had with 

Odinga, and which ran against the government’s policies, as we saw in the first section of this 

chapter. After 1967, tensions between the Kikuyu ministers and Mboya worsened.108 Kenyatta 

did use his influence to weaken Mboya, yet only sporadically, as he seemed to be quickly 

bored by what he judged petty conflicts – for example, he intervened in trade union battles for 

leadership, thus cutting into Mboya’s main political resource.109  What triggered Mboya’s 

assassination on 5 July 1969 seemed to have more to do with internal cabinet politics, 

however, than personal discontent emanating from Kenyatta, while Njonjo probably played a 

much more decisive role than Kenyatta.110 

By 1968, Kenyatta was clearly favouring Daniel arap Moi, and had encouraged him to 

prepare to present himself as presidential candidate.111 British officers could hardly believe 

that Moi would have the support of Kikuyu ministers, and even less that of Kenyatta. They 

were nonetheless speculating, as early as 1966, that, as “curious” as it were, “one result of the 

Kikuyu-Luo struggle in the Cabinet may be a significant step towards the detribalisation of 

Kenya’s internal politics.”112 This detribalisation, however, was more of a readjustment of the 

balance among the tribal spheres of influence that had been set up at independence, as Moi’s 

presence in the government de facto secured precious access to the Rift Valley, and tamed his 

influential tribal group, the Kalenjin, well represented in parliament.113  
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Tribal balance was of much more strategic importance to Kenyatta than tribal 

domination. With Mboya’s demise, the struggle for succession involved a very close elite 

circle, opposing Moi against Kenyatta’s personal physician and Minister of Defence, the 

Kikuyu Njoroge Mungai. Behind these two men were two clans, with tribal feelings firmly 

entrenched in economic and commercial interests.114 Moi was supported by Bruce McKenzie, 

“increasingly absorbed in moneymaking”, as the British authorities saw him, and by Njonjo, 

who was convinced “that on the commercial place Mungai is committed to interests which are 

hostile to his own future prosperity.”115 He also attracted very ambitious Kikuyu politicians, 

such as J. Kiano, Mwai Kibaki or J. M. Kariuki.116 As for Mungai, he was heavily reliant on 

the Kenyatta family and Kikuyu commercial business in Kiambu. He was counting on the 

support of James Gichuru, Mbiyu Koinange, Jackson Angaine and Paul Ngei.117 Although 

Kenyatta was himself from Kiambu, he would be ready to abandon his fellow Kikuyu 

minister whenever Mungai risked undermining his state leadership – as he would do later on 

in 1973: “Mungai was out of favour at the moment. […] The President was annoyed with him 

for breaking the negotiated pact and working against Moi.”118 Political favours, however, did 

not necessarily override tribal privileges, as the report noted that “the President did have a soft 

spot for Mungai. He likes him. [We believe] he had recently given him a large sum of foreign 

exchange so that he could buy a couple of properties in London.”119 

 Exclusive tribalism was not Kenyatta’s greatest political asset. Unlike other leaders 

who were heavily dependent on their tribal sphere of influence, Kenyatta had always tried to 

avoid such dependency. Significantly, all the vice-presidents he appointed were non-Kikuyu – 

Odinga (Luo), Murumbi (Masai/Goan) and, in 1967, Moi (Kalenjin). The debates surrounding 

his succession, and which he himself avoided, nonetheless revived tribal feelings as an 

ultimate political tool. It is worth noting that tribalism was at its peak when ideological issues 

were diluted in the one-party state machine. This was the case at independence, when 

majimboist arguments were defeated, and the land package deal rallied most tribal, nationalist 
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leaders. Political tribalism (the manipulation, “from above”, of tribal identities) re-appeared 

after the demise of the radicals – led by Odinga and Kaggia – leaving political debates in the 

hands of the moderates – Mboya, Moi, and the Kikuyu ministers. After Mboya’s death, 

tribalism resurfaced as minority tribes and internal tribal groups – such as the Kiambu Kikuyu 

– felt it necessary to “ensure that the new President will be adequately under their control.”120 

The most striking example is the oathing campaign that followed Mboya’s assassination in 

1969. Kenyatta had been wary of using oathing campaigns when it came to defeating Kaggia 

back in 1965.121 By 1969, the “Gatundu oath” started to be administered in his home in 

Gatundu. If it primarily served his fellow Kikuyu ministers’ interests, it also heightened 

tribalism as a political resource throughout the country.122  

   

3. Epilogue: after 1969 

After Tom Mboya’s assassination in July 1969, Kenyatta’s regime became 

increasingly tribalized, while factionalism and political jockeying among cabinet ministers 

grew fiercer. Although the political motivations behind Mboya’s murder remain largely 

unclear, the ensuing “polarisation of tribal lines” signalled the widening gap, not only 

between the Kikuyu elite and the Luo politicians, the latter being greatly affected by the loss 

of it leaders, but, more generally, between the Kikuyu elite and the masses.123 No Kikuyu 

minister attended Mboya’s funeral, while Daniel arap Moi, who represented the government, 

had his car stoned.124 When Kenyatta attended Mboya’s requiem in church, he was the target 

of “unprecedented demonstrations.”125 In their 1969 dispatch, the British commented on the 

“Kikuyuization” of the state and parastatal bodies, noting that “Kikuyu ambition, 

acquisitiveness and drive are matched only by their indifference to public relations”, proving 

that “the Kikuyu seem to have learnt little or nothing from last year’s disturbances” in 

reference to Mboya’s funeral.126
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Kenyatta remained surprisingly silent.127 British dispatches continuously reported that he 

“lack[ed] either inclination or resolution to restore unity” while there were “murmurs of 

complaint about his unwillingness either to delegate authority or to interest himself in many 

aspects of internal administration and in economic matters.”128  In 1970, the British high 

commissioner described the president as “becoming more and more unpredictable and 

whimsical”, failing to restore order among a decaying and increasingly corrupted 

administration while his personal powers grew unlimited.129 Nevertheless, they attributed the 

persisting political stability to the president’s “formidable personality, daunting nearly all his 

Ministers and officials” although it was also an “additional source of delay and 

inefficiency”.130 

The 1970s saw the strengthening of the one party state, orchestrated by Charles Njonjo so 

as to counter the rising opposition led by J. M. Kariuki. J. M. Kariuki was a former Mau Mau 

detainee and KANU influential militant even before independence. Unlike Bildad Kaggia, he 

managed to marry the Kikuyu ethos of self-enrichment and success with his die-hard call for 

more redistribution of resources to the landless, and for more recognition for Mau Mau 

sacrifice in the struggle for independence. 131  Kariuki’s appealing rhetoric worried the 

government, precisely because it was aimed at weakening Kikuyu political unity. Kariuki’s 

dissidence politics reinforced the polarization of tribal lines already triggered by Mboya’s 

assassination. The birth of the Gikuyu Embu Meru Association (GEMA) in the early 1970s 

further confirmed the tribalization of political loyalties in the face of growing dissidence. 

Officially defined as a cultural association, GEMA was in fact of political body, controlled by 

the Kiambu-based Kikuyu elite, to tighten its control over political and economic resources, 
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as well as over business enterprises throughout the grand Kikuyu land unit.132 As Jenifer 

Widner has shown, the obstacles to formal political organization, and the ensuing atrophy of 

political institutions such as the party or the parliament, led political mobilization to invest in 

marginal political spaces not yet controlled by the central government. These took the form of 

“community boundaries”, legitimized by the malleable concepts of ethnicity and culture, even 

better suited to factionalized politics.133 

Although Kenyatta remained unnerved by the rising ranks of the landless, and despite his 

silence on factional dispute, he tightened discipline within his government. He was believed 

to fear a coup, and so reorganized the military, promoting many loyal Kikuyu. 134  More 

importantly perhaps, he resisted too great a political emancipation, not only of his political 

opponents, but of his own political family as well. The empowerment of the one-party state 

came with greater control over MPs and parliamentary activities. At the same time, Kenyatta 

never spoke openly about the need to revitalize the party, while he always resisted the 

creation of any other party. 135  Despite KANU’s complete ineffectiveness and its lack of 

parliamentary coordination, “politicians realis[ed] that while the president lives there is small 

hope of establishing a viable new party since his still immense prestige is linked to the KANU 

party.” 136  He also resisted the establishment of any association that could outgrow his 

authority. Thus, he prevented too great a political emancipation of the GEMA leadership, 

especially since the association was actively involved in the struggle for his succession, 

supporting a Kikuyu candidate against the president’s preference for Daniel arap Moi.137 

After the infamous murder of J. M. Kariuki on 2 March 1975, Kenyatta’s government 

proved increasingly merciless in its hard line against political dissent. Kariuki’s tortured and 

mutilated body was found near Nairobi the day after his death, but Kariuki was officially said 
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to have gone out of the country.138 The news of his death a few days later triggered mass 

public demonstrations, while hostile backbenchers forced the government to investigate the 

case, a procedure that lasted several months. In such an atmosphere of public hostility, neither 

Kenyatta nor his closest ministers attented Kariuki’s funeral.139  In fact, the investigation 

involved the names of Kenyatta’s closest advisors, whom he was supposedly attempting to 

protect.140 Up until today, Kariuki’s murder has remained unsolved although much ink has 

continued to be spilled. Kenyatta’s closest Kikuyu political and security collaborators were 

mentioned many times, a significant bonus for the pro-Moi group in the succession 

struggle.141  

 

Back to Kenyatta’s family 

The story of the construction of state power finally calls for a closer examination at the 

construction of Kenyatta’s political family. The first chapter mentioned the importance of the 

concept of family to Kenyatta’s imagination of power. The lack of sources or exact 

information about his family’s political and business connections allows only for a general 

picture encompassing the period from the 1960s up to today, without proper chronological 

distinctions. Nevertheless, the attempt to sketch the Kenyatta family highlights the importance 

of picturing political relations as a process of socialization. The Africanization of the Kenyan 

economy and the increasing tribalization of politics in the 1970s were accompanied by a 

gradual reinvention of the codes of socialization among the elite after independence, which 

gave a prominent place to the cultural attributes of power and success.142 Although Kenyatta’s 

family was (and still is) an eminently politically active and economically powerful one, the 

establishment of other political dynasties and economic empires has spread and mushroomed 

within the Kenyan elite.143 Nevertheless, a reflection on who and what the Kenyatta family is, 
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emphasizes that socialization is more a reflection of state power, rather than its primary 

source.144  

Of Kenyatta’s seven children, four served prominent political functions. Peter Muigai 

Kenyatta became an MP, KANU chairman for the Juja branch in Kiambu and assistant 

minister for foreign affairs; Margaret Wambui Kenyatta was Nairobi mayor from 1970 to 

1976 and Kenya’s ambassador to the United Nations from 1976 to 1986; Jane Wambui 

Kenyatta married Udi Gecaga, who would be appointed to the London board of the media 

group Lonrho in 1973, providing the government with an opportunity to better control 

Kenyan newspapers; Uhuru Muigai Kenyatta was elected president of Kenya in 2012.145 It is 

worth recalling that Kenyatta had also family connections with Mbiyu Koinange (his brother-

in-law) and Njoroge Mungai (his cousin and personal physician), two of his most prominent 

ministers.  

The political influence of the Kenyatta family must be read in the light of its economic 

resources.146 Its land estate is estimated at 500,000 acres, “approximately the size of Nyanza 

province”, as a Kenyan journalist noted in 2004. 147  Most of the land properties were 

supposedly acquired during the 1960s and 1970s, although the means of acquisition, and their 

legality, remain unclear, while journalists, NGO activists and historians reported that 

settlement schemes or land funds were diverted to increase personal fortunes. 148  No 

exhaustive list of the Kenyatta’s’ land holdings exist – past or on-going land transactions 

further complicate the creation of such a list – but the estate supposedly covers fertile lands in 
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Central Province (in Dandora, Gatundu, Juja, Karasani, Muthaita, Nairobi, Ruiru and Kahawa 

Sukari), Rift Valley (in Endebbes, Nakuru, Naivasha, Rumuruti) and Coast province (in Nyali 

and Taveta). 149  With what legal (or illegal) means or resources Kenyatta acquired this 

property in his time remains unknown.150 The historian Charles Hornsby describes Kenyatta 

as a man enjoying a luxurious life, ignoring his debts, even monetizing his presidential 

audiences; his wife Mama Ngina benefited extensively from presidential largesse, and was at 

times embroiled – along with her children – in corruption scandals.151 Since the 1970s, the 

range of his family’s economic activities has developed greatly. Its interests are spread across 

banking, real estate, mining, insurance, airlines, education, energy, dairy farming, transport 

and telecommunications. 152  However, this degree of economic activity is not specific to 

Kenyatta’s family, and exemplifies the importance of political and economic “dynasties” 

more or less closely related to the president.153  

All top government officials occupied prominent functions in Kenyan business 

affairs.154 Whether ministers had financial interests in companies, or simply sat on boards of 

directors, they played an influential role in many prominent industries of the country after 

independence. 155  To mention but a few examples, James Gichuru, finance and defence 

minister in Kenyatta’s government, was once director of Kenya Power – listed third of the 

biggest and richest Kenyan twenty-six public companies in the 1960s, and in which Mama 

Ngina remained a substantial individual investor.156 Mbiyu Koinange, minister of state and 
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Kenyatta’s brother-in-law, owned large land estates – which later inflamed divisions among 

their inheritors – and was one of the directors of the Naivasha-based Pan-African Produce and 

Development Company Ltd., the Magadi Soda Company, and owned significant shares in 

other leading firms, such as the Theita Group, Commercial Development Corporation. 157 

Similarly, his younger brother and former provincial commissioner Charles Koinange owned 

vast tea and coffee farms as well as rental houses.158 Duncan Ndgewa, appointed governor of 

the Central Bank of Kenya in 1967, was also chairman of the National Bank of Kenya, the 

Agricultural Finance Corporation (which supplemented the Land Bank in providing loans for 

citizens with loose assets to buy land), and the Kenyan Pipeline Company, and owned the 

First Chartered Securities company and Unga Group – ninth biggest and richest public 

company in the 1960s. 159  Attorney general Charles Njonjo was director of CfC Stanbic 

Holdings, and chief executive of CMC Holdings, a car business closely working with the 

government, and in which both Bruce McKenzie and (former permanent secretary in the 

office of the president) Jeremiah Kiereini owned shares as well. 160 Other prominent members 

of Kenyatta’s government occupied just as prominent economic positions. Men such as the 

enigmatic Humphrey Slade, a white lawyer fond of golf, and inaugural speaker in the national 

assembly from 1963 to 1970, and John Michuki, treasurer in the Kenyatta government, were 

both listed among the “top fifty” company directors, with respectively 16 and 10 directorships 

held in the country between 1966 to 1968.161 Michuki was one of Ndegwa’s successors at the 
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Central Bank of Kenya, while it should be noted that both men were members of the joint 

board for the Land Bank and the Agricultural Finance Corporation.162 

In fine, the definition of Kenyatta’s family cannot be detached from the roots of 

Kenyatta’s state building: they are consubstantial. The closest definition of his family is that 

of familial and political alliances forged into a tribal background. Neither the biological 

connection, tribal affinities, political functions nor economic influence suffice to define who 

and what the Kenyatta family is, for whoever is best deemed to protect the political, 

economic, and financial assets of the family will be included. Hence the Kalenjin Daniel arap 

Moi was chosen by Kenyatta as a successor, with the support of only a fragment of his family, 

namely attorney general Charles Njonjo. Similarly, it is barely surprising that forty year later, 

Moi remained a powerful supporter for Uhuru Kenyatta’s bid for the presidency.163  

By the end of the 1970s, Kenyatta political family was reduced to a handful of trusted 

politicians from handpicked institutions that barely resembled Kenyatta’s state at 

independence. A meaningful illustration was given by the Weekly Review journalistic report 

on Kenyatta’s death on 22 August 1978, and how the “shocking news” was carefully spread. 

That day, two of his sons, Peter Magana and Peter Muigai, and his wife Mama Ngina handled 

the matter with great tact, calling with utmost discretion their political allies in fear that 

political vacuum and uncertainty might work against them. They first called the provincial 

commissioner of Coast, Eliud Mahihu (Kikuyu) and summoned cabinet minister Munyua 

Waiyaki (Kikuyu) to come down to Mombasa. Vice-president (and future President) Daniel 

arap Moi was informed shortly before Geoffrey Kariithi (Kikuyu), the head of the civil 

service who eventually organized the transferral of Kenyatta’s body to Nairobi. Only after this 

were Peter Mbiyu Koinange, together with Margaret Wambui Kenyatta and others of 

Kenyatta’s children informed. Finally, Bernard Hinga (Kikuyu), commissioner of police, 

James Hanyotu (Kikuyu), director of intelligence, as well as Mwai Kibaki (Kikuyu), minister 

of finance and economic planning (who eventually succeeded to Moi) were all summoned to 

Mombasa state house, where Kenyatta’s body was resting.164 They were perhaps the last 

pillars of the Kenyatta state after fourteen years of presidential rule and destructive divisions. 
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Conclusion  

Presidential rule took on a new character after 1965. Cabinet ministers became more 

and more influential, and Kenyatta more and more distant, yet not necessarily less influential. 

Rather than a transformation, however, these developments are reminiscent of the pre-

independence situation, when the negotiations on presidential rule unveiled the intrinsic and 

irreducible divisions of the political elite. Thus, Kenyatta could afford to be both distant and 

authoritative precisely because none of his opponents or potential successors had the political, 

as well as economic, resources to claim national representation. The government’s repression 

against Odinga’s KPU from 1966 to 1969 fostered unsound alliances within Kenyatta’s 

cabinet ministers, but these were superficial, and vanished as soon as Odinga – or later J. M. 

Kariuki – was removed from the political scene. The succession struggle then intensified 

internal divisions.  

Kenyatta was left with the role of ruling over a divided political family, using his 

unrivalled access to state resources. The rise of tribalism, by the end of 1969, signalled a new 

turn in Kenyan politics. This was barely surprising, as the commodification of land, unleashed 

after 1965, tended to inflame ethnic politics, as Marcel Rutten observed.165 At the same time, 

tribalism itself became a political resource, well exemplified by the creation of tribal 

associations like GEMA. Nevertheless, this chapter has shown that tribalism was not 

Kenyatta’s greatest asset until it was turned into a much wider system of rule, a form of non-

institutionalized federalism, or, as I called it in the introduction, “disempowered regionalism”:  

and this Kenyatta built and used throughout his career.166 The late 1960s did not simply 

indicate Kenyatta’s retreat from power: they marked the consecration of presidentialism as an 

untouchable system of rule. 

                                                 

165  Rutten, “The Kenya 1997 General Elections in Maasailand: Of ‘Sons’ and ‘Puppets’ and How KANU 

Defeated Itself,” 431. 
166 Jenifer Widner expressed this idea of non-institutionalized federalism when observing that the establishment 

of GEMA contribued to the “rise of KADU-style federalism within the KANU shell” in The Rise of a Party-

State in Kenya, 118. 
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Conclusion 
 

In writing Jomo Kenyatta’s political biography, it was particularly difficult to 

disentangle the history of a politician from that of a newly created institution: the presidency. 

The inherently discreet and distant nature of Kenyatta’s presidential style, together with the 

scattered and incomplete nature of the available sources, only partially explains this difficulty. 

A more thorough explanation highlights the unprecedented connection between the sudden 

emergence of a politician and the unexpected formation of the presidency. Contingency 

played a central role in Kenyatta’s political career and significantly shaped the nature of his 

presidential rule. Soon after he was released from jail, it became clear that Kenyatta had 

virtually no political resources with which to command political loyalties, other than the 

popularity he owed to his ambiguous past. The independence negotiations further exposed his 

shallow political anchoring, as Kenyatta refrained from committing himself personally to any 

of the debates. In the end, the presidency was tailor-made to turn his political isolation into a 

political system.  

This conclusion first reviews what I have called the twin-birth of the president and the 

presidency, showing that the postcolonial state should not be seen as dominated by colonial 

legacy but as emerging from the institutional vacuum that opened up at independence, and 

which I consider to be a determining feature of the formation of the Kenyan state (1). It then 

offers a reflection on Kenyatta’s political legacy (2). Finally, it attempts to open up new 

research perspectives on the role of women, which remained suspiciously untraceable 

throughout this dissertation, but which deserves further attention, as it ultimately confirms and 

reinforces the exclusive nature of postcolonial power built on patriarchal order (3).   

 

1. The twin birth of president and presidency 

Nothing prepared Kenyatta to become president. As the first chapter showed, he never 

imagined state authority as an inclusive authority for all. This lack of nationalist perspective 

was inherent in his Kikuyu ethics, although it was certainly reinforced by the colonial legacy, 

which prevented the formation of nationalist parties and thus legitimized political tribalism. 

Colonization not only froze tribal politics, but also altered their internal tribal logics, causing 

substantial rifts within the Kikuyu tribe in particular. Kenyatta was very much aware of the 

contradictions caused by colonization, and the difficulty he would have to reconcile Kikuyu 

tribal history with a changing political and social order. Rather than expanding his political 
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rhetoric towards greater inclusiveness, however, he chose to reduce it to the smallest possible 

social entity, the family. The family, I argue, became the foundation of both his political 

imagination and his politics, as he built his political network around his Kiambu family. Far 

from being reduced to a failed nationalist leader, I have shown that exploration of Kenyatta’s 

political imagination highlights a central aspect of his leadership: his constant care for family 

politics, and his mistrust for any nationalist ambitions he saw as betraying his tribal origins.1 

 His almost accidental rise to power left him virtually without political resources when 

it came to imposing his leadership over a divided, and even hostile elite. As the second 

chapter showed, no politicians who campaigned for his release from jail expected that he 

would dominate the political scene and side-line their own political ambitions. His political 

career was revived through the myth of the father of the nation, which his comrades had 

created, and wrongly thought they could manipulate and control. In fact, the inexorable 

success of the narrative of the father of the nation revealed the pervasiveness of internal 

divisions more than it altered political alliances. Although the nationalist elite was small, it 

faced the difficult task of appealing to divided and heterogeneous political entities: the Mau 

Mau fighters, the loyalist Kikuyu, other ethnic tribes, the white settlers, and the British – thus 

hindering claims to national authority, and preventing alternative patterns of decolonization 

from emerging. The narrative of the father of the nation took root so rapidly precisely because 

Kenyatta had unique symbolic capital: the complexities of Mau Mau history – caught up 

between the secrecy of oathing, the traumatic repression during the Emergency, and the 

silencing of resilient fighters after independence – enabled him to be both the “owner” of the 

Mau Mau, when, to the Kenyan elite, he was clearly not. His well-calculated silence when 

visited by delegations while he was still in restriction, or when speaking publicly shortly 

before independence, showed that he was very much aware that he ought to use this singular 

yet fragile asset sparingly. 

Kenyatta’s later political rise had a profound impact on the construction of presidential 

rule in independent Kenya. He became the “sole spokesman” of a nationalist elite he could 

not trust, and yet he alone could unite. Far from resolving political divisions, his political 

                                                 

1 Kenyatta’s long-time opposition to the KANU radicals, and in particular to the Kikuyu Bildad Kaggia must be 

understood as a Kikuyu internal issue rather than a struggle between two universal ideologies, socialism versus 

capitalism. Similarly, Kenyatta’s rhetorical attacks against the KANU radicals were all framed in Kikuyu terms, 

whether he criticized Kaggia for his lack of self-achievement, or denounced Odinga’s KPU on the grounds that 

its leaders took no part in the struggle for independence along the Mau Mau! See Kenyatta, Speech on Kenyatta 

Day, 20 October 1967, Suffering Without Bitterness, 343-4 and Daniel Branch, Defeating Mau Mau, Creating 

Kenya: Counterinsurgency, Civil War, and Decolonization (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009), 

180. 
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ascent laid the groundwork for the creation of a political system absorbing divisions and 

dissensions. In a way, the president emerged before the presidency itself, forcing presidential 

rule onto the negotiation table. As I attempted to show in the third chapter, the negotiations on 

the decolonization of land institutions prepared the way for a centralized government, before 

the arguments over federalism or centralization were settled among the Kenyan elite. The 

British fear of a security breakdown considerably influenced the creation of centralized 

institutions for land transfer, and did play a role in favouring Kenyatta as a political leader. In 

doing so, their interests converged with KANU’s. Nevertheless, the British took little interest 

in the negotiations over a presidential republic. Records of the independence negotiations 

reveal that KADU leaders did not foresee this question, while Kenyatta remained 

uncompromising. Their final, and almost inevitable convergence with KANU’s plans for a 

presidential constitution, which de facto annihilated any claims to regionalism, testifies to the 

novelty of presidentialism as a sytem of government, which had been well prepared by the 

establishment of new land institutions.  

The hasty negotiations on presidentialism left Kenyatta with not only a new, but also a 

large and vague set of prerogatives. He had no experience with, and even less control over, 

other state institutions – either over the party, or the legislative council, or even, after 

independence, parliament. This lack of institutional resources further limited his ability to 

control a territory that was politically, socially and ethnically divided. The fourth chapter 

explored how Kenyatta managed to pacify and control potentially subversive districts without 

risking his popularity, which depended on his ability to satisfy diverging expectations: those 

of the landless and squatters who demanded free redistribution of land, among them the 

former Mau Mau fighters, and those of the white settlers and British authorities, whose 

support for the government was bound to the willing buyer-willing seller principle of land 

buying. This chapter highlighted the essential connection between the government’s 

repression of resilient Mau Mau fighters and the shaping of the Ministry of Land as a 

powerful institution to cut short any subversive land claim. Besides, the fact that Kenyatta did 

not choose someone estranged from the Mau Mau movement as the minister for land, i.e. 

Jackson Angaine, also highlights the centrality of the Mau Mau struggle in the construction of 

the postcolonial state, reaffirming the view that Kenya was not just a postcolonial state, but a 

post-war country.2  

Kenyatta had little choice but to keep his political authority insulated from potential 

                                                 

2 Daniel Branch, Defeating Mau Mau, Creating Kenya: Counterinsurgency, Civil War, and Decolonization 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009), 180. 
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challengers. This strategy was reinforced by the fact that he lacked any vision of national 

development that could have fostered more political unity. As the fifth chapter showed, he 

chose to continue colonial land politics so as to maintain the stable political order from which 

he had benefited. The colonial legacy should not overshadow the agency of the independent 

government, however. Central to this agency was the appropriation and politicized 

redistribution of land resources. On the one hand, land buying was used to appease political 

dissents, to the great frustration of British officials who saw their funds misused for 

politicking. On the other hand, perpetuating colonial politics reduced the political influence of 

the landless, squatters, resilient Mau Mau or even “radical” or populists politicians, who 

remained dependent on the goodwill of the central government. This phenomenon was best 

illustrated by the Kenyan writer Ngugi wa Thiongo in his historical novel Petals of Blood, 

which retraced the silent lives of landless and Mau Mau fighters in a remote, deserted village. 

In the midst of a drought, the village organizes a delegation to meet their MP in the capital, 

but will only succeed in being given some harambee “developmental” projects opening the 

way for big men to grab yet more of their land.3 Subaltern studies argued that a history of 

elites necessarily silences the voices “from below”, but did not fully explore the mechanisms 

that underpin such a system. In fact, this silence must be read in light of the president’s 

political imagination, and must be contextualized politically, as it appears that Kenyatta’s 

ignorance of the technicalities of the land issue, together with his disinterest in the squatters, 

fitted best his desire to remain politically unexposed: a strategy he had employed since being 

released from jail.  

Although Kenyatta did delegate regional powers to the provincial administration (or to 

the ministry of lands), the sixth and last chapter showed that the main beneficiaries of his 

distant rule were not necessarily the provincial commissioners, as the literature has tended to 

emphasize, but rather cabinet ministers, who took significant advantage of the loopholes in 

Kenyatta’s presidential rule, especially after 1965. By then, the fragile alliance of convenience 

set up between Kenyatta and his main contenders, the Luo Oginga Odinga and Tom Mboya 

was beginning to crack. Kenyatta’s fragile health revived the question of the presidential 

succession that haunted the political elite since independence. The government’s merciless 

repression against any form of opposition and dissent culminated with the murder of Tom 

Mboya in 1969. It was also accompanied by an increased politicization of land accumulation 

organized by cabinet ministers, which revealed the latter’s ability to establish and control a 

                                                 

3 Ngugi wa Thiong’o, Petals of Blood (London: Penguins Books, 2002). 
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propertied dynasty in the top spheres of power. The lack of sources dealing with cabinet 

ministers, and the scattered information as to their relationship to the “Old Man”, their 

personal connections or conflicts, point to a significant shortcoming in our current 

understanding of presidential rule. These latter remained, however, literally untraceable.  

All in all, this dissertation described the twin birth of a president and the presidency. 

Such an interpretation goes beyond analyses that link the history of the postcolonial African 

state to the personality of the leader. Personality does matter – I showed that Kenyatta’s 

political imagination certainly influenced his presidential style. Nevertheless, the 

independence negotiations revealed a political vacuum that, far from opening-up creative 

political opportunities, was obstructed by political divisions tearing apart the national elite 

and significantly limited both Kenyatta’s and his main contenders’ political manoeuvring. 

With Kenyatta’s personality dominating the negotiation process, decolonization took an 

unexpected turn, as long-term debates about federalism and centralization were cut short and 

the question of presidential powers took center stage.  

The establishment of the presidency institutionalized Kenyatta’s political supremacy at 

the time of independence: it was a recent political construction, removed from the procedural 

aspects of day to day politics, and which transformed informal power relationships into strong 

yet only vaguely defined presidential powers. The quasi-limitless centralization of power 

granted to the presidency established an institutional imbalance which Kenyatta cultivated 

very carefully, sparsely meting out personal promises and favours. In this regard, the 

competition between parliament and civil administration shows how Kenyatta used tentacular 

informal powers to prevent both institutions from emancipating from presidential authority. 

This subtle imbalance may also explain why the landless and poor remained locked into 

kafkaesque bureaucratic procedures, while Kenyatta remained politically unexposed.  

Speaking of the twin birth of the president and the presidency again raises the question 

of the conceptualization of the African postcolonial state. The historical reconstruction of the 

origins and negotiations of presidential powers nuances the arguments placing the colonial 

legacy at the center of postcolonial African states.4 The latter underestimate both the haste 

with which a presidential constitution was established and the unexpected character it would 

take on. Although it is indisputable that presidential rule was born out of the political 

                                                 

4 For arguments emphasizing a colonial atavistic legacy, see Mahmood Mamdani, Citizen and Subject: 

Contemporary Africa and the Legacy of Late Colonialism (Princeton, N. J.: Princeton University Press, 1996) 

and Crawford Young, The Post-Colonial State in Africa: Fifty Years of Independence, 1960-2010 (Madison: The 

University of Wisconsin Press, 2012). 
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divisions and weaknesses created by colonization, the presidential project was first and 

foremost the battleground of internal political struggles. Most importantly, presidential rule 

was a hazy constitutional principle at independence, whose most authoritarian and repressive 

characteristics only developed in its aftermath. The inability of colonizers to take an active 

role in shaping the process of decolonization, together with the institutional discrepancies 

inherited from colonization and heightened by individual political competition, should be seen 

as the ingredients of a colonial vacuum than a colonial legacy.  

The institutional vacuum and sharp competition that opened up at independence forced 

the president to further cut off the presidency from territorial and institutional linkages to 

ensure his political survival. The imbalance of power between the presidency and other state 

institutions is not a side-effect of the colonial legacy, but lies at the heart of the historical 

formation of the postcolonial Kenyan state. This assertion also challenges the theories that 

centralized African states are too small to control large territory, or that varying personalities 

of leaders explain different styles of presidential rules.5 Such arguments do not provide a 

satisfying answer as to why presidential rule spread throughout the continent and has proved 

resilient to constitutional change.6  

This dissertation attempts less to understand the theories and typologies of the many 

forms of African presidential rule, than to question why these systems formed in the first 

place. While further comparative research should focus more on the historical negotiations of 

these powers at independence and after, the general strengths and limits of presidential rule 

should also be better conceptualized. To do so, a parallel might be established between 

Cooper’s concept of the African “gatekeeper state” and what this dissertation described as a 

“gatekeeper president”.7 Just like the gatekeeper state, which controls the threshold between 

world economy and territorial politics, the gatekeeper president acts as a boundary between 

the central government and the territory, using his direct control over state resources to 

reinforce his position. While presidential prerogatives are likely to expand as informal 

presidential powers pervade both institutional and civil organizations, the gatekeeper 

president remains vulnerable, for he is constantly surrounded by influential contenders 

                                                 

5 Mahmood Mamdani, Citizen and Subjects, and Jeffrey Herbst, States and Power in Africa: Comparative 

Lessons in Authority and Control (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2014). 
6  A meaningful example is can be found in the audit report on the 2010 Kenya constitution published 

inSeptember 2016 by the Auditor General-led team in charge of reviewing the constitution. The report blamed 

the resilience of an old “institutional culture” still ties state institution to the will of the office of the president, 

significantly limiting the scope of the decentralization reforms, “Report of the Working Group on Socio-

Economic Audit of the Constitution of Kenya, 2010”, September 2016, p.91-107.  
7 Frederic Cooper, Africa Since 1940: The Past of the Present (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 

5-6. 
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potentially endangering his rule, and forcing him to retreat into ever greater isolation.  

 

2. Kenyatta’s institutional legacy 

Assessing Kenyatta’s legacy goes well beyond the ambition of this dissertation, which 

has not been concerned with the last decade of his presidency, the 1970s. At first glance, and 

as the analysis of both his political imagination and accession to power tends to show, 

Kenyatta did not seem to have had any concrete intention to construct a political ideal that he 

would bequeath to the Kenyan nation. Unsurprisingly, then, his legacy is often perceived as a 

negative one, given the continuation of the so-called land issue, which took on ever more 

violent characteristics after the post-electoral 2007 violence, exposing the dirty underbelly of 

Kenyan politics.8 Undoubtedly, his failure to achieve a more equal system of land distribution 

and ownership, together with his disinterest in land technicalities or the effective settlement of 

squatters, intensified the effects of a colonial policy that favoured a landed bourgeoisie. Yet, 

the multiplicity of actors and interests involved stops us from attributing the perpetuation of 

this colonial legacy solely to Kenyatta’s political legacy. We should emphasize, rather, the 

president’s institutional legacy, which not only preserved the colonial architecture of such a 

system of land buying and redistribution, but passed it on to the hands of his successors. By 

expressing his preference for Daniel arap Moi as potential successor, Kenyatta not only chose 

a non-Kikuyu but, more importantly, an isolated political player, like himself ten years earlier. 

Far from preparing the ground for tribal inclusion in the top sphere of government, Kenyatta’s 

choices led the presidency to prevail over a divided elite, to compensate weak institutional 

ties by presidential favours, and to preserve parochial family interests.9  

In fact, the tribal inclusiveness of the Kenyan state mirrored the mutual dependency 

that tied the president to the government members, and still does. The increasing size and 

number of ministries, since independence shows less how inclusive the state is than the 

degree of pressure on the president to accommodate divisions at the top. Significantly, the 

number of cabinet ministers increased from fifteen after independence to forty-two under the 

presidency of Mwai Kibaki between 2008 and 2013; already before his death in 1978, 

Kenyatta’s cabinet had been increased to twenty. 10  Another example is the formal 

                                                 

8  K. Kanyinga, “The Legacy of the White Highlands: Land Rights, Ethnicity and the Post-2007 Election 

Violence in Kenya,” Journal of Contemporary African Studies 27, no. 3 (2009): 325–44. 
9 I thank Professor Nicholas Cheeseman for the useful discussion we had on this issue and his interesting 

insights.  
10 E. Omari, “Presidents took advantage of legal gap to increase ministries,” Daily Nation, 23 April 2013, 

accessed 5 April 2016, http://www.nation.co.ke/oped/Opinion/Ministries-Cabinet/-/440808/1756650/-/nb1e11/-

http://www.nation.co.ke/oped/Opinion/Ministries-Cabinet/-/440808/1756650/-/nb1e11/-/index.html
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strengthening of parliamentary powers over the years, which has not challenged the informal 

powers of the presidency: a similarity Kenya shares with many other African countries.11 

Neither has the gradual strengthening of regional powers, which culminated with the 2013 

decentralized constitution, undermined presidential authority, despite forcing the government 

to negotiate and compromise with the regional authorities.12  

Nevertheless, the continuing insulation of presidential authority warrants further 

investigation, especially to explain why so few outsiders are able to compete for presidency. 

The Kenyan state has indeed remained a family state: the three presidents who succeeded 

Kenyatta came from the same political and even biological family, as does the current 

president Uhuru Kenyatta, Jomo’s son. As Charton and Fouéré explained, the connection to 

the “father of the nation” has become a powerful political resource, and the parallels made 

between Uhuru Kenyatta’s trial at the International Criminal Court between 2011 and 2016 

and that of his father by the colonizers in 1950 further prove the point.13 Yet, the reproduction 

of family ties and political inheritance remain unclear processes. It is still impossible to know, 

for lack of sources and testimonies, to what extent Mama Ngina, Jomo’s wife and Uhuru’s 

mother, may have influenced both presidents’ politics, whereas Daniel arap Moi’s influential 

role in supporting Uhuru Kenyatta has been well studied. The latter also allied with a Kalenjin 

politician, William Ruto, to strengthen his presidency.14  

This lack points to the limits of the interpretations that depict the African state as 

“personalized”, failing to acknowledge why, how and when personalization has become a 

system of rule. Further comparative research into the independence negotiations could show 

why a personalized form of presidentialism spread so quickly, and almost homogeneously 

among African postcolonial states. The question is all the more pressing given that post-

colonial leaders have had very different styles of rule. Kenyatta’s politics differed radically, 

for example, from those of the Senegalese Leopold Sédar Senghor, or the Tanzanian Julius 

Nyerere, who both conceptualized a much more direct form of leadership, and attempted to 

                                                                                                                                                         

/index.html. 
11  P. Chaisty, N. Cheeseman, and T. Power, “Rethinking the ‘Presidentialism Debate’: Conceptualizing 

Coalitional Politics in Cross-Regional Perspective,” Democratization 21, no. 1 (2014): 1–23. 
12 N. Cheeseman, G. Lynch, and J. Willis, “Decentralisation in Kenya: The Governance of Governors,” The 

Journal of Modern African Studies 54, no. 1 (2016): 28, 31.  
13  O. Bagaka, “Striking similarities between Uhuru Kenyatta’s trial at The Hague and Jomo Kenyatta’s 

Kapenguria case,” Daily Nation, 28 September 2014, accessed 18 May 2016,  

http://www.nation.co.ke/oped/Opinion/Uhuru-Kenyatta-Jomo-Kenyatta-The-Hague-Kapenguria/-

/440808/2467776/-/9vlj79z/-/index.html. 
14 G. Lynch, “Electing the ‘alliance of the Accused’: The Success of the Jubilee Alliance in Kenya’s Rift 

Valley,” Journal of Eastern African Studies 8, no. 1 (2014): 93–114. 

http://www.nation.co.ke/oped/Opinion/Ministries-Cabinet/-/440808/1756650/-/nb1e11/-/index.html
http://www.nation.co.ke/oped/Opinion/Uhuru-Kenyatta-Jomo-Kenyatta-The-Hague-Kapenguria/-/440808/2467776/-/9vlj79z/-/index.html
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give concrete shape to their political ideas, as well as to their presidential legacies.15 Yet, all 

three built strong presidential states. Arguments framed in terms of personal ambition for 

power should give way to a more thorough investigation of why and how the negotiation of 

independence unexpectedly turned out to be negotiations of presidential powers. Neither do 

socialist paradigms or development doctrines, whose shallow ideological bases I showed in 

the sixth chapter, suffice to explain the construction of a strong state. As argued in this 

conclusion, colonial legacy does not suffice as an explanation for such a transition either, as it 

obscures the political divisions which, although inherited from colonisation, did not dissolve 

at independence but became part and parcel of the making of the presidential state. As such, 

postcolonisation is not about what came after colonization, but what was made of 

colonization.16 

 

3. Missing voices: where are the women?  

Women remained strikingly invisible throughout my research, and were absent from 

the sources I investigated. They did play an important role in Jomo Kenyatta’s political 

career: he gained political prominence as an anti-colonial leader defending the traditional 

custom of clitoridectomy against the colonial “modernisers”; his marriages, as previously 

noted, gave him political respectability and legitimacy. But women did not become political 

leaders – no matter how influential some may have been. There were no women in parliament 

until 1969, and no woman became cabinet minister before 1995. Throughout Kenyatta’s 

regime, women’s social and economic emancipation was further constrained by law hostile to 

the family matters and a land legislation enforcing their dependency on patriarchs. A closer 

look hints at the fact that, just like the relationship between Kenyatta and the landless 

squatters described in the fifth chapter, women’s invisibility was carefully calculated.  

Postcolonial leadership in Kenya was invented as a masculine item. Kenyatta himself 

underlined in the very first pages of Facing Mount Kenya that the Kikuyu tribe was born out 

of the inherent inability and even failure of female leaders to rule the community fairly.17 

                                                 

15 On Senghor, see Janet G. Vaillant, Black, French, and African: A Life of Léopold Sédar Senghor (Cambridge, 

Mass.: Harvard Univ Press, 1990) and Souleymane Bachir Diagne, African Art as Philosophy: Senghor, Bergson 

and the Idea of Negritude (London: Seagull Books, 2011); Gary Wilder, Freedom Time: Negritude, 

Decolonization, and the Future of the World (Durham: Duke University Press, 2015). On Nyerere see Paul 

Bjerk, “Julius Nyerere and the Establishment of Sovereignty in Tanzania, 1960-1964” (Ph.D. diss., University of 

Wisconsin, 2008). 
16 I thank Professor Jan-Georg Deutsch for his useful comments on the historical problem at stake with the study 

of the postcolony. 

 
17 Jomo Kenyatta, Facing Mount Kenya (New York : Vintage Books, 1965), 3-8. 
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Although he acknowledged women’s central role to mother the Kikuyu tribe so to speak, the 

possibility of women being political leaders was simply ignored. This discrepancy must be 

read in the context of the social and political disruptions caused by colonial rule, to which 

Kenyatta was, as seen in the first chapter, particularly sensitive. Colonial rule not only 

attacked tribal customs, such as clitoridectomy (which Kenyatta defended) but also provided 

women with a discourse of emancipation (through individual rights) that the male ruling elite 

saw as endangering the moral foundations of its leadership.18 Furthermore, these social and 

economic disruptions fuelled a new, urban class of women prostitutes, whom Kenyatta 

depicted as a decadent form of individualism, as explained, too, in the first chapter. 19 

Significantly, the emancipation and individualization of women’s status and rights, although 

it was part of the general discourse against colonial rule, highlighted the limits and 

contradictions of the male elite’s thought, revealing that political legitimacy was deep-rooted 

in patriarchal values.20  

Kenyatta’s imagination of the state as a “family” legitimized his lack of support for the 

emancipation of women. More generally, the male elite conveniently embraced the equation 

between the state and the family to strengthen its political dominance.21 Leadership remains 

defined, up until today, through masculine, traditional attributes that are used not only against 

female political ambitions, but also against potential male political competitors who would 

differ from the ruling doxa. The writer and activist Nanjala Nyabola pleaded for an end to 

such political manipulation of masculine attributes in an article rather appropriately entitled 

“It’s Time to Axe Kenya’s Big Dick Politics”, and argued that it is patriarchy, more than 

ethnicity or land issues, that holds political dynasties together.22 This persistency highlights 

the strategic contradiction between arguments for individual rights and equality championed 

during the liberation struggle, and the manipulation of traditional values to win over a largely 

rural, uneducated, and conservative electorate after independence. 

Hence political calculations are central to the Kenyan government’s discourse on 

                                                 

18 Lynn M. Thomas, Politics of the Womb: Women, Reproduction, and the State in Kenya (Berkeley: University 

of California Press, 2003), chapter 5. 
19 J. M. Bujra, “Women ‘Entrepreneurs’ of Early Nairobi,” Canadian Journal of African Studies 9, no. 2 (1975): 

213–34.   
20  A. Wipper, “The Politics of Sex: Some Strategies Employed by the Kenyan Power Elite to Handle a 

Normative-Existential Discrepancy,” African Studies Review 14, no. 3 (1971): 463–82; Thomas, Politics of the 

Womb; P. Stamp, “Burying Otieno: The Politics of Gender and Ethnicity in Kenya,” Signs 16, no. 4 (1991): 808–

45.  
21 A. Wipper, “African Women, Fashion, and Scapegoating,” Canadian Journal of African Studies 6, no. 2 

(1972): 337. 
22 Nanjala Nyabola, “It’s Time to Axe Kenya’s Big Dick Politics,” African Arguments, 1 March 2016 (last 

visited 23 April 2016), http://africanarguments.org/2016/03/01/its-time-to-axe-kenyas-big-dick-politics/.  
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women, which successfully suppresses women’s voices in social and political debates. A 

powerful instrument in reinforcing the subjugation of women was that of the reservation of 

land ownership to patriarchs. Unable to own title deeds of the family land, and despite 

representing the demographic majority in rural areas, women have remained socially and 

economically vulnerable.23 Besides, gender issues have been continuously been kept off the 

political agenda since independence, and women’s organizations co-opted by the government. 

Patricia Stamp explained with great clarity how any discourse potentially challenging the 

tribal and moral foundations of the state was seen as politically dangerous by the government 

in place. Her study of the case of Wambui Otieno in 1987, a Kikuyu woman who fought for 

her Luo husband to be buried in Nairobi, not on his ancestral land yet close to his home, as 

she said he wished, shows how her arguments were opposed and defeated by his Luo in-laws 

in a suit that rested on the legal superiority of tribal customs, reaffirming patriarchy and 

cutting short  women’s claims to empowerment. 24  

Women did not entirely desert politics, however, especially not those closely 

associated to the political “big man”. As the sociologist Audrey Wipper analysed, “patrons”, 

women who were wealthy, urban, and connected to influential politicians through marriage or 

birth, played a central role in the political co-optation of the women’s organization, 

Maendeleo ya Wanawake (MyW).25 Kenyatta’s wife in particular, Mama Ngina, played an 

important role attending several activities organized by MyW, thus lending her image to the 

organization. 26  Jomo Kenyatta’s stance on the organization, however, remained obscure: 

despite formally praising women’s equal rights at independence, he subsequently supported 

all attempts to limit family laws (such as the Affiliation Act) and refused to have his name or 

photograph associated with any family planning campaigns.27  

Nevertheless, the co-optation of the main women’s organization movement explains 

only partially the scarcity of research dealing with women’s political leadership in Kenya, 

especially since women have gained political prominence since the 1990s – after the 2002 

elections, the new president Mwai Kibaki appointed several women to important ministries; 

                                                 

23 J. Davison, “‘Without Land We Are Nothing’: The Effect of Land Tenure Policies and Practices Upon Rural 

Women in Kenya,” Rural Africana 27 (1987): 19–33. 
24 Stamp, “Burying Otieno: The Politics of Gender and Ethnicity in Kenya”. 
25 A. Wipper, “The Maendeleo Ya Wanawake Organization: The Co-Optation of Leadership,” African Studies 

Review 18, no. 3 (1975): 104-107. 
26 Ibid. 
27 Thomas, Politics of the Womb, 170. On Kenyatta’s formal commitment to women’s right at independence see 

Wipper, “The Maendeleo Ya Wanawake Organization: The Co-Optation of Leadership,” 111-112. 
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so did Uhuru Kenyatta in 2012.28 The lack of resources certainly contributes to hindering 

political investigation; Mama Ngina in particular has remained, to paraphrase Atieno-

Odhiambo’s words, suspiciously inscrutable. Similarly, very little is known of the political 

career of Kenyatta’s oldest daughter Margaret Kenyatta, first female mayor (elected for 

Nairobi). More generally, women’s political leadership in Africa has remained understudied. 

While analysts deplore the media’s biased coverage of women leaders, it must be 

acknowledged that no political biography of a woman leader has yet emerged.29  

                                                 

28 D. M. Anderson, “Briefing: Kenya’s Elections 2002: The Dawning of a New Era?,” African Affairs 102, no. 

407 (2003): 340. See also “President praised for naming women to ‘powerful’ posts,” Daily Nation 26 April 

2013, accessed 12 May 2016, http://www.nation.co.ke/News/politics/President-praised-for-naming-women-to-

powerful-posts/-/1064/1759544/-/785y0b/-/index.html. 
29 F. Gaspard, “Féminisation de la Politique ? Un regard international,” Travail, genre et sociétés 18, no. 2 

(2007): 135–38; G. Thomas and M. Adams, “Breaking the Final Glass Ceiling: The Influence of Gender in the 

Elections of Ellen Johnson-Sirleaf and Michelle Bachelet,” Journal of Women, Politics & Policy 31, no. 2 

(2010): 105–31; J. Asabea Anderson, G. Diabah, and P. Afrakoma hMensa, “Powerful Women in Powerless 

Language: Media Misrepresentation of African Women in Politics (the Case of Liberia),” Journal of Pragmatics, 

Women, Power and the Media, 43, no. 10 (2011): 2509–18. Pamela Scully’s recen book Ellen Johnson Sirleaf 

(Athens, Oh: Ohio University Press, 2016, is perhaps the expection that proves the rule.  

http://www.nation.co.ke/News/politics/President-praised-for-naming-women-to-powerful-posts/-/1064/1759544/-/785y0b/-/index.html
http://www.nation.co.ke/News/politics/President-praised-for-naming-women-to-powerful-posts/-/1064/1759544/-/785y0b/-/index.html
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